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Communities Scrutiny Committee 
07 February 2019

PRESENT: 

COUNCILLORS: Peter Garlick, Simon Glyn (Chairman), Aled W. Jones, Berwyn Parry Jones, 
Elwyn Jones, Kevin Morris Jones, Linda Morgan, Edgar Wyn Owen, Mike Stevens, Catrin 
Wager, Gethin Glyn Williams, Owain Williams and Gruffydd Williams.

OFFICERS:   Gareth James (Member Support and Scrutiny Manager) and Lowri Haf Evans 
(Member Support Officer).

ALSO IN ATTENDANCE:

In relation to item 5 on the agenda - Councillor Gareth Griffiths (Cabinet Member - Highways and 
Municipal) and Rhydian Roberts (Principal Engineer, Gwynedd Consultancy) 

In relation to item 6 on the agenda - Councillor Gareth Griffiths (Cabinet Member for Highways 
and Municipal), Steffan Jones (Acting Head of Highways and Municipal Department), Amanda 
Murray (Project Manager, Highways and Municipal) and Bethan Roberts (Community Councils 
and Community Groups Co-ordinator) 

In relation to item 7 on the agenda - Councillor Dafydd Meurig (Cabinet Member for the 
Environment), Dafydd Wyn Williams (Head of Environment Department) and Dafydd Gibbard 
(Senior Manager - Corporate Property). 

In relation to item 8 on the agenda - Councillor Dafydd Meurig (Cabinet Member for the 
Environment), Dafydd Wyn Williams (Head of Environment Department),  Gareth Jones (Senior 
Planning and Environment Manager), Iwan Evans (Head of Legal Services / Monitoring Officer) 
and Rhun ap Gareth (Senior Solicitor) 

1. APOLOGIES

Apologies were received from Councillors Glyn Daniels, Elwyn Edwards, Keith Jones and  
Annwen Hughes

2. DECLARATION OF PERSONAL INTEREST

None to note

3. URGENT ITEMS

None to note

4. MINUTES

The minutes of the previous meeting of this committee, held on 13.12.2018 were 
accepted as a true record of the meeting. 

5. IMPLEMENT LAND DRAINAGE BYELAWS

Submitted - the report of the Principal Engineer of Gwynedd Consultancy detailing the 
background and the purpose of creating a new series of bye-laws to assist the Local 
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Authority with flood prevention and managing activities along ordinary watercourses more 
effectively and more consistently. It was explained that this was in response to Councils 
in Wales receiving additional powers and responsibilities to manage flooding and surface 
water under the Flood and Water Management Act 2010. Reference was made to the 
new bye-laws attached to the report and it was reiterated that they had been planned to 
work alongside the current regulation framework provided under the Land Drainage Act 
1991 and the Flood and Water Management Act 2010. It was noted that adopting the 
bye-laws would not have an impact on the Unit's current staffing level. 

It was highlighted that a public consultation had been held between 15 November and 13 
December 2018, and that no observations had been received from the public. 

Along with assisting the Local Authorities to prevent flooding and to address the most 
serious risks, it was highlighted that the bye-laws, by amending the wording and outlining 
the type of activities in question, were overall, beneficial to the environment. In doing so, 
the bye-laws would benefit other work areas in the world of local government and would 
assist to realise the objectives of other acts including the Water Framework Directive and 
the Habitats Directive. 

It was noted that the aim of the report was for Scrutiny Committee members to assess 
the new bye-laws and to recommend them to the Full Council for formal adoption. 
Following the Council's decision on 7 March, 2019, a policy statement would be drawn up 
to highlight how the bye-laws would be implemented and the changes involved.

The members expressed their thanks for the report.

In response to an observation regarding material being carried down river, it was 
highlighted that consideration would be given to observations relating to flood risk.

In response to a question regarding the protection of field animals, it was highlighted that 
the maintenance work was the responsibility of Natural Resources Wales.

In response to an observation regarding the consultation process, it was noted that 
Gwynedd Consultancy had followed Welsh Government's guidance on the consultation 
and had therefore not contacted developers directly as they accepted that Welsh 
Government had considered this.  It was reiterated that consultation with the developer 
would be considered during the planning procedure where officers from the Water and 
Environment Unit would offer their observations on applications. In a further observation 
regarding consulting with Farmers' Unions, it was noted again that Gwynedd Consultancy 
assumed that Welsh Government had done this.

In response to an observation regarding the effect of additional responsibilities on the 
Water and Environment Unit's work load and staffing levels, it was noted, by working 
logically and sensibly, it was not considered that any additional resource would be 
required.

During the ensuing discussion, the following points were highlighted by individual 
Members:

 There was a need to notify people of the changes and outline when the bye-laws 
would come into force.

 Requiring permission to plant trees was a step too far (Chapter 3 (9)
 There was a need to ask Welsh Government whom they had consulted with and 

to include this information in the final report to the Full Council.
 Accepted that Gwynedd had received an 'order' to act from the Welsh 

Government, but needed to ensure a fair consultation.
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RESOLVED 
 to accept the report subject to including information about the details of the 

Welsh Government's consultation on the bye-laws in the report that will be 
submitted to the Full Council on 7 March, 2019. 

 to recommend that the full Council formally adopts the bye-laws.

6. LOCAL TOILETS STRATEGY

Submitted - a report updating the Committee on the impact of cuts on the County's public 
toilets and the Service's plans for the future with the development of the proposed 
strategy to be adopted and published by 31 May 2019. It was noted that following the Her 
Gwynedd decision to implement a cut of £244,000 in the service by delivering the 
Partnering Scheme with Community and Town Councils, the Council had managed to 
keep up to 63 toilets open within the County.  It was reiterated that the County had a 
provision of 35 community toilets that were part of the Community Toilets Grant Scheme. 

In response to Section 8 of the Public Health Act (Wales) 2017, every Local Authority in 
Wales was required to assess its community's needs in relation to toilets and then use 
strategic and transparent methods to meet that need in the best possible way. In 
developing the strategy, it was highlighted that broader options had been considered that 
would address the current challenges relating to providing facilities in communities as 
well as a reduction in the service budget. Attention was drawn to the timetable which 
highlighted the key steps towards publishing the strategy.

Members welcomed the information and the positive work that had been achieved.

During the ensuing discussion, the following points were highlighted by individual 
Members:

 Road signage was needed to draw attention to facilities located off busy roads - 
the signs to offer information and directions.

 Welcome the Community Toilets Scheme, but needed to amend and improve the 
condition of some of the buildings - needed to ensure that the toilets were up to 
standard.

 Needed to be better at advertising and promoting community toilets.
 That any information on the website relating to toilets should be up-to-date and a 

printable version should be made available.
 Needed to encourage more community toilets - accepted there was a waiting list, 

but there was a need to review the situation. 
 The distance between toilets was a concern - was it possible to map them out 

every 10 miles?
 There was a suggestion to include information on the Gwynedd app.
 There was a need to consider establishments that offered longer and more 

flexible hours.
 That neutral facilities were needed - potentially consider that no designation was 

needed.
 Possible to create a link to Google Maps of the location of conveniences.
 Target some highway businesses to offer the use of their facilities.
 That more emphasis was being placed on tourists' needs; it was the local people 

who paid the taxes. 

In response to an observation whether or not the community toilets scheme offered value 
for money, it was noted that the scheme was valuable in the full picture but there was an 
opportunity to review the scheme and look at areas with no facilities. It was noted that the 
scheme was funded by Welsh Government and that it was now money that was included 
as part of the annual settlement and it had been ring-fenced for this use only. It was noted 
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that a grant was also received from the Trunk Road Agent. It was reiterated that it would 
be possible to review the numbers and also the locations and amend them as needed 
along with the amount paid to every participating business. It was also noted that as soon 
as the Strategy would be published in May 2019, some work would be carried out to map 
and identify the gaps. 

In response to an observation on maximising the standard and quality of the facilities, it 
was highlighted that a grant had been received recently to upgrade three conveniences 
that included nappy changing facilities. It was reiterated that work was being done to 
attract funding to carry out upgrade work on five other properties and that grants were an 
opportunity for the services to look at new and innovative opportunities. In response to an 
observation that the service was reliant on grants to upgrade the standard and condition of 
the toilets, and should the grant be terminated the responsibility and the cost would fall on 
the Community Council, it was confirmed that it was the Council that was responsible for 
the condition of the conveniences.

In response to an observation regarding using Google Maps or a suitable app, it was 
highlighted that this was a statutory part of the strategy and it would be a natural step to 
create an app. 

RESOLVED to accept the report and to recommend that the Cabinet Member 
addresses the observations when drawing up the final Toilets Strategy.

7. PARKING MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS

Submitted - a report from the Senior Property Manager detailing the Council's parking 
management arrangements and responsibilities, its work outputs and its challenges for 
the future. The staffing structure showed that the Service, since 2012, had faced 
significant savings/ cuts despite responding to the same workload. It was highlighted that 
the pay and display arrangements that were in place in 60 of the County's car parks, 
along with Annual Parking Permits and payments from parking enforcement, had led to 
receiving an income of £2.65m by 2018/19.  It was noted that the income was a key part 
of the Council's annual revenue income and contributed towards maintaining services. In 
accordance with legislative requirements, any income gathered from parking 
management would be reinvested in the highway network.

Attention was drawn to future challenges and finding a range of options to guarantee an 
increase in the parking income. If the effect of inflation was to be met and a contribution 
of £180,000 made toward the savings targets, by 2022/23 the annual income would need 
to be £450,000 higher than in 2018/19.

Gratitude was expressed for the information. 

In response to an observation regarding losing approximately £45,000 in income from the 
free Christmas parking offer, individual members highlighted the following observations:

 There was a need to consider the time limits before abolishing the service.
 Possible that it did not offer value for money as it was being used by 9-5pm 

workers?
 Needed to consider methods to dissuade workers from using it.
 Needed better timings - end of November - to coincide with Black Friday?         

Weekends in the run up to Christmas? 
 Offer free parking evenings when events were held in the town.
 Free parking was a good scheme and supported Local Businesses.
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The Senior Property Manager accepted the observations and noted it was intended to 
review the current arrangement. 

In response to an observation regarding the appeals graph included in the report and 
the need for more detailed information about the numbers that were issued and the 
numbers that were challenged, it was accepted that the graph was basic and it would be 
possible to include more detailed data.

In response to an observation regarding how electric car charging facilities would be 
funded it was reported that the scheme was likely to be funded through grants in its 
initial phase. It was reiterated that the demand for this type of facility was currently very 
low, but there was a need to prepare beforehand by undertaking work to assess 
suitable locations within the County. 

During the ensuing discussion, the following points were highlighted by individual 
Members:

 There was a need to highlight the difference between the ownership of a private 
car park and the Council's car parks. 

 Double machines were needed, offering the facility to pay with cash or card.
 The total increases in parking fees appeared difficult in terms of pennies / cash - 

needed to keep the amounts straightforward.
 A suggestion to pay for an annual parking ticket in monthly instalments.
 What were the costs for maintaining the 57 free car parks? Would it be possible to 

transfer the resource for local communities to manage them, this would reduce 
costs for the Council?

 Needed to ensure that the service was effective. No excuse for the fact that 
machines did not work during busy weekends!

 There was a need to rationalise parking fees across the County.
 Local Parking Ticket - would it be possible to increase the ticket criteria for 

parking in long-stay car parks? 
 With an increasing demand for enforcement, was it possible to consider installing 

cameras in some car parks to free up officers' time to enforce at other car parks?

In response to some of the above mentioned observations, the officers noted:
 The use of cameras was impersonal, covert and expensive but was a possible 

option for the future.
 Officers were under an increasing demand to enforce a wide range of fields. 

Although it was possible to offer a cross-departmental service, this involved 
intensive training for the officers in a number of legislative fields. It was reiterated 
that discussions were ongoing but there was a need to simplify the legislation and 
weigh up practical issues.

 That ensuring and establishing fairness in setting parking fees across the County 
had been one of the main considerations in submitting parking management 
arrangements in 2015. The intention was to continue to establish consistency and 
fairness throughout the County when considering possible options to increase 
income from parking in future. 

 It was possible to hold 'case by case' discussions with Community/Town Councils 
regarding the transfer of the responsibility for free car parks within the County.

 It would be possible to introduce a range of possible options once the Full Council 
had decided on its budget for 2019/20 on 7 March 2019. 

RESOLVED to accept the report with a request for officers to consider the 
observations of the Members when providing an update in due course on the 
range of options to ensuring an increase in the parking income. 
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8. PLANNING MATTERS AND THE DELEGATION SCHEME

Following discussions regarding the implementation of the Planning Delegation Scheme 
in the context of Plas Pistyll, Pistyll, Pwllheli; the Communities Scrutiny Committee on 
13.12.2018 had resolved to defer the matter and to receive a further report which would 
address the basic issues in the delegation scheme, the thresholds for receiving an 
application to vary conditions, the thresholds of the delegation scheme along with a 
response to Members' observations and the evidence submitted to Committee. 

Submitted - a report that had been prepared jointly by the Head of Environment 
Department and the Head of Legal Department addressing the above mentioned 
recommendation. 

It was proposed and seconded to defer the decision as neither the members' 
observations nor the evidence submitted to the Committee on 13 December 2018 had 
been included in the amended report.

In response, the Monitoring Officer noted that the report responded to the minutes and 
that the minutes did not note the need to hold discussions with individual members or to 
include their input in the report.  It was reiterated that the report was being submitted to 
Committee for scrutiny and there was an opportunity for individual members to challenge 
and ask questions at the meeting.

The Chairman noted that his impression was that members would have been included in 
discussions with officers and would have been part of creating the report. 

In response, the Monitoring Officer noted that a detailed brief was required on what 
needed to be submitted to the next Scrutiny Committee meeting.

During the ensuing discussion, a proposal was made for the need to include the following 
matters in the report:

 That the relevant policies were clearly interpreted 
 That clear definitions of technical terms were required
 Needed to respond to observations made at the meeting in December 2018
 There was a need to weigh up the evidence referred to in December 2018
 There was a need to consider specific areas/landscapes
 That the examples in the report were not relevant 

During the ensuing discussion, the following points were highlighted by individual 
Members:

 Lessons needed to be learned by setting a firm and clear direction
 A suggestion to hold a further discussion with individual members 

RESOLVED 
 to defer the matter to the next meeting
 that an informal meeting is held between the Chairman, Councillor Seimon 

Glyn, Councillor Aled Wyn Jones, Councillor Gruffydd Williams, Councillor 
Dafydd Meurig (Cabinet Member - Environment) and the relevant officers to 
agree on the matters that need addressing in the report that will be 
submitted to the meeting on 4 April 2019.

9. PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT MEETINGS
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Members were invited to express an interest or nominate people to attend the   
Environment Department's performance management meetings.

Councillor Berwyn Parry Jones was proposed and seconded

RESOLVED to elect Councillor Berwyn Parry Jones to represent the Committee at 
the Environment Department performance management meetings.

The meeting commenced at 10:30am and concluded at 1:10pm
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Committee Communities Scrutiny Committee (Informal Meeting) 

Date 4th April 2019

Job Title Progress Report on delivering the priorities of the Well-being Plan

Cabinet Member Councillor Dyfrig Siencyn

Purpose
 

To submit a progress report on the work of Gwynedd and Anglesey’s 
Public Services Board.

1. Introduction and context

1.1 The aim of Well-Being of Future Generations Act (2015) is to improve the economic, 
environmental and cultural well-being of Wales. The Act highlights seven well-being goals 
and five ways of working to give public bodies a common purpose.

1.2 The Gwynedd and Anglesey Public Services Board was established in 2016, in accordance 
with the Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015. A Public Services Board (PSB) 
for Gwynedd and Anglesey in collaboration.    

1.3 The PSB Welbeing Assessment was published for the wellbeing areas of Gwynedd and 
Anglesey in May 2017, and following a series of consulation and engagement sessions the 
Well-being Plan was published in 2018. The Well-being Plan confirms the two objectives and 
six priority fields for which it was agreed that the Board could collaborate in order to ensure 
the best results for the residents of Gwynedd and Anglesey. Therefore, priority fields 
common to both Counties were agreed upon and the PSB will respond to these matters 
jointly across both Counties. 

2. An update on the progress of the sub-groups

2.1 The PSB agreed on priority areas to achieve the above objectives and decided to 
establish sub-groups led by Board members to lead on the work. Four sub-groups have been 
established under Objective 1 as follows:

2.2  Objective 1 - Communities which thrive and are prosperous in the long-term  

The Priority Areas of work proposed by 
the sub-groups

Report on progress

“The Welsh Language: We 
will work together to 
increase the use of the 
Welsh Language within 
public bodies in Gwynedd 
and Anglesey. We will 
promote the use of Welsh 
as the preferred language 

To share good practice on 
language issues, to try to 
ensure greater consistency 
in the way in which the 
Welsh language is used 
within the organisations, 
leading to more consistent 
user experience.

The sub-group submitted a 
request to the Welsh 
government to support 
the ' ARFer' project which 
enables the public bodies 
to develop of the use of 
Welsh in a bilingual 
workforce. The sub-group 
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of communication 
between public bodies 
across both counties”.
The Welsh Language sub-
group is led by the 
Professor Jerry Hunter.

Give consideration to 
language issues from the 
citizen's perspective

A child's language and 
linguistic journey and the 
barriers preventing them 
from continuing to use the 
language.

expect to hear from the 
Welsh Government within 
the next few weeks about 
the outcome of their 
application.

The sub-group is 
interested in transferring 
ideas and schemes to 
promote the use of the 
Welsh language from one 
organisation to another. 
The sub-group will map in 
detail what is currently 
being done in each 
organisation, in order to 
establish a baseline, and 
then decide on the 
relevant actions.  

The sub-group will work 
with organisations already 
undertaking work in this 
particular area to improve 
understanding, and work 
in collaboration to add 
value. The focus will be on 
the Early Years in the first 
instance.

“Homes for local people. 
We will work with the 
housing sector to ensure 
more suitable and 
affordable housing in the 
right places to meet local 
needs. We will work 
together to ensure that 
homes are of a high quality 
that meets the needs of 
residents "
The housing sub group Is 
led by Ffrancon Williams, 
Chief Executive of Cartrefi 
Cymunedol Gwynedd.

The sub-group is 
considering options for 
joint working on 
innovative housing 
schemes to avoid 
duplication, working in 
isolation and to achieve 
economies of scale.
It’s an innovative scheme 
and encourages 
collaboration between 
organisations within the 
housing sector. It will 
allow more suitable and 
affordable homes.

The sub-group will develop 
a detailed business case 
for the project. The 
business case will outline 
the membership and 
resources of the project 
sub-group, the project 
objectives and detail how 
the project will respond 
fully to the homes priority 
within the Well-being Plan.  

"The impact of poverty on 
the wellbeing of our 

Develop a tool for 
assessing the impact of 

The tool will assess 
enhance the 
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communities.  We will 
develop a detailed 
understanding of how 
poverty affects our areas 
and seek to ensure that 
the work undertaken in 
the field across public 
bodies is more effective in 
mitigating long term 
impact "
Sub-group leader to be 
agreed.

poverty on our 
communities. Develop an 
understanding of the work 
taking place in the field of 
poverty.

understanding of how 
policy/projects/services 
impacts on poverty. There 
will be a presentation at 
the next meeting of the 
PSB in June, to outline the 
work that is already taking 
place in the area of 
poverty from the 
perspective of Local 
Authorities, and an 
opportunity to discuss the 
gaps in provision.

"The impact of climate 
change on the wellbeing of 
our communities. We will 
work together locally to 
mitigate the effects of 
climate change on our 
communities ".
The climate change sub-
group Is led by Sian 
Williams, North West 
Operations manager, 
Natural Resources Wales

In the short term, review 
existing data, strategies 
and relevant policies of 
public bodies (taking 
account of the Shoreline 
Management Plan), and 
gather evidence of how 
they are responding to the 
impacts of climate change 
in Gwynedd and Môn.

The sub-group will present 
their findings at the 
Board's next meeting in 
June. The work will enable 
the PSB to consider the 
impacts of climate change 
on the delivery of public 
services in our 
communities.

2.3 The two priority areas of ' health and care of adults ' and ' the welfare and achievement 
of children and young people' contribute towards Objective 2.  It was agreed to establish 
one sub-group to address the two priorities – The West integrated Health and Social Care 
Group.

2.4 Objective 2 - Healthy and independent residents with a good quality of life    

The Priority Areas of work proposed by 
the sub-groups

Report on progress

“Health and care of adults: 
we will work with the 
Regional Partnership 
Board to ensure that the 
services planned for the 
older population meet 
local needs. We will 
collaborate locally to plan 
a wide range of 
preventative activities for 
adults to enable them to 
live healthy and 
independent lives”.

The health and care sub 
Group has been 
established. The main 
purpose of the group is to 
ensure effective delivery 
of health and care 
services. The sub-group 
agreed that the group 
needed to draw up further 
sub-groups to work on 
specific issues of adults, 
children, mental health 
and well-being, so that 

An action plan will be 
developed by the 
Integrated Health and 
Social Care sub-group and 
presented to the Public 
Services Board. The 
subgroup wanted to 
ensure that robust 
integrated governance 
arrangements were in 
place before they 
developed the action plan.
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“The welfare and 
achievement of children 
and young people: we will 
plan preventative services 
and activities together to 
support families before 
the need for intensive 
services arises. We will 
encourage children, young 
people and families to 
improve their health so 
they can live healthily and 
independently within their 
communities in the long 
term ". 

The integrated health and 
Social care sub-group Is 
led by Ffion Johnstone, 
Area Director for West 
Wales, Betsi Cadwaladr 
University Health Board.  

they could undertake their 
functions in health and 
care effectively.

2.5 The above outline action plans were approved at the meeting of the Public Services 
Board on 13th March 2019. The sub-groups will continue to develop the above areas of 
work, and inform the PSB of their progress in June 2019.

2.6 It was also noted during the meeting on 13th March that the Board and sub groups 
needed to take account of the work already being undertaken by the organisations to 
promote the above objectives, in order to identify and deliver on how the Board could add 
value to the work already undertaken. The sub-groups will review the organisations ' current 
arrangements as they consider their action plans.

3 Delivery 

3.1 The five sub-groups noted above are accountable to the Public Service Board in relation 
to delivering any work commissioned. The sub-group leaders are expected to report back on 
progress every quarter to the Gwynedd and Anglesey Public Services Board. The period of 
delivering the objectives will be an opportunity for PSB partners to show their willingness 
and commitment to working collaboratively and innovatively on plans.        

3.2 The PSB acts in accordance with seven principles, namely the five national sustainable 
development principles noted above, together with two which have been added by the 
Board, namely 'The Welsh language' and 'Equality'. This means taking action in a way which 
seeks to ensure that the needs of the present are met without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their own needs.
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4. Scrutiny Arrangements

4.1 The Board's work will be checked regularly by the Scrutiny Committees of Gwynedd 
Council and the Isle of Anglesey County Council. Gwynedd Council’s Scrutiny Committee 
scrutinised the PSB’S government arrangements in December 2018. The PSB will prepare an 
annual report in June 2019 to set out progress as it seeks to deliver the well-being 
objectives. A copy of every annual report will be sent to Welsh Ministers, the Commissioner, 
the Auditor General for Wales and the councils' scrutiny committees.

4.2 The Well-being Act and the associated national guidance1 set out 3 main roles for local 
authority’s scrutiny committees in providing democratic accountability to the public services 
Board:

 Review the governance arrangements of the PSB
 Acting as statutory consultees on the well-being assessment and well-being plan
 Monitoring progress on the PSBs implementation of the well-being plan

4.3  The Public Services Board is currently subject to scrutiny by the designated Scrutiny 
Committees of Gwynedd and Anglesey Local Authorities. At the establishment of the PSB it 
was agreed that a joint scrutiny panel between the two counties would be developed to 
undertake this work across Gwynedd and Anglesey. Scrutiny Officers from both the Isle of 
Anglesey County Council and Gwynedd Council will address the key actions in relation to the 
establishment of a joint panel over the coming months. 

5. Resources
5.1 Management and administrative support for the Board is provided by the Isle of 

Anglesey County Council and Gwynedd Council.

5.2 Resources for delivering the work of the sub-groups will be the responsibility of all 
statutory members equally. The contributions will be agreed and reviewed by the Board as 
and when necessary.

6. Recommendation
6.1 It is recommended that the Communities Scrutiny Committee observes:

- The progress of the Gwynedd and Anglesey‘s Public Service Board

1 Guidance for Local Authority Scrutiny Committees on the scrutiny of Public Services Boards
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Committee Communities Scrutiny Committee 
 

Date 4 April 2019 
 

Title Over-development of Touring Caravan Sites 
 

Cabinet Member Councillor Dafydd Meurig 
 

Author Gareth Jones – Senior Manager Planning and Public Protection Service 
 

Purpose 
 

To raise awareness and give Committee Members an opportunity to 
scrutinise the Supplementary Planning Guidance: Facilities and attractions 
for tourists following public consultations, and offer feedback before it is 
considered by the Joint Planning Policy Committee.  

 
 

 

1 BACKGROUND 

1.1 In June 2017, the Planning and Public Protection Service was informed of the following:  
 
 

 A number of Members felt that an increasing number of sites were being provided 
for touring caravans in some rural areas of the County and that this had a 
detrimental impact on views. 

 It was otherwise noted that the green economy also benefited. 

 It was suggested that it could be beneficial to restrict numbers by setting a quota. 
 
 
1.2  The Planning and Public Protection Service had submitted reports about the subject to 

informal meetings of this Scrutiny Committee in October 2017 and February 2018. A picture 
was given of the relevant national and local planning policy context. It was explained that it 
was not possible to set a specific quota and that Policy TWR 5 along with the requirements of 
other Policies in the Plan provided a framework to consider the potential impact of proposed 
developments, including impacts on the visual amenities of open countryside. It is aimed to 
ensure that a proposed development is designed carefully and considers the context of the 
site and its location in the local landscape. 

 
1.3  Members were provided with information regarding arrangements to prepare Supplementary 

Planning Guidance: Facilities and attractions for tourists (which would provide guidance on 
implementing the policies) and to hold a public consultation on it prior to its adoption. 
Members of the Scrutiny Committee were given information about the individuals and various 
organisations that would receive information directly about the public consultation. 

 
1.4 It was resolved to request an opportunity to scrutinise the draft Guidance prior to its adoption. 
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2 THE PURPOSE OF SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING GUIDANCE 
 
2.1 It is essential to bear in mind that Supplementary Planning Guidance can only deal with 

providing more information or details regarding policies or proposals noted in the Local 
Development Plan.  

 
2.2  Guidance cannot change a policy or proposals noted in the Local Development Plan and new 

policies cannot be introduced via Supplementary Planning Guidance. 
 
3  THE STATUS OF SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING GUIDANCE 
 
3.1  When Supplementary Planning Guidance is adopted, it will be a 'relevant planning 

consideration' and it should be considered alongside the policies included in the Joint Local 
Development Plan. Figure 1 below provides a snapshot of the actions that are necessary for 
Guidance to be given a 'relevant planning consideration' status. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 
 

4  THE SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING GUIDANCE: FACILITIES AND ACCOMMODATION FOR 
TOURISTS - TOURING CARAVAN SITES 

 
4.1  The Local Development Plan includes policies that deal with many forms and scales of holiday 

accommodation and tourist attractions in the Plan area that require planning permission to 
be developed. Policy TWR 5 specifically relates to proposals to develop touring caravan, 
camping and temporary alternative camping accommodation. A copy of the full Policy is 
available in Appendix 1 of the Supplementary Planning Guidance (which is in Appendix A of 
this paper). Depending on the location and scale of the proposed development, other policies 

MATERIAL 
PLANNING 

CONSIDERATION
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Public 
consultation

Consider 
comments 

made in public 
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in the Plan will also be relevant, e.g. policies regarding landscape, biodiversity, design, 
vehicular access (this is not a full list of potential matters).   

 
4.2  In its role to provide further information or details regarding relevant policies in the Plan, part 

3 of the Guidance provides guidance on overarching planning matters, and part 6 provides 
guidance on the main considerations of Policy TWR 5, namely: type of units, landscape 
considerations, highways considerations, implementation phases, ancillary facilities and 
overuse of hard standings and manufacturing features. The rest of the Guidance relates to 
other types of holiday accommodation and tourist attractions. 

  
5  THE PUBLIC CONSULTATIONS ON THE SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING GUIDANCE 
 
5.1  A draft version of this SPG was approved for a public consultation by the Joint Planning Policy 

Committee on 26 April 2018. This draft was prepared in consultation with officers from the 
Development Control Unit and Tourism Unit of both authorities. The Supplementary Planning 
Guidance was published for a six week public consultation in accordance with the public 
consultation plan. Appendix B includes a Report on that Public Consultation. It contains a 
record of the public consultation arrangements, which included giving the following an 
opportunity to voice a formal opinion about the contents of the Guidance (this is not a 
complete list): 

 

 Local members of both authorities 

 Community, Town and City Councils of both counties 

 Statutory Consultees 

 Environmental Bodies 

 Nearby Authorities 

 Planning Agents who work specifically in both counties 

 People / organisations who had expressed an interest in the Guidance 

 The Tourism Unit of both Authorities sent details of the consultation to members of their 
tourism forums to ensure that all interested parties were aware of the new SPG and the 
opportunity to influence the contents.  Membership includes: 

o Visit Wales 
o National Trust 
o Representatives of Tourism Associations 
o Adventure Companies 
o Enterprise Companies 
o Managers/Owners of Tourist Attractions 
o British Homes and Holiday Park Association 
o Managers/Owners of holiday accommodation/hotel/caravan site businesses 

 
5.2  Details of the public consultation were uploaded onto both Councils' websites and hard copies 

of the SPG were also available to read in every public library, the head office of Anglesey 

Council in Llangefni and in Siop Gwynedd (Caernarfon, Dolgellau and Pwllheli).  There was a 

number of different ways for people to respond to the consultation, including: 

• On-line interactive form (created and managed by Gwynedd Council's Research Unit) 

 On-line response form in Word and pdf - available on both websites and paper copies 

available in every library and Siop Gwynedd.  Paper copies of the response form were 

also available on request from the Joint PPU.  
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• E-mail 

• Letter 

5.3  From the above, the Scrutiny Committee will see that representatives of several groups that 
would be interested in the guidance provided to applicants (and those advising them) on the 
expectations of the Planning Authorities regarding implementation of Policy TWR 5, have had 
an opportunity to voice an opinion. 

 
5.4  The table in Appendix 1 of the Report on the Public Consultation records the observations 

received, along with officers' response to the observations. A total of 34 responses were 
received about the original consultation, five general observations, two supportive 
observations and 27 objections. The table identifies and notes the necessary changes to 
respond to some of the relevant observations. 

 
5.5  The table below summarises the observations received that are specifically related to touring 

caravan sites in the Guidance: 
 

Organisation/Person 
Type of 

Observation 
Summary of the 
Observation 

Officers' Observations 
and Recommendation 

Bourne Leisure c/o 
Lichfields 

Objects to 
paragraph 

6.2.1 

In terms of landscaping 
considerations, Bourne 
Leisure deems that the 
scope of evidence required 
for proposals involving 
touring caravan, camping 
and camping 
accommodation should be 
commensurate with the 
scale and nature of the 
proposals. 

Accepted 
Agree that assessments 
should be commensurate 
with the proposal.  
 
Recommendation 
Change the wording of 
the paragraph to reflect 
the changes suggested by 
the objector. 

Cadnant Planning Objects to 
paragraph 

6.6.2 

The content of this 
paragraph goes beyond 
what is deemed acceptable 
by criterion 2 of policy TWR 
5 and contradicts a 
requirement of criterion 1 
of the same policy.  Hard 
standings will be required 
for touring units if the 
development is one of high 
quality.  Anglesey and 
Gwynedd are rural areas 
where rainfall is high.  
Therefore, hard standings 
are a vital requirement to 
ensure that such sites are of 
high quality.   

Not accepted. 
It is considered that 
proposed developments 
permitted under policy 
TWR 5 are more 
acceptable in land use 
planning terms and have 
less impact on the 
landscape than static 
caravan sites as, due to 
their nature, they have 
temporary features that 
do not have a permanent 
impact throughout the 
year on the local 
environment.  Excessive 
use of hard standings and 
other permanent features 
goes beyond the ethos of 
this policy. This is 
supported by paragraph 
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6.3.88 which states "An 
unobtrusive location is 
defined as one that is well 
screened by the existing 
landscape features and/or 
where touring units can 
be readily assimilated into 
the landscape without the 
need for too many man-
made features, such as 
hard standings and 
fences." 
 
Recommendation 
No need to change the 
SPG in light of this 
observation 

Natural Resources 
Wales 

Supports 
paragraph 

6.6.3 

It is noted that sustainable 
drainage systems (SUDS) 
are welcomed as systems to 
drain surface water. 

Note the observation 

Natural Resources 
Wales 

Objects to part 
6.2 

Design guidance would be 
useful in order to know 
what makes a development 
sustainable in the landscape 
and we recommend that 
you include design guidance 
for this type of 
development: 
 

 Avoid excessive use of 
layouts in rows that 
have been strictly 
arranged 

 Follow the land-form 
pattern, pattern of 
fields, locations of trees 
and other 
natural/industrial 
features to integrate 
the development in a 
sustainable manner 

 Use natural colours in 
order to ensure better 
visual integration within 
the landscape 

 Reduce the impact of 
night lights.  Use 
covered lamps in order 
to avoid prominent 
lighting 

Partially Accept 
Design matters of caravan 
sites are unlikely to be 
addressed in any other 
SPG that is in the 
pipeline; however, it 
would be wise to include 
the principles within this 
SPG.   
 
Recommendation 
Include the design 
guidance as bullet points 
for consideration when 
dealing with planning 
applications 
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5.6  After giving detailed consideration to all observations received and the proposed changes that 

would be necessary to meet some of the observations, the Joint Planning Policy Committee 
(November 2018) decided to conduct a further public consultation on specific changes to the 
Guidance relating to: 

 
i. How to define an excess of self-service accommodation 

ii. How to deal with change of use and losing hotels 
 
5.7  Appendix C includes a Report on that Public Consultation regarding the second consultation 

on the SPG. The Report records the observations received about the second consultation. No 
further amendment to the Guidance is proposed in light of the observations received during 
the second consultation, and the Report on the Public Consultation gives reasons why this is 
unnecessary.   

  
5.8  A COPY OF THE SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING GUIDANCE IN APPENDIX A INCORPORATES THE 

RECOMMENDED CHANGES IN ORDER TO MEET THE SPECIFIC MATTERS RAISED DURING BOTH 
PUBLIC CONSULTATIONS REFERRED TO ABOVE. 

 
6  NEXT STEPS AND TIMETABLE 
 
6.1  The following table notes the next steps and timetable for delivery: 
 
  

Action When? 
 

Joint Planning Policy Committee - to consider: 
 

i. observations of the Communities Scrutiny 
Committee; 

ii. feedback received during the second period of 
public consultation; 

iii. final draft copy of the Supplementary Planning 
Guidance in order to determine whether the 
Guidance is suitable for adoption or not (and, 
therefore, to replace extant Supplementary 
Planning Guidance about this subject). 

 

23 May 2019 

Use the adopted Guidance as a relevant planning 
consideration  
 

24 May 2019 onwards 

 
7  Recommendation 
 
7.1  Accept the report and consider the Supplementary Planning Guidance: Facilities and 

attractions for tourists submitted in Appendix A;  
 
7.2  Determine whether there are any observations to be presented to the Joint Planning Policy 

Committee.  
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1.0 Introduction and Purpose of the Supplementary Planning Guidance 
 

1.1 Purpose  
 

1.1.1 The Purpose of this Guidance is to:  

• assist the public and their agents in preparing planning applications and in guiding 
them in discussions with officers before submitting planning applications,  

• assist officers to assess planning applications, and officers and councillors to make 
decisions about planning applications, and  

• help Planning Inspectors make decisions on appeals. 

 

1.1.2 The general aim is to improve the quality of new developments and facilitate a 
consistent and transparent way of making decisions. 

 
The Policy Context 
 
Local Development Plan 

 
1.1.3 Under planning legislation, the planning policies for every area are contained within 

the 'development plan'. The Gwynedd and Anglesey Joint Local Development Plan 
was adopted on 31 July 2017. It relates to the Gwynedd and Anglesey Planning 
Authority area. 

 
1.1.4 The Plan provides wide-ranging policies along with allocations for the main land uses, 

such as housing, employment and retail; it will help shape the future of the Plan area 
physically and environmentally, and will also influence it economically, socially and 
culturally. The Plan, therefore, attempts to:  
• guide the Local Planning Authorities to make rational and consistent decisions on 

planning applications by providing a policy framework that is consistent with 

national policy; and 

• guide developments to suitable areas during the period up to 2026. 

The need for Supplementary Planning Guidance 
 

1.1.5 Although the Plan contains policies that enable the Local Planning Authority to make 
consistent and transparent decisions on development applications, it cannot provide 
all the detailed advice required by officers and prospective applicants to steer 
proposals locally. In order to provide this detailed advice, the Councils are preparing a 
range of Supplementary Planning Guidances to support the Plan that will provide more 
detailed guidances on a variety of topics and matters to help interpret and implement 
the Plan's policies and proposals. 

 
The Status of Supplementary Planning Guidance 

 
1.1.6 Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) may be considered to be material planning 

considerations during the process of assessing and determining planning applications. 
Welsh Government and the Planning Inspectorate will place considerable weight on 
supplementary planning guidance that stem from, and are consistent with, a 
development plan. The SPGs do not introduce any new planning policies.  

 
1.1.7 In accordance with Welsh Government advice, the SPG has been the subject of a 

public consultation and a resolution to adopt by the Joint Planning Policy Committee 
on behalf of the Councils. A draft version of this SPG was approved for public 
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consultation on date by Committee name. The supplementary planning guidance was 
the subject of a public consultation exercise between date. The x observations 
presented to the Councils were considered and, where appropriate, appropriate 
changes have been included in the final draft approved by the Joint Planning Policy 
Committee on date to be used as a material consideration when assessing and 
determining planning applications and appeals. A summary of the observations and 
the Councils' response are given in Appendix or location of a Committee report.   

 
This document should, therefore, be given substantial weight as a material 
planning consideration. 

 

1.2 Introduction 
 
1.2.1 This SPG covers all forms and scales of holiday accommodation and tourism 

attractions.  Tourism is a dynamic sector and is subject to continuous change.  It plays 
a significant role in the plan area’s economy.  The visitor economy provides jobs, 
services and facilities that are essential to the well-being and enjoyment of local 
communities and residents in the plan area.  The importance of tourism can be seen 
in the table1 below: 

 

2017 Gwynedd* Anglesey 

Total economic impact of tourism £1.06 billion £304.23 million 

Total visitor numbers (millions) 7.28 1.71 

Number of staying visitors (millions) 3.35 1.03 

Number of day visitors (millions) 3.75 0.68 

Number of FTE2 jobs supported by 
tourism spend 

15,601 4,102 

 *includes Snowdonia National Park 
 
1.2.2 Both Anglesey and Gwynedd benefit form extensive natural and cultural assets that 

offer considerable potential for residents and visitors to enjoy.  However new tourism 
developments can have a negative impact upon the local environment and 
communities if they are insensitively developed or inappropriately located. 

 
1.2.2 Both Gwynedd Council and the Isle of Anglesey County Council are committed to the 

principles of sustainability and the Joint Local Development Plan has sustainable 
development at its core and recognises that all development in the plan area should 
embody these principles, balancing the need to support the rural economy, whilst 
maintaining and enhancing the environmental, social and cultural quality of the plan 
area.  See policy PS 5 Sustainable Development in Appendix 1. 

 
 
 
 

  

                                                      
1 STEAM Report 2017 
2 FTE = Full Time Employment 
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2.0 Planning Policy Context 
 

2.1 National Planning Policy 
 
2.1.1 National planning policy guidance on tourism is set out in Planning Policy Wales (PPW, 

Edition 10, Dec 2018) and recognises that it involves a wide range of activities, facilities 
and types of development and is vital to economic prosperity and job creation in many 
parts of Wales and that tourism can be a catalyst for regeneration, improvement of the 
built environment and environmental protection (5.5.1). 

 
2.1.2 It recognises that in rural areas, tourism-related development is an essential element 

in providing for a healthy and diverse economy.  New tourism developments should be 
sympathetic in nature and scale to the local environment (5.5.3).  It also recognises 
that there may be a need to limit new development to avoid damage to the environment 
or the amenity of residents and visitors (5.5.2). 

 
2.1.3 Further guidance is also contained in the Technical Advice Notes (TAN) TAN13: 

Tourism (1997) which provides advice on hotel development, static and touring 
caravans and seasonal occupancy conditions.  TAN6: Planning for Sustainable 
Communities (2010) contains advice such as the location of development and the 
conversion of buildings for holiday use.   

 

2.2 Joint Local Development Plan 
 
2.2.1 The Anglesey and Gwynedd Joint Local Development Plan (JLDP) was adopted on 

the 31st July 2017 and provides the planning policy framework for this SPG.  The 
important role of tourism in the plan area is reflected in the JLDP which seeks to 
support and enable sustainable tourism development while at the same time ensuring 
that the natural and built environment are preserved and enhanced. 

  
2.2.2 The overarching strategic policy for tourism in the JLDP is policy PS14:  The Visitor 

Economy as set out below: 
  

STRATEGIC POLICY PS14: THE VISITOR ECONOMY 
Whilst ensuring compatibility with the local economy and communities and 
ensuring the protection of the natural, built and historic environment the Councils 
will support the development of a year-round local tourism industry by: 
1. Focusing larger scale, active and sustainable tourism, cultural, the arts and 

leisure development in the sub-regional centre, urban service centres, and, 
where appropriate, local service centres;  

2. Protecting and enhancing existing serviced accommodation and supporting the 
provision of new high quality serviced accommodation in the sub-regional, 
urban and local service centres and villages;  

3. Managing and enhancing the provision of high quality un-serviced tourism 
accommodation in the form of self-catering cottages and apartments, camping, 
alternative luxury camping, static or touring caravan or chalet parks; 

4. Supporting appropriately scaled new tourist provision and initiatives in 
sustainable locations in the countryside through the reuse of existing buildings, 
where appropriate, or as part of farm diversification, particularly where these 
would also benefit local communities and support the local economy and where 
they are in accordance with sustainable development objectives;  

5. Preventing development that would have an unacceptable adverse impact on 
tourist facilities, including accommodation and areas of visitor interest or their 
setting, and maximise opportunities to restore previous landscape damage. 
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2.2.3 This SPG contains the following information: 
 

 Section 3 – Overarching Planning Considerations 

 Section 4 – Permanent Serviced and Self-Serviced Accommodation 

 Section 5 – Static Caravan, Chalet and Permanent Alternative Camping 
Accommodation Sites 

 Section 6 – Touring Caravans, Camping and Temporary Alternative Camping 
Accommodation Sites 

 Section 7 – Holiday Occupancy 

 Section 8 – Visitor Attractions and Facilities 
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3.0 Tourism – Overarching Planning Considerations 

 
 There are a number of considerations that are relevant to the majority of proposals for 

new or extensions to tourism facilities and holiday accommodation which are set out 
below.  Other considerations may, however, be relevant to the different types of 
proposals being put forward.  These issues will be considered in later sections of this 
SPG.   

 

3.1 High Quality Development  
 
(Policy TWR 1 criterion ii; Policy TWR 2; Policy TWR 3 criterion 1; Policy TWR 5 
criterion 1) 

 
3.1.1 This refers to the quality of the development in terms of land-use considerations and 

not to any recognised grading scheme operated by the tourism industry.  In addition to 
local policy requirements, national policy guidance states that development in rural 
areas should embody sustainability principles, balancing the need to support the rural 
economy, whilst maintaining and enhancing the environmental, social and cultural 
quality of rural areas (TAN13: Transport, para 3.11).   

 
3.1.2 All proposed tourism developments should be high quality in terms of design, layout 

and appearance.  A primary consideration will be the overall quality of the ‘scheme’, 
measured against the requirements of the plan’s development management policies 
(see Appendix 1): 

 

 Policy PCYFF2: Development Criteria, which states that development proposals 
should not have an adverse impact on the health, safety or amenity of the local 
community due to increased activity, disturbance, vibration, noise, dust, fumes, 
litter, drainage, light pollution, or other forms of pollution or nuisance.   

 Policy PCYFF3:  Design and Place Shaping, which states that all proposals will be 
expected to demonstrate high quality design which fully takes into account the 
natural, historic and built environment context and contributes to the creation of 
attractive, sustainable places, and, 

 Policy PCYFF4: Design and Landscaping, which states that all proposals should 
integrate into their surroundings.  Proposals that fail to show (in the manner 
appropriate to the nature, scale and location of the proposed development) how 
landscaping had been considered from the outset as part of the design proposal 
will be refused. 

 
3.1.3 Central to deciding the land use effects of applications are the criteria which help to 

define a high quality development.  No policy document can be prescriptive, or 
exhaustive, in describing the opportunities that may arise.  In terms of the planning of 
high quality development the issues will normally relate to the type of factors identified 
below.  (Please note this is not an exhaustive list and each application will be assessed 
on its merit).  

 

Criteria which help define high quality development in terms of land use 
considerations include: 
 

 Sites located in a sustainable location i.e. within or close to existing settlements 
where new development can be best be accommodated in terms of 
infrastructure, access and habitat and landscape conservation and sites not 
normally lying in open countryside unless there is robust justification for this; 
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 Sites that are close to the main highway network and have good links to various 
modes of transport; 

 Sites that are not visually intrusive on the landscape, are well screened and do 
not cause adverse harm to protected landscapes (e.g. the AONB and SLAs) or 
heritage assets (e.g. World Heritage Sites and Scheduled Ancient Monuments);  

 Sites that are not located within zone C of the development advice maps 
(TAN15); 

 Sites that are of a suitable scale to fit in with their surroundings; 

 Sites that have existing landscape cover and no major visual impact; 

 Protecting the undeveloped coast; 

 Protecting and promoting biodiversity interest; 

 Respect for the historic and natural environment; 

 Helps reinforce and strengthen an existing tourism centre and makes better use 
of land by consolidating areas of existing tourism activity (tourist attractions, 
marina etc.); 

 Enhancing suitable previously developed (brown field) land; 

 Part of as scheme for agricultural diversification and supporting the rural 
economy. 

 

3.2 Landscape/Environmental Considerations  
 

(Policy TWR 3 criterion 1; Policy TWR 5 criterion 1) 
 
3.2.1 Landscape character, natural and built conservation features, setting, the availability 

of views, site layout and screening are important considerations in assessing tourism 
proposals.  The JLDP policies state that new developments should be located in an 
unobtrusive location.  An unobtrusive location is defined in the plan as one which is 
well screened by existing landscape features and/or where units can be readily 
assimilated into the landscape without the need for excessive man made features. 

 
3.2.2 Policy PCYFF4: Design and Landscaping states that all proposals should integrate into 

their surroundings.  Proposals that fail to show (in a manner appropriate to the nature, 
scale and location of the proposed development) how landscaping has been 
considered from the outset as part of the design proposal will be refused.  The policy 
gives guidance on the contents of a landscape scheme, and should, where relevant: 

 

1. Demonstrate how the proposed development has given due consideration to 

the Landscape Character Area Assessment or Seascape Character Area 

Assessment; 

2. Demonstrate how the proposed development respects the natural contours of 

the landscape; 

3. Demonstrate how the proposed development respects and protects local and 

strategic views; 

4. Respect, retain and complement any existing positive natural features, 

landscapes, or other features on site; 

5. Identify trees, hedgerows, water courses and topographical features to be 

retained; 

6. Provide justification for circumstances where the removal/loss of existing trees, 

hedgerows, water courses and topographical features cannot be avoided and 

provides details of replacements; 

7. Provide details of any proposed new landscaping together with a phased 

programme of planting; 
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8. Demonstrate that any proposed new planting includes plants and trees of 

mainly native species of local provenance and does not include any non-native 

invasive species; 

9. Ensure that selection of species and planting position of any trees allows for 

them to grow to their mature height without detriment to nearby buildings, 

services and other planting; and  

10. Provide permeable hard surface landscaping.   

 

3.2.3 Where appropriate, visuals, landscape visual impact assessment, where appropriate, 

and photomontages from viewpoints agreed with the LPA to demonstrate potential 

visual impacts of a proposed development should be provided along with mitigation 

measures to address the identified impacts. 

 

3.2.4 A landscaping scheme by a suitably qualified person should be submitted with the 

application.  Conditions will be used to ensure that the agreed landscaping scheme is 

implemented before the development becomes operational and is maintained in 

perpetuity. 

 
3.2.5 There will be unsuitable sites in an open countryside location i.e. where there are no 

exiting natural screening or when the development is in a prominent location, where 
no amount of landscaping will mitigate any impacts. 

 
3.2.6 Applicants will be expected to demonstrate how they have considered the information 

provided by the Gwynedd Landscape Strategy3, Anglesey Landscape Strategy4, 
Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Study5 and the LANDMAP resource6.  LANDMAP 
is an all-Wales landscape resource where landscape characteristics, qualities and 
influences on the landscape are recorded and evaluated.  It contains detailed surveys 
for individual areas called Collector Files.  An example of a collector file can be found 
in Appendix 2. 

 
3.2.7 Within the AONBs and SLAs all developments must have regard for the AONB and 

SLA special qualities.  Applications that have a significant impact on these special 
qualities will be refused. 

  
 Further information regarding the special qualities can be found: 
 

 Isle of Anglesey AONB Management Plan (2015 – 2020): 
https://www.anglesey.gov.uk/documents/Docs-en/Countryside/Anglesey-AONB-
Management-Plan-2015-–-2020.pdf 

 Llyn AONB Management Plan: https://www.ahne-llyn-aonb.org/7/en-
GB/Managing-the-AONB 

 Review of Special Landscape Areas in Gwynedd and Anglesey (2012): 
https://www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/en/Council/Documents---Council/Strategies-

                                                      
3 https://www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/en/Council/Documents---Council/Strategies-and-policies/Environment-and-

planning/Planning-policy/Supporting-documents/Landscape-Sensitivity-and-Capacity-Assessment-(DC.020).pdf 

 
4 https://www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/en/Council/Documents---Council/Strategies-and-policies/Environment-and-

planning/Planning-policy/Supporting-documents/Angesey-Landscape-Strategy---Update-2011-(DC.011).pdf 

 
5 https://www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/en/Council/Documents---Council/Strategies-and-policies/Environment-and-

planning/Planning-policy/Supporting-documents/Gwynedd-Landscape-Strategy-Update-2012-(DC.010).pdf 

 
6 https://landmap-maps.naturalresources.wales/  
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and-policies/Environment-and-planning/Planning-policy/Supporting-
documents/Review-of-SLAs-in-Gwynedd-and-Anglesey-(DC.008).pdf 

 
 

3.3 Welsh Language Considerations  
 

(Policy PS 1; Policy PS 5 criterion 4) 
 
3.3.1 The Welsh language plays an important role in the social, cultural and economic life of 

the Plan area’s residents and visitors.  Where development is proposed, consideration 
must be given to the enhancement and protection of the language and culture.  
Strategic Policy PS1 sets out the context for the assessment of the potential impact of 
proposals upon the language and culture (see Appendix 1). 

 
3.3.2 In terms of tourism development the larger proposals that involve employing more than 

50 people and/or with and area of 1,000sq metres will require a Welsh Language 
Statement, which will protect, promote and enhance the Welsh language.  All 
proposals, irrespective of type, size or location, will be expected to comply with criterion 
4 and 5 of PS1 which is the requirement of a bilingual signage scheme to deal with all 
operational signage in the public domain that are proposed in a planning application 
by public bodies and by commercial and business companies. It is expected that 
existing Welsh names are retained and appropriate Welsh names are used for new 
developments.   

 
3.3.3 Criteria 3 of PS1 states that the Councils will refuse proposals which would cause 

significant harm to the character and language balance of a community that cannot be 
avoided or suitably mitigated by appropriate planning mechanisms. 

 
3.3.4 Further information on the above can be found in the “Maintenance and creation of 

distinctive and sustainable communities” SPG. 
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4.0 Permanent Serviced and Self-Serviced Holiday Accommodation 

 
Policy TWR 2: Holiday Accommodation (see Appendix 1) provides the primary policy 
framework for the provision of new or the extension of existing permanent serviced 
and self-serviced holiday accommodation facilities.  The main policy considerations 
are as follows: 

 

 Type of Units 

 Scale of development 

 Converting existing buildings 

 Suitable previously developed land 

 Extensions to existing permanent holiday accommodation development 

 Over-concentration of permanent self-catering holiday accommodation 

 Planning Conditions 
 

4.1 Type of units 
 

4.1.1 The type of units considered under this policy are permanent buildings that are 
constructed on site over a period of time, unable to be dismantled and rebuilt 
elsewhere.  

 

4.2 Scale of development 
 
4.2.1 Criteria ii. of TWR 2 states that all proposed developments should be appropriate in 

scale having regard to the site, location and/or settlement in question.  To ensure that 
this is achieved, the applicant will be expected to demonstrate that the proposal fully 
takes into account the character of both site and its surrounds and the site’s existing 
or potential relationships with any important focal points, views, historic buildings etc. 
This assessment should be proportionate to the scale and context of the proposals. In 
line with national planning policy it is expected that large scale new developments will 
be located within to existing settlements or on suitable previously developed land, 
which already have the infrastructure to service the development, and protect the open 
countryside from inappropriate development.  Factors that will be taken into account 
when assessing the scale of a proposal include: 

 
1. That the site is of sufficient size to accommodate the proposal without prejudicing 

any appropriate provision of ancillary facilities such as soft landscaping and parking 
and service areas. (See policy PCYFF 4, Appendix 1). 

2. That the scale of the development is compatible with, and fits comfortably into its 
surrounding (See policy PCYFF 3, Appendix 1). 

3. In accord with the principles of promoting sustainable development it is important 
that new developments (including those on previously developed sites), which 
could substantially increase the number of journeys made by private vehicles, 
should be located within or as close as possible to, or within reasonable walking 
distance of the service centres identified in the Plan’s settlement hierarchy, and/or 
within reasonable safe walking distance to public transport interchanges or routes, 
where feasible.  In assessing the transport aspects of a proposal the LPA will 
balance the functional need for the proposal’s location and its benefits to the local 
economy with the need to promote the most sustainable modes of transport. 

4. That the scale of the development does not adversely impact on the cultural 
character of the local community but is proportionate to the size and character of 
existing buildings/business and any settlement it is located within or nearby.  
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4.3 Converting existing buildings 
 
4.3.1 When assessing planning applications for the re-use or adaption of a building to either 

serviced or self-serviced holiday accommodation facilities, the primary consideration 
will be whether the nature and extent of the new use proposed for the building is 
acceptable in planning terms.  Further information can be found in the “Conversion of 
Buildings in the Open Countryside SPG”. 

 
4.3.2 The following is a list of issues that will be considered in order to assess the building’s 

suitability to be used specifically as holiday accommodation: 
 

i. The building is structurally sound and capable of conversion without major or 
complete reconstruction, large extensions or major alterations; 

ii. The building is suitable for the specific use; 
iii. Any inherit characteristics of merit in the building are retained and any features 

of historical or architectural importance are safeguarded; 
iv. The conversion does not result in unacceptable impacts upon the structure, 

form, character or setting where the building is of historic and / or architectural 
interest; 

v. Protecting biodiversity interests such as bats; 
vi. The conversion respects the character, scale and setting of the existing 

building;  
vii. Their form, bulk and general design are in keeping with their surroundings; 
viii. The conversion does not lead to dispersal of activity on such scale as to 

prejudice town and village vitality; 
ix. The need for new services to the property; 
x. Whilst it should not normally be necessary to consider whether a building is no 

longer needed for its present purposes, it will be appropriate to investigate (a) 
the history of the building to establish whether it was ever used for the purpose 
for which it was claimed to have been built, and/or (b) the impact of its loss on 
any adjoining/nearby properties (e.g. loss of any curtilage buildings); 

xi. The proposed use’s compatibility with existing adjoining/ nearby property’s use 
in terms of noise, traffic disturbance, lack of privacy for any adjoining property/ 
nearby property; 

xii. The existing building’s effect on the landscape in terms of visual amenity and 
whether the proposal would secure an improvement in the external appearance 
of the building. 

xiii. The proposal would not harm the amenities of neighbouring properties 
 
4.3.3 Any application to convert an existing building must be accompanied by a full structural 

survey by a qualified person which demonstrates that the building is structurally 
capable of conversion without extensive rebuilding, alterations and extensions. The 
structural survey must relate to the proposed plans i.e. that the building can take the 
works proposed, and should include trail pits so that fundamental issues are known 
e.g. what foundations exist, is underpinning required etc. 

 
4.3.4 Further guidance can be found in national planning policy guidance.  Paragraph 3.2.1 

of TAN 23: Economic Development7 states that the re-use and adaptation of existing 
rural buildings has an important role in meeting the needs of rural areas for commercial 
and industrial development, and tourism, sport and recreation. In recognising this, 
local planning authorities are expected to adopt a positive approach to the conversion 
of rural buildings for business re-use, especially those buildings located within or 
adjoining farm building complexes. 

                                                      
7 http://gov.wales/topics/planning/policy/tans/tan-23/?lang=en 
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4.4 Suitable previously developed land 
 
4.4.1 In the case of proposals for new visitor attractions and serviced and self-serviced 

holiday accommodation, all development proposals will have to be either located within 
a development boundary or on suitable previously developed land.  The JLDP uses 
the definition of previously developed land found in Planning Policy Wales (9th Edition, 
Nov 2016: Figure 4.4) which states: 

 

Previously developed land is that which is or was occupied by a permanent structure 
(excluding agricultural or forestry buildings) and associated fixed surface 
infrastructure. The curtilage (see note 1 below) of the development is included, as 
are defence buildings, and land used for mineral extraction and waste disposal (see 
note 2 below) where provision for restoration has not been made through 
development management procedures.  
 
Excluded from the definition are:  

 land and buildings currently in use for agricultural or forestry purposes;  

 land in built-up areas which has not been developed previously, for example 
parks, recreation grounds and allotments, even though these areas may contain 
certain urban features such as paths, pavilions and other buildings;  

 land where the remains of any structure or activity have blended into the 
landscape over time so that they can reasonably be considered part of the 
natural surroundings;  

 previously developed land the nature conservation value of which could outweigh 
the re-use of the site; and  

 previously developed land subsequently put to an amenity use.  

Notes:  

1. The curtilage is defined as the area of land attached to a building. All of the land 
within the curtilage of the site will also be defined as previously-developed. 
However this does not mean that the whole area of the curtilage should therefore 
be redeveloped. For example, where the footprint of a building only occupies a 
proportion of a site of which the remainder is open land (such as a hospital) the 
whole site should not normally be developed to the boundary of the curtilage. 
The local planning authority should make a judgement about site layout in this 
context, bearing in mind other planning considerations such as policies for the 
protection of open space, playing fields or development in the countryside. They 
should consider such factors as how the site relates to the surrounding area and 
requirements for on-site open space, buffer strips and landscaped areas.  

2. This relates to minerals and waste sites which would otherwise remain 
unrestored after use because the planning permission allowing them did not 
include a restoration condition. All other such sites will be restored to greenfield 
status, by virtue of the planning condition. 

 
 
4.4.2 Once established that the development is located on previously developed land (as 

defined in the box above) an assessment of its suitability must be undertaken.  Factors 
that define the suitability of the previously developed land include: 

 

 Location – As the plan promotes sustainable development, proposals involving 
development on poorly sited development will not be considered to align with the 
Policy’s approach.  In line with national planning policy it is expected that new 
development will be located within or close to existing settlements which already 
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have the infrastructure to service the development and which are accessible via 
sustainable means of transport.  

 

 Nature of the previously developed land – Urban development (nature of and 
appearance) in the open countryside can often be considered as alien to its natural 
surroundings therefore careful consideration should be given to the 
visual/landscape impact of such development, i.e. new buildings located above a 
ridgeline or which occupy a top of slope/ridge location or would otherwise be a 
prominent feature in the landscape will be unacceptable. It should be ensured that 
any proposed development will not have a tangible greater impact on the character 
and openness of the surrounding area in comparison to that of the previously 
developed land. 

 
4.4.3 All applications for demolition and rebuilding of an existing building must be 

accompanied by  a structural survey in order to assess the structural condition of the 
existing building to ascertain whether it is capable of conversion or not.  It is not the 
policy’s intention to allow for the demolition of an existing structurally sound building in 
order to engineer new brownfield land.   

 

4.5 Extensions to existing permanent holiday accommodation development 
business 

 
4.5.1 Any application for extensions to existing permanent holiday accommodation 

developments must prove that there is an established link between the proposed and 
current development i.e. will form part of the same planning unit, must be part the same 
business and the application to extend the holiday accommodation business is part of 
a wider scheme to improve the business and tourist offer in the Plan area. 

 
4.5.2 The scale and design of the proposed development should be commensurate with the 

existing business. 
 

4.6 Existing supply / Over-concentration of permanent self-catering holiday 
developments 

 
4.6.1 The number of holiday accommodation units within some communities in the plan area 

is already significantly high and can have a detrimental impact on the cultural character 
of those local communities.  Criteria v. of policy TWR2 relates to the over-concentration 
of permanent holiday accommodation.   

 
4.6.2 Criteria which help define overconcentration of holiday accommodation include: 

 If the holiday accommodation units are distributed evenly across the settlement, it 
would not lead to areas of empty properties during the winter months. 

 A large number of holiday accommodation units located in a settlement could 
change the character of the settlement and a loss of community may be seen as 
large numbers of these properties will be empty during off-peak times.   

 The amenity of local residents may be affected i.e. noise complaints, increase in 
traffic etc. 

 Lack of community facilities and services as local businesses cater for the needs 
of visitors more than the needs of local residents. 

 
4.6.3 In order to support all applications for the development of self-serviced holiday 

accommodation all applicants will be required to submit a detailed business plan, which 
demonstrates the robustness of the proposed scheme and to prove compliance with 
criteria v. of the policy. 
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4.6.4 The purpose of the business plan is to enable the Authority to assess whether the 

scheme has a realistic chance of being viable, is not speculative in nature, and would 
help to make sure that there is no loophole to allow the redevelopment of existing 
buildings in the countryside for holiday use, and then allow them to convert to 
residential use if shown to be unviable in holiday use. 

 
The business plan 
 
4.6.5 The Business Plan is not expected to be a long and complex document, however 

detailed information supported by quantitative and qualitative information will be 
required (as applicable). Further, the level of detail/information expected to be included 
within the Business Plan needs to be commensurable with the proposal. Evidence 
which support any assumptions within the Business Plan should be included and 
annexed as appropriate within the Plan. 

4.6.6 The Business Plan should be prepared by a qualified individual/company. For 
example, those undertaking the Business Plan could be an Architect, Professional 
Planner, Chartered Surveyor, Financial Advisor or an expert in the field of tourism (or 
a combination of these individuals) with the applicant’s input in terms of the business’ 
vision for the future. The ‘Business Plan’ should clearly state who has undertaken the 
Plan along with the individual’s qualification in relation to undertaking the work.  

4.6.7 All Business Plans will be assessed by the Planning Officer in consultation with 
competent officers within the Council. Further assistance may be required by external 
experts at the applicants’ expense.   

 
4.6.8 In order to give advice to applicants relating to what information should be included 

within the Business Plan a template has been included in appendix 4. Please note that 
the template is not definitive but it does give guidance on the type of information which 
is required. The template is an adaptation of guidance given by ‘Business Wales’ 
[https://businesswales.gov.wales/zones/starting-up/business-plan]. 

4.7 Applications to delete the Occupancy Condition 
 

4.7.1    A planning condition will be placed on all applications that the property(ies) will be used 
for holiday accommodation purposes only.  A number of these properties are located 
in the open countryside, away from the settlements identified in the JLDP, in areas 
where new residential development would not normally be permitted.  If robust 
evidence is provided to demonstrate that the property is no longer viable as a holiday 
let, a sequential approach will be taken to manage the property’s occupation, in line 
with national planning policy guidance. In the first instance, the applicant will need to 
demonstrate sound planning reasons that the property cannot be adapted for another 
employment use.  Then, if it can be proven that no other employment uses can be 
found for the building then it could suitable for workers who work on a rural enterprise 
locally and there are no existing dwellings available on the enterprise (subject to 
planning consent). 

  
4.7.2   Finally, if the LPA is satisfied that there are no eligible rural enterprise workers seeking 

accommodation, the eligibility will be extended to local persons who would be eligible 
for consideration for affordable housing.  In this respect, the views of the Housing 
Service should be sought regarding the local need for affordable housing. 

 
4.7.3    For this purpose the occupancy of the property shall be restricted as follows:  
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The holiday unit/s shall be occupied for holiday purposes only and shall not be 
occupied as a person’s sole or main place of residence. The owners / operators of the 
holiday unit/s shall maintain an up-to-date register, log of the names of all owners / 
occupiers of the holiday unit/s on the site and of their main home addresses and shall 
make the information available at all reasonable times, to the Local Planning Authority. 

 
If it can be demonstrated that the holiday unit is no longer viable, the following uses 
will be considered: 

 
a) a suitable alternative employment use, or occupied by a person solely or mainly 

working on a rural enterprise in the locality; where there is/was a defined functional 
need;  or if it can be demonstrated that there is no eligible alternative employment 
use, to those: 

b) who would be eligible for consideration for affordable housing under the local 
authority’s housing policies; or if it can be demonstrated that there are no persons 
eligible for occupation under (a);  

c) widows, widowers or civil partners of the above and any resident dependants. 
 
4.7.4      The size of the converted or new holiday unit must not be excessive or it may not be 

affordable if, for some reason, the holiday property is no longer viable.  Please note 
that this is relevant to properties classified as C3 use in the use class order. 

 

4.8 Change of Use of Existing Hotels 
 
4.8.1 Criteria 2 of Strategic Policy PS 14: The Visitor Economy states the Councils will 

support the development of a year-round local tourism industry by protecting and 
enhancing existing serviced accommodation.  Applications for the change of use of 
hotels will be refused unless strong evidence is provided to prove that the hotel is no 
longer viable. 

 
4.8.2 If the hotel is vacant and no longer functions as a business the applicant must prove 

that there has been a genuine attempt to market the business for sale for at least 12 
months. 

 
4.8.3 The evidence should include copies of the marketing/sales advertisements of the 

hotel together with written confirmation from the sales agents regarding the interest / 
proposals that have existed.  It should be ensured that the marketing strategy to sell 
the business has targeted the most appropriate market i.e. the use of specialist 
agents that have an experience of marketing and selling hotels. 

 
4.8.4 When considering proposals that would result in the change of use of a hotel, it will 

be necessary to receive financial evidence that the current business is not viable.  A 
Financial Report should be submitted which proves that the current business has 
ceased to be financially viable and that it could not be expected to become financially 
viable in the future. 
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5.0 Static Caravan, Chalets and Permanent Alternative Camping 
Accommodation 

 
Policy TWR 3: Static Caravan, Chalets and Permanent Alternative Camping 
Accommodation (see Appendix 1) provides the primary policy framework for the 
provision of new or the extension of existing sites.  The main policy considerations are 
as follows: 

 

 Type of units 

 Standalone developments 

 Significant intensification 

 Coastal change management areas 

 Using static caravans and chalets for residential purposes 
 

5.1 Type of Units 
 

5.1.1 The type of units that are acceptable under this policy are units which are capable of 
being dismantled an re-assembled elsewhere if required, they include prefabricated 
units which involve little construction on site.  

 

 Caravan – means any structure designed for human habitation which is capable of 
being moved from one place to another as defined under the Caravan Sites and 
Control of Development Act 1960 (and amended by the Caravan Sites Act 1968).  

 

 Chalet – A single storey semi-permanent prefabricated unit which can be 
dismantled and built elsewhere. 

 

 Permanent Alternative Camping Accommodation - These are units, because of 
their degree of permanency, physical attachment to the ground and due to the 
nature of their design, cannot be entirely removed off site when not in use.  

 

5.2 Standalone developments 
 
5.2.1 Applications for standalone single caravans or chalets placed in a field or within the 

curtilage of residential dwellings without any associated facilities are not considered to 
be high quality development and therefore do not align with Policy TWR 3.  These type 
of developments do not enhance the type and quality of tourist offer in the plan area 
and the cumulative effects of such developments can have a negative impact on the 
landscape. 

 

5.3 Significant intensification 
 
5.3.1 Policy TWR 3 stipulates that proposals for new static caravan or chalet developments 

which lie outside the Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) and Special 
Landscape Areas (SLAs) will only be permitted provided that the proposal conforms 
with the criteria listed within the policy. The first criteria states as follows:- 

 
“i) it can be demonstrated that it doesn’t lead to a significant intensification in the 
provision of static caravan or chalet sites in the locality.” 

 
5.3.2 In order to define ‘intensification’ within the remit of Policy TWR 3, the explanation to 

the Policy refers to the ‘Isle of Anglesey, Gwynedd and Snowdonia National Park 
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Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Study’ (Gillespies, 2014)8. Within the study each 
‘Landscape Character Area’ (as defined by the Anglesey Landscape Strategy9 and the 
Gwynedd Landscape Strategy10) is assessed to determine the landscapes overall 
capacity for further caravan and chalet park developments. When considering 
applications for new developments, reference should therefore be made to the 
capacity of the local landscape as specified within the Landscape Sensitivity and 
Capacity Study.  

 
5.3.3 The tables in Appendix 3 specify the various typologies for caravan and chalet park 

developments along with the overall capacity and sensitivity for each Landscape 
Character Area. The maps in Appendix 3 shows each Landscape Character Area and 
their capacity for static caravan and chalet developments. 

 

5.4 Coastal Change Management Areas 
 

5.4.1 Shoreline Management Plans (SMP) are developed by Coastal Groups with members 
mainly from local councils and the Environment Agency (which now forms part of 
Natural Resources Wales). They identify the most sustainable approach to managing 
the flood and coastal erosion risks to the coastline in the: 

 short-term (up to 2025) 

 medium term (2026 to 2055) 

 long term (2056 to 2105) 
 

The West Wales SMP 211 covers the plan area and provides a large-scale assessment 
of the risks associated with coastal processes during the above epochs and is the 
primary source of evidence in defining coastal change management areas.  It sets a 
range of polices for the coastline which are:  

 Hold the line 

 No active intervention 

 Managed realignment 
 
5.4.2 Planning Policy Wales states that Local Authorities should help reduce the risk of 

flooding and the impact of coastal erosion by avoiding inappropriate development in 
vulnerable areas. A Coastal Change Management Area (CChMA) is defined where the 
accepted shoreline management plan policy is for ‘no active intervention’ or ‘managed 
realignment’ during the Plan period.  Appendix 5 provides a schedule of coastal areas 
defined as the CChMA.  The coastal areas included in the CChMA are those where 
the SMP 2 sets a ‘no active intervention’ or ‘managed realignment’ policy approach 
either up to 2025 or between 2026 and 2055 policy epochs or both policy epochs. 

 
5.4.3 Policy TWR 3 does not allow for new units in the AONBs and SLAs.  Criteria 2 of the 

policy, however, states that, in exceptional circumstances, proposals involving the 
relocation of an existing site already located in the AONBs or SLAs and the CChMA to 
another site outside CChMA provided that the new site is: 

                                                      
8 https://www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/en/Council/Documents---Council/Strategies-and-policies/Environment-and-
planning/Planning-policy/Supporting-documents/Landscape-Sensitivity-and-Capacity-Assessment-(DC.020).pdf  
 
9  https://www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/en/Council/Documents---Council/Strategies-and-policies/Environment-and-
planning/Planning-policy/Supporting-documents/Angesey-Landscape-Strategy---Update-2011-(DC.011).pdf 
 
10 https://www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/en/Council/Documents---Council/Strategies-and-policies/Environment-and-
planning/Planning-policy/Supporting-documents/Gwynedd-Landscape-Strategy-Update-2012-(DC.010).pdf 
11 http://www.westofwalessmp.org/content.asp?nav=23&parent_directory_id=10 
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i. of a high quality in terms of design, layout and appearance, and is sited in an 

unobtrusive location which is well screened by existing landscape features and/or 

where the units can be readily assimilated into the landscape in a way which does 

not significantly harm the visual quality of the landscape; and  

ii. located close to the main highway network and that adequate access can be 

provided without significantly harming landscape characteristics and features. 

Preference will be given to brownfield sites. 
 

5.5 Using static caravans and chalets for residential purposes 
 

5.5.1 Caravans and other forms of non-permanent accommodation are generally considered 
to be unacceptable as permanent homes.  However they may have a part to play in 
providing short term low cost accommodation where there is a proven need.  Policy 
TAI 14: Residential Use of Caravans, Mobile Homes or other forms of Non-Permanent 
Accommodation provides the local policy framework to deal with such scenarios (see 
Appendix 1).  

 
5.5.2 One of the possible scenarios includes making use of caravans and other forms of 

non-permanent accommodation as temporary accommodation required in association 
with an approved building project.  

 
5.5.3 The following matters need to be considered when assessing a proposal for using 

caravans, mobile homes or other forms of non-permanent accommodation for 
temporary residential purposes: 

 
1. Need 

i. There is a demonstrable need for temporary residential accommodation for 
a limited period of time and the proposed use of caravans, mobile homes and 
other forms of non-permanent accommodation forms part of a robust 
construction worker accommodation strategy; ; 

2. Location and accessibility  
i. The proposed site is not located within an AONB or Special Landscape Area 
ii. Outside an AONB or Special Landscape Area, the proposal doesn’t lead to 

a significant intensification in the provision of static caravans, chalet or 
permanent alternative camping sites in the locality 

iii. The proposed site is located within an agreed traveling distance from the 
approved building project and set out in the construction worker 
accommodation strategy.   

iv. The proposed sites is well related to existing settlements in order to facilitate 
access to services and facilities such as health and retail. 

v. The proposed site is located close to the main highway network and is close 
to public transport interchanges, bus routes and any park and ride 
parks/pickups in order to reduce dependency on the use of the private car. 

vi. Adequate access can be provided without significantly harming landscape 
characteristics and features 

3. Type and suitability of the accommodation and site 
i. The unit must be suitable for year round occupancy in terms of, for example, 

adequate heating, ventilation and air conditioning 
ii. The site must be deemed suitable for year round occupancy especially during 

the winter months where adverse weather could cause problems. 
iii. The proposed development is of a high quality in terms of design, layout and 

appearance and is sited in an unobtrusive location, which is well screened 
by existing landscape features 
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5.5.4 For the avoidance of doubt, the use of touring caravans, camping or temporary 
alternative camping sites for temporary residential use is not promoted by Policy TWR 
5 as touring caravan, tents and temporary alternative camping accommodation sites 
provide pitches for caravans, etc that are ‘on tour’, are not open throughout the year 
and are not deemed suitable for occupation during the winter months. 
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6.0 Touring Caravan, Camping and Temporary Alternative Camping 
Accommodation 

 
Policy TWR 5: Touring Caravan, Camping and Temporary Alternative Camping 
Accommodation (see Appendix 1) provides the primary policy framework for the 
provision of new or the extension of existing sites.  The main policy considerations are 
as follows: 

 

 Type of Units  

 Landscape considerations 

 Highway considerations 

 Periods of operation 

 Ancillary facilities 

 Excessive use of hardstanding and man-made features 
 

6.1 Type of Units 
 
6.1.1 The type of units covered by this policy include touring caravans, motorhomes, 

campervans, tents and temporary alternative camping accommodation such as bell 
tents and tee pees.  Typically the holiday accommodation units covered by this policy 
have infrastructure requirements in the form of amenity blocks as many forms of units 
do not contain facilities such as toilets, showers and kitchens. 

 
6.1.2 Temporary alternative camping units have less impacts on the landscape than 

permanent alternative camping accommodation (please see paragraph 5.1.1) and can 
be removed when not in use.  Applicants will have to demonstrate how the unit will be 
removed when not in use. 
 

6.2  Landscape considerations 
 

6.2.1 Although in use for only part of the year, touring caravan and camping sites are often 
situated in prominent and open locations and can be very intrusive in the open 
countryside, particularly on the coast.   Particularly heavily pressurised areas exist in 
many communities located on or near to the coast, including extensive parts of the 
Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty. The Authority will require evidence to 
demonstrate that proposals for further units of accommodation in such areas will not 
add to servicing problems, or generate unacceptable traffic impacts or unacceptable 
harm the character or natural resources of these areas, following mitigation. 

 
6.2.2 National Planning Policy guidance states that the primary objective for designating 

AONBs is the conservation and enhancement of their natural beauty. Development 
plan policies and development management decisions affecting AONBs should favour 
conservation of natural beauty, although it will also be appropriate to have regard to 
the economic and social well-being of the areas. Local authorities, other public bodies 
and other relevant authorities have a statutory duty to have regard to AONB purposes 
(PPW 5.3.5). 

 
6.2.3 Both AONBs have a management plan that sets out the characteristics and special 

qualities of the landscape of the designation and how they will be conserved and 
enhanced12.  All developments within the AONBs (and areas that contribute to their 

                                                      
12 http://www.ahne-llyn-aonb.org/1/en-GB/Home 
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setting) must have regard for these special qualities (Policy PS 19 and Policy AMG 1).   
Applications that have a significant impact on these special qualities will be refused 
(Policy PS 19).    

 
6.2.4 As with all applications, the scale of development, landscape setting, site layout and 

screening are important considerations in assessing proposals.  In all cases the 
applicant will need to submit a landscaping scheme (Policy PCYFF 4 – see section 
3.2).  Site design considerations can include: 

 

 Avoid dense layouts with regimented rows 

 Respond to the shape of landform, field patterns, and location of trees and other 
natural/ cultural features of the site for sustainable integration 

 Use recessive natural colours for better visual integration within the landscape 

 Minimise the influence of night time lighting. Use shielded lamps to avoid obtrusive 
lighting and locate lighting to protect night time character of the countryside 

 

6.3 Highway considerations 
 
6.3.1 It is important that new sites are located as close as possible to the main highway 

network (i.e. ‘A’ and ‘B’ class roads).   Unclassified rural roads are generally single 
track lanes and are considered unsuitable for heavy volumes of traffic. Any proposal 
which in the Authority’s opinion is not sited within close proximity to the main highway 
network will not be supported. Furthermore, these roads are generally bounded by 
natural/man made features (e.g. stone walls, cloddiau, hedgerows) which are 
important to the visual character of rural areas. Providing suitable access from new 
sites onto these roads may require the removal of important landscape features. The 
importance of such features are identified in the LANDMAP study and the Authority 
will be guided by the findings of this study. The Authority will expect applicants to 
demonstrate how they have considered the information provided by the LANDMAP 
study (see paragraph 6.2.1). 

 

6.4 Periods of Operation 
 
6.4.1 New touring, camping and temporary alternative camping sites may be permitted in 

areas where static caravan, chalets and permanent alternative camping sites are not 
i.e. AONBs and SLAs, because they can be considered acceptable in land use 
planning terms as having less impact on the landscape than static sites because, by 
their very nature, they have transient features which do not impose permanent, year 
round effects on the local environment.  Policy TWR 5 does not promote the 
development of ‘static touring sites’ whereby the unit is left permanently on site 
throughout the whole holiday season and used only occasionally by its owner or other 
visitors.  By allowing the units to stay on site all year round they have the same effect, 
in terms of land use planning and visual impact, as a new static caravan or chalet site.  
Criterion 7 of policy TWR 4 clearly stipulates that the site is used for touring purposes 
only and that any units are removed from site during periods when not in use.  Where 
planning permission is granted for new touring sites a planning condition will be 
attached to the permission limiting the use of the site for touring purposes only. 

 
6.4.2 Paragraph 6.3.87 states that since the countryside looks very different during the 

winter months, a condition will be attached to planning permissions for all new sites 
                                                      
   http://www.anglesey.gov.uk/planning-and-waste/countryside/areas-of-outstanding-natural-beauty-  

aonbs 
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approved, limiting the operational period of the site to between 1st March and 31st 
October of the same year.   

 

6.5 Ancillary facilities 
 
6.5.1 Amenity blocks (showers, toilets, laundry and kitchen areas) are often required to 

accompany new touring caravan, camping and temporary alternative camping 
accommodation sites because these facilities are not usually incorporated within the 
accommodation itself.  In such instances, the first preference for these facilities would 
be for the conversion of suitable existing buildings (as stated in criteria 4 of policy TWR 
5.  Where this is not possible, the need for new facilities needs to be clearly 
demonstrated, commensurate with the scale of the development, situated as near as 
possible to existing buildings, well screened and subject to other relevant policy 
considerations, including landscape impact.  Careful consideration should be given to 
the scale and design of amenity facilities so that they are proportionate to the scale of 
the permitted site and to ensure the any harmful landscape and environmental impacts  
are minimised. 

 
6.5.2 Ancillary facilities should be shared facilities and not individual facilities per pitch as to 

minimise the effect on the landscape. 
 

6.6 Excessive use of hard standings and man-made features 
 
6.6.1 In order to ensure minimum visual impact upon the landscape, especially during the 

closed season when there are no units on site, the proposed development should avoid 
excessive use of hard standings and man-made features. Where possible, measures 
should be taken to restore the site to its original state when not in use / during the 
closed season. 

 
6.6.2 The use of hard standing for every touring units is not considered appropriate as they 

become a permanent feature on the landscape.  Sites that require excessive hard 
standing because of local site conditions are considered unsuitable. 

 
6.6.3 The JLDP and national planning policy guidance promotes the use of Sustainable 

Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS) (policy PS 5; Sustainable Development and policy 
PCYFF 6: Water Conservation).  Policy PCYFF 4 states that permeable surfaces 
should be used.  
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7.0 Occupancy Conditions 

 
7.1 Statistics13 show that the nature of holidays in the Plan area has become more diverse 

in location, season and duration in recent years. More people are choosing short 
breaks outside the traditional summer months. Both national and local planning 
guidance recognises the importance of having a year round sustainable tourism 
economy.   

 
7.2 Whilst extending the season has many advantages in terms of supporting the tourist 

economy and reducing the disadvantages of seasonal staff, the demand for holiday 
accommodation may occur in areas which the provision of permanent housing would 
be contrary to national planning guidance.  In all cases, the use of such visitor 
accommodation for permanent occupancy will not be acceptable.  Holiday 
accommodation of all types must remain for the intended tourism purpose only so that 
the wider economic benefits are secured.  Planning conditions will be used to ensure 
compliance. 

 
7.3 Policy TWR 4 allows for proposals to extend the holiday season provided that: 

 

 It can be demonstrated that the accommodation is being used exclusively for 
holiday purposes and does not become the occupant’s main residence; 

 The accommodation and site is suitable for occupation during the winter months; 

 The extended season would not increase the consequences of an extreme flooding 
event;  

 The extended season will not have a detrimental effect on the local environment. 
 
7.4 In order to ensure that the holiday accommodation is being used exclusively for the 

use intended the owners must keep an up to date register of the names of all 
owner/occupiers of the units and their main home address and be made available at 
all reasonable times to the local planning authority. 

 
7.5 A seasonal occupancy condition will be imposed on all proposals which do not comply 

with the criteria in policy TWR4.  Seasonal occupancy conditions will be placed on all 
new touring caravan, camping and temporary glamping sites. 

 
 
 
 

  

                                                      
13 STEAM Report 2016 
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8.0 Visitor Attractions and Facilities 
 

Policy TWR 1: Visitor Attractions and Facilities (see Appendix 1) provides the primary 
policy framework for the provision of new or the extension of existing visitor attractions 
and facilities.     
 

8.1 Location of Development 
 
8.1.1 This policy aims to encourage the development of high quality sustainable tourism 

attractions and facilities in the right place.  New attractions and facilities should be 
located, where possible, within settlement development boundaries where visitors can 
access a range of services by a choice of travel modes. 

 
8.1.2 The policy stipulates that where there are no opportunities are available for 

development within the development boundary the Authority would consider other 
locations as follows: 

 
i. Re-using a suitable existing building – outside development boundaries 

proposals should first look at re-using existing buildings.  More information 
regarding converting existing buildings can be found in section 5.2 

ii. Suitable previously developed land – please see section 5.3 
iii. A site closely related to other existing buildings that forms part of an existing 

tourist facility – new build developments could be permitted in certain areas of 
the open countryside if it can be demonstrated there are no sequentially 
preferable sites within development boundaries or no suitable existing building 
to re-use.  On sites outside existing settlements, the Councils will permit 
tourism developments only in exceptional circumstances where the applicant 
has been able to demonstrate specific locational requirements and economic 
benefits which would justify allowing the proposal.  

iv. An activity restricted to a specific location due to its appropriate use of an 
existing historical or natural resource or its proximity to the attraction which it 
relates – the Plan recognises that some new tourism attractions and facilities 
will have specific locational requirements such as a lake or woodland.   The 
criteria used to assess the its proximity to the attraction it relates includes the 
degree of separation and physical distance from the attraction.  The landscape 
and visual impact of the proposed development and the ability to integrate the 
development into the landscape and townscape will also be important 
considerations in assessing the proposed development’s suitability. 
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9.0 Further Information & Contacts 
 
For further information please contact the: 
 
Joint Planning Policy Unit  
 First Floor, 
     Bangor City Council Offices, 
     Ffordd Gwynedd, 
     Bangor 
     Gwynedd 
     LL57 1DT 
 01286 685003 
 planningpolicy@gwynedd.llyw.cymru 
 
https://www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/en/Council/Strategies-and-policies/Environment-and-
planning/Planning-policy/Joint-Local-Development-Plan/Joint-Local-Development-Plan.aspx 
 
Gwynedd Council’s Planning Service,  
 Council Offices 
     Ffordd y Cob 
     Pwllheli 
     Gywnedd 
     LL53 5AA 
 01766 771000 
 planning@gwynedd.llyw.cymru 
 
https://www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/en/Residents/Planning-and-building-
control/Planning/Planning.aspx 
 
Isle of Anglesey’s Planning Service 
 Council Offices 
     Llangefni 
     Anglesey 
     LL77 7TW 
 01286 752428 
 planning@anglesey.gov.uk 
 
http://www.anglesey.gov.uk/planning-and-waste/planning-control/ 
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Appendix 1 – Relevant JLDP Policies14 
 

STRATEGIC POLICY PS 1: WELSH LANGUAGE AND CULTURE 
 

The Councils will promote and support the use of the Welsh language in the Plan area. This 

will be achieved by:  

 

1. Requiring a Welsh Language Statement, which will protect, promote and enhance the 

Welsh language, where the proposed development falls within one of the following 

categories:   

a. Retail, industrial or commercial development employing more than 50 employees 

and/or with an area of 1,000 sq. m. or more; or 

b. Residential development which will individually or cumulatively provide more than 

the indicative housing provision set out for the settlement in Policies TAI 1 – TAI 

6; or 

c. Residential development of 5 or more housing units on allocated or windfall sites 

within development boundaries that doesn’t address evidence of need and 

demand for housing recorded in a Housing Market Assessments and other 

relevant local sources of evidence. 

2.  Requiring a Welsh Language Impact Assessment, which will set out how the proposed 

development will protect, promote and enhance the Welsh Language, where the 

proposed development is on an unexpected windfall site for a large scale housing 

development or large scale employment development that would lead to a significant 

workforce flow;  

3.  Refusing proposals which would cause significant harm to the character and language 

balance of a community that cannot be avoided or suitably mitigated by appropriate 

planning mechanisms; 

4. Requiring a bilingual Signage Scheme to deal with all operational signage in the public 

domain that are proposed in a planning application by public bodies and by commercial 

and business companies; 

5. Expect that Welsh names are used for new developments, house and street names.  

 

STRATEGIC POLICY PS 5:  SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

 

Development will be supported where it is demonstrated that they are consistent with the 

principles of sustainable development. All proposals should: 

 

1. Alleviate the causes of climate change and adapting to those impacts that are 

unavoidable in accordance with Strategic Policy PS 6; 

2. Give priority to effective use of land and infrastructure, prioritizing wherever possible the 

reuse of previously developed land and buildings within the development boundaries of 

Sub Regional Centre, Urban and Local Service Centres, Villages or in the most 

appropriate places outside them in accordance with Strategic Policy PS 17, PS 13 and 

PS 14; 

3. Promote greater self-containment of Centres and Villages by contributing to balanced 

communities that are supported by sufficient services; cultural, arts, sporting and 

entertainment activities; a varied range of employment opportunities; physical and social 

infrastructure; and a choice of modes of travel; 

                                                      
14 www.gwynedd.gov.uk/ldp 
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4. Protect, support and promote the use of the Welsh language in accordance with 

Strategic Policy PS 1; 

5. Preserve and enhance the quality of the built and historic environment assets (including 

their setting), improving the understanding, appreciation of their social and economic 

contribution and sustainable use of them in accordance with Strategic Policy PS 20; 

6. Protect and improve the quality of the natural environment, its landscapes and 

biodiversity assets, including understanding and appreciating them for the social and 

economic contribution they make in accordance with Strategic Policy PS 19; 

7. Reduce the effect on local resources, avoiding pollution and incorporating sustainable 

building principles in order to contribute to energy conservation and efficiency; using 

renewable energy; reducing / recycling waste; using materials from sustainable sources; 

and protecting soil quality; 

8. Reduce the amount of water used and wasted; reducing the effect on water resources 

and quality; managing flood risk and maximizing use of sustainable drainage schemes; 

and progressing the objectives of the Western Wales River Basin Water Management 

Plan. 

 

Proposals should also where appropriate: 

 

9. Meet the needs of the local population throughout their lifetime in terms of their quality, 

types of tenure and affordability of housing units in accordance with Strategic Policy PS 

16; 

10. Promote a varied and responsive local economy that encourages investment and that 

will support Centres, Villages and rural areas in accordance with Strategic Policy PS 13; 

11. Support the local economy and businesses by providing opportunities for lifelong 

learning and skills development in accordance with Strategic Policy PS 13; 

12. Reduce the need to travel by private transport and encourage the opportunities for all 

users to travel when required as often as possible by means of alternative modes, 

placing particular emphasis on walking, cycling and using public transport in accordance 

with Strategic Policy PS 4; 

13. Promote high standards of design that make a positive contribution to the local area, 

accessible places, that can respond to future requirements and that reduce crime, 

antisocial behaviour and the fear of crime in accordance with Policy PCYFF 3. 

 
 
 

POLICY PCYFF 2:   DEVELOPMENT CRITERIA 

 

A proposal should demonstrate its compliance with: 

 

1. Relevant policies in the Plan; 

2. National planning policy and guidance. 

 

Proposals should: 

 

3. Make the most efficient use of land, including achieving densities of a minimum of  30 

housing units per hectare for residential development (unless there are local 

circumstances or site constraints that dictate a lower density); 

4. Provide appropriate amenity space to serve existing and future occupants; 
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5. Include provision for storing, recycling and waste management during the construction 

period and occupancy period; 

6. Include, where applicable, provision for the appropriate management and eradication of 

invasive species; 

 

Additionally, planning permission will be refused where the proposed development 

would have an unacceptable adverse impact on: 

 

7. The health, safety or amenity of occupiers of local residences, other land and property 

uses or characteristics of the locality due to increased activity, disturbance, vibration, 

noise, dust, fumes, litter, drainage, light pollution, or other forms of pollution or nuisance; 

8. Land allocated for other development/ uses. 
 

POLICY PCYFF 3:   DESIGN AND PLACE SHAPING 

 

All proposals will be expected to demonstrate high quality design which fully takes into account 

the natural, historic and built environmental context and contributes to the creation of 

attractive, sustainable places. Innovative and energy efficient design will be particularly 

encouraged. 

 

Proposal, including extensions and alterations to existing buildings and structures will only be 

permitted provided they conform to all of the following criteria, where relevant: 

 

1. It complements and enhances the character and appearance of the site, building or area 

in terms of siting, appearance, scale, height, massing and elevation treatment; 

2. It respects the context of the site and its place within the local landscape, including its 

impact on important principal gateways into Gwynedd or into Anglesey, its effects on 

townscape and the local historic and cultural heritage and it takes account of the site 

topography and prominent skylines or ridges; 

3. It utilises materials appropriate to its surroundings and incorporates hard and soft 

landscaping and screening where appropriate, in line with Policy PCYFF 4; 

4. It achieves and creates attractive, safe places and public spaces, taking account of 

'Secured by Design' principles (including where appropriate natural surveillance, 

visibility, well lit environments and areas of public movement); 

5. It plays a full role in achieving and enhancing a safe and integrated transport and 

communications network promoting the interests of pedestrians, cyclists and public 

transport and ensures linkages with the existing surrounding community; 

6. Its drainage systems are designed to limit surface water run-off and flood risk and 

prevent pollution; 

7. The layout and design of the development achieves inclusive design by ensuring barrier 

free environments, allowing access by all and making full provision for people with 

disabilities; 

8. Where practical, include infrastructure for modern telecommunications and information; 

9. Encourage active frontages at ground level where development is non-residential; 

10. It helps create healthy and active environments, and considers the health and well-being 

of future users.   
 

POLICY PCYFF 4:   DESIGN AND LANDSCAPING 
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All proposals should integrate into their surroundings. Proposals that fail to show (in a manner 

appropriate to the nature, scale and location of the proposed development) how landscaping 

has been considered from the outset as part of the design proposal will be refused.  A 

landscape scheme should, where relevant: 

 

1. Demonstrate how the proposed development has given due consideration to the 

Landscape Character Area Assessment or Seascape Character Area Assessment; 

2. Demonstrate how the proposed development respects the natural contours of the 

landscape; 

3. Demonstrate how the proposed development respects and protects local and strategic 

views; 

4. Respect, retain and complement any existing positive natural features, landscapes, or 

other features on site; 

5. Identify trees, hedgerows, water courses and topographical features to be retained; 

6. Provide justification for circumstances where the removal/loss of existing trees, 

hedgerows, water courses and topographical features cannot be avoided and provides 

details of replacements; 

7. Provide details of any proposed new landscaping together with a phased programme of 

planting; 

8. Demonstrate that any proposed new planting includes plants and trees of mainly native 

species of local provenance and does not include any non-native invasive species; 

9. Ensure that selection of species and planting position of any trees allows for them to grow 

to their mature height without detriment to nearby buildings, services and other planting; 

and  

10. Provide permeable hard surface landscaping.   
 
 

POLICY ARNA 1:  COASTAL CHANGE MANAGEMENT AREA 

 

A Coastal Change Management Area (CChMA) is identified in Appendix 6. 

 

New Residential Development 

 

Proposals for new dwellings, replacement dwellings, subdivisions of existing buildings to 

residential use or conversion of existing buildings to residential use will be refused in the 

CChMA. 

 

Relocation of Existing Permanent Dwellings in the Countryside 

 

Proposals for the relocation of existing permanent dwellings in the countryside located in the 

CChMA predicted to be affected by coastal erosion and/or flood risk will be permitted provided 

they conform to the following criteria: 

 

1. The development replaces a permanent dwelling which is affected or threatened by 

erosion and/or flood risk within 20 years of the date of the proposal; and 

2. The relocated dwelling is located an appropriate distance inland with regard to CChMA 

and other information in the Shoreline Management Plan and where possible it is in a 

location that is: 

i. in the case of an agricultural dwelling, within the farm holding or within or immediately 

adjacent to existing settlements, or 
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ii. within or immediately adjacent to existing settlements close to the location from which it 

was displaced; 

3. The existing site is cleared and made safe; and 

4. The proposal should result in no detrimental impact on the landscape, townscape or 

biodiversity of the area. 

 

New or Existing Non-Residential Buildings  

 

5. New non-residential permanent buildings not associated with an existing use or 

building will not be permitted in areas within the CChMA predicted as being at risk from 

coastal change during the first indicative policy epoch up to 2025. 

6. Proposals for the following types of new non-residential development will be permitted 

on sites within the CChMA predicted as being at risk from coastal change during the 

second indicative policy epoch (2026 – 2055), subject to a compliant Flood 

Consequence Assessment or a Stability Assessment: 

i. development directly linked to the coastal area (e.g. beach huts, cafés, tea rooms, 

shops, short let holiday accommodation, touring caravan sites, camping sites, leisure 

activities); and  

ii. providing substantial economic and social benefits to the community; and  

iii. where it can be demonstrated that there will be no increased risk to life, nor any 

significant risk to property; and 

iv. subject to either time-limited and/ or season-limited planning permission, as appropriate. 

7. Redevelopment of, or extensions to, existing non-residential property or intensification 

of existing non-residential land uses on sites within the CChMA, will be permitted where 

it can be demonstrated by a TAN 15 compliant Flood Consequences Assessment or a 

Stability Assessment that there will be no increased risk to life, nor any significant risk 

to property and subject to a time-limited planning permission (where appropriate) and 

that the development complies with TAN 15 over the period of its permission. 

 

Extensions to Existing Dwellings, Community Facilities or Services or Infrastructure 

 

Proposals for the following types of development will be permitted in the CChMA, subject to a 

TAN 15 compliant Flood Consequences Assessment or a Stability Assessment: 

 

8. Limited residential extensions that are closely related to the existing scale of the property 

and therefore doesn’t result in a potential increase in the number of people living in the 

property; 

9. Ancillary development within the curtilage of existing dwellings that require planning 

permission; 

10. Key community infrastructure, which has to be sited in the CChMA to provide the intended 

benefit for the wider community and there are clear plans to manage the impact of coastal 

change on it and the services it provides; 

11. Essential infrastructure, e.g. roads, provided that there are clear plans to manage the 

impact of coastal change on it, and that it will not have an adverse impact on rates of 

coastal change elsewhere. 

 

New or Replacement Coastal Defence Scheme 
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Proposals for new or replacement coastal defence schemes will only be permitted where it 

can be demonstrated that the works are consistent with the management approach for the 

frontage presented in the Shoreline Management Plan, and there will be no material adverse 

impact on the environment. 

 

Managing Development 

 

Planning conditions will be applied or a planning obligation will be secured where there is a 

need to: limit the planned life of a development or seasonal use; remove a time-limited 

development or existing dwellings on cessation of use; review relevant planning permissions; 

manage the occupancy of a relocated dwelling. 

 

POLICY TWR 1:  VISITOR ATTRACTIONS AND FACILITIES 

 

Proposals to develop new visitor attractions and facilities or to improve and extend the 

standard of existing facilities will be encouraged to locate to sites within the development 

boundary.   

 

Where there are no suitable opportunities within the development boundary, only proposals 

that involve the following will be granted: 

 

1. The re-use of an existing building(s) or a suitable previously used site; or 

2. The re-use of an existing building(s) or a site closely related to other existing buildings 

that forms part of an existing tourist facility; or 

3. An activity restricted to a specific location due to its appropriate use of a historical or 

natural resource or its proximity to the attraction which it relates. 

 

All proposals will be required to comply with all the following criteria: 

 

i. The scale, type and character of the proposed development is appropriate for its 

urban/rural setting; 

ii. The proposed development is of high quality in terms of design, layout and appearance; 

iii. The proposed development will support and extend the range of facilities within the Plan 

area;  

iv. The proposal is supported by evidence to demonstrate that there would be local 

employment opportunities. 

 

Where appropriate, the development can be accessed by various modes of transport, 

especially sustainable modes of transport, such as walking, cycling and public transport.  
 

 

POLICY TWR 2:  HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION 

 

Proposals for: 

1. The development of new permanent serviced or self-serviced holiday accommodation, 

or  

2. The conversion of existing buildings into such accommodation, or 

3. Extending existing holiday accommodation establishments,  
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will be permitted, provided they are of a high quality in terms of design, layout and appearance 

and that all the following criteria can be met: 

 

i. In the case of new build accommodation, that the development is located within a 

development boundary, or makes use of a suitable previously developed site; 

ii. That the proposed development is appropriate in scale considering the site, location 

and/or settlement in question;   

iii. That the proposal will not result in a loss of permanent housing stock; 

iv. That the development is not sited within a primarily residential area or does not 

significantly harm the residential character of an area; 

v. That the development does not lead to an over-concentration of such accommodation 

within the area. 

 

POLICY TWR 3:   STATIC CARAVAN AND CHALET SITES AND PERMANENT 
ALTERNATIVE CAMPING ACCOMMODATION 

 

2. Proposals for the development of new static caravan15 (i.e. single or twin caravan), 

holiday chalet16 sites or permanent alternative camping accommodation will be refused 

within the Anglesey Coast Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, Llŷn Area of Outstanding 

Natural Beauty and the Special Landscape Areas.  In other locations proposals for new 

static caravan or holiday chalet sites and permanent alternative camping 

accommodation will only be granted where:  

i. It can be demonstrated that it doesn’t lead to a significant intensification in the provision 

of static caravan or chalet or permanent alternative camping sites in the locality; and 

ii. That the proposed development is of a high quality in terms of design, layout and 

appearance, and is sited in an unobtrusive location which is well screened by existing 

landscape features and/or where the units can be readily assimilated into the landscape 

in a way which does not significantly harm the visual quality of the landscape; and  

iii. That the site is close to the main highway network and that adequate access can be 

provided without significantly harming landscape characteristics and features. 

 

2. In exceptional circumstances, proposals involving the relocation of an existing static or 

chalet site already located in the Anglesey Coast Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, 

Llŷn Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and the Special Landscape Areas that forms 

part of the Coastal Change Management Area to another site will only be permitted 

providing that criteria 1. i – iii are met and the new site is located outside the Coastal 

Change Management Area.  

 

3. Within the Anglesey Coast Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, Llŷn Area of Outstanding 

Natural Beauty and the Special Landscape Areas proposals to improve existing static 

and chalet sites by: 

i. minor extensions to the site area, and/or 

                                                      
15 Defined under the Caravan Sites and Control of Development Act 1960 (as amended by the Caravan Sites Act 1968) 
16 For the purpose of this Plan, a holiday chalet will be defined as any structure or suitable building intended for use as holiday 

accommodation, which is not defined by the statutory definition of caravan, that is:  

 when it is not possible to transport the structure to the site in one piece, and/or  

 that the structure/building prior to assembly is composed of more than two parts; and/or 

 that the structure is placed on a purpose-built foundation, and /or 

 that the structure, once assembled, cannot be removed from the site in one piece  
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ii. the relocation of units from prominent settings to less prominent locations, 

 

will be permitted providing all of the following criteria can be met: 

 

iii. the improvements does not increase the number of static caravan or chalet units on the 

site unless, in exceptional circumstances, proposals involve the relocation of existing 

static and chalet parks that fall within the Coastal Change Management Area; 

iv. that the proposed development is part of a scheme to improve the range and quality of 

tourist accommodation and facilities on the site; 

v. in the case of a site located within the Coastal Change Management Area, that the 

proposed development is also part of a scheme to improve the safety of occupiers or 

occupiers of caravans or chalets; 

vi. that the proposed development offers significant and permanent improvements to the 

design, layout and appearance of the site and its setting in the surrounding landscape;  

vii. is appropriate when considered against other policies in the Plan 

 

4. Outside the Anglesey Coast Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, Llŷn Area of Outstanding 

Natural Beauty and the Special Landscape Areas proposals to improve existing static 

caravan and chalet sites by: 

i. minor extensions to the site area, and/or 

ii. the relocation of units from prominent settings to less prominent locations, and/or, 

iii. a minor increase in the number of units on site, 

 

will be permitted providing all of the following criteria can be met: 

 

iv. That the proposed development is part of a scheme to improve the range and quality of 

tourist accommodation and facilities on the site;  

v. That the proposed development offers significant and permanent improvements to the 

design, layout and appearance of the site and its setting in the surrounding landscape;  

vi. In the case of a site located within the Coastal Change Management Area, that the 

proposed development is part of a scheme to improve the safety of occupiers of 

occupiers of caravans or chalets; 

vii. That any increase in the number of static holiday caravan or holiday chalet units is minor 

and is commensurate with the scale of any improvements to the site; 

viii. Is appropriate when considered against other policies in the Plan 

 

POLICY TWR 4:  HOLIDAY OCCUPANCY 

 

Proposals for new static caravans and chalets or proposals to extend the holiday season of 

existing static caravan and chalet sites will be granted provided it can be demonstrated that 

the accommodation is being used exclusively for holiday purposes and does not become the 

occupant’s main or sole place of residence. 

 

In cases involving extending the holiday season of existing static caravan and chalet sites, the 

following criteria must be satisfied: 

 

1. The accommodation and site is suitable for occupation during the winter months;  

2. The extended season would not increase the consequences of an extreme flooding 

event; 
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3. The extended season will not have a detrimental effect on the local environment. 

 

POLICY TAI 14: RESIDENTIAL USE OF CARAVANS 
 

New caravan or other forms of non-permanent accommodation sites for temporary 

residential use 

 

As an exception to Strategic Policy PS 17 and Policy TAI 16, a proposal for a new site involving 

the siting of caravans or other forms of non-permanent accommodation for the purpose of 

temporary residential use will be granted planning permission, provided it conforms to all the 

following criteria: 

 

1. The siting is for a limited period of time, and is required to accommodate temporary 

workers during construction of a specific approved building project; or 

2. There is a proven need for a single caravan or other form of non-permanent 

accommodation in connection with the establishment of a new rural based enterprise, in 

line with national planning policy and guidance. 

 

In the case of scenario 1 above: 

 

i. the siting of temporary residential caravans or other forms of non-permanent 

accommodation will be subject to the same locational considerations as set out in Policy 

TWR 3; and  

ii. the site is located so as to minimise the need to travel and promotes the use of sustainable 

transport modes to the approved building project site or a park and ride facility provided 

by the building project promoter; and 

iii. it can be demonstrated that the accommodation facilitates the delivery of the building 

project’s construction workers’ accommodation strategy.  

 

Existing holiday caravans or other forms of non-permanent holiday accommodation 

 

A proposal involving occupation of existing holiday caravans or other forms of non-permanent 

accommodation outside the usual occupancy season or the extension of existing sites for the 

purpose of temporary residential use will be granted planning permission, provided they 

conform to all the following criteria: 

 

3. There is a proven need for temporary residential accommodation in association with an 

approved building project; and 

4. The site is located so as to minimise the need to travel and promotes the use of sustainable 

transport modes to the approved building project site or a park and ride facility provided 

by the building project promoter; and 

5. It can be demonstrated that the construction worker accommodation facilitates the delivery 

of the building project’s construction workers’ accommodation strategy; and  

6. It can be demonstrated that the proposal would not have a significant detrimental impact 

on the tourism industry; 

7. The proposal is appropriate when considered against Policy TWR 3. 

 

Mechanisms to manage the development 
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Where planning permission is granted a planning condition will be attached, or an obligation 

will be secured, to ensure that: 

 

8. Occupancy of the caravans or other form of non-permanent accommodation is confined 

to persons able to demonstrate the essential need for the accommodation; and 

9. The permission is for a time-limited period only and, after which time the need for the 

accommodation ceases, the caravan or other form of non-permanent accommodation 

shall be removed from the site and the land restored to its former condition within a 

specified period, or serviced plots are retained for a future policy conforming use. 

 

In the case of temporary residential caravans approved in accordance with this Policy, 

applications to renew temporary permissions will be assessed against the above criteria.   

 

POLICY TWR 5:   TOURING CARAVAN, CAMPING AND TEMPORARY ALTERNATIVE 
CAMPING ACCOMMODATION 

 

Proposals for new touring caravan, camping or temporary alternative camping sites, 

extensions to existing sites or additional pitches will be granted provided they conform to the 

following criteria: 

1. That the proposed development is of a high quality in terms of design, layout and 

appearance, and is sited in an unobtrusive location which is well screened by existing 

landscape features and/or where the units can be readily assimilated into the landscape 

in a way which does not significantly harm the visual quality of the landscape; 

2. Avoids excessive areas of hard standing;  

3. Have limited physical connection to the ground and is capable of being removed off the 

site out of season; 

4. Any ancillary facilities should, if possible, be located within an existing building or as an 

extension to existing facilities.  If no suitable buildings are available, the need for 

additional facilities needs to be clearly demonstrated and commensurate with the scale 

of the development. 

5. That the site is close to the main highway network and that adequate access can be 

provided without significantly harming landscape characteristics and features;  

6. Occupation is limited to holiday use. 

7. That the site is used for touring purposes only and any units are removed from the site 

during periods when not in use. 
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Appendix 2 – LANDMAP Collector File Example (paragraph 3.6.2) 
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Appendix 3 – Sensitivity  and Capacity Maps (paragraph 5.3.3) 
 

Development typologies 
 

Site Typology Indicative Criteria 

Very Small Up to 10 units (typically below 1 hectare in area) 

Small 11 – 25 units (typically below 2 hectares in area) 

Medium 26 – 75 (typically below 10 hectares in area) 

Large 76 – 200 (typically below 15 hectares in area) 

Very Large Over 200 units (typically over 15 hectares in area) 

 
Sensitivity Levels 
 

Sensitivity Definition 

Very High The key characteristics and qualities of the landscape are very highly 
sensitive to change from the type and scale of development being assessed. 

High The key characteristics and qualities of the landscape are highly sensitive to 
change from the type and scale of development being assessed. 

Medium-
High 

The key characteristics and qualities of the landscape are sensitive to 
change from the type and scale of development being assessed. 

Medium Some of the key characteristics and qualities of the landscape are sensitive 
to change from the type and scale of development being assessed. 

Low-
Medium 

Few of the key characteristics and qualities of the landscape are sensitive to 
change from the type and scale of development being assessed. 

Low Key characteristics and qualities of the landscape are robust and less likely 
to be adversely affected by the type and scale of development being 
assessed. 

 
Capacity within each LCA 
 

LCA Indicative Overall Capacity Sensitivity 

Gwynedd 

G01 Within all areas that contribute to the setting of the National Park there 
is typically no capacity for static caravan/chalet park 
developments. However, outside these areas there may be some 
capacity for very small to small, well designed and sited static 
caravan/chalet park developments. 

 

G02 Within the SLAs (and all areas that contribute to their setting and the 
setting of the National Park), there is typically no capacity for static 
caravan/chalet park developments. 
 
Outside these areas there may be some capacity for sensitively sited 
and well-designed very small to small scale developments, which 
should relate well to the existing built environment/urban landcover. 

 

G03 Within the SLA (and all areas that contribute to its setting and the setting 
of the National Park), there is typically no capacity for static 
caravan/chalet park developments. 
 
Outside these areas there may be some capacity for sensitively sited 
and well-designed very small to small scale developments, which 
should relate well to the existing built environment/urban landcover. 
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LCA Indicative Overall Capacity Sensitivity 

G04 Within the AONB and SLAs (and all areas that contribute to their setting 
and the setting of the National Park and WHS), there is typically no 
capacity for static caravan/chalet park developments. 
 
Outside these areas there may be some capacity for sensitively sited 
and well-designed very small to small scale developments, which 
should relate well to the existing built environment/urban landcover. 

 

G05 Within the SLA (and all areas that contribute to its setting and the setting 
of the AONB and National Park), there is typically no capacity for static 
caravan/chalet park developments. 
 
Outside these areas there may be some capacity for sensitively sited 
and well-designed very small developments, which should relate well 
to the existing built environment/urban landcover. 

 
 
 

G06 Typically no capacity for static caravan/chalet park developments 
(with the exception of very infrequent, very small scale development 
which should relate well to existing settlement/buildings). 

 

G07 Due to the considerable numbers of static caravan/chalet parks, there is 
very limited capacity, if any, for further static caravan/chalet park 
developments and extensions. 

 

G08 Within the areas that contribute to the setting of the SLAs and the 
National Park, there is typically no capacity for static caravan/chalet 
park developments. 
 
Outside these areas there may be some capacity for sensitively sited 
and well-designed very small to small scale developments, which 
should relate well to the existing built environment/urban landcover. 
 
In all cases development should avoid the undeveloped coastal 
edge and its immediate setting and should be clearly separated so 
that their effects remain local and there is no collective/cumulative 
defining influence on the landscape. 

 

G09 Due to the considerable numbers of static caravan/chalet parks, in 
combination with the overall higher sensitivity, there is no capacity for 
further static caravan/chalet park developments and extensions. 

 

G10 Within the AONB and SLAs (and all areas that contribute to their setting 
and the setting of the National Park), there is typically no capacity for 
static caravan/chalet park developments. 
 
Outside these areas there may be some capacity for sensitively sited 
and well-designed very small to small scale developments, which 
should relate well to the existing built environment/urban landcover. 
 
In all cases development should avoid the undeveloped coastal 
edge and its immediate setting and should be clearly separated so 
that their effects remain local and there is no collective/cumulative 
defining influence on the landscape. 

 

G11 Within areas that contribute to the outlook and setting of the National 
Park and ELDP Areas of Natural Beauty, there is typically no capacity 
for static caravan/chalet park developments. 
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LCA Indicative Overall Capacity Sensitivity 

Outside these areas there may be some capacity for sensitively sited 
and well-designed very small to small scale developments, which 
should relate well to the existing built environment/urban landcover. 

G12 There is typically no capacity for static caravan/chalet park 
developments throughout much of this LCA, although there may be 
limited capacity for very small to small, well designed and sited static 
caravan/chalet park developments to the south / south east of the LCA. 

 

G13 Due to the considerable numbers of static caravan/chalet parks, there is 
typically very limited capacity, if any, for further static 
caravan/chalet park developments and extensions. 

 

G14 Typically no capacity for static caravan/chalet park developments 

(with the exception of very infrequent sensitively sited and well‐designed 
very small developments, which should relate well to the existing built 
environment/urban). 

 

G15 Due to the considerable numbers of static caravan/chalet parks, there is 
typically very limited capacity, if any, for further static 
caravan/chalet park developments and extensions. 

 

G16 Within the SLA (and all areas that contribute to its setting and the setting 
of the National Park, WHS and AONBs), there is typically no capacity 
for static caravan/chalet park developments. 
 
Outside these areas there may be some capacity for sensitively sited 
and well-designed very small to small scale developments, which 
should relate well to the existing built environment/urban landcover. 

 

Anglesey 

A01 Typically no capacity for static caravan/chalet park developments 
within this LCA. 

 

A02 Within the AONB, and areas that contribute to its setting, there is 
typically no capacity for further static caravan/chalet park 
developments and extensions. 
 
Outside the AONB there may be very limited capacity for static 
caravan/chalet park developments and extensions, typically 
comprising very infrequent, very small scale well sited developments. 
 
In all cases development should avoid the undeveloped coastal 
edge and its immediate setting and should be clearly separated so 
that their effects remain local and there is no collective/cumulative 
defining influence on the landscape. 

 

A03 Typically no capacity for static caravan/chalet park developments 
or extensions within this LCA. 

 

A04 Typically no capacity for further static caravan/chalet park 
developments or extensions within this LCA. 

 

A05 Within the AONB and SLA (and all areas that contribute to their setting), 
there is typically no capacity for further static caravan/chalet park 
developments and extensions. 
 
Outside the AONB and SLA it is considered there may be some 
capacity for sensitively sited and well‐designed very small to small 
scale developments, which should relate well to the existing built 
environment/urban landcover. 
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LCA Indicative Overall Capacity Sensitivity 

A06 Within the AONB and SLAs (and all areas that contribute to their setting), 
there is typically no capacity for further static caravan/chalet park 
developments or extensions. 
 
Outside the AONB and SLAs it is considered there may be some 
capacity for well sited very small to small scale developments. 

 

A07 Typically no capacity for static caravan/chalet park developments.  

A08 Within the AONB and SLAs (and all areas that contribute to their setting), 
there is typically no capacity for further static caravan/chalet park 
developments or extensions. 
 
Outside the AONB and SLAs it is considered there may be some 
capacity for very small to small scale developments, in particular 
where these may relate well to the existing built 
environment/settlements. 

 

A09 Within the AONB and SLA (and areas that contribute to their setting), 
there is typically no capacity for further static caravan/chalet park 
developments and extensions. 
 
Outside the AONB there may be limited capacity for further very small 
to small well sited static caravan/chalet park developments and 
extensions. 
 
In all cases development should avoid the undeveloped coastal 
edge and its immediate setting. 

 

A10 Typically no capacity for static caravan/chalet park developments 
within this LCA. 

 

A11 Within the AONB and SLA (and all areas that contribute to their setting), 
there is typically no capacity for further static caravan/chalet park 
developments or extensions. 
 
Outside the AONB and SLA it is considered there may be limited 
capacity for very small to small scale well sited developments. 

 

A12 Within the AONB and SLAs (and all areas that contribute to their setting), 
there is typically no capacity for static caravan/chalet park 
developments. 
 
Outside the AONB and SLAs it is considered there may be some 
capacity for sensitively sited very small to small scale 
developments which should relate well to the existing built 
environment/urban landcover. 

 

A13 Typically no capacity for further static caravan/chalet park 
developments and/or extensions within this LCA. 

 

A14 Typically no capacity for static caravan/chalet park developments.  

A15 Typically no capacity for static caravan/chalet park developments 
within this LCA. 

 

A16 Within the AONB and SLA (and all areas that contribute to their setting), 
there is typically no capacity for static caravan/chalet park 
developments. 
 
Outside the AONB and SLA it is considered there may be limited 
capacity for very small to small scale developments, which should 
relate well to the existing built environment/urban landcover. 
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LCA Indicative Overall Capacity Sensitivity 

A17 Within the AONB and SLAs (and all areas that contribute to their setting), 
there is typically no capacity for further static caravan/chalet park 
developments and extensions. 
 
Outside the AONB and SLAs it is considered there may be some 
capacity for very small to small scale developments, and/or limited 
capacity for well‐designed and sensitively sited larger scale 
developments, which should, in all cases relate well to the existing built 
environment/urban landcover. 

 

A18 Although a lower sensitivity to static caravan/chalet park developments 
may indicate a higher capacity in this LCA, there may be very limited 
capacity, if any, for further static caravan/chalet park developments 
and extensions. This is due to the relatively small size of the LCA 
together with the amount of modern development which already 
influences the landscape (including RAF Valley Airfield and several 
larger scale static caravan/chalet parks). 
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Appendix 4 - Business Plan Template (paragraph 4.6.8) 
 

Authors Name (including relevant qualification) 
Business Name 

1. Business Name 
Business Contact Details 

2. Executive Summary 

(Suggest that this section is completed after completing other sections of the Business 
Plan).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Introduction and Overview of the Business 

(Provide a brief description of the business, who’s involved, what do you want to achieve 
and how will success be measured. Please remember to include a description of the type 
of accommodation which you will offer and explain if you have a Unique Selling Point 
(USP)).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. The market and competitors – what is the current provision? What is the demand?  
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(Provide an overview of the market which you work within, including an analysis of your 
competitors, and explain how you will compete with them. Give details relating to your 
target market, customer needs and your means of satisfying those needs).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Sales and marketing strategy 

(Explain your marketing strategy and how you’re distinctive. Who are your customers? Is 
the business likely to create local job opportunities and contribute to the local economy? 
How does your business relate to any local, regional or national tourism strategies? 
Remember to include your pricing strategy and occupancy projections for the holiday units 
along with any supporting evidence relating to the marketing strategy).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

6. Financial Information 

(Information relating to the amount of equity required for the business to become 
operational should be included, i.e. what is the cost of building/conversion. In this section 
information should also be provided relating to weekly/monthly profit forecast (including 
the costing for the day to day running of the business utilities, insurance, wages etc). It will 
be best practice to include a number of projections, e.g. based upon occupancy rate of 
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25%, 50%, 75% and 100% and over a period of time (projections for a period of 5 years is 
suggested or until the business is economically viable).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

7. Appendices 

(All of the Business Plan supporting documents should be provided. They could include, 
research into the market, letters of intent or specific orders which relate to the business, 
references, portfolio of previous businesses, legal documentation and examples of 
marketing information. Please ensure that the appendices are referenced within the 
business plan).  
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Appendix 5 – Coastal Change Management Areas (section 5.4) 
 

 
 SMP2 Policy Boundaries Preferred Policies 

PDZ MAN PU Policy Name Policy Comments 2025 2055 

11 

22 

PU11. 4 Ro Wen coast 
This would involve relocation of property 
owners and businesses from Fairbourne 

HTL MR 

  PU11. 5 Ro Wen spit MR MR 

  PU11. 6 Fairbourne Embankment HTL MR 

  24 PU11.15 Barmouth North 
This may include the relocation of 

properties 
HTL MR 

12 27 PU12.10 Briwet & Dwyryd Gorge Maintain toll road and railway line NAI NAI 

    PU12.11 Upper Dwyryd Estuary 
Local Management of defences to 

maintain main roads 
MR NAI 

    PU12.12 
Penrhyndeudraeth 

Headland  

This might not preclude local private 
management of defences subject to 

normal approvals 
NAI NAI 

  28 PU12.15 Samson Bay   NAI NAI 

    PU12.16 Morfa Bychan  

Sustain natural dune defence with 
management of access. Develop a long 
term management plan for adaptation 
within Holiday Park area and potential 

future flood risk to village. 

MR MR 

  29 PU12.17 Criccieth Shingle Banks 
Consideration of potential to realign the 

railway 
HTL MR 

    PU12.19 Castle Headland   NAI NAI 

   30 PU12.21 Y Dryll   NAI NAI 

    PU12.22 Dwyfor Consider impact on railway MR NAI 

    PU12.23 Glanllynnau Cliffs Maintain geological exposure NAI NAI 

    PU12.24 Afon Wen 
Concerns over long term sustainability. 

Consider possible realignment in land of 
the railway. 

HTL MR 

    PU12.25 Penychain east 
This might not preclude local private 
management of defences subject to 

normal approvals. 
NAI NAI 

13 31 PU13.1 
Penychain and 

western section of the 
bay 

  NAI NAI 

    PU13.2 Abererch 
Subject to national consideration of 

railway 
HTL MR 

    PU13.7 Golf Course 
Detailed study to allow transition between 

Traeth Crugan and South Beach 
HTL MR 

    PU13.8 Traeth Crugan 
Intent to create new entrance estuary 

tothe Afon Penrhos and to manage 
newdefence to the core of Pwllheli 

HTL MR 

    PU13.9 Llanbedrog 
This would not preclude local 

management of the slipway area. 
NAI NAI 

  32 PU13.10 Mynydd Tir Cwmwd   NAI NAI 

    PU13.11 The Warren 
Progressive management of the retreating 

shoreline to maintain the beach 
HTL MR 
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 SMP2 Policy Boundaries Preferred Policies 

PDZ MAN PU Policy Name Policy Comments 2025 2055 

    PU13.12 Abersoch 
Consider opening up tidal flooding of the 
Afon Soch and planning of future use of 

the entrance 
HTL MR 

    PU13.14 Borth Fawr Central Opportunity for adaptation HTL MR 

    PU13.15 Machroes 
This would not preclude local 

management of the road. 
HTL MR 

  33 PU13.16 Machroes headland   NAI NAI 

    PU13.17 St Tudwal's islands   NAI NAI 

    PU13.18 Porth Ceiriad   NAI NAI 

    PU13.19 Cilan Headland   NAI NAI 

14 34 PU14.1 Mynydd Cilan West   NAI NAI 

    PU14.2 Porth Neigwl East Local readjustment and dune management NAI NAI 

    PU14.3 Porth Neigwl Centre   NAI NAI 

    PU14.4 Porth Neigwl West Future realignment or loss of road NAI NAI 

    PU14.5 Rhiw   NAI NAI 

  35 PU14.6 Ysgo   NAI NAI 

  36 PU14.7 Aberdaron East 
Consider how the transition between 

Aberdaron Village frontage and this unit is 
managed to allow adaptation. 

NAI NAI 

    PU14.8 
Aberdaron Village and 

coastal slope 

Develop Managed Realignment within a 
framework for sustainable development of 

the village. Address transport issues. 
HTL MR 

    PU14.9 Uwchmynydd   NAI NAI 

  37 PU14.10 Ynys Enlli Consider adaptation to landing stage NAI NAI 

  38 PU14.11 North West Llyn 

Local management would not be 
precluded to allow adaptation of use 

within 
a principle of allowing natural evolution of 

the coast. 

NAI NAI 

15 39 PU15.1 
Carreg Ddu to 

Trwyn y Tal 
Overarching policy setting the base 

intent for the zone. 
NAI NAI 

    PU15.2 
Porth Dinllaen,including 

MorfaNefyn 

This would require detailed planning for 
adaptation at Porth Dinllaen and managed 

retreat at the access at Morfa Nefyn 
HTL MR 

  40 PU15.4 
Trwyn y Tal to 
Trwyn Maen 

Dylan 

Overarching policy setting the base 
intent for the zone. 

NAI NAI 

    PU15.5 Trefor 
A detailed local plan would be needed 
to sustain amenity value of the area. 

MR MR 

    PU15.6 Aberdesach 
Local management of the shingle 

bank and river discharge to sustain 
natural defence of the area. 

MR MR 

16 41 PU16.1 Pontllyfni 

This would not preclude maintenance 
of private defence during the first 

epoch. Review flood risk to main road 
and sewage works 

NAI NAI 

    PU16.2 Pontllyfni to Dinas Dinlle Maintain sediment supply to the north NAI NAI 
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 SMP2 Policy Boundaries Preferred Policies 

PDZ MAN PU Policy Name Policy Comments 2025 2055 

    PU16.3 Dinas Dinlle 

Manage transition between Dinas 
Dinlle Head and open coast with the 
intent to manage flood risk to village 

on higher ground. 

HTL MR 

    PU16.4 Morfa Dinlle 

Develop management to self 
sustaining dune frontage. This would 

not specifically preclude management 
of the local area at Fort Belan subject 

to normal approvals. 

MR MR 

    PU16.5 Foryd bay 
Manage flood defence initially with the 

intention of returning the bay to a 
naturally functioning system. 

HTL MR 

    PU16.6 Traeth Abermenai 

This would include further 
examination of potential flood risk to 

Dwyran, with the intent to provide 
defence. 

NAI NAI 

    PU16.7 
Abermenai Spit 

and Traeth 
Llanddwyn 

Removal of forestry to allow width for 
coastal adjustment 

NAI NAI 

  42 PU16.8 
Newborough 

Forest 
Removal of forestry to allow width for 

coastal adjustment 
NAI NAI 

    PU16.10 Bodowen Cliffs   NAI NAI 

  43 PU16.13 
Waterloo Port to 

Glan y Mor -Y 
Felinheli 

This would not preclude local 
management through private funding 

subject to normal approvals. 
NAI NAI 

    PU16.15 
Glan-y-mor 

Lodge to Bridge 
  NAI NAI 

    PU16.16 Bridge to Barras   NAI NAI 

    PU16.17 
Barras to 

Mermaid Inn 

Intent to maintain access but with 
future need for adaptation to 

increased flood risk. 
HTL MR 

  44 PU16.18 Llanfair Bay   NAI NAI 

    PU16.20 
Pont Cadnant to 

Gallows point 
This would not preclude private works 

subject to normal approvals. 
NAI NAI 

    PU16.23 Drumlin   NAI NAI 

    PU16.25 
Llanfaes to 

Penmon 
Potential need to realign road NAI NAI 

  45 PU16.26 Bridge to Garth   NAI NAI 

    PU16.30 
Penrhyn 

Headland 
  NAI NAI 

  46 PU16.31 
Afon Ogwen to 

Madryn 
  NAI NAI 

    PU16.32 Afon Aber 

Adapt defences to maintain natural 
sediment drift with long term intent to 
protect transport route from potential 

flooding. 

MR MR 

17 47 PU17.1 Trwyn y Parc Headland   NAI NAI 

   PU17.2 Traeth mawr 
Maintain natural function of dune 

system and estuary 
NAI NAI 

   PU17.3 Aberffraw 
Adapt road and quay to support 
natural function of the estuary 

HTL MR 
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 SMP2 Policy Boundaries Preferred Policies 

PDZ MAN PU Policy Name Policy Comments 2025 2055 

   PU17.4 Aberffraw cliffs 
This might not preclude appropriate 

management of the road at Porth 
Trecastell 

NAI NAI 

 48 PU17.5 
Porth Nobla to 

Rhosneigr 

This would not preclude management 
of defences at Cerrig Defaid in the 

first two epochs. 
MR MR 

   PU17.8 
Traeth Crigyll 

and Traeth 
Cymyran 

Relocation of facilities to RAF Valley NAI NAI 

 49 PU17.9 
General policy 
for Southwest 

Management to local bays is defined 
below. 

MR MR 

   PU17.10 Borthwen 
This would not preclude local private 
defence subject to normal approvals 

MR MR 

   PU17.14 Northwest coast   NAI NAI 
 50 PU17.16 Penrhos Bay Examination of potential flood risk MR MR 

   PU17.17 Penrhos Headland 
This would not preclude local private 
defence subject to normal approvals 

NAI NAI 

 51 PU17.19 
General policyfor Inland 

Sea 

Local defence to sustain Four MileBridge 
and local defence againstflood within 

hinterland 
MR MR 

 52 PU17.21 Newlands 
Co-ordinated approach to slowing 

erosion 
MR MR 

   PU17.22 Afon Alaw 
Long term planning to reduce residual 

flood risk 
MR MR 

   PU17.23 
Traeth Gribin to Trwyn 

Cliperau 
This would not preclude local private 
defence subject to normal approvals 

MR MR 

18 53 PU18.1 
Twyn Cliperau 
to Wylfa Head 

Overarching policy for whole area, 
with local policy as set out below 

NAI NAI 

    PU18.2 Porth Tywynmawr Local adaption  NAI NAI 

    PU18.3 Porth Trefadog Local adaption MR NAI 

    PU18.4 Porth Trwyn   NAI NAI 

    PU18.5 Porth Swtan   NAI NAI 

    PU18.6 
Cemlyn Bay and 

Headland 
Requires a development of a detailed 

management plan  
MR NAI 

  54 PU18. 8 
Cemaes Bay 

west 
  NAI NAI 

    PU18.12 
Pig y Barcud 

Cliffs 
  NAI NAI 

  55 PU18.13 
Trwyn y Parc to 
Trwyn Cwmryd 

Overarching policy for whole area, 
with local policy as set out below 

NAI NAI 

    PU18.14 
Porth Wen 
Brickworks 

Critically examine need for maintain 
defence to support key historic feature  

MR MR 

    PU18.16 Trwyn Costog 
 Develop a planning frame to minimise 

future need for defence 
MR MR 

    PU18.18 Porth Elian  Relocate road and necessary. HTL MR 

  56 PU19.1 General 
 Overarching policy for whole areawith 

local policy as set out below. 
NAI NAI 

    PU19.2 Portobello 
 Local private management subject to 

normal approvals.  
MR MR 

    PU19.3 Traeth Dulas  Allow natural development of the estuary NAI NAI 

  57 PU19.4 Porth Lydan 
 This would quite specially not exclude 

local works subject to normal approvals 
MR MR 
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 SMP2 Policy Boundaries Preferred Policies 

PDZ MAN PU Policy Name Policy Comments 2025 2055 

    PU19.6 
Moelfre to Traeth 

Bychan 
  NAI NAI 

    PU19.7 Traeth Bychan Centre 
Local management towards allowing 
natural development of the beach  

MR NAI 

    PU19.8 Traeth Bychan South   NAI NAI 

  58 PU19.9 Borth Wen Cliffs   NAI NAI 

    PU19.11 Trwyn Dwlban   NAI NAI 

    PU19.13 Croesfryn   NAI NAI 

    PU19.14 Afon Nodwydd Development of a local management plan  MR MR 

    PU19.15 Llanddona Beach   NAI NAI 

    PU19.16 Trwyn Penmon Cliffs   NAI NAI 

    PU19.17 Puffin Island   NAI NAI 

 
Key:  
 
PDZ = Policy Development Zones 
MAN = Management Area 
PU = Policy Unit 
HTL = Hold the Line 
NAI = No Active Intervention 
MR = Managed Realignment 
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1.0            BACKGROUND 
 

Purpose of Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) 
 
1.1 The Purpose of SPGs are to:  

 assist the applicants and their agents in preparing planning applications and in guiding 
them in discussions with officers about how to apply relevant policies in the Joint Local 
Development Plan before submitting planning applications,  

 assist officers to assess planning applications, and officers and councillors to make 
decisions about planning applications 

 help Planning Inspectors make decisions on appeals. 
 
1.2 The general aim is to improve the quality of new developments and facilitate a consistent and 

transparent way of making decisions that align with relevant policies in the Joint Local 
Development Plan. 

 

The Policy Context 
 
Local Development Plan 

 
1.3 Under planning legislation, the planning policies for every area are contained within the 

'development plan'. The Gwynedd and Anglesey Joint Local Development Plan was adopted 
on 31 July 2017. It relates to the Gwynedd and Anglesey Planning Authority areas. 

 
1.4 The Plan provides wide-ranging policies along with allocations for the main land uses, such as 

housing, employment and retail; it will help shape the future of the Plan area physically and 
environmentally, and will also influence it economically, socially and culturally. The Plan, 
therefore,:  
• enables the Local Planning Authorities to make rational and consistent decisions on 

planning applications by providing a policy framework that is consistent with national 

policy; and 

• guides developments to suitable areas during the period up to 2026. 

The need for Supplementary Planning Guidance 
 
1.5 Although the Plan contains policies that enable the Local Planning Authority to make 

consistent and transparent decisions on development applications, it cannot provide all the 
detailed advice required by officers and prospective applicants to steer proposals locally. In 
order to provide this detailed advice, the Councils are preparing a range of SPGs to support 
the Plan that will provide more detailed guidance on a variety of topics and matters to help 
interpret and implement the Plan's policies and proposals. 

 

The Status of Supplementary Planning Guidance 
 
1.6 Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) will be material planning considerations during the 

process of assessing and determining planning applications. Welsh Government and the 
Planning Inspectorate will place considerable weight on supplementary planning guidance 
that stem from, and are consistent with, a development plan. The SPGs cannot introduce any 
new planning policies or amend existing policies.  
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1.7 Once it has been adopted SPGs should, therefore, be given substantial weight as a material 
planning consideration. 

2.0 TOURISM FACILITIES AND ACCOMMODATION SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING 
GUIDANCE 

 
2.1 This SPG covers all forms and scales of holiday accommodation and tourism attractions. 

Tourism is a dynamic sector and is subject to continuous change.  It plays a significant role in 
the plan area’s economy.  The visitor economy provides jobs, services and facilities that are 
essential to the well-being and enjoyment of local communities and residents in the plan area.  
The importance of tourism can be seen in the table1 below: 

 

2016 Gwynedd* Anglesey 

Total economic impact of tourism £1.01 billion £284.34 million 

Total visitor numbers (millions) 7.10 1.66 

Number of staying visitors (millions) 3.49 0.99 

Number of day visitors (millions) 3.61 0.67 

Number of FTE2 jobs supported by tourism spend 15,557 4,032 

 *includes Snowdonia National Park 
 
2.1 Both Anglesey and Gwynedd benefit form extensive natural and cultural assets that offer 

considerable potential for residents and visitors to enjoy.  However new tourism 
developments can have a negative impact upon the local environment and communities if 
they are insensitively developed or inappropriately located. 

 
2.2 Both Gwynedd Council and the Isle of Anglesey County Council are committed to the principles 

of sustainability and the Joint Local Development Plan has sustainable development at its core 
and recognises that all development in the plan area should embody these principles, 
balancing the need to support the rural economy, whilst maintaining and enhancing the 
environmental, social and cultural quality of the plan area. 

 

Public Consultation 
 
2.3 A draft version of this SPG was approved for public consultation by the Joint Planning Policy 

Committee on the 26th April 2018. This draft was prepared in consultation with officers from 
the Development Management Section and Tourism Section of both Authorities.  Prior to this 
the SPG was reviewed by the Joint Local Development Plan Panel on the 22nd March 2018.   

 
2.4 The SPG was the subject of a public consultation exercise between the 17th May and the 28th 

June, 2018.  
 
2.5 Details of the public consultation were placed on both Council’s websites and emails/ letters 

were sent to all Councillors, Community Councils, planning agents, statutory consultees, 
environmental bodies, neighbouring authorities and those who had declared an interest in 
the SPG.  The Tourism Section of both Authorities sent details of the consultation to members 
of their tourism forums to ensure that all interested parties would be aware of the emerging 
SPG and the opportunity to influence its content.  Hard copies of the SPG were also available 

                                                 
1 STEAM Report 2016 
2 FTE = Full Time Employment 
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to inspect in all public libraries, Anglesey County Council’s main office in Llangefni, and in Siop 
Gwynedd (Caernarfon, Dolgellau and Pwllheli). 

 
2.6 A number of platforms were available for interested parties to respond to the consultation 

which were: 

 Online interactive form (created and managed by Gwynedd Council’s Research unit) 

 Online word and pdf response form - available on both websites and paper copies were 
made available in all libraries and Siop Gwynedd.  Paper copies of the response form were 
also available on request from the JPPU  

 Email 

 Letter 
 
2.7 A total of 25 comments were received: 5 general comments, 1 in support and 19 objections. 
 

 
 
2.8 The following section summarises the comments received, the Councils’ response to the 

comments and where appropriate, recommends any changes required to the SPG in lieu of 
the comment.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Objection
76%

Support
4%

Comment
20%
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APPENDIX 1 – SUMMARY OF COMMETS RECEIVED AND OFFICERS’ RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Rep 
Id 

Person 
Id 

Type of 
Comment 

Organisation Part Summary of Representation Officer Comments and Recommendation 

1 1 Comment 
Cyngor Sir 
Ynys Môn 

4.0 

Following the appeal APP/L6805/A/18/3195709: 
Westlands, LL65 2UG how will the SPG provide 
advice about criterion v of Policy TWR 2, which 
seeks to avoid an over concentration of holiday 
lets in some communities? 

Accepted 
Further guidance is required on this issue. 
 
Recommendation 
Include criteria which will help define 
overconcentration of holiday accommodation 
within communities: 
 
“Criteria which help define overconcentration 
of holiday accommodation include: 

 If the holiday accommodation units are 
distributed evenly across the settlement, it 
would not lead to areas of empty 
properties during the winter months. 

 A large number of holiday accommodation 
units located in a settlement could change 
the character of the settlement and a loss 
of community may be seen as large 
numbers of these properties will be empty 
during off-peak times.   

 The amenity of local residents may be 
affected i.e. noise complaints, increase in 
traffic etc 

 Lack of community facilities and services as 
local businesses cater for the needs of 
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Rep 
Id 

Person 
Id 

Type of 
Comment 

Organisation Part Summary of Representation Officer Comments and Recommendation 

visitors more than the needs of local 
residents.” 

2 2 Comment 
Cyngor 

Gwynedd 
4.0 

There is a need to elaborate on criteria 2 of policy 
PS14 regarding protecting hotels from change of 
use. 

Accepted.   
A number of applications have been received  
 
Recommendation 
Include a new section in chapter 4.0: 
 
“Criteria 2 of Strategic Policy PS 14: The Visitor 
Economy states the Councils will support the 
development of a year-round local  tourism 
industry by protecting and enhancing existing 
serviced accommodation.  Applications for the 
change of use of hotels will be refused unless 
strong evidence is provided to prove that the 
hotel is no longer viable. 
 
If the hotel is vacant and no longer functions as 
a business the applicant must prove that there 
has been a genuine attempt to market the 
business for sale for at least 12 months. 
 
The evidence should include copies of the 
marketing/sales advertisements of the hotel 
together with written confirmation from the 
sales agents regarding the interest / proposals 
that have existed.  It should be ensured that 
the marketing strategy to sell the business has 
targeted the most appropriate market i.e. the 
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Rep 
Id 

Person 
Id 

Type of 
Comment 

Organisation Part Summary of Representation Officer Comments and Recommendation 

use of specialist agents that have an experience 
of marketing and selling hotels. 
 
When considering proposals that would result 
in the change of use of a hotel, it will be 
necessary to receive financial evidence that the 
current business is not viable.  A Financial 
Report should be submitted which proves that 
the current business has ceased to be 
financially viable and that it could not be 
expected to become financially viable in the 
future.” 

3 3 Support 
Bourne 

Leisure c/o 
Lichfields 

1.2.1 

Bourne Leisure welcomes the recognition of the 
importance of tourism to the local economy of 
the Isle of Anglesey and Gwynedd in providing 
jobs, services and facilities and that the industry 
is noted as being subject to continuous change. 
This acknowledgement is important as it forms 
the basis for supporting the ability of the tourism 
industry to respond to the changing needs of the 
sector, which can result in the need to renew and 
maintain facilities and to renew or adjust the 
types of holiday accommodation provided. 

 Comment noted. 

4 3 
 

Objection 

Bourne 
Leisure c/o 
Lichfields 

2.1.2 

Bourne Leisure considers that this draft sentence 
should be amended to more accurately reflect the 
actual wording of Planning Policy Wales (PPW) at 
paragraph 11.1.6, which states: “In some places 
there may be a need to limit new development to 
avoid damage to the environment (for example in 
undeveloped coastal areas), or to the amenity of 

Accepted 
The SPG should reflect national planning policy 
guidance. 
 
 
Recommendation 
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Rep 
Id 

Person 
Id 

Type of 
Comment 

Organisation Part Summary of Representation Officer Comments and Recommendation 

residents and visitors.” (emphasis added) 
  
PPW therefore indicates that it is sometimes the 
case that there is a need to limit new 
development in order to avoid damage to the 
environment; in some cases, there is no need to 
do so.  For accuracy, Bourne Leisure therefore 
considers that draft paragraph 2.1.2 should be 
amended as follows: 
“[Planning Policy Wales (PPW, Edition 9, Nov 
2016)] recognises that there is may be a need to 
limit new development to avoid damage to the 
environment (for example in undeveloped coastal 
areas) (11.1.6).” (proposed amendment 
underlined) 

The sentence will be changed to reflect the 
changes suggested by the objector. 
 

5 3 Objection 
Bourne 

Leisure c/o 
Lichfields 

3.2.4 

Bourne Leisure considers that a landscaping 
“strategy” or “proposals” should be required as 
part of a planning application. However, a 
detailed landscaping scheme should be required 
by condition, on the grant of planning permission. 
  
Whilst a landscaping strategy will often be helpful 
at planning application stage, it is inappropriate a 
landscaping scheme provides the full detail of 
works (including detailed planting schemes and 
maintenance schedules). Bourne Leisure 
considers that this level of detail is not usually 
needed at planning application stage, and would 
not be proportionate to what is likely to be 
necessary to understand the impacts of the 

Not accepted 
The location of some tourism developments 
may be permissible in open countryside 
locations therefore landscaping is a very 
important issue.  All proposals should be 
proportionate to the scale of the application. 
 
Recommendation 
No changes required to the SPG in light of this 
comment 
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Rep 
Id 

Person 
Id 

Type of 
Comment 

Organisation Part Summary of Representation Officer Comments and Recommendation 

proposal and any mitigation measures that might 
be required. 
  
TAN5 states that landscape schemes can be 
required by condition at paragraph 4.6.4: 
“The use of conditions can deliver a number of 
positive benefits to biodiversity beyond those of 
simply avoiding adverse effects. It is possible for 
conditions to require certain types of positive 
actions, for example: 
• The submission and agreement of a landscape 
scheme so that greater attention can be given to 
issues such as species composition.” 
  
Bourne Leisure therefore proposes that draft 
paragraph 3.2.4 should be amended as follows: 
“The landscaping scheme strategy should be 
submitted with the application. Conditions will be 
used to ensure that the an agreed landscaping 
scheme is implemented before the development 
becomes operational and is maintained in 
perpetuity.” (proposed amendments underlined, 
deletions in red) 

6 3 Objection 
Bourne 

Leisure c/o 
Lichfields 

4.2.1 

Bourne Leisure considers that the scope of any 
required assessment in relation to the character 
of a site, its surrounds and its relationship with 
important focal points, views, historic buildings, 
etc. should be proportionate to the proposed 
development and its context. As drafted, the 
paragraph is unclear and the reference to 

Accepted 
Agree that assessments should be 
proportionate to the proposal.  
 
Recommendation 
Change the wording in the paragraph as 
follows: 
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Rep 
Id 

Person 
Id 

Type of 
Comment 

Organisation Part Summary of Representation Officer Comments and Recommendation 

“thorough” could result in unnecessarily onerous 
details being requested.  
  
Bourne Leisure therefore proposes that draft 
paragraph 4.2.1 is amended as follows: 
“Criteria ii. of TWR 2 states that all proposed 
developments should be appropriate in scale 
having regard to the site, location and/or 
settlement in question. To ensure that this is 
achieved an thorough assessment of the 
character of both the site and its surrounds and 
the site’s existing or potential relationships with 
any important focal points, views, historic 
buildings etc. needs to be undertaken by the 
applicant. This assessment should be 
proportionate to the scale and context of the 
proposals.” (proposed amendments underlined) 

“To ensure that this is achieved, the applicant 
will be expected to demonstrate that the 
proposal fully takes into account the character 
of both site and its surrounds and the site’s 
existing or potential relationships with any 
important focal points, views, historic buildings 
etc. needs to be undertaken by the applicant. 
This assessment should be proportionate to 
the scale and context of the proposals.”  
(proposed amendments underlined) 

7 3 Objection 
Bourne 

Leisure c/o 
Lichfields 

4.2.1 
Point 3 

Bourne Leisure considers that draft paragraph 
4.2.1 should encourage but not require new 
development which could substantially increase 
journeys by private vehicles to be located 
within/as close as possible to, or within 
reasonable walking distance of, service centres, 
and/or within reasonable walking distance to 
public transport routes. 
  
Whilst Bourne Leisure notes the overarching 
strategy for active and public transport travel, it 
should be acknowledged that tourist 
accommodation is often found away from centres 

Accepted 
The transport policies in the plan refer to 
locating close to public transport, where 
appropriate. 
 
Recommendation 
The paragraph will be change to reflect the 
change proposed by the objector. 
 
3. In accord with the principles of promoting 
sustainable development it is important that 
new developments (including those on 
previously developed sites), which could 
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and edge-of-centre locations, due to its often 
close functional and visual relationship with the 
countryside and the sea. It is therefore not always 
possible to locate new tourism development 
“within or as close as possible to” service centres 
or public transport routes. Bourne Leisure 
considers that each development proposal should 
be considered on its own merits and should only 
be required to meet these objectives where 
feasible. 
  
Bourne Leisure therefore considers that draft 
paragraph 4.2.1 point 3 should be amended as 
follows: 
“3. In accord with the principles of promoting 
sustainable development it is important that new 
developments (including those on previously 
developed sites), which could substantially 
increase the number of journeys made by private 
vehicles, should be located within or as close as 
possible to, or within reasonable walking distance 
of the service centres identified in the Plan’s 
settlement hierarchy, and/or within reasonable 
safe walking distance to public transport 
interchanges or routes, where feasible.” 
(proposed amendment underlined) 

substantially increase the number of journeys 
made by private vehicles, should be located 
within or as close as possible to, or within 
reasonable walking distance of the service 
centres identified in the Plan’s settlement 
hierarchy, and/or within reasonable safe 
walking distance to public transport 
interchanges or routes, where feasible.  
 
In assessing the transport aspects of a 
proposal the LPA will balance the functional 
need for the proposal’s location and its 
benefits to the local economy with the need 
to promote the most sustainable modes of 
transport.” 
(proposed amendment underlined) 

8 3 Comment 
Bourne 

Leisure c/o 
Lichfields 

5.3 & 
Appendix 

3 

Bourne Leisure considers that the emerging SPG 
should clarify the relationship of the maps and 
tables provided in its appendices with the 
Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Study, the 

Accepted 
 
Recommendation 
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Anglesey Landscape Strategy and the Gwynedd 
Landscape Strategy, which are referenced at 
paragraphs 5.3.2 and 5.3.3. This clarification 
should be provided both in the main text of the 
SPG in Section 5.3 and at the beginning of each 
appendix. It should state whether the appendices 
are extracts from the relevant documents and 
provide references to the relevant sections within 
the reports. 

Clarification will be provided regarding the 
relationship of the appendices to the SPG. 

9 3 Objection 
Bourne 

Leisure c/o 
Lichfields 

5.3.2 

Bourne Leisure notes that whilst the Landscape 
Sensitivity and Capacity Study represents a useful 
starting point for the assessment of development 
proposals for caravan and chalet park proposals, 
it assesses only the capacity of broad Landscape 
Character Areas to accommodate new 
development. It does not, should not and cannot, 
assess every individual potential development 
location. It is likely, therefore, that there will be 
smaller pockets of land where caravan and chalet 
park development would be acceptable, despite 
not being identified as such in the Capacity Study. 
Bourne Leisure therefore considers that the 
emerging SPG should clarify that the Capacity 
Study should be used as a guide but that each site 
must be considered on its merits, on a case by 
case basis. 
  
Bourne Leisure proposes that draft paragraph 
5.3.2 is amended as follows: “In order to define 
‘intensification’ within the remit of Policy TWR 3, 

Not accepted 
The Councils assess every planning application 
on its own merit.  Strategies such as the 
Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Study are 
used as a guide to inform decisions. 
 
Recommendation 
No changes required to the SPG in light of this 
comment 
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the explanation to the Policy refers to the ‘Isle of 
Anglesey, Gwynedd and Snowdonia National Park 
Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Study’ 
(Gillespies, 2014). Within the study each 
‘Landscape Character Area’ (as defined by the 
Anglesey Landscape Strategy and the Gwynedd 
Landscape Strategy) is assessed to determine the 
landscapes overall capacity for further caravan 
and chalet park developments. When considering 
applications for new developments, reference 
should therefore be made to the capacity of the 
local landscape as specified within the Landscape 
Sensitivity and Capacity Study but each site must 
be considered on its merits on a case by case 
basis.” (proposed amendment underlined) 

10 & 
11 

3 Objection 
Bourne 

Leisure c/o 
Lichfields 

6.2.1 

Bourne Leisure considers that the scope of 
evidence required for touring caravan, camping 
and temporary alternative camping proposals in 
respect of landscape considerations should be 
proportionate to the scale and nature of the 
proposals. As currently drafted, paragraph 6.2.1 
refers to the need for “strong” evidence, which 
could be understood as overly onerous. 
  
The word strong should be deleted from the 
paragraph. 
 
Draft paragraph 6.2.1 does not currently qualify 
the need to prevent harm to character or natural 
resources. Bourne Leisure considers that the 

Accepted 
Agree that assessments should be 
proportionate to the proposal.  
 
Recommendation 
Change the wording of the paragraph to reflect 
the changes suggested by the objector. 
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required evidence should demonstrate that there 
would be no “unacceptable” impacts on servicing, 
traffic or the character and natural resources of 
the area. It should also take into account any 
proposed mitigation measures. 
  
TAN5 states at paragraph 2.4 (bullet point 8) that 
when deciding planning applications, local 
planning authorities should adopt a “step-wise 
approach to avoid harm to nature conservation, 
minimise unavoidable harm by mitigation 
measures, offset residual harm by compensation 
measures and look for new opportunities to 
enhance nature conservation”. 
  
Bourne Leisure considers that this approach 
should be reflected in the emerging SPG. As 
drafted, paragraph 6.2.1 is not consistent with 
this advice, as it does not provide a “step-wise 
approach”, and it does not recognise the 
potential for mitigation measures to make a 
proposed development acceptable. 
  
Bourne Leisure therefore proposes that draft 
paragraph 6.2.1 is amended as follows: 
“Although in use for only part of the year, touring 
caravan and camping sites are often situated in 
prominent and open locations and can be very 
intrusive in the open countryside, particularly on 
the coast.  Particularly heavily pressurised areas 
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exist in many communities located on or near to 
the coast, including extensive parts of the Areas 
of Outstanding Natural Beauty. The Authority will 
require strong proportionate evidence to 
demonstrate that proposals for further units of 
accommodation in such areas will not add to 
servicing problems, or generate unacceptable 
traffic impacts, or unacceptable harm to or harm 
the character or natural resources of these areas, 
following mitigation.” (proposed amendments 
underlined) 

12 4 Objection 
Cadnant 
Planning 

3.1 

Section 3.1 seeks to provide guidance on high 
quality development.  Para 3.1.3 identifies criteria 
which help to define high quality development. 
We consider that the criteria listed in 3.1.3 seeks 
to introduce new considerations which conflict 
with the criteria of relevant policies in the 
adopted JLDP.  SPGs should provide guidance but 
should not introduce new criteria.   
  
In our opinion, criteria listed in 3.1.3 is too 
prescriptive and seeks to introduce new criteria 
which goes beyond that of the policies contained 
in the JLDP.  We consider that 3.1.3 should be 
removed in its entirety. 

Not accepted 
The objection does not show how the 
considerations in para 3.1.3 conflict with the 
policies in the plan. The JPPU believe that 
paragraph 3.1.3 elaborates on the wording of 
the policy. 
 
Recommendation 
No changes required to the SPG in light of this 
comment 
 

13 4 Objection 
Cadnant 
Planning 

3.2.1 

Para 3.2.1 states that the JLDP defines an 
‘unobtrusive location’ as one which is “well 
screened by existing landscape features and/or 
where units can be readily assimilated into the 
landscape without the need for excessive man 

Not accepted.   
Paragraph 6.3.88 of the JLDP clearly states: 
“An unobtrusive location is defined as one 
which is well screened by existing landscape 
features and/or where touring units can be 
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made features”. That is not how the JLDP defines 
‘unobtrusive location’.  There is no reference to 
“without the need for excessive man made 
features”.  The JLDP reads “well screened by 
existing landscape features and/or where the 
units can be readily assimilated into the 
landscape in a way which does not significantly 
harm the visual quality of the landscape”.  We 
consider that this should be amended to be in line 
with the wording of the JLDP. 

readily assimilated into the landscape without 
the need for excessive man made features such 
as hard-standing and fencing.” 
 
Recommendation 
No changes required to the SPG in light of this 
comment 
 

14 4 Objection 
Cadnant 
Planning 

3.3.2 

The SPG is seeking to introduce new and 
additional criteria to existing adopted policies in 
the JLDP.  Criteria 1 of policy PS1 does not make 
reference to tourism developments.  Criteria 1 is 
only of relevance to retail, industrial or 
commercial developments.  Not tourism 
developments. We consider that the following 
sentence should be removed in its entirety from 
para 3.3.2 “ In terms of tourism development the 
larger proposals that involve employing more 
than 50 people and/or with and area of 1,000sq 
metres will require a Welsh Language Statement, 
which will protect, promote and enhance the 
Welsh language”. 

Not accepted. 
Tourism developments are a form of 
commercial development as the 
buildings/units or land are used to generate a 
profit. 
 
Recommendation 
No changes required to the SPG in light of this 
comment 

15 4 Objection 
Cadnant 
Planning 

4.4.2 

Anglesey and Gwynedd are rural areas, however, 
they are sustainable.  The assessment of the 
suitability of a previously developed site should 
be steered towards sustainable locations.  Just 
because a site is not within a settlement, does not 
mean that it is not in a sustainable location. It may 

Not Accepted 
In line with national planning policy, the LPA 
will be more likely to give favourable 
consideration to proposals located within or 
close to existing settlements but consideration 
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be that the site is connected by way of public 
transport or cycle paths/routes, which makes it a 
sustainable location, where users would not be 
wholly dependent on their cars.  This has been the 
view taken by inspectors on recent appeal 
decisions, including APP/L6805/A/13/ 
2198598. When considering the nature of 
previously developed land, we consider that this 
bullet point should make reference to existing 
buildings which may be present on previously 
developed sites.  The visual/landscape effect of 
any new development should consider the fall-
back-position of the existing buildings on site. 

is also given to proposals located close to 
existing transport hubs such as bus stops. 
 
The presence of existing buildings on site 
would be considered in assessing development 
proposals on previously developed sites. 
 
Recommendation  
 
No change required to the SPG in lieu of this 
objection. 

16 4 Objection 
Cadnant 
Planning 

4.5 

There is no reference within the policies of the 
JLDP to extensions to existing permanent holiday 
accommodation business.  Once again, it is 
considered that the SPG is seeking to introduce 
new considerations, which are not contained in 
the adopted JLDP. 

Not accepted.   
Criteria 3 of policy TWR2 refers to extending 
existing holiday accommodation 
establishments. 
 
Recommendation 
No changes required to the SPG in light of this 
comment 

17 4 Objection 
Cadnant 
Planning 

4.6.5 

It is unclear why the SPG requires the Business 
Plan to be prepared by a qualified 
individual/company.  Many business owners are 
component individuals who have the knowledge 
and ability to prepare a robust business plan for 
their business.  Many of those business plans are 
accepted by financial institutions for lending 
purposes.  If so, it is unreasonable for the Local 
Planning Authority to insist that only business 

Accepted. 
 
Recommendation 
Delete paragraph 4.6.5 
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plans prepared by ‘qualified individual/company’ 
will be acceptable, when financial institutions 
accept business plans by others for lending 
purposes.  We consider that this requirement 
places an unnecessary burden on applicants, and 
should therefore be removed. 

18 4 Objection 
Cadnant 
Planning 

5.1.1 

The definition of a chalet in para 5.1.1 conflicts 
with the definition of a chalet provided in policy 
TWR 3 of the JLDP.  As the JLDP has been through 
significant consultation and has been subject to 
public examination and approved by appointed 
inspectors, we consider that the definition of a 
chalet as per Policy TWR 3 takes precedent and 
the definition in para 5.1.1 of the JLDP should be 
amended. 

Not accepted 
The Glossary of Terms defines a chalets as a 
“One storey semi-permanent construction 
which is still movable”.  The Glossary of Terms 
is part of the plan and has been through the 
various stages of consultation prior to 
adoption.  
 
Recommendation 
No changes required to the SPG in light of this 
comment 

19 4 Objection 
Cadnant 
Planning 

6.6.2 

The content of this paragraph goes beyond what 
may be considered acceptable by criteria 2 of 
policy TWR 5 and contradicts the requirement of 
criteria 1 of the same policy.  If development is to 
be of high quality, hard standings will be required 
for touring units.  Anglesey and Gwynedd are 
rural locations, where rainfall can be high.  Hard 
standings are therefore an essential requirement 
to ensure that such sites are of high quality.  
Spend from tourists utilising touring sites are 
high, however, you cannot expect to obtain a 
significant contribution to the local economy, 
when you are unable to provide basic hard 

Not accepted. 
Proposed developments that are permitted 
under policy TWR5 are considered more 
acceptable in land use planning terms as having 
less impact on the landscape than static 
caravan sites because, by their very nature, 
they have transient features that do not 
impose permanent, year round effects on the 
local environment.  Excessive use of hard 
standing and other permanent feature goes 
beyond the ethos of this policy.  This is 
supported by paragraph 6.3.88 which states 
that “An unobtrusive location is defined as one 
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standings for touring units.  We consider that 
6.6.2 goes beyond that required by criteria 2 of 
Policy TWR 5 and should therefore be deleted. 

which is well screened by existing landscape 
features and/or where touring units can be 
readily assimilated into the landscape without 
the need for excessive man made features such 
as hard-standing and fencing.” 
 
Recommendation 
No changes required to the SPG in light of this 
comment 

20 5 Comment 
Cyngor 

Gwynedd 
Appendix 

4 

The business plan should make reference to/be in 
synergy with Croeso Cymru’r strategies and 
initiatives. 

Accepted. 
Including a section in the business plan to show 
how the proposed business compliments 
national tourism strategies/initiatives will 
strengthen the business case of the proposed 
development. 
 
Recommendation 
This will be included in the business plan 
template.   

21 6 Comment 
Llanfair ME 
Community 

Council 
Various 

Paragraphs 3.1.2, 3.3.1 and 4.6.1 and policy TWR3 
part 2i,ii and iii are very important to Llanfair 
Mathafarn Eithaf Community Council because of 
the current concentration of caravan sites and 
holiday accommodation within the Community 
Council.  The number of campsites on the 
coastline from Red Wharf Bay to the west of 
Benllech is substantial with a number of 
application to extend current sites and for new 
sites going through the planning process at the 
moment.  We undertook a study of the situation 
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some months ago which revealed that there were 
seven applications have been submitted over the 
last eighteen months, and two of these have 
already been given permission.  If these 
applications were all approved and all existing 
holiday units full it would result in an 18% 
increase in the population of the community 
council’s catchment area which is around 2800 at 
this time.  The strain on public services is 
substantial with transport and sewerage 
suffering, let alone the effect on the culture and 
language.  There is a grim future for the youth of 
the area who wishes to remain in the community 
to raise a family. 

22 7 Objection 
Llanystumdwy 

Community 
Council 

3.3.2 & 
4.6.5 

Paragraph 3.3.1 reads “.... a Welsh Language 
Statement will be required, which will protect ...”  
Paragraph 4.6.5 states “The Business Plan should 
be prepared by a qualified individual/company.” 
Later on the paragraph states “The ‘Business Plan’ 
should clearly state who has undertaken the 
Plan along with the individual’s qualification in 
relation to undertaking the work.” For 
consistency, paragraph 3.3.2 should state: “In 
terms of tourism development the larger 
proposals that involve employing more than 50 
people and/or with and area of 1,000sq metres 
will require a Welsh Language Statement, which 
should be prepared by a competent individual/ 
company, which will protect, promote and 
enhance the Welsh language. The Welsh 

Not Accepted 
Comment noted.  Nonetheless, it isn’t this 
Guidance’s role to provide advice about how 
to apply Policy PS 1/ prepare a Welsh 
Language Statement. A separate Guidance will 
do this, and will deal with the matters raised 
in the comment. Paragraph 3.3.4 refers to that 
Guidance, stating that it will provide 
additional information.  
 
The Community Council will be given an 
opportunity to submit comments about that 
Guidance during a Public consultation period 
that will take place in due course.  
 
Recommendation 
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Language Statement should clearly state who has 
prepared the Statement as well as the individual’s 
qualifications to undertake the work.”  

No changes required to the SPG in light of this 
comment  

23 7 Objection 
Llanystumdwy 

Community 
Council 

4.7 

The document refers to allowing a change from a 
Holiday unit to permanent residence, which will 
be affordable housing. We are of the opinion that 
this needs to be strengthened. A specific time- 
period should elapse, e.g. 10 years, since 
permission was granted to create a holiday unit. 
 

Not Accepted 
It is not considered that there is any basis to 
set fixed term before looking favourably on an 
application to change the use of holiday 
accommodation to an affordable house. The 
Guidance sets out the need for compelling 
evidence before it can support proposals of 
this kind, i.e. showing that the business as 
holiday accommodation is not viable, then 
showing that an alternative business use 
cannot be developed, then demonstrate that 
the property cannot be used as a home for 
someone who works in rural enterprise, 
before consideration can be given to provision 
of an affordable housing to meet local need. 
 
Recommendation 
No changes required to the SPG in light of this 
comment  

24 7 Objection 
Llanystumdwy 

Community 
Council 

4.3 

There is a danger that there will be many more 
farm units changed to holiday units over the next 
few years. The definition of ' excess ' in the 
document is very vague. 

See response to comment (1), which suggests 
amending the text to identify material 
considerations. 
 

25 7 Objection 
Llanystumdwy 

Community 
Council 

5.0 
It is clearly stated in the paragraph and Policy 
TWR 4 that Caravan and Chalet should not be 
used for residential purposes, only holidays only. 

Comment noted 
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But there is no definition of how land is a holiday 
period. Without this, the policy is somewhat 
meaningless and of course this is equally true for 
self Service holiday accommodation. 
 

Policy TWR 4 states that permission should 
not be granted if the intention is to use an 
existing caravan or chalet as the main or only 
residence. Paragraph 4.7.3 of also includes 
text that relates to holiday use. It is stated 
that only holiday use will be permitted and 
therefore the consent will not cover a 
household’s use of a property as a main or 
only residence.  
 
Recommendation 
No changes required to the SPG in light of this 
comment  
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1.0            BACKGROUND 
 

Purpose of Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) 
 
1.1 The Purpose of SPGs are to:  

 assist the applicants and their agents in preparing planning applications and in guiding 
them in discussions with officers about how to apply relevant policies in the Joint Local 
Development Plan before submitting planning applications,  

 assist officers to assess planning applications, and officers and councillors to make 
decisions about planning applications 

 help Planning Inspectors make decisions on appeals. 
 
1.2 The general aim is to improve the quality of new developments and facilitate a consistent and 

transparent way of making decisions that align with relevant policies in the Joint Local 
Development Plan. 

 

The Policy Context 
 
Local Development Plan 

 
1.3 Under planning legislation, the planning policies for every area are contained within the 

'development plan'. The Gwynedd and Anglesey Joint Local Development Plan was adopted 
on 31 July 2017. It relates to the Gwynedd and Anglesey Planning Authority areas. 

 
1.4 The Plan provides wide-ranging policies along with allocations for the main land uses, such as 

housing, employment and retail; it will help shape the future of the Plan area physically and 
environmentally, and will also influence it economically, socially and culturally. The Plan, 
therefore:  
• enables the Local Planning Authorities to make rational and consistent decisions on 

planning applications by providing a policy framework that is consistent with national 

policy; and 

• guides developments to suitable areas during the period up to 2026. 

The need for Supplementary Planning Guidance 
 
1.5 Although the Plan contains policies that enable the Local Planning Authority to make 

consistent and transparent decisions on development applications, it cannot provide all the 
detailed advice required by officers and prospective applicants to steer proposals locally. In 
order to provide this detailed advice, the Councils are preparing a range of SPGs to support 
the Plan that will provide more detailed guidance on a variety of topics and matters to help 
interpret and implement the Plan's policies and proposals. 

 

The Status of Supplementary Planning Guidance 
 
1.6 Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) will be material planning considerations during the 

process of assessing and determining planning applications. Welsh Government and the 
Planning Inspectorate will place considerable weight on supplementary planning guidance 
that stem from , and are consistent with, a development plan. The SPGs cannot introduce any 
new planning policies or amend existing policies.  
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1.7 Once it has been adopted a SPG should, therefore, be given substantial weight as a material 
planning consideration. 

2.0 TOURISM FACILITIES AND ACCOMMODATION SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING 
GUIDANCE 

 
2.1 The SPG covers all forms and scales of holiday accommodation and tourism attractions. 

Tourism is a dynamic sector and is subject to continuous change.  It plays a significant role in 
the plan area’s economy.  The visitor economy provides jobs, services and facilities that are 
essential to the well-being and enjoyment of local communities and residents in the plan area.  
The importance of tourism can be seen in the table1 below: 

 

2017 Gwynedd* Anglesey 

Total economic impact of tourism £1.06 billion £304.23 million 

Total visitor numbers (millions) 7.28 1.71 

Number of staying visitors (millions) 3.53 1.03 

Number of day visitors (millions) 3.75 0.68 

Number of FTE2 jobs supported by tourism spend 15,601 4,102 

 *includes Snowdonia National Park 
 
2.1 Both Anglesey and Gwynedd benefit form extensive natural and cultural assets that offer 

considerable potential for residents and visitors to enjoy.  However new tourism 
developments can have a negative impact upon the local environment and communities if 
they are insensitively developed or inappropriately located. 

 
2.2 Both Gwynedd Council and the Isle of Anglesey County Council are committed to the principles 

of sustainability and the Joint Local Development Plan has sustainable development at its core 
and recognises that all development in the plan area should embody these principles, 
balancing the need to support the rural economy, whilst maintaining and enhancing the 
environmental, social and cultural quality of the plan area. 

 

Public Consultation 
 
2.3 The draft Tourism Facilities and Accommodation Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) was 

originally the subject of a public consultation exercise between the 17th May and the 28th 
June, 2018.  For information this draft consultation SPG can be found here:  
www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/spg 

 
2.4 The Councils considered all representations that were received during the public consultation.  

A copy of the Consultation report can be found here:  
https://democracy.cyngor.gwynedd.gov.uk/ielistdocuments.aspx?cid=247&mid=2666&ver=
4 

 
2.5 The appendix of the consultation report summarises the representations received and the 

Council’s response to these representations.  Most of the changes to the SPG that are 
considered necessary to respond to issues raised in representations are minor changes that 
do not lead to any significant changes to the SPG.  However, it was considered that 

                                                 
1 STEAM Report 2017 
2 FTE = Full Time Employment 
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representations received on two issues required relatively significant changes to the SPG.  
These issues were:  

 
1. How to define overconcentration of self-catering accommodation, and; 
2. How to deal with applications for the change of use and the loss of hotels. 

 
2.6 As the SPGs will become material planning considerations once adopted, the Councils consider 

that it is important for stakeholders to have their say in these significant changes before the 
SPG is adopted and approved the release of a further consultation document for public 
consultation in the meeting of the Joint Planning Policy Committee on the 26 October 2018.  
The Further Consultation Document can be found here: www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/spg 

 
2.7 Details of the public consultation were placed on both Council’s websites and emails/ letters 

were sent to all Councillors, Community Councils, planning agents, statutory consultees, 
environmental bodies, neighbouring authorities and those who had made previous comments 
and declared an interest in the SPG.  Hard copies of the SPG were also available to inspect in 
all public libraries, Anglesey County Council’s main office in Llangefni, and in Siop Gwynedd 
(Caernarfon, Dolgellau and Pwllheli). 

 
2.8 A number of platforms were available for interested parties to respond to the consultation 

which were: 

 Online word and pdf response form - available on both websites and  

 Paper copies were made available in all libraries and Siop Gwynedd and also available on 
request from the JPPU  

 Email 

 Letter 
 
2.9 A total of 8 comments were received: 2 in support of the proposed changes and 6 objections. 
 
2.10 The following section summarises the comments received, the Councils’ response to the 

comments and where appropriate, recommends any changes required to the SPG in lieu of 
the comment.  
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APPENDIX 1 – SUMMARY OF COMMENTS RECEIVED AND OFFICERS’ RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Rep 
Id 

Type of 
Comment 

Organisation Part Summary of Representation Officer Comments and Recommendation 

1 Objection 
Natural 

Resources 
Wales 

4.8 

We do not wish to see existing hotels located in zone 
C converted to permanent residential use unless a 
Flood Consequences Assessment (FCA) is submitted 
as part of any application. 

Not Relevant 
This section of the SPG deals with the main principle 
of the loss of hotels and therefore does not provide 
advice on the suitability of alternative uses.  The 
need for an FCA is covered by Policy PS 6 and 
National Planning Policy Guidance. 
 
Recommendation 
No changes required to the SPG in light of this 
comment  

2 Objection 
Bourne 

Leisure  Ltd 
c/o Lichfields 

4.6.2 

The criteria to be introduced in paragraph 4.6.2 is for 
the purpose of controlling self-catering units within 
communities/settlements.  Bourne Leisure has no 
objection to this in principle but the Company is 
keen to ensure that the criteria would not have 
unintentional consequences by also being applied to 
purpose built holiday resorts such as those operated 
by Bourne Leisure should, in future, it wish to 
introduce fixed base self-catering accommodation 
within its established parks. 
 
We therefore request that it is made explicit in the 
new wording that the criteria does not apply to 
existing holiday parks or complexes where the sole 
purpose of the park is to provide holiday 
accommodation and associated facilities.  To achieve 
this, we suggest that the first sentence of 4.6.2 is 
amended as follows: 
 
“Criteria which help define overconcentration of 
holiday accommodation within defined settlements 
include….” 
 

Not Accepted 
Overconcentration of holiday accommodation can 
be issue both within settlement boundaries and in 
the open countryside.  With reference to the 
provision of new self- catering units, criterion v of 
Policy TWR 2 does not differentiate between land 
within settlements and land outside settlements 
and therefore it would be inappropriate for the 
guidance to do so. Each application will be dealt 
with on its own merit. 
 
Recommendation 
No changes required to the SPG in light of this 
comment 
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Rep 
Id 

Type of 
Comment 

Organisation Part Summary of Representation Officer Comments and Recommendation 

A suitable paragraph could also be provided to 
explain the approach sought. This would make it 
clear that the criteria would not apply to holiday 
parks such as Hafan y Môr and Greenacres that lie 
outside the defined settlement boundary. 

3 Support 
Llanengan 

Community 
Council 

4.6.2 & 
4.8 

We support what is noted in the Proposed Changes, 
especially 4.6.2 which comes at the forefront of a 
recent planning decision in the community.  
Unfortunately the proposed change 4.8 comes too 
late for us to oppose another planning application.  

Comment noted. 

4 Objection 
Cadnant 
Planning 

4.6.2 

The fourth point “Lack of community facilities and 
services as local businesses cater for the needs of 
visitors more that the needs of local residents.” 
 
This should not be a measure of whether it is 
acceptable to create a self-catering unit as many 
units make use of conversions etc.  Therefore, little 
weight should be put on this point in trying to 
determine over-concentration of units. 

Not Accepted 
The proposed criteria in section 4.6.2 lists a set 
indicators which aims to highlight factors that are 
considered relevant in order to define 
overconcentration of holiday accommodation. The 
closure of community facilities or the changing 
nature of a shop that traditionally sold convenience 
goods to the local population such as bread and milk 
to a shop that mainly sells items for tourists such as 
souvenirs could reflect the changing nature of the 
community.  
 
Recommendation 
No changes required to the SPG in light of this 
comment 

5 Objection 
Llanystumdwy 

Community 
Council 

4.6.2 

As no planning permission is needed to change a 
home to a holiday or second home it is currently 
impossible to control the numbers of self-catering 
holiday accommodation/beds that currently exists 
within communities and in the open countryside. 
Some areas have high numbers of self-catering 
holiday homes which has led to the loss of village 
community and resulted in changing the character of 
rural areas.   
 
The Planning Service should not take the word of 
agencies and lettings companies into account when 

Not Accepted 
The proposed criteria in section 4.6.2 lists a set  
indicators which aims to highlight factors that are 
considered relevant in order to define 
overconcentration of holiday accommodation. An 
assessment of information about these indicators 
will help the decision maker determine whether a 
proposal for new build or change of use to holiday 
accommodation triggers criterion v in Policy TWR 2, 
i.e. that there is overconcentration in the area. 
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Rep 
Id 

Type of 
Comment 

Organisation Part Summary of Representation Officer Comments and Recommendation 

supporting business plans that are submitted as part 
of a planning application. Permitting these 
applications is of interest to these companies.  
 
When a holiday accommodation business fails the 
owners can submit a change of use planning 
application to be allowed to change from self-
catering accommodation to permanent dwelling. 
This proves that there is no need for more.  
 
Consideration must be given to the number of Air 
BnB properties. 

Business plans are useful tools to demonstrate the 
robustness (or not) of any proposed holiday 
accommodation development which enables the 
Councils to assess whether the scheme has a 
realistic chance of being viable. 
 
Section 4.7 of the emerging SPG highlights the 
cascading conditions that will happen if it can be 
demonstrated that the holiday unit is no longer 
viable  The following uses will be considered: 
 
a) a suitable alternative employment use, or 

occupied by a person solely or mainly working 
on a rural enterprise in the locality; where there 
is/was a defined functional need;  or if it can be 
demonstrated that there is no eligible 
alternative employment use, to those: 

b) who would be eligible for consideration for 
affordable housing under the local authority’s 
housing policies; or if it can be demonstrated 
that there are no persons eligible for occupation 
under (a);  

c) widows, widowers or civil partners of the above 
and any resident dependants. 

 
The Local Planning Authority has no control over the 
use of existing homes as holiday accommodation 
(Air BNB) as they do not usually need planning 
permission for change of use as they are the same 
use class, i.e. Class C3. The number of homes 
advertised as Air BnB can vary on a daily basis   
 
Recommendation 
No changes required to the SPG in light of this 
comment 
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Rep 
Id 

Type of 
Comment 

Organisation Part Summary of Representation Officer Comments and Recommendation 

6 Support 
Llanystumdwy 

Community 
Council 

4.8 
Agree with the proposal in the document on the 
change of use of existing hotels. 

Comment noted 

7  
Angela 
Gliddon 

4.6.2 

This document gives points to consider to decide 
what “overconcentration” of holiday 
accommodation is.  I feel that some guidance on the 
proportion of such properties should be given.  
Perhaps a maximum of in seaside villages and in 
towns and rural villages.   
 
I am particularly concerned that the planning dept 
has no control over the purchase of second homes 
by outsiders and in my experience second homes 
frequently become holiday lets.   
 
Does the Planning Committee have to give 
permission for the change of use to holiday lets?  Is 
it aware of the extent of these changes? 

Not Accepted 
The number of properties used as holiday 
accommodation varies greatly between 
settlements. In addition, the character of 
settlements varies. Therefore it is not possible to 
provide guidance on the proportion of holiday 
accommodation considered appropriate per 
settlement. In any case, criteria iii & iv precludes the 
use of existing houses and the provision of such a 
facility within a primarily residential area.  The 
proposed criteria in section 4.6.2 lists indicators 
which aim to define overconcentration of holiday 
accommodation. 
 
Planning Officers or Planning Committee have no 
control over second home ownership because 
people do not need planning permission to own a 
second home.  The Planning Officers or Planning 
Committee have no control over the use of existing 
homes as holiday accommodation (Air BnB) as they 
do not usually need planning permission for change 
of use as they are the same use class. 
 
Planning Officers or Planning Committee do not 
have to give permission for the holiday 
accommodation but in refusing the application 
must state on what grounds the application is being 
refused.  The criteria in 4.6.2 which aims to define 
overconcentration will help the Planning Officer or 
Planning Committee to make its decision. 
 
All proposed developments for holiday 
accommodation should conform to policy TWR2 of 
the Joint Local Development Plan.  The Local 
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Rep 
Id 

Type of 
Comment 

Organisation Part Summary of Representation Officer Comments and Recommendation 

Planning Authority and Planning Committee can 
refuse applications that do not conform, unless 
there are material considerations that outweigh the 
conflict with the adopted policy. 
 
Recommendation 
No changes required to the SPG in light of this 
comment. 

8  
Angela 
Gliddon 

4.8 

I understand the wishes of planners to retain the 
existence of hotels but feel these suggestions are 
rather draconian.  They are likely to lead to low 
morale among hotel proprietors and allow their 
hotels to become run down on purpose.  This would 
be the opposite result to what is wanted. 

Not Accepted 
Comments noted however the Local Planning 
Authority has no control over the intent of hoteliers.   
 
Recommendation 
No changes required to the SPG in light of this 
comment. 
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Committee Communities Scrutiny Committee 
  

Date 4 April 2019 
  

Title Supplementary Planning Guidance: Maintaining and creating distinctive and 
sustainable communities (post public consultation draft) 
  

Cabinet 
Member 

Councillor Dafydd Meurig 
  

Author Gareth Jones – Senior Manager Planning and Public Protection Service 
  

Purpose (A) To scrutinise: 
 

 The process of preparing the Supplementary Planning Guidance: 
Maintaining and creating distinctive and sustainable communities 
(post public consultation draft) 

 The manner the responses received during the public consultation 
have been dealt with, and  

 
(B) To offer feedback before the Guidance is considered by the Joint 

Planning Policy Committee   
 

 

1 Background 

1.1 The purpose of this report is to raise the awareness of Scrutiny Committee Members of the 
development of the Supplementary Planning Guidance: Maintaining and creating distinctive 
and sustainable communities before the Joint Planning Policy Committee decides on its 
suitability for adoption at its meeting on 23 May 2019. The Partnership and Regeneration 
Scrutiny Committee (Isle of Anglesey County Council) will scrutinise it on 9 April 2019.   

 
1.2 The Guidance has been divided into 3 sections. Section 2 (and the majority of the Appendices 

in the Guidance) deals specifically with how to apply Policy PS 1: The Welsh language and 
Welsh culture. This element of the Guidance is the subject of part A of a brief given to a 
Scrutiny Working Group to undertake the Planning and Welsh Language Scrutiny 
Investigation. For this reason, this report focuses on Section 2 of the Guidance and 
Appendices. 

 
1.3 The Working Group established for the Scrutiny Investigation referred to in Paragraph 1.2 has 

presented updates and recommendations to this Scrutiny Committee at specific times during 
the Scrutiny Investigation. This Scrutiny Committee made a number of recommendations to 
the Joint Planning Policy Committee for consideration prior to the publication of the Guidance 
for public consultation. 

 
1.4 The whole Guidance can be viewed in its preliminary post public consultation draft form in 

Appendix 1.  
 
1.5 When adopted, the Guidance will replace the current planning and Welsh language guidance 

adopted by both Councils to support the old development plans, namely the Gwynedd Unitary 
Development Plan (in the case of the Gwynedd Planning Authority area). When adopted it will 
be a material planning consideration. 
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2 The Purpose of Supplementary Planning Guidance 
 
2.1 Supplementary Planning Guidance can only provide further information or details about 

policies or proposals set out in the Local Development Plan.  
 
2.2 The Guidance cannot change policy or proposals set out in the Local Development Plan and 

new policies cannot be introduced through a Supplementary Planning Guidance. 
 
3 Supplementary Planning Guidance Status 
 
3.1 The Guidance may be a 'material planning consideration' that should be considered alongside 

the policies it supports in the local development plan when specific actions have taken place. 
Figure 1 below gives a snapshot of the actions required to have a 'material planning 
consideration' status. 

 

 
 
4 The story of preparing the Supplementary Planning Guidance: Maintaining and creating 

distinctive and sustainable communities 
 
4.1 The flow chart on the next page provides a snapshot of the process to prepare the Guidance 

to date. The top row gives the timetable. The second row records the activities, while the 
bottom row records who has contributed to the process, including the Scrutiny Working Group 
and the Communities Scrutiny Committee.

MATERIAL 
PLANNING 

CONSIDERATION

Prepare a draft 
that only gives 

information and 
details about a 

policy in the Plan

Public 
consultation

Consider 
comments 

made in public 
consultation 

and make 
changes

Adoption by 
Council
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PROCESS TO PREPARE A SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING GUIDANCE: MAINTAIN AND CREATE DISTINCTIVE AND SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Preapre a 

preliminary draft 

in 2 sections 

2. Preliminary 

draft 

3. Prepare a 

consultation 

draft of the 

Guidance  

4. 

Commission a 

critical 

evaluation of 

the Guidance 

(external 

evaluators) 

5. Prepare 

a revised 

consultatio

n draft 

6. Public 

consultation (7 

weeks)  

7.  Prepare a 

Public 

Consultation 

Report and 

make 

amendments 

to align with it 

8.  Scrutinise 

the Guidance 

and the 

Consultation 

Report  

9. Final 

consultation 

draft 

 Swyddogion 
Datblygu’r iaith 
Gymraeg; 

 Swyddogion 
Cynllunio; 

 Adborth o 
ymgysylltu 
anffurfiol gyda 
budd- ddeiliaid ac 
awdurdodau 
cynllunio eraill – 
2016 

 Panel CDLl ar y Cyd 

 Pwyllgor Craffu 
Cymunedau 

 Pwyllgor Polisi Cynllunio 
ar y Cyd 

 Cyhoedd, 

 Budd –
ddeiliaid lleol 
amrwyiol, 

 Comisiynydd y 
Gymraeg 

 Budd- 
ddeiliaid eraill 
amrywiol 

 

 

 Panel Cynllun 
Datblygu Lleol ar y 
Cyd;  

 Uwch Dîm 
Arweinyddiaeth 
Cyngor Sir Ynys 
Môn 

 Gweithgor Ymchwil 
Craffu Cynllunio a’r 
iaith Gymraeg 
 

September 2017 - 

February 2018 

January & 

February 2018 March  - April 2018  

July 2018  
October– 

November 
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December 

2018 – 

January 

2019 

Chwefor - 

Mawrth 2019  Ebrill 2019 
Mai 2019 

 Pwyllgor Polisi 
Polisi 
Cynllunio ar y 
Cyd 

 

 Uned Polisi 
Cynllunio ar y 
Cyd mewn 
ymgynghroaid 
gyda’r 
gwerthuswyr 
anibynnol 

 Panel CDLl ar 
y Cyd 

 

 

 Panel CDLl ar y 
Cyd 

 Gweithgor 
Ymchwil Craffu 
Cynllunio a’r 
iaithGymraeg 

 Pwyllgor Polisi 
Polisi 
Cynllunio ar y 
Cyd 

 

 

 Pwyllgor 
Craffu 
Cymunedau, 

 Pwyllgor 
Sgriwtini 
Adfywio a 
Phartneraieth 
(Cyngor Sir 
Ynys Môn)  
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4.2  The Scrutiny Committee will recall that the Scrutiny Working Group presented its initial main 
findings on 22 February 2018, and that it had submitted a series of recommendations on 19 
April 2018. The Scrutiny Committee will recall that it supported those recommendations. The 
findings and recommendations were considered by the Joint Planning Policy Unit, Joint Local 
Development Plan Panel and the Joint Planning Policy Committee (as required). 

 
4.3 Table 1 and Table 2 below record the findings and recommendations made at the time and 

provide an outline of how the draft consultation Supplementary Planning Guidance and 
associated arrangements were addressed. They also provide an outline of why it was not 
appropriate to address some of them in accordance with the expectations of the Scrutiny 
Committee. The full reasons and decision of the Joint Planning Policy Committee can be 
viewed on the agenda of the Joint Planning Policy Committee in April 2018 and the minutes 
of that meeting. 

 
Table 1 – Overview of the response to initial findings presented in February 2018 
 

Communities Scrutiny Committee 22 February 
2018 – initial findings of the Scrutiny Working 
Group 
 

Overview of how the initial findings were 
considered  

A clear statement is required stating that the 
developer needs to hold a public consultation on 
every development of 10 or more houses in an 

urban area and 5 or more in a rural/village area. 
 

Planning (Wales) Act 2015 determines when an 
applicant needs to undertake a public 
consultation on proposed development.  The 
Working Group’s expectations are not 
consistent with this Act. Therefore, the 
statement cannot be included in the Guidance. 
 

It needs to be stated that a Welsh Language 
Effect Assessment needs to be held on every 
development that is referred to a public 

consultation.  
 

See the above response. In addition, Policy PS 1 
determines when a Welsh language Statement 
needs to be presented and when a Welsh 
Language Impact Assessment Report needs to 
be presented with planning applications.  
 

Members are concerned about the phraseology 
and format/style of the draft consultation 
document. It is difficult to see how members of 
the public are expected to understand the 
document in its current form and to contribute 
meaningfully to the consultation  

 

 

The Guidance’s primary purpose is to assist 
applicants and their agents to prepare 
development proposals. It isn’t a document for 
the general public. However, the content of the 
Guidance was amended by including more 
charts and diagrams in order to convey the 
messages in a more visual manner.  
 
 

Clear details are needed on the methodology of 
holding a Language Effect Assessment. This is a 
critical part of the Assessment. Full details of the 
methodology need to be included in the 

consultation.  

 

It is agreed that this is important. It was 
considered that Appendix 7 and Appendix 8 
provided detailed guidance about the 
requirements associated with undertaking both 
types of assessments.  
 

There is also ambiguity regarding the 
descriptions of Welsh Language Statement, and 

the relevance of the mitigating steps.  

It was considered that Appendix 7 provided 
detailed guidance about the requirements 
associated with undertaking an assessment, 
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Communities Scrutiny Committee 22 February 
2018 – initial findings of the Scrutiny Working 
Group 
 

Overview of how the initial findings were 
considered  

 which would be require its conclusions to be 
presented in a Welsh language Statement.  
 

A clearer description is required of what is 
expected of the language specialist from the 
Council’s perspective and external individuals or 

organisations and their role.  

 

Diagram 6 and Diagram 7 in the Guidance states 
what the role of the competent assessor 
appointed by the applicant would be. 
Appendices 7 and 8 refer to external 
organisations and individuals to engage/consult 
with them in the period before submitting a 
planning application. Diagram 4 refers to the 
pre- application statutory public consultation 
applicants must undertake in relation to ‘major’ 
development. A link is provided to a good 
practice document published by the Welsh 
Government, which explains what is the role of 
external organisations in the process. 
 

 
 
Table 2 – Overview of the response to the recommendations presented in April 2018 
 

 Communities Scrutiny Committee 19 
April 2018 – recommendations of the 
Scrutiny Working Group, which were 
approved by the Scrutiny Committee 
 

Overview of how the recommendations were 
considered 

1A A clear statement is required in the 
Guidance stating that the developer 
needs to hold a public consultation 
on every development of 10 or more 
houses in an urban area and 5 or 
more in a rural/village area. 
 

It would be illegal to include this statement in 
the Guidance.  
 
Planning (Wales) Act 2015 determines when an 
applicant needs to undertake a public 
consultation on proposed development.  
Under the Act, it will be necessary for an 
applicant who intends to submit an application 
for ‘major development’ to undertake a 
statutory consultation prior to making an 
application. The definition of ‘major 
development’ is set out in Article 2 of the Town 
and Country Planning (Development 
Management Procedure) (Wales) 2012 
(DMPWO). In short, major development are: 
 

 Developments of 10 or more houses 
where the site area is 0.5 ha or more (if 
the number of houses is known);  
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 Provision of building (s) where the 
floor area is greater than 1,000 square 
metres;  

 Winning and working of minerals or 
use land to store mineral- working 
deposits;  

 Waste development of waste; and  

 Development on a site of 1 ha or more. 
 
However, it is agreed that engagement and 
consultation with the communities and other 
diverse stakeholders is important when 
considering a proposed development in the 
period before submitting a planning 
application and after the submission of the 
planning application. Diagram 5, Appendix 7 
and Appendix 8 set out the expectations of the 
authorities for engagement and consultation 
during the pre- application stage.  
 
See also 1b. 

1B It needs to be stated clearly in the 
Guidance that the Developer needs 
to submit a Welsh Language 
Assessment and a Welsh Language 
Impact Assessment for every 
development that is referred to a 
public consultation. 
 

It would be illegal to include this statement in 
the Guide. Policy PS 1 in the Plan sets out when 
a Welsh Language Statement or a report about 
a Welsh Language Impact Assessment needs to 
be submitted with planning applications.    
 
When it is necessary to undertake an 
assessment of the impact of development on 
the Welsh language and undertake a statutory 
pre- application public consultation (in 
accordance with the requirements of the Act), 
the Supplementary Planning Guidance clearly 
states it is expected that the Welsh Language 
Statement and the WLIA report is published as 
part of the package of documents – Diagram 5, 
Appendix 7 and Appendix 8. 
 
In addition, the Joint Planning Policy 
Committee decided to authorise relevant 
senior officials on behalf of both Authorities’ 
Planning Services to write to the Welsh 
Government to inquire about right to change 
policy in a local development plan and the right 
to change the threshold that sets a 
requirement for a pre- application public 
consultation for 5 houses in villages and the 
countryside instead of 10 houses. 
 
The Welsh Government’s response confirms 
the Joint Planning Policy Committee’s position. 
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2 Panel members should receive advice 
and guidance from independent 
experts in the field of Linguistic 
Planning when preparing the new 
Supplementary Planning Guidance 
and prior to consulting on the new 
draft Guidance. 
 

The Joint Planning Policy Committee decided to 
to authorise relevant Senior Officers on behalf 
of both Authorities’ Planning Services to 
commission qualified external experts to 
undertake a critical evaluation of the 
Supplementary Planning Guidance: maintain 
and create distinctive and sustainable 
communities, and in particular Section 2 of 
the Guidance. 
 
Cwmni Iaith and Burum Consultancy Services 
were appointed to jointly undertake a critical 
evaluation of the first consultation draft of the 
Supplementary Planning Guidance (April 
2018). The companies’ recommendations were 
accepted and the consultation draft 
Supplementary Planning Guidance, which 
incorporated amendments recommended by 
the companies, was approved for public 
consultation. 
 

3 Panel members should receive advice 
and guidance from independent 
experts in the field of Research and 
Analysis when preparing the new 
Supplementary Planning Guidance 
and prior to consulting on the new 
draft Guidance. 
 

There was no need for advice from 
independent experts in the field of research 
and analysis to complete the preparation of 
the Guidance before public consultation. 
 

4 Panel members should receive advice 
and guidance from independent 
experts in the field of Engagement 
and Consultation when preparing the 
new Supplementary Planning 
Guidance and prior to consulting on 
the new draft Guidance. 
 

There was no need for advice from 
independent experts in the field of 
engagement and consultation to complete the 
preparation of the Guidance before public 
consultation. 
 

5 Panel Members should request an 
extension to the Timetable if needed 
in order to deliver work of the highest 
possible standard. 
 

The timetable for the preparation of the 
Supplementary Planning Guidance has been 
extended in order to undertake the critical 
evaluation and prepare a report about the 
public consultation to the Communities 
Scrutiny Committee during 2019. 
 

 
4.4 The Working Group presented an additional report to the Joint Planning Policy Committee in 

November 2018 after it had had the opportunity to scrutinise the revised draft Guidance, 
which incorporated changes recommended by Cwmni Iaith Cyf and Burum Consultancy 
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Services. That report can be viewed on the Joint Planning Policy Committee website. The 
Committee's response can be found in the minutes.  

 
4.5 The observations of the Scrutiny Working Group and the Scrutiny Committee have been a 

valuable part of the process of developing the draft consultation version of the Supplementary 
Planning Guidance. We have taken into account all points made by the Working 
Group/Committee in preparing the Guidance as reflected in the tables above.  It is hoped that 
this is clear. The work has been very time-consuming and it is fair to say that the Joint Planning 
Policy Unit has learned a great deal through the process. 

 
5 The public consultation on the Supplementary Planning Guidance 
 
5.1  After receiving the support of the Joint Planning Policy Committee, the Supplementary 

Planning Guidance for public consultation was published in accordance with the public 
consultation plan. 88 comments were received from 8 commentators. Appendix 2 contains a 
report on the Public Consultation. There is a record of the public consultation arrangements, 
which included giving community, town and city councils, and specialist organisations and 
bodies, the opportunity to express a formal view on the contents of the Guidance. A table in 
the Public Consultation Report records the comments received, together with officers' 
response to the comments. It identifies the changes necessary to respond to relevant 
comments. The opinion of Cwmni Iaith Cyf and Burum Consultancy Services was received 
during the process of considering the comments.  

 
5.2 The comments received during the public consultation period are valuable and it is hoped that 

this is clear in the Public Consultation Report. It is recommended that a number of changes 
are made to the Guidance to address the issues raised in some of the comments received.  

 
6 Planning Policy Wales Edition 10 (December 2018)  
 
6.1 Since the decision to consult on the draft consultation, Edition 10 of Planning Policy Wales 

Guidance has been published. Compared with Edition 9, the document has been restructured 
according to policy themes around well-being goals, and national planning policy has been 
updated to reflect new Welsh Government strategies and policies.   Four thematic headings 
are identified, and there are a variety of subject areas within them. The thematic headings 
are: Placemaking, Active and Social Places, Productive and Enterprising Places, Distinctive and 
Natural Places. It can be seen that national planning policy focuses on the place-making 
approach. 

 
6.2 We have taken the opportunity to update the relevant parts of the Guidance, which referred 

to Planning Policy Wales Edition 9 to record the publication of Edition 10.  
 
6.3 Parts 3.25 – 3.29 of Planning Policy Wales provide national policy guidance on the Welsh 

language and place-making. Appendix 3 contains a copy of that part of PPW. Note that the 
text in these paragraphs continues (as shown in Edition 9) to repeat the requirements of 
Section 62 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (as amended by the Planning 
Act - Wales - 2015) and Section 70(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990. Those 
sections of legislation are concerned with preparing local development plans and making 
decisions on relevant planning applications in a way that takes account of the likely effects of 
local development plans/ decisions on proposed developments on the use of Welsh. There 
has therefore been no change between the Welsh Government's position on the role of the 
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planning system in promoting the conditions essential to the Welsh language between Edition 
9 and Edition 10.  

 
6.4 The Plan has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of Sections 61 and 62 of the 

Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (as amended by the Planning Act - Wales - 2015). 
Therefore, there is no discord between PPW Edition 10 and the Joint Local Development Plan.  

 
6.5 The Plan identifies the whole Plan area as being important to the Welsh language. In 

accordance with Section 70 (2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990, Policy PS 5 and 
Policy PS 1 of the Plan ensure that those preparing planning applications and those making 
decisions on planning applications take account of the likely effects of a proposed 
development on the use of Welsh in the Plan area. Therefore, there is no discord between 
PPW Edition 10 and the Joint Local Development Plan. 

 
6.6    In order to ensure that the above named Policies are implemented consistently and in a 

transparent manner, the SPG provides guidance on when and how to submit evidence to show 
that considerations relating to the use of the Welsh language have been addressed by 
applicants for planning permission. It follows that this enables the decision maker of a 
planning application to make a decision based on relevant information. Given that the SPG's 
only role is to provide advice on local planning policy, it follows that there is no discord 
between national policy and the Guidance.  

 
7 Current position - draft SPG following consultation 
 
7.1 As noted in paragraph 1.4 above, Appendix 1 contains a preliminary draft copy of the whole 

Guidance, including most of the changes noted in the last column of the table in Appendix 2 
in response to a number of the comments received during the public consultation period. 
Some additional amendments are required to deal with all the recommendations, e.g. proof 
read the document, cross- reference to relevant pages within the document, etc. The changes 
mainly involve improving the flow of the document and improving clarity, e.g., by reconciling 
messages about the purpose of assessments, being clearer about assessor qualifications, 
being clearer about the parameters of those evaluating the assessments, etc. 

 
7.2 The Scrutiny Committee will see that the Guidance has been developed over a period of time 

and that its contents as shown in Appendix 1 have been influenced by various officers, 
councillors, critical evaluation by external experts and by feedback received from various 
public commentators who took part in the public consultation. 

 
8 Next steps and timetable 
 
8.1 The next table records the next steps and timescale for delivery: 
 
  

Action When? 
  

Isle of Anglesey County Council Partnership and 
Regeneration Scrutiny Committee - scrutiny 
  

9 April 2019 

Joint Planning Policy Committee - consideration of: 
  

23 May 2019 
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Action When? 
  

i. Observations of the Communities Scrutiny 
Committee and the Partnership and 
Regeneration Scrutiny Committee; 

ii. feedback received during the public consultation 
period; 

iii. a final draft copy of the Supplementary Planning 
Guidance to determine whether the Guidance is 
suitable for adoption (and therefore replace the 
existing SPG on this subject). 

  

Use the adopted Guidance as a material planning 
consideration  
  

24 May 2019 onwards 

Make arrangements to raise awareness of this Guidance 
for both Planning Committees, various officers in both 
Councils, and companies and individuals who advise 
applicants about planning permission.  
  

Summer - October 2019 

 
9 Recommendation 
 
9.1 To accept the report and consider how the Supplementary Planning Guidance: Maintaining 

and creating distinctive and sustainable communities presented in Appendix 1 has been 
prepared;  

 
9.2 To determine whether there are any comments to be presented to the Joint Planning Policy 

Committee.  
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Purpose 

 

The Purpose of this Guidance is to:  

• assist applicants and their agents in preparing planning applications and in guiding them in 
discussions with officers before submitting planning applications;  

• assist members of the public and other interested stakeholders to understand the relevant 

policy expectations and to help them to prepare meaningful comments and input into the 

decision making process; 

• assist officers to assess planning applications, and officers and councillors to make decisions 
about planning applications, and  

• help Planning Inspectors make decisions on appeals. 

 

The general aim is to improve the quality of new developments and facilitate a consistent and 
transparent way of making decisions. 

 

The Policy Context 

Local Development Plan 

Under planning legislation, the planning policies for every area are contained within the 'development 

plan'. The Gwynedd and Anglesey Joint Local Development Plan was adopted on 31 July 2017. It relates 

to the Gwynedd and Anglesey Planning Authority area. It doesn’t include the Snowdonia National Park. 

The Plan provides wide-ranging policies along with allocations for the main land uses, such as housing, 

employment and retail. It will help shape the future of the Plan area physically and environmentally, 

and will also influence it economically, socially, culturally and linguistically. The Plan, therefore, 

attempts to:  

• guide the Local Planning Authorities to make rational and consistent decisions on planning 

applications by providing a policy framework that is consistent with national policy; and 

• guide developments to suitable areas during the period up to 2026. 

The need for Supplementary Planning Guidance 

Although the Plan contains policies that enable the Local Planning Authority to make consistent and 

transparent decisions when it considers development applications, it cannot provide all the detailed 

advice required by officers and prospective applicants to steer proposals locally. In order to provide 

this detailed advice, the Councils are preparing a range of Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPGs) 

to support the Plan. These will provide more detailed guidance on a variety of topics and matters to 

help interpret and implement the Plan's policies and proposals. 

The Status of Supplementary Planning Guidance 
 
Supplementary Planning Guidance may be considered to be material planning considerations during 
the process of assessing and determining planning applications. Welsh Government and the Planning 
Inspectorate will place considerable weight on supplementary planning guidance that stem from, and 
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are consistent with, a development plan. The SPG’s purpose does not include introducing any new 
planning policies and it does not form part of a local development plan.  
 
In accordance with Welsh Government advice, the SPG has been the subject of a public consultation 
and a resolution to adopt by the Joint Planning Policy Committee on behalf of the Councils. A draft 
version of this SPG was approved for public consultation on 16 November 2018 by the Anglesey and 
Gwynedd Joint Planning Policy Committee. The supplementary planning guidance was the subject of 
a public consultation exercise between 13 December 2018 and 31 January 2019. The x observations 
presented to the Councils were considered and, where appropriate, appropriate changes have been 
included in the final draft approved by the Joint Planning Policy Committee on date to be used as a 
material consideration when assessing and determining planning applications and appeals. A 
summary of the observations and the Councils' response are given in Appendix or location of a 
Committee report.   
 

(Once it has been adopted) This document should, therefore, be given substantial weight as a 

material planning consideration. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING GUIDANCE: MAINTAINING AND CREATING DISTINCTIVE AND 

SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES 

1 Introduction 

Definitions 

1.1 The Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 places a duty on public bodies 

(including Welsh Ministers) to carry out sustainable development.  The Act sets seven 

well-being aims to help ensure that all public bodies work toward the same vision with 

respect to a sustainable Wales: 

Diagram 1:  The seven well-being goals 

 

 

1.2 The Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act clearly defines sustainable development in 

Wales: 

A definition of sustainable development in Wales 

"Sustainable development" is the process of improving economic, social, environmental and 
cultural well-being in Wales by taking action, in accordance with the sustainable development 
principle, aimed at achieving well-being goals. 

Taking action in accordance with the sustainable development principle means a body must take 

action in a way which seeks to ensure that the needs of the present are met without compromising 

the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. 

 

1.3 The Planning (Wales) Act 2015 introduced a statutory purpose for the planning system in 
Wales - any statutory body that has a planning function must adhere to those functions in 
accordance with sustainable development principles as stated in the Well-being of Future 
Generations (Wales) Act 2015. In the Gwynedd and Anglesey Local Planning Authority area, this duty 
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is partly addressed through the inclusion of policies in the Joint Local Development Plan (Local 
Development Plan). 
 
The Purpose and Structure of these Guidance 
 
1.4 The aim of Policies PS 1, PS 5 and PS 6 is to integrate ‘sustainable development’ into the 
development process, in order to maintain and create distinctive and sustainable communities. The 
main purpose of this Supplementary Planning Guidance (along with other Supplementary Planning 
Guidance) is to help applicants for planning permission to understand relevant policies that integrate 
'sustainable development' into the development process, in order to maintain and create distinctive 
and sustainable communities. This will ensure that legislative and policy requirements are met and 
that best practice standards are achieved. It provides a standardised methodology that all applicants 
should follow. This Guidance expand on the main principles noted in the relevant policies of the Local 
Development Plan. It should be used in conjunction with expert assessments of the details of each 
specific case (where the assessments are necessary).  
 
1.5 This SPG consists of three main Sections and a series of Appendices: 
 
 
SECTION 1 (Parts A and B) – this section gives a general description of what is meant by distinctive and 
sustainable communities and how specific types of development contribute to maintaining and 
creating distinctive and sustainable communities.  
 
Part A - Sustainable Development - Distinctive and Sustainable Communities - a short description of 
what is meant by a distinctive and sustainable community; 
Part B - Specific types of developments and their contribution to sustaining or creating distinctive and 
sustainable communities 
 
 
 
SECTION 2 (Part C) – The first Section of the SPG highlights the relevance of the Welsh language to a 
number of developments that are necessary to maintain and create distinctive and sustainable 
communities.  
 
The second Section of the SPG provides information on the detailed requirements of the Local 
Planning Authority about the way Policy PS 1 of the Local Development Plan will be implemented. It 
shows how Welsh language considerations are expected to be incorporated into every relevant 
development. It includes requirements about how to record the way the relevant development would 
benefit the Welsh language through a Welsh Language Statement or a Report about a Welsh Language 
Impact Assessment. The need for a Statement or a report about an Assessment will depend on the 
type and location of the proposed development. As well as drawing attention to policy and 
supplementary planning guidance requirements this Section draws attention to good practice, e.g. 
measures to enhance benefits or mitigate effects that can be embodied into the development. 
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SECTION 3 (Parts CH and D) – this section provides guidance to the applicant in terms of how 
supporting evidence should be provided having regard to the wider considerations associated with 
sustainable development. It is also a means to help the applicant to better understand the distinctive 
and sustainable qualities of different types of development.   
 
Part Ch – matters to be considered and the additional information required to support a planning 
application – description of the information required to validate an application and additional 
information required in order to demonstrate how the proposed development aligns with relevant 
policies in the Local Development Plan; 
Part D – What can be built in different locations – brief description of the Settlement Strategy and the 
Local Development Plan’s Settlement Hierarchy to promote a sustainable pattern of development 
 
 
1.6 Appendices 1 - 8 contain information or refers to useful information: 
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SECTION 1 
 

Part A:  Sustainable Development - distinctive and sustainable communities  
 

A.1 The various policies within the Local Development Plan have an important role to play in 
maintaining and creating distinctive and sustainable urban and rural communities. They help ensure 
that appropriate developments take place in the right place at the right time. They do this by making 
sufficient land available to provide homes and employment opportunities for local people; thus, 
helping to sustain urban and rural services. At the same time, they provide a framework to respond 
to the challenges that arise in the wake of climate change, for example, by including the need to 
produce renewable energy. They also protect and improve the natural and historic landscape and 
safeguard the countryside and open areas. Collectively, they support living and working communities 
to be economically, socially, culturally, linguistically and environmentally sustainable. The next 
diagram provides a simple illustration of the elements that are necessary for distinctive and 
sustainable communities. 

 
Diagram 2: Essential elements for a distinctive and sustainable community  

 

 

A distinctive and sustainable 
community

Social and cultural 
activities- that protect 

and promote the culture, 
heritage, and Welsh 

language; that are vibrant; 
that are amicable; and  

inclusive

Services – a range of 
suitable public, private, 
and voluntary services 

where the Welsh language 
can thrive

Housing - different types 
(including affordable 
housing) to support a 

variety of local households 
(size, age and income) 

where the Welsh language 
is transferred

Work - a thriving and 
varied local economy that 

creates situations to 
protect, promote and 
strengthen the Welsh 

language

Environment - a design of 
a high quality, natural 

environment sustainable 
places in which to live

Transport and 
connectivity- connect 

people with jobs, schools, 
health services and other 

services and facilities, that 
are important places for 

the Welsh language
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A.2 The various policies within the Local Development Plan promote development that balance 
and integrate social, economic, environmental and linguistic factors in order to meet the needs of 
residents now and in future; e.g. Strategic Policy PS 5, which provides the principles of sustainable 
development; Strategic Policy PS 6, which provides the framework for considering mitigating 
measures of climate change and adapting to them (see Appendix 1).   
 
A3 With respect to the Welsh language, a sustainable development involves the promotion, , 
protection and strengthening the situations in communities that are important cornerstones of 
linguistic planning, such as passing on the Welsh language in the home (or the socialisation of Welsh 
in the family), and providing and replicating the necessary social context to use the Welsh language as 
part of the normal fabric of society.  
 
Part B:  Specific types of developments and their contribution to maintaining or creating distinctive 
and sustainable communities 
 
B.1 Diagram 2 above (paragraph A.1) shows that a number of different developments are needed 
to provide different opportunities that will help maintain and create distinctive and sustainable 
communities. Table 1 below succinctly describes how different types of developments can contribute 
to this. In so doing, it identifies the main planning policies that are relevant to the developments. 
Individual policies in the Local Development Plan’s Written Statement are available to read on both 
Authority’s websites (www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/ldp & www.anglesey.gov.uk ) 
 

Table 1 - planning policy considerations for specific types of development 
 

Type of 

Development 

 

How the development helps maintain or create distinctive and 

sustainable communities (the points have not been listed in any 

particular order and the table should be read as a whole) 

Housing  Communities need a commensurate mix of residents from different 

backgrounds, ages, and who live in different types of houses, if they are 

to be places where people desire to live in the long-term. On the contrary, 

not doing so could lead to a community in which the population declines 

in the long-term, and one that could lose its unique local nature and its 

connections to cultural heritage; 

 consideration needs to be given to the way in which the needs of different 

households can be met now and in future (Policy TAI 8); 

 developments resulting in an increase in the number of new homes are 

expected to contribute to 'affordable housing' when viable to do so 

(Policy TAI 15 and Policy TAI 16); 

 housing developments that add to the existing housing stock in Centres 
and Villages identified in Policy TAI 5 must be local market housing and 
affordable housing, if Policy TAI 15 is a material consideration; 

 affordable housing for local need in Clusters in the countryside 
supported (Policy TAI 6), housing for rural enterprises (Policy PCYFF 2 
and Technical Advice Note 6), living and working units in buildings in the 
countryside (Policy TAI 7), and converting buildings in the countryside 
into affordable housing for local need when the economic use is not 
viable (Policy TAI 7) 
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Type of 

Development 

 

How the development helps maintain or create distinctive and 

sustainable communities (the points have not been listed in any 

particular order and the table should be read as a whole) 

 having a sufficient number of local houses for a mix of households is more 

likely to mean a viable use of facilities and services in the settlement or in 

a nearby settlement, which can be important places for the Welsh 

language; 

Housing 

 

 

 

 the land use planning system cannot anticipate or manage the personal 

characteristics of new home owners e.g. the ability to speak Welsh, to 

what degree the Welsh language is passed on through the family, etc. 

Nevertheless, providing enough houses locally of an appropriate scale 

and size and for a mix of households is important. This it is an important 

factor in the viability of the Welsh language - it is an important place to 

pass on the Welsh language from one generation to another; and in the 

community, it is important in retaining individuals who use the language, 

and in generating new Welsh speakers (Policy TAI 8, Policy PS 1, Policy TAI 

1 - TAI 6). 

 

Employment 

developments 

(including tourism 

and retail) 

 developments that support jobs in the area of the Plan are crucial in 

fostering the economic and social well-being of our local communities 

(Policy PS 13); 

 specific sites are protected and designated in order to support various 

jobs (Policy CYF 1), and a development could be supported on sites that 

are not protected or designated on if enablement policies based on 

certain criteria (Policy CYF 4 and Policy CYF 6) are complied with; 

 developments that require a location in the countryside are likely to be 

approved if they support industries that are in keeping with the site and 

local area (Policy PS 13, Policy CYF 6, Policy TWR1 - Policy TWR 5); 

 retail and commercial developments will be supported in places where 

they maintain and improve the vitality and viability of existing 

settlements, especially in the centre, and respect the amenity of their 

neighbours (Policies MAN 1 - MAN 6); 

 living-working units will be supported in principle (Policy PS 13); 

 places of work are one of the important linguistic places where the aim is 

to encourage and enable the use of the Welsh language in the workplace 

and when interacting with customers, the public, and other workers in 

the workplace (Policy PS1, Policy ISA1).  

 

Community 

facilities and 

services 

 new community facilities and services will be supported and existing ones 

protected unless a proposal for an alternative development complies 

with policy requirements based on criteria (Policy ISA 2 - Policy ISA 5); 

 they are important linguistic places - schools (places to use and learn the 

language), and shops, pubs, public transport, halls or other places - to 
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Type of 

Development 

 

How the development helps maintain or create distinctive and 

sustainable communities (the points have not been listed in any 

particular order and the table should be read as a whole) 

hold community activities (places to promote and use the Welsh 

language). 

 

Telecommunication 

and information 

infrastructure 

 proposals for telecommunication and information infrastructure, 

designed and located to respect the landscape and any special features 

and to avoid substantial radio interference, are acceptable (Policy PS 3). 

 developments that include modern telecommunications and information 

infrastructure will be supported (Policy PCYFF 3). 

 

Renewable energy  renewable energy developments provide an alternative low carbon 

option to traditional carbon emitting sources of energy; they help avoid 

cases of climate change and possibly provides a new source of income for 

communities; 

 renewable energy developments that respect the special features of the 

area of the Plan will be supported (Policy ADN 1 - ADN 3 & Policy PCYFF 

5). 

 
 
B2 This Section has highlighted the importance of Welsh to maintain and create distinctive and 
sustainable communities. The Section has referred to Policy PS 5 and Policy PS 1 in the Local 
Development Plan. Policy PS 5 sets out the need to safeguard, support and promote the use of the 
Welsh language as one of the sustainable development criteria. Policy PS 1 provides specific measures 
to support the Welsh language. The next Section of the Supplementary Planning Guidance focuses on 
providing guidance and advice on how to use Policy PS 1 of the Local Development Plan. 
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SECTION 2: 
HOW TO MEET THE 

REQUIREMENTS OF POLICY PS 

1 
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SECTION 2 

 

Part C - Guidance about the requirements of the Act, national policy and Policy PS 1 about assessing 

the likely effect of a proposal on the Welsh language and Welsh culture, and principles, frameworks 

and risk assessment processes 

 

C.1 The Welsh Government's ambition is to "see a million people being be able to enjoy talking 

and using Welsh by 2050.  The Government acknowledges that "there is no doubt that this is a 

challenging ambition" "if we are to realise the situation where Welsh is an integral element of all 

aspects of everyday life ... the whole nation needs to be part of the journey.  Everyone has a role to 

play, and we want everyone to contribute to achieving our ambition. "   It is important for applicants 

to understand therefore that there is an expectation for developments over the Plan period to 

contribute positively towards the sustainability and viability of the Welsh language and not only avoid 

contributing to a reduction in the proportion of the population that can speak the Welsh language.   

C.2 The Priority of Gwynedd’s Promotion Plan (2018 – 2023) for the first part of the Plan period, 

leading to the next Census in 2021, will be “to increase the opportunities for using the Welsh 

Language, to increase the confidence of those who don’t consider themselves Welsh speakers, and 

also to look at opportunities that will help us keep young people in their communities” In doing so, 

one aim is to see the Welsh language given prominence in economic, housing and planning schemes 

locally in order to ensure that any schemes and developments contribute in a positive way towards 

the efforts to safeguard the Welsh language in our communities.” 

C.3 The Isle of Anglesey County Council Welsh Language Strategy (2016 - 2022) sets a vision to restore 

the percentage of Welsh speakers to the 2001 Census level. It includes three Priority Themes – 

Education, the Workplace, Welsh services and infrastructure and the community. In terms of 

communities it sets a target to “maintain the wards where 70% of the population speak Welsh and to 

increase the percentage in the other wards.” 

C.4 From a land use planning perspective, Section 31 of the Planning (Wales) Act 2015 revises 

section 70 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 by adding the following clause: “any 

considerations relating to the use of the Welsh language, so far as material to the application.” This 

means that there is a duty, when determining a planning application, to include considerations in 

relation to the Welsh language, where relevant to that application.  

C.5 Paragraphs 3.25 – 3.29 of Planning Policy Wales (Edition 10, 2018) deals with 'the Welsh 

language and creating Places ' from the perspective of the preparation of local development plans and 

making decisions on planning applications. Paragraph 3.28 states “Considerations relating to the use 

of the Welsh language may be taken into account by decision makers so far as they are material 

to applications for planning permission. Policies and decisions must not introduce any element of 

discrimination between individuals on the basis of their linguistic ability, and should not seek to 

control housing occupancy on linguistic grounds”.  

C.6 The Joint Local Development Plan Sustainability Assessment (influenced by information from 

the iterative Language Impact Assessment) has considered the impacts of the plan's strategy and 

policies on the viability of the Welsh language. The Joint Local Development Plan's strategy and 
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policies are based on a rational understanding of the possible implications for the Welsh language. 

They contribute to the creation of a social climate and conditions that facilitate the use of the Welsh 

Language. The Plan’s Strategy, in paragraphs 5.12-5.15, includes a statement about how the two 

Planning Authorities have considered the needs and interests of the Welsh language in the 

preparation of the Local Development Plan and how the policies relating to the Welsh language 

interact with other policies. 

C.7 Different types of developments necessary to maintain and create distinctive and sustainable 

communities take place to varying degrees. Matters requiring attention and, as such, the information 

necessary to reach a logical decision, will also vary. 

C.8         Policy PS 1: The Welsh Language and Culture, safeguards, promotes and supports the use of 

the language. It is underpinned by Policy PS 5 Sustainable Development (criterion 4). A copy of these 

Policies is found in Appendix 1 of this SPG. By applying these Polices the Planning Services will consider 

the Welsh language, when it is appropriate to do so, within the legislative and relevant national 

planning policy requirements referred to above in paragraphs C.4 and C.5.  

C.9 The Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (Wales) Order 2012 
(the DMPWO) provides a Standardised Application Form for planning applications in Wales and 
defines a 'valid' application. In order to register applications as 'valid', applicants must provide all 
information noted in the Standardised Application Form, e.g. plans, diagrams and certificates and any 
additional supplementary assessments. A local planning authority can refuse an application if the 
appropriate information is not provided.  
  
C.10 In addition to the information required to validate applications, the Gwynedd and Anglesey 

County Council Planning Authority, as with every Local Planning Authority in Wales, will require 

additional supplementary assessments and reports in accordance with the policy requirements of the 

Local Development Plan. In accordance with Policy PS 1 of the Plan, information must be gathered and 

received about certain types of developments in order to reach a conclusion about the impact of the 

proposed development, and how the proposed development safeguards, promotes and supports the 

Welsh Language, e.g. are there any benefits to the language, does the proposal need to be amended, 

is there a risk to the well-being of the Welsh language and can the impact be mitigated in a way that 

mitigates risk, can the benefits be maximised, and how can the situation in the community be 

monitored. 

C.11 When decisons are made about on a planning application, the emphasis will be on avoiding 

developments that would cause substantial harm to the character and balance language within a 

community.  Planning authorities will take into account proposals, which seek to maximise the 

benefits where those considerations are relevant to the application. 

Principles, Frameworks and Processes to Assess Likely Effect 
 
C.12  When the Welsh language is a material planning consideration, determining whether a 
development has a positive, neutral or negative impact and determining the scale of the impact on 
the linguistic character of an area is highly complex. The linguistic character of an area depends on a 
number of influences beyond the use and development of land and one specific proposed 
development – or a combination of development. Even with all the information it would not be easy 
to measure it as the planning system cannot manage personal attributes (such as the ability to speak 
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Welsh in the future or the dynamics of its use). The system also cannot discriminate against a planning 
application on the grounds of an applicant's linguistic ability and the linguistic ability of the individuals 
who will occupy or use a property or land.  
  
C.13 Assessing the likely effect on the Welsh language shares similar principles, frameworks and 
processes to those seen in other areas where there is a need to assess and address likely effects. They 
attempt to identify, understand and measure the future and the uncertainty of forecasting the harm 
(or benefit) that would arise from a current action. For example, in planning terms environmental 
impact assessments and sustainability assessments are well- established 
 

C.14  The International Organization for Standardisation – ISO has published the International 
Standard 31000 on Risk Management.1  Although in terms of risk (or likely detrimental or negative 
impact) described in the Standard, the same framework, principles and processes are appropriate to 
maximise benefits as well.  Therefore, they are appropriate for assessments similar to Welsh language 
impact assessments.  ISO 31000 provides principles and guidelines for generic use across all 
institutions and identify the following features of risk management/maximise opportunities 
effectively: 

 an initial element of describing and establishing the context; 

 components of the identification, analysis, assessment, and risk or opportunities; and 

 activities to communicate and consult with stakeholders throughout the process. 

C.15 It also encourages assessors to follow the following process: 
 

Step 1- preparing for the Likely Impact Assessment, including defining the problem or issue 
correctly and designing the assessment; 

Step 2 – carrying out the assessment of the likely impact; 

Step 3 - Identify and evaluate viable options and selecting ' Preferred ' Strategy to maximise 
the benefits, or face and/or address risk; 

Step 4- preparing and proposing an action plan within the selected preferred strategy. 

 
C.16  Diagram 3 gives a picture of the process of preparing a proposed development before it is 
submitted to the Planning Authority, their assessment by the Planning Authority and decision-making. 
It focuses on incorporating considerations about the vitality of the Welsh language in the relevant 
development.   In the context of an assessment of the likely impact on the Welsh language the ISO 
measures described in paragraph C11 translates into steps 1 – 4 C11 in Diagram 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
1 International Organization for Standarization  (2009) Risk Management Principles and Guidelines. 
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Diagram 3 Flow chart: formulating a development, its assessment and decision making 
 
 

 
 
 
Stage 1: Screening the development  
 
C.17 Diagram 4 explains the process of screening proposed development. In accordance with the 

principle of communication and consultation with stakeholders throughout the process, it emphasises 

the benefit to engage and consult with the planning service and other stakeholders during the pre- 

planning application stage in a manner that is proportionate to the scale and type of proposed 

development. If it is a ‘major’ development the Diagram raises awareness of the statutory 

requirement to undertake public consultation before submitting a planning application. 

Which Method should be used and When 
  
C.18 Policy PS 1 (1) a (2) refers to the circumstances where there will be a need for a “Welsh 

Language Statement (WLS)” and a “Welsh Language Impact Assessment Report” (WLIA).   Given the 

above-mentioned context, the two tools or methodology follow similar processes. Diagram 9 in this 

Guidance provides guidance to applicants on the matters to consider when selecting a competent 

person to advise him/her and applying the methodology described in Appendices 7 and 8.   The main 

difference is that WLIA is to be carried out "when the proposed development is on an unexpected 

windfall site for large-scale housing development or the development of large scale employment which 

would see a significant flow of workforce.”12   The main characteristic of this category of developments 

is that they must follow the statutory pre-application consultation process. In accordance with ISO 

guidelines on managing risk/opportunities effectively (see C.10 – C.11 above) applicants for such 

                                                           
2 Policy PS 1 (2)  

Stage 1 Screening the 
proposed development

Stage 2A, 2B, or 2C 
Prepare a Statement, an 

Assessment report, or 
supporting evidence when 

required

Stage 3 Identifying 
measures to avoid/ 

mitigate/ maximise, when 
required

Stage 4 Prepare a Strategy 
including an Action Plan

Stage 5 Submit the 
planning application

Stage 6 Assess the 
planning application

Stage 7 Decision making

Stage 8 Monitor
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developments are expected to 

"undertake activities to communicate and consult with stakeholders throughout the process". There 

will be a difference also in the level of evidence of consideration given to the likely impacts associated 

with a Language Statement compared a Language Assessment.   Appendix 7 and 8 highlight the 

differences further. 

C.19 Diagram 5 and Appendix 5 provide a snapshot of when an impact assessment will be required 

to be submitted in the form of a Welsh language Statement and when it will be required in the form 

of a Welsh language Impact Assessment report.  
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DIAGRAM 4: STAGE 1 PRE-APPLICATION PERIOD: SCREEN THE DEVELOPMENT  

You should establish if there is a need 

to submit a Language Statement or re-

port for a Language Impact Assess-

ment— see diagram 5 and Appendix 5. 

If one or the other is required look at 

Appendix 7 and Appendix 8. 

Both Planning Authorities offer a pre-
application advice service. When an 
applicant requires advice about the 
need for an assessment in the form 
of a Welsh Language Statement/ Im-
pact Assessment the applicant is en-
couraged to use the pre-application 
service offered by the Planning Ser-
vice - see Appendix 4 - useful contact 
details.  

Statutory pre-application public con-

sultation must take place if the devel-

opment reaches the statutory thresh-

old given in the Act.  Take a look at 

the Government's manual to see what 

type of development need to be sub-

ject to this statutory consultation. 

When Policy PS 1 asks for a Language 

Statement or report for a Language 

Impact Assessment the applicant is 

expected to publish the first draft of 

the work during the statutory pre- 

application public consultation period 

for the relevant stakeholders’ atten-

tion (see paragraph 18 in Appendix 7 

and paragraph 16 in Appendix 8) so 

that they are able to make represen-

tations to the applicant. 

Engage and consult during the pre-application period 

When there is no need to submit a Welsh Language 

Statement or report about the Welsh Language Impact 

Assessment, and when the Welsh language will be rele-

vant to the development, the applicant will be encour-

aged to record how consideration was given makes to 

the viability of the Welsh language see Appendix 5 for 

good practice ideas.  The method of recording the infor-

mation needs to be tailored to the nature of the pro-

posed development and the matters requiring attention.  

See Appendix 6 for ideas on 

improvement or mitigation 

measures to address the im-

pact of development  

When there is no need to hold a 

statutory public consultation before 

submitting a planning application,  

the applicant is encouraged to en-

gage with local relevant stakehold-

ers   and record the  information in 

documents accompanying the plan-

ning application.  The pre-

application engagement method 

will need to be tailored to the na-

ture of the proposed development 

and the matters that will need to be 

addressed.  Examples of relevant 

local stakeholders can be seen in 

paragraph 18 in Appendix 7 and 

paragraph 16 in Appendix 8  

The pre-application period should be used to familiarise oneself with information 

about the influential community / area in order to gain an understanding of the 

range of matters requiring attention when drawing up the development and to 

be in the best position to carry out an assessment. See Appendix 2 - data sources 

and useful information about the Welsh language.  The nature and level of en-

gagement and consultation will be commensurate to the proposed development  
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POLICY PS 1 REQUIREMENTS 

Is the proposal for a retail, industrial or commercial use? 

Is the proposal for a residential development which adds 

to the existing housing stock?  

 Y
e

s 

 Y
e

s 

Criterion 1a) - Would the 

floor area of a building 

that is the subject of the 

planning application  

exceed 1,000sq.m and/

or will the proposal  

mean that there will be a 

need to employ more 

than 50 additional 

workers ?  

Criterion 2 - - is the 

development for a 

large-scale employ-

ment development 

on an unexpected 

windfall site, which 

would lead to a sig-

nificant workforce 

flow ? Look at Dia-

gram 7.  

Criterion 2 - is 

the develop-

ment for a large 

scale residential 

use on an unex-

pected windfall 

site? Look at 

Diagram 7. 

Criterion 1b) – will 

the residential devel-

opment alone or 

cumulatively provide 

more than the indic-

ative housing provi-

sion set out in Policy 

TAI 1 — 6?  In the 

case of one addition-

al house, where the 

applicant is the de-

veloper, contact the 

Planning Service for 

advice) 

No 

 Y
e

s 

 Y
e

s 

  

Consider the require-

ments of criteria 3 and 

4 of Policy PS 1, other 

relevant parts of this 

Guidance, e.g. Appen-

dix 5, and other rele-

vant Policies and Guid-

ance. 

       Y
e

s 

 Y
e

s 

Consideration needs to 

be given to how the 

development will have 

an impact on the 

Welsh language in the 

community and record 

your findings, including 

any improvement or 

mitigation measures, 

in a Language State-

ment— in accordance 

with the methodology  

given in Appendix 7 of 

this Guidance  

Consideration needs to be given to how the de-

velopment will have an impact on the Welsh 

language in the community and record your find-

ings, including any improvement or mitigation 

measures, in a Language Statement— in accord-

ance with the methodology given in Appendix 7 

of this Guidance  

Consideration needs to 

be given to how the de-

velopment will have an 

impact on the Welsh 

language in the area and 

record your findings, 

including any improve-

ment or mitigation 

measures, in a Welsh 

Language Impact As-

sessment— in accord-

ance with the methodol-

ogy given in Appendix 8 

of this Guidance  

Criterion 1 c) – is 

the development 

for 5 or more hous-

ing units on allocat-

ed or windfall sites 

within develop-

ment boundaries 

that do not address 

the evidence of 

need and demand 

for housing record-

ed in a Housing 

Market Assess-

ment, on the Hous-

ing Register, Tai 

Teg Register, Local 

Housing Survey?   

 Y
e

s 

Consideration needs to be 

given to how the develop-

ment will have an impact 

on the Welsh language in 

the area and record your 

findings, including any 

improvement or mitiga-

tion measures, in a Welsh 

Language Impact Assess-

ment— in accordance 

with the methodology 

given in Appendix 8 of this 

Guidance 

No 

Diagram 5

No No 

        

No 
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Stage 2 Preparing a Statement, Assessment or Supporting Evidence  
 
Matters to be considered 
 

C.20 Diagram 2 in part A of this SPG illustrates how a distinctive and sustainable community will 

look. In the diagram and the B (and Section 3 Ch – D), it is evident that a number of different 

development can contribute to creating circumstances in which the viability of the Welsh language in 

communities is positively influenced. They contribute by creating, protecting or strengthening 

infrastructure to maintain or create places that generate circumstances that are favourable to 

maintaining Welsh medium and bilingual networks, transfer the Welsh language from one generation 

to another within the home and the community, and by generating new 'speakers'. 

C.21 The easiest way to avoid negative effects or promote positive effects is to prepare thorough 

evidence to support the planning application for a particular development. Identifying the 

characteristics of the community and the factors that influence the places that are important to the 

viability of the language early on, offer the best opportunity for ensuring that the Welsh language is a 

consideration when developing the proposal. It is crucial that applicants ensure they have all the 

necessary information about the community, and information about planning policy and the 

conclusions of the assessment of the information is used objectively to anticipate the most likely 

cumulative impact on the Welsh language. 

C.22 In accordance with ISO guidelines on risk management/opportunities effectively (see C.14 
C.15 – above) applicants are expected undertake "activities to communicate and consult with 
stakeholders throughout the process".    There will be a difference in the level of evidence of 
consideration given to the likely effects in a Language Statement compared with the Language 
Assessment.  Appendices 7 and 8 highlight the differences further.   
 
C.23 Anogir ymgeiswyr nad oes rhaid iddynt gynnal Ymgynghoriad Cyn Ymgeisio statudol ofyn am 
gyngor cyn cyflwyno cais cynllunio i gychwyn trafodaethau'n gynnar gyda'r Unedau Rheolaeth 
Datblygu o fewn yr Awdurdod Cynllunio berthnasol i drafod pa bolisïau sy'n berthnasol i'w cynnig a’r 
angen neu beidio am Ddatganiad Iaith Gymraeg neu Asesiad Effaith Iaith Gymraeg. 
 

C.24 Applications for large unexpected development would also benefit from undertaking activities 

to communicate and consult with stakeholders early on in the process. Doing so from the outset will 

reduce the risk of delay in making decisions or in making a recommendation for refusing a planning 

application on the grounds of insufficient relevant information or objections by communities during 

the application's consultation period, on the grounds that there is insufficient information about the 

proposed development. 

C.23 Table 2 sets out the main factors to be considered and the additional information required to 

assess the sustainability credentials of a development from a Welsh language perspective.  Appendix 

2 identifies acknowledged sources about the Welsh language in communities in the Plan's area at the 

time of preparing the Supplementary Planning Guidance. 

Applicants are expected to become familiar with the information about the community / area of 

influence, ensuring that they look for the most up-to-date acknowledged information available when 
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they prepare their planning application. The level of information required needs to be tailored to the 

nature of the proposed development and the matters requiring attention. 

Table 2 - matters to consider and necessary additional information for assessing the characteristics of 

sustainable development from a Welsh language perspective 

 

Subject 

 

Matters to be considered Additional information 

The Welsh 

language 

The importance of the Welsh language as part of 

the social and cultural character of the Plan's area 

is obvious. In a national context, the Plan's area 

contains the highest proportion of Welsh speakers 

in Wales (65.4% in Gwynedd and 57.2% in 

Anglesey, according to the 2011 Census). However, 

the Plan acknowledges that these figures show a 

fall in the number of Welsh speakers since the 2001 

Census, when figures were 69% and 60% 

respectively. This fall is particularly notable as it 

brings the percentage of Welsh speakers further 

below the 70% mark. This is the figure that the 

Welsh Government Welsh Language Strategy 

acknowledges is required in order for the Welsh 

language to function as the community's everyday 

language. The percentage of Welsh speakers varies 

greatly across the Plan's area, with 87.8% recorded 

in one ward and 18.6% in another. The decline has 

impacted areas with a higher and lower proportion 

of Welsh speakers. In terms of current trends and 

the state of the Welsh language, a statistical record 

from different Censuses and various sources are 

found in Topic Paper 10A and 10B, and from other 

sources (see Appendix 1).   

 

Developments should not harm the social, 

linguistic and cultural characteristics of the 

communities. A combination of Policies could be 

relevant, for example: 

 

Policy PS 1 The Welsh Language and Culture, 

Policy TAI 8 An Appropriate Mix of Housing,  

Policy TAI 15 Threshold of Affordable Housing and 

their Distribution,  

Policy TAI 16 Exception sites,  

Policy CYF 3 Ancillary uses on employment sites, 

Screening Process, Welsh 

Language Statement, or a 

Welsh Language Impact 

Assessment. 

 

The Screening Process takes 

place during the pre- 

application stage. When a 

Language Statement or a 

Welsh Language Impact 

Assessment report is not 

required, the screening 

process will highlight the 

opportunities for applicants 

to confirm, e.g. through a 

Planning Statement, that the 

proposed development is 

consistent with the aim of 

and Policy requirements of 

the Plan for the Welsh 

language.  

 

A Welsh Language 

Statement will be necessary 

to obtain more information 

about a development that 

meets the thresholds in 

criterion 1, a - c Policy PS 1. 

See Diagram 6 and Appendix 

7 for more information. 

 

In accordance with criterion 

2 of Policy PS 1, a large 

unexpected windfall 

development not identified 

or anticipated in the Joint 
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Subject 

 

Matters to be considered Additional information 

Policy CYF 4 New large single user industrial or 

business enterprise on sites which are not 

safeguarded or allocated for employment 

purposes,  

Policy ISA 2 Community Facilities. 

 

More information about the requirements of the 

Authorities can be obtained during the formal 

planning process or during the pre application 

stage in part 3 D of this SPG.  

 

Appendix 3 includes links to documents that give 

status to Welsh language considerations (e.g. Well-

being Act 2015, Planning Act (Wales) 2015, Welsh 

language Measure (Wales) 2011) At a national 

level, Wales Planning Policy (2016), Technical 

Advice Note 20 (2017), Technical Advice Note 6 

(2010) advise on giving consideration to the Welsh 

language when planning a development. 

Local Development Plan will 

require a Language Impact 

Assessment. See Diagram 8 

for a definition of 'large 

unexpected windfall 

development'. It will identify 

the relevant matters that 

need to be considered when 

planning relevant 

developments. It will show 

that negative impacts have 

been avoided from the 

outset or if there are any 

negative impacts, it will 

identify measures to 

safeguard, promote and 

improve the situation. See 

Diagram 7 of this SPG, as well 

as Appendix 8 for further 

information.  

 

 

Welsh language Statement 

C.25 Paragraph C.19 and Diagram 5 above explains the circumstances when a Welsh Language 

Statement will be required with an application. Diagram 6 overleaf explains its purpose, how to 

prepare it and who should be used to prepare a Statement. Appendix 7 goes on to provide more detail 

about how to prepare a Statement. Diagram 8 provides advice about how to select a competent 

individual.  

C.26 Diagram 5 above explains the circumstances when it is necessary to provide a report for a 

Language Impact Assessment with a planning application. Diagram 7 provides more detail and 

provides an overview of its purpose. More details on how to undertake an impact assessment required 

to be presented in a report for a Welsh Language Impact Assessment can be found in Appendix 8. 
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STAGE B1) PREPARING A WELSH LANGUAGE STATEMENT, 

WHEN REQUIRED 

Purpose? 

Preparing a Welsh Language Statement to accompany an application presents a number of benefits, particularly as a tool for demon-
strating and communicating that sufficient consideration has been given to the language during the process of formulating the proposal. 
It is a process where information about likely effects of a proposed development  is collected, collated and assessed by a competent per-
son. The applicant will consider the the information as part of the work to prepare the application. It is required to show if development 
is going to contribute to create social climate and conditions that facilitate the use of the Welsh language in the local community. It 
allows the Authority to see whether the proposal meets the Plan’s objectives and policies. It will assist the applicant, then the Authority, 
to determine what measures are required (embedded and/or managed by a planning condition or 106 Agreement) to eliminate or 
reduce the effects or to enhance a positive impact. It will also allow the Authority to decide whether the development would have such a 
negative impact on the language and the community that would justify a refusal of the application  

How? 

Appendix 7 to this Guidance sets out the Authority's requirements for the basic level of information required in a Language Statem-

ent  

All proposed development are different to each other and therefore will be considered on its own merits. The scope and range of work 

for the Statement depends on what kind of development is, its scale, character and location of the site, % Welsh speakers, and the type 

of services and facilities currently provided in Welsh for the community.  

Appendix 2 refers to recognised sources of information about the Welsh language at the time of preparing this Guidance in order to 

give the context.    

It is important to engage and consult with the local community even if there is no statutory requirement to do so.  

Who? 
Consideration should be given to appointing an competent person to collect and analyse information to be recorded in the Language 

Statement. The need for the support of a competent person will depend on the size and type of the development. The applicant is res-

ponsible for paying for the work for the Welsh Language Statement. When it is decided to appoint a competent person, their role will be 

to ensure adherence to the Methodology set out in Appendix 7 and advise the applicant accordingly. See Diagram 9 in the Plan for a 

description of a competent person 

Diagram 6 
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PURPOSE? 

The purpose of the Assessment is to establish the likely impact of a large-scale housing or employment development on an unexpected windfall site, on 

the area of influence in general, and on the Welsh language more specifically.  If necessary, it will identify measures that will either mitigate negative 

impacts or safeguard / enhance / spread positive impacts.  Carrying out the Assessment will be a way of identifying the cumulative impact on the Welsh 

language, be that positive, negative or neutral. It is a process where information about likely effects of a proposed development is collected, collated 

and assessed by a competent person who will advise the applicant. The applicant will consider the information as part of the work to prepare the devel-

opment. 

WHEN? 

The planning application has to relate to a combination of two factors, namely that the site is an unexpected windfall one and that the development is for large scale 

housing development or one which creates significant job opportunities (which include retail and commercial). See examples of scenarios on the next page   

Unexpected windfall site — this is 

assessed by looking at the Plan’s 

strategy and policies and the eviden-

ce to support the strategy and polic-

ies, e.g. its location relative to the 

development boundary, the status of 

the site in Plan’s policies, Urban 

Capacity considerations, when the 

site became available, whether or not 

it complies with relevant Plan polic-

ies.  

Major housing development — for the purpose of criter-

ion 2 Policy PS 1, it is a development that would mean 

having 10 or more housing units in a sub-regional Centre 

or Urban Service Centre, and means having 5 or more 

housing units in a Local Service Centre or village.  The 

capacity of the site will be considered to determine 

whether the threshold has been reached, e.g. whether it 

would be possible to build more than the intended num-

ber of housing on site which would mean exceeding the 

threshold; and/or is the site only of a site, which, taken 

as a whole, would exceed the threshold  

Large scale employment development that 

requires a significant flow of workforce: 

i) Requires 10 or more workers; and 

ii) That the jobs must be marketed beyond the 
following travel to work area in order to 
attract the workforce that have the relevant 
skills for the new jobs: Bangor and Holyhead; 
Pwllheli and Porthmadog; and Tywyn and 
Dolgellau. Please get in touch with the De-
partment responsible for the development of 
the area's economy for information — see 

contact details in Appendix 4 

HOW AND WHO? 

Appendix 8 sets out the Authority’s detailed expectations about how to go about undertaking a Language Impact Assessment and the expectations about the 

content of the report. In contrast to cases when it is necessary to undertake work associated with the preparation of a Language Statement, the applicant is 

expected to have a competent person to undertake a Language Impact Assessment — see Diagram 9 in the Guidance for a description of a competent person. 

The role of the competent person will be to undertake the assessment work in accordance with the Language Impact Assessment methodology and advise the 

applicant in accordance with the conclusions of the assessment. The applicant will be responsible for paying for the work. 
Diagram 7 
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C27 Diagram 8 provides examples of circumstances when work to prepare a Welsh Language 
Impact Assessment will be required. 
 
Diagram 8 examples of scenarios when a welsh language impact assessment would be required 
 

 
Scenario 1 - the site is within the development boundary of an Urban Service Centre, e.g. 
Caernarfon, Llangefni. As it is not a housing allocation, it is a windfall site. When the Plan was 
prepared it was not a windfall site available for development, and developing it would result in 
more housing units on windfall sites than was anticipated at the time of preparing the Plan. The 
site is, therefore, an unexpected windfall site. The development is for 15 units. Based on this 
information, a combination of the circumstances referred to in criterion 2 of Policy PS 1 is seen. 
Consequently, a Welsh Language Impact Assessment is required. 

 
 

 
Scenario 2 - the site is outside the development boundaries. It has not been safeguarded or 
allocated for employment. The development falls into Class B1 Use. It is, therefore, an 
unexpected windfall site. It is expected that 15 workers will be employed. Having consulted with 
the Economy and Community Department (Gwynedd Council) / Economic Development Service 
within the Regulatory and Economic Development Department (Anglesey County Council), it is 
anticipated that workers will move into the Plan's area or will travel from outside the Plan's area 
to jobs because of a shortage of skills locally or there is an insufficient supply of local workers 
who have the skills. Consequently, a Welsh Language Impact Assessment is required. 
 

 
C.28 Before a competent individual is appointed, the applicant is expected to make enquires about 
their abilities and experience. Diagram 9 helps you to select a competent individual to provide advice 
and guidance to an applicant 

 
Diagram 9: How to choose a competent person to advise and guide you with a Welsh Language 
Statement or a Welsh Language Impact Assessment 

 
 

Membership of relevant professional body

Use consultants with an accredited Language 
Planning qualification (e.g. Postgraduate 

Certificate in Policy and Language Planning, 
University of Wales Trinity; MA Policy and 
Language Planning, Bangor University) or a 

qualification, experience or training in 
research in linguistic planning (e.g. , Planning 
and the Welsh language, IAITH: The language 
planning centre), and/ or a Town and Country 

Planning qualification.

Depending on the type, size and complexity 
of the proposal, you should consider using a 

multidisciplinary team of consultants

Previous Experience. - ask for: recent 
examples of work, including preparing a 

Welsh Language Statement or a report about 
a Welsh Language Impact Assessment; a 
reference list, so that you can check the 

standard of work.

Information about the local area - the ability 
and experience to undertake the research 
required regarding the local area to assess 

the implications of a proposed development 
is essential
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Other considerations included in Policy PS 1 
 
C. 29  Signs and advertisements - Signs have a clear visible effect on the character of the area, 
including its linguistic character. They also provide an opportunity to promote the area’s unique 
culture, which is significant in terms of the identity of different communities and the tourism industry.     
In the case of signs and advertisements that are subject to planning control, criterion 5 of Policy PS 1 
promotes the provision of bilingual signage in public places that are part of the development. The 
Authorities recognise that some organisations and companies have strong brands and images already 
in use outside of Wales. If that brand and/or logo is one that depends on words (rather than an image) 
and it is not part of the identity of the organisation or company, the Authorities are keen to discuss 
the possibility of adjusting the brand to reflect its location in the Plan area. All organisations and 
companies will be able to ensure that all other signs and advertisements are bilingual. In circumstances 
where the signs/ advertisements (which could be, e.g. on an awning, window, door) it is an expectation 
within the Plan area for the wording on the signs/ advertisements to be bilingual, in Welsh and English. 
The Welsh language Commissioner's Office has published a "Guide to bilingual design", which contains 
references to the design of bilingual signs (see Appendix 3). 
 
C.30 Place names – criterion 6 of Policy PS 1 encourages developers to use Welsh place names for 
developments, new house and street names in order to strengthen the linguistic character of 
communities. Both Councils encourage developers to retain old Welsh place names – Gwynedd 
Council’s requirements and Anglesey Council’s requirements. Using a new name that derives from 
historical, geographical or local links to the area would be a good idea. If the existing name is an 
original one or has been the name of the property for a number of years, particularly if it is a Welsh 
one, the Council will ask the applicant for the new name to reconsider, even if the proposed new name 
is a Welsh one. However, the final decision lies with the owner. The Welsh language Commissioner’s 
Office has published “Guidance to standardise Welsh place names” (see Appendix 3).  
Steps 3, 4 and 5: Identifying measures to mitigate/ avoid, preparing a strategy and presenting a 

planning application (see Diagram 3) 

C.31 Diagram 10 describes the process of identifying measures to mitigate/ avoid, preparing a 

strategy and presenting a planning application 
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STAGE 3  & 4 IDENTIFY MEASURES TO AVOID/ MITIGATE IF REQUIRED & PREPARE A STRATEGY, 

INCLUDING AN ACTION PLAN 

Proposals should demonstrate how early consideration has been given to potential impacts on communities 
and the Welsh language. Careful consideration should be given to the negative and positive impacts of the 
development on places that are important to be able to transfer the Language and places that are important 
to create opportunities to use and learn Welsh. The Welsh Language Statement and the report about the 
Welsh Language Impact Assessment will record the considerations and steps taken  to adapt the proposed 
development in order to address them   

If potential negative impacts are identified, the following steps should be taken, in 

order of preference 

a) Avoid negative impacts; and/ or 

b) Reduce the impacts when they cannot be avoided; and/ or 

c) Mitigate impacts that cannot be reduced. 

If significant adverse effects cannot be adequately mitigated, the Language Statement 
and the report about the Welsh Language Impact Assessment will have to present 
persuasive justification to the Authority  to explain why the applicant chooses  moving 
forward with the planning application.  It is expected for the evidence to explain why 
the attributes of the development (which are material planning considerations) out-
weigh the requirements of Policy PS 5 and criterion 3 of Policy PS 1.  

If potential posi-
tive impacts are 
identified, when 
possible, the 
applicant is en-
couraged to 
consider if it is 
possible to take 
advantage / 
maximise those 
impacts   

Appendix 6 lists examples of activities that can be used to avoid, reduce or mitigate adverse effects or 

strengthening/spread positive impacts or benefits of any development. The relevance of the activity will 

depend on the type, scale and location of the proposed development. It is expected that the competent per-

son who advices the applicant will contact the relevant Menter Iaith and/or officicers with responsibility for 

promoting the Welsh language to discuss the measures, as well as discussing the matter with the planning off-

icer. 

STAGE 5 PRESENT A PLANNING APPLICATION 

By the time the planning application that is ready to be submitted, it must be ensured that Stage 1 has 

been completed and, depending on the result of this stage, planning applications for development 

which is relevant to the Welsh language include the following:  

i. When there is no need for a Welsh Language Statement or a Welsh Language Impact Assess-

ment Report, a record of how consideration was given to the Welsh language when drawing up 

the planning application.  The method of recording the information needs to be tailored to the 

nature of the proposed development and the matters requiring attention.  The methods could 

include a letter accompanying the planning application, a Planning Statement, a Design and Ac-

cess Statement.  ; or 

 ii.  Language Statement; or  iii.   Report on the Language Impact Assessment.  

Diagram 10 
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STAGE 6 ASSESS THE PLANNING APPLICATION THAT IS SUPPORTED BY A LANGUAGE 

STATEMENT OR REPORT ON A LANGUAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT  

WHO? 

 

Planning Officer 

HOW? 

Step 1) seeks advice and guidance from a competent officer (s) within the Authority. The relevant compe-

tent officer will:  

 Use the Screening process to determine whether the proposed development requires a Welsh 

Language Statement or a report about the Welsh Language Impact Assessment; 

 Verify the Welsh Language Statement and the report about the Welsh Language Impact Assessment 

against the requirements of the relevant methodology set out in Appendix 7 and 8, as appropriate; 

 Draw the Planning Officer’s attention to any gaps in information included in the Welsh Language 

Statement and the report about the Welsh Language Impact Assessment ; 

 Where relevant, advise the Planning Officer about any mitigation measures ore potential improvem-

ent measures; 

 Advise the Planning Officer about the proposed Development’s Welsh language credentials  

Diagram 11 
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Stage 2) when the competent officer raises relevant issues, the Planning Officer will inform the applicant and ask for additional relevant infor-

mation  

Step 3) when there is a dispute between the planning officer and the applicant regarding evidence, depending on the scale of the conflict, the 

planning officer (in consultation with the competent officer within the Council) will employ an external competent person to check the evi-

dence which is the subject of the dispute. The cost of the additional verification process will be paid for by the applicant, not the authority;  

Step 4) The Planning Officer will seek the competent officer’s guidance and advice about the external competent officer’s conclusions and then 

discuss the matter with the applicant; 

Step 5) The Planning Officer will consider the information received in steps 1—4  before completing the delegated report or Committe Report. 

HOW? 

STAGE 7 MAKING THE DECISION—APPROVE OR REFUSE 

WHO? 

Planning Committee or Chief Planning Officer 

WHICH CONSIDERATIONS? 

Under the legislation, the Planning Committee or the Chief Planning Officer must make a decision on an application in accordance with the 

Local Development Plan, unless other matters note that this is inappropriate.  The applicant in submitting the planning application also has a 

responsibility to provide sufficient information to enable the decision maker to make an informed decision about the development’s sustaina-

bility (i.e. contribute to the social, economic, environmental and cultural well-being). The role of the decision maker is to note the advantages, 

note the harm, consider all matters, and balance them all in order to make a robust decision:  

i. Conformity with policies in the Local Development Plan, unless material planning consideratiosn indicate otherwise; 

ii. Planning considerations can include the views of the public. Local opposition or support in itself is not a basis to refuse or give planning 

consent, unless it is based on planning reasons; 

iii. Which planning conditions and/ or Section 106 Agreement obligations (i.e. suitable planning mechanisms) - see Appendix 6; 

iv. Would it cause substantial harm to the character and language balance in the community, which cannot be avoided or mitigated in a satis-

factory manner through the use of appropriate planning mechanisms.  Bydd The determination of whether there is a risk of significant 

harm is a matter of fact and degree and this will be decided on the merits of individual cases based on the analysis of compelling evidence  
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What is ‘significant impact’? 

Risk assessment principles are used to consider robust evidence to make the decision: 
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Step 8 Monitoring (see Diagram 3) 
 
C.33 The implementation of the policies of the Local Development Plan and submission of a Welsh 

Language Statement or a report about a Welsh Language Impact Assessment will be monitored and 

reported on in the Local Development Plan's Annual Monitoring Report. 

 

C.34 Here are the relevant indicators: 

 Indicator D1: % Welsh speakers in 2021 in Anglesey and Gwynedd;  

 Indicator D2: Approve planning applications where Welsh language mitigating measures are 

required; Indicator  

 D3: The number of planning applications with a Welsh Language Statement or a Welsh 

Language Impact Assessment  

 

C.35 Further information about the indicators can be found in Chapter 7 of the Joint Local 

Development Plan). As noted in the Monitoring Framework, the Planning Service, along with other 

relevant Services within the Councils and partner organisations (i.e. Hunaniaith and Menter Iaith Môn) 

will collaborate to monitor the Local Development Plan. 

 

C.36 Where relevant, and in order to gather more information to analyse trends among Welsh 

speakers in the Plan's area, the Councils will undertake Research work at appropriate times during 

the Plan period. The statistical/ qualitative work, for example, will include: 

 gathering data from the buyers of new houses in order to, for example, discover, where they 

lived before buying the new house, type of employment, opportunities to speak Welsh at 

work;  

 contact local businesses or organisations to collect information that isn’t confidential about 

the number of people employed on a full/ part time basis; number of people that are able to 

speak Welsh; where new jobs are advertised.  

C.37 This should help in discovering whether there is a correlation between new developments 

and the change (positive/negative) in the proportion of Welsh speakers in the community in order to 

provide evidence to review the policy in due course. 
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SECTION 3: 

HOW TO SATISFY THE 

REQUIREMENTS OF 

STRATEGIC POLICY PS 5 AND 

PS 6 
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SECTION 3  

Guidance about information requirements about the wider context 

Part Ch Matters to consider and necessary additional information to support a planning application 
 
Ch.1 Different types of developments necessary to maintain and create distinctive and sustainable 
communities take place to varying degrees. Matters requiring attention and, as such, the information 
necessary to reach a logical decision, will also vary.  
 
Ch.2 The Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (Wales) Order 2012 
(the DMPWO) provides a Standardised Application Form for planning applications in Wales and 
defines a 'valid' application. In order to register applications as 'valid', applicants must provide all 
information noted in the Standardised Application Form, e.g. plans, diagrams and certificates and any 
additional supplementary assessments. A local planning authority can refuse an application if the 
appropriate information is not provided. 
 
Ch.3 In addition to the information required to validate applications, the Gwynedd and Anglesey 
County Council Planning Authority, as with every Local Planning Authority in Wales, will require 
additional supplementary inspections and reports in accordance with the policy requirements of the 
Local Development Plan.  
 
Ch.4 The next table gives guidance on matters that require consideration when aiming to improve 
the sustainable characteristics of the development. The table also highlights the different possible 
types of necessary additional supplementary inspections and reports (depending on the type of 
development and/or its location) to show how the proposed development can reach the best practice 
category. Some have been identified as part of the validation requirements referred to above and 
others are requirements associated with individual policies within the Local Development Plan. 
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Table 3 – Matters to be considered and additional information required to assess the sustainability credentials of development 

Subject 

 

Matters to be considered Additional information 

Landscape 

 

 

Landscapes and seascapes are intrinsic parts of the special features 

of the Plan's area, contributing to their character and general 

sense of place.  Sustainable developments are ones that protect 

and improve the character of the landscape and seascape of the 

Plan's area, along with the quality of the views of Snowdonia 

National Park, and which have been designed, located, scaled and 

landscaped to support and improve the key characteristics of the 

landscape, public views and open spaces. The Landscape Strategy 

provides information about the characteristics of the landscape 

according to the Landscape Character Area, whilst the Landscape 

Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment deals with the possible impact 

different types of developments would have on the landscape. 

Seascape Assessments (local and regional) identify the 

characteristics of seascapes around the Plan's area. Attention must 

also be paid to the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty 

Management Plan and the relevant Statement of Value and 

Significance. Information about sourcing these documents can be 

found in Appendix 3. 

 

Landscape and Visual Assessment 

 

The results of an assessment with a specific aim of ensuring 

that all possible impacts of change and development on the 

landscape and on views and visual amenities are considered 

when making decisions on planning applications.  

 

Landscaping Scheme 

 

A plan that contains details of new hard and soft landscaping in 

order to show how a development can be satisfactorily 

integrated into the nearby area. 

Wildlife and 

geology 

'Wildlife' or 'biodiversity', geology and geomorphology of an area 

is responsible for many of the unique views, aromas and sounds of 

the countryside. Protecting and improving them is therefore 

crucial to protect the special features that define the area. 

Sustainable developments are those that protect and improve 

wildlife, geology and geomorphology. Attention will have to be 

Biodiversity Survey and Report 

 

The results of any necessary ecological inspections and 

recommendations for avoiding, reducing and rectifying any 

harmful impacts of a development. See Technical Advice Note 5 

and Supplementary Planning Guidance Good practice in 
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Subject 

 

Matters to be considered Additional information 

paid, for example, to the Local Biodiversity Implementation Plan, 

and statements of value of relevant Wildlife Sites. Information 

about sourcing these documents can be found in Appendix 3. 

 

protecting biodiversity when planning and developing (to be 

published). 

 

Trees survey   

 

A survey of the trees that are endangered as a result of the 

development and a report outlining the recommendations for 

avoiding and reducing detrimental impacts and improving the 

tree provision. 

 

Heritage Cultural Heritage is an important element of the features and 

character of the Plan's area. Conserving it maintains these 

characteristics, and the advantages that these characteristics bring 

residents and visitors to the area. Sustainable developments 

protect and improve archaeological, architectural, historical, 

and/or cultural assets, and promotes the area's folklore, art, 

literature and music. The setting and significant scenery of 

designated cultural heritage assets, including scheduled ancient 

monuments, listed buildings and conservation areas, are as 

important as the asset itself. Attention will have to be paid, for 

example, to Conservation Area Character Evaluations, World 

Heritage Sites Management Plans. Information on sourcing these 

documents can be found in Appendix 3. 

 

Heritage Impact Assessment 

 

'Heritage Impact Assessments in Wales' (CADW) highlights what 

should be included in a 'Heritage Impact Statement' - see 

Appendix 3. See also Technical Advice Note 24 The Historic 

Landscape, Heritage Impact Assessments in Wales (CADW), and 

Supplementary Planning Guidance Heritage Assets (to be 

published). 

 

Pollution and 

waste control 

Managing waste and pollution produced as a result of a 

development helps safeguard the area from the negative effects 

of pollution, it improves environmental and public health which, in 

Noise Assessment 
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Subject 

 

Matters to be considered Additional information 

turn, benefit the area's economy. Pollution comes in many forms, 

and it follows a number of pathways. Sustainable developments 

consider all relevant sources, pathways and consignees of 

pollution and waste. Sustainable developments also respect 

quality of life, the protection and improvement of health, and the 

amenities of residents and wildlife. Where possible, construction 

work and carrying out developments should be designed to reduce 

the amount of waste generated and should help reuse and recycle 

waste materials. Good practice guidances on managing building 

waste are available from Construction Excellence Wales, see 

Appendix 3.  

 

A report on the effects of noise generated by construction work 

and in carrying out the proposed development. See Technical 

Advice Note 11 Noise (1997). 

 

Air quality assessment 

 

The assessment should compare the current situation with the 

likely situation following the development’s completion 

(including other proposed development), and determine the 

changes in air quality anticipated. 

 

Transport Transport links in the area and for the area provide access to 

essential facilities and services and work, and also facilitates 

opportunities for people to enjoy the special characteristics of the 

area. There is a good network of footpaths and cycle paths in the 

area for residents and visitors, which encourage people to be 

active; public buses and trains reduce the number of private 

vehicles on the roads and reduce congestion, noise pollution and 

carbon emissions. Sustainable developments reduce the need for 

travel by locating them close to essential facilities and services. 

Locating developments in places that are close to footpaths, cycle 

paths and public transport reduces the need for travelling in a 

private vehicle. In some rural, more secluded communities, people 

have little choice but to travel in a private car. 

 

Transport assessment 

 

Characteristics of the existing transport network to and from the 

site, possible impacts from the development during the 

construction and implementation phase, and methods of 

mitigating any detrimental impacts / promoting positive 

impacts, such as sustainable transport methods. See Technical 

Advice Note 18 Transport. 
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Subject 

 

Matters to be considered Additional information 

Sustainable 

design and 

construction 

and climate 

change 

An important element of planning for sustainable development is 

to reduce the contribution the area makes to cases of climate 

change by reducing carbon emissions. In order for a development 

to be genuinely sustainable, it must be designed and built with the 

aim of tackling the threat deriving from climate change. 

Development proposals in the area can help achieve this aim by 

avoiding areas at risk of flooding now, or that are anticipated to be 

at risk in future, and by building sustainable drainage systems 

(SUDS), and by connecting and improving the green infrastructure 

network in the area to help wildlife and help it adapt to a changing 

climate. Information about sourcing these documents can be 

found in Appendix 3. 

 

Design and Access Statement 

 

An explanation of the principles and design concepts applied to 

specific aspects of the proposal, including sum, setting, scale, 

landscaping, and appearance of the development. See Technical 

Advice Note 12 Design (2016). 

 

Flood Consequence Assessment 

 

The details of the size and likelihood of flooding on the site, 

along with any direct and indirect impacts farther downstream. 

See Technical Advice Note 15 Development and Flood Risk 

(2004). 

 

Environmental Statement 

 

The results of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

required for proposals that are likely to have a substantial 

environmental impact. 

 

Water Conserving Statement 

 

A statement that refers to the preventive measures and water 

conserving measures that could be taken and which were 

considered at the beginning of the process of developing 

proposals, which ones were selected and the way they would be 

included in the proposed development. 
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Subject 

 

Matters to be considered Additional information 

 

Energy Statement 

 

A statement that refers to the energy efficiency measures 

considered as part of the proposal and how they will be 

implemented. The Statement should be submitted on its own or as 

part of a Design and Access Statement. 

 

Housing mix 

and viability 

An important element of maintaining and creating distinctive and 

sustainable communities is to meet the needs of different 

households in the area's communities, now and in future.  

An Affordable Housing Statement 

 

Supporting information about matters involving affordable 

housing provision on the site and away from the site, including: 

 

 number of units (market and affordable); 

 number of bedrooms; 

 location of the different market and affordable units; 

 affordable homes tenure (for rent, part ownership, 

intermediate affordable homes); 

 pro forma viability information; 

 the details of any Housing Association or other 

registered provider who is a partner in the 

development; 

 106 Section draft agreement templates.  

 

See SPG Affordable Housing (to be published). 

 

Housing Statement 
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Subject 

 

Matters to be considered Additional information 

 

Supporting evidence to confirm how the development 

addresses the local demand and need for market housing and 

affordable housing; commitment in terms of the provision of 

affordable housing (percentage, size, type and tenure mix); and 

any other supporting information to justify departure from 

Policy requirements. In accordance with sustainable 

development principles the Housing Statement should also 

confirm the final mix of market housing and the arrangements 

to integrate market and affordable housing, subject to 

agreement about reserved matters. 

 

See the SPG Housing Mix (adopted November 2018) 

Local services 

and local 

facilities 

Technical Advice Note 4, Retail and commercial development 

(2016) states that every application for a retail development with 

a gross floor surface area of over 2,500 square metres, should be 

supported by an impact assessment that provides evidence about 

the choice of site, economic impacts and other impacts, access and 

environmental impacts.  Policy MAN 3 notes the possibility that 

assessments will also be required for some smaller developments, 

since a development that is smaller than the national threshold 

could have a substantially detrimental impact on the area's town 

centres. 

 

As well as maintaining town centres, retaining a local service or a 

community facility is important in maintaining and creating 

distinctive and sustainable communities.  Policy MAN 4 and Policy 

Retail Impact Assessment 

 

Report on the impact of the development on retail services in 

the local area.  

 

Marketing Statement 

 

The required evidence could include details of use and previous 

accounts, and details of campaigns, with the aim of finding a 

new owner to take on the existing use. 

 

Evidence of marketing will also have to be submitted in order to 

show that every effort has been made to ensure suitable 
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Subject 

 

Matters to be considered Additional information 

ISA 2 provide the exceptional circumstances in which losing these 

services and facilities could be considered.  

 

commercial building in the case of a proposal for re-use, to 

convert rural buildings for residential use. 

 

See SPG change of use of community facilities and services, 

employment sites and retail units (to be published) 
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Part D:  Where can development take place? 
 
Settlement Strategy 
 
D.1  The location of the development is also important to ensure a sustainable development. The 
Local Development Plan contains a Settlement Strategy (towns / centres and villages), which includes 
a spatial pattern that attempts to balance social, cultural, economic and environmental needs 
(Chapter 5, paragraph 5.7 of the Plan). The spatial distribution of housing growth is closely associated 
with employment areas in the Plan, which has strategic significance. 
 
D.2 Map 1 shows the location of settlements within the Local Development Plan area and 
identifies their role within the Settlements Hierarchy. 
 

 
 
D.3 See Appendix 4 of the Local Development Plan to see to which category individual settlements 
belong. The table below also refers to the housing tenure that will be promoted under the relevant 
policies. Unless specific restrictions have been identified in individual settlements, the bigger or more 
significant a settlement is in terms of its jobs and services, the greater the range and scale of 
developments supported within.  
 
D.4 The table below briefly describes the housing growth level expected in the three main layers 
of the Settlements Tree, namely: 
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 Sub-regional Centre and Urban Service Centres; 

 Local Service Centres; 

 Service, Local, Coastal and Rural Villages and Clusters 
 
Table 4 - Level of growth per settlement category in the Settlement Hierarchy 
 

Settlement 

category 

% housing 

growth 

(Policy PS 

17) 

Type of Development 

Sub-regional 

Centre 

 

53% 

• Policy TAI 1, Policy TAI 8 and Policy TAI 15 - Mix of new homes, 

in terms of type and tenure (open market housing and 

affordable houses), on designated or windfall sites (which 

includes converting suitable buildings and rural exception 

sites). 

• Policy PS 15, Policy MAN 1 and Policy MAN 3 - Retail and 

commercial developments (including shops, eateries, banks), 

with the emphasis on protecting and strengthening 

designated town centres in the first place. 

• Policy TWR 1 and Policy TWR 2 - Ancillary tourism 

developments, including serviced accommodation and self-

catering, and visitor attractions / facilities. 

• Policies ISA 1 - 2 and Policies ISA 4 - 5 - Community services 

and facilities, including public transport hubs, libraries. 

• Policy CYF 1 - Other developments that provide employment 

to support the economy, focusing initially on protected or 

designated business and industrial sites. 

 

Urban Service 

Centre 

 

Local Service 

Centre 

 

22% 

• Policy TAI 2, Policy TAI 5 and Policy TAI 8 and Policy TAI 15 - 

Mix of new homes - in terms of type and tenure (open market 

housing and affordable housing in every Local Centre, except 

for those named in Policy TAI 5 that require local market 

housing and affordable houses) on allocated or windfall sites 

(which includes converting suitable buildings and rural 

exception sites). 

• Policy PS 15, Policy MAN 1 and Policy MAN 3 - Retail and 

commercial developments (including shops, eateries, banks), 

with the emphasis on protecting and strengthening 

designated town centres in the first place. 

• Policy TWR 1 and Policy TWR 2 - Ancillary tourism 

developments, including serviced accommodation and self-

catering, and visitor attractions / facilities. 

• Policies ISA 1 - 2 and Policies ISA 4 - 5 - Community services 

and facilities, including public transport hubs, libraries. 
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Settlement 

category 

% housing 

growth 

(Policy PS 

17) 

Type of Development 

• Policy CYF 1 - Other developments that provide employment 

to support the economy, focusing initially on protected or 

designated business and industrial sites. 

 

 

25% 

• Policy TAI 3, Policy TAI 5 and Policy TAI 8 and Policy TAI 15 - 

Mixture of new homes, - in terms of type and tenure (open 

market housing and affordable housing in every Service 

Village, except for those named in Policy TAI 5 that require 

local market housing and affordable housing) on designated 

or windfall sites (which includes converting suitable buildings 

and rural exception sites). 

• Policy MAN 4 and Policy MAN 5 - Safeguarding shops and pubs 

in villages and facilitate greater provision. 

• Policy TWR 1 and Policy TWR 2 - Ancillary tourism 

developments, including serviced accommodation and self-

catering, and visitor attractions / facilities. 

• Policies ISA 1 - 2 and Policies ISA 4 - 5 - Community services 

and facilities. 

• Policy CYF 6 - New business or industrial enterprises on an 

appropriate scale and in an appropriate location or in a 

suitable building. 

 

Local / Coastal / 

Rural Villages 

 Policy TAI 4, Policy TAI 5 and Policy TAI 8 and Policy TAI 15 - 

Mix of new homes, in terms of type and tenure (open market 

housing and affordable housing in every Village, except for 

those named in Policy TAI 5 that require local market housing 

and affordable housing) on small windfall sites (which includes 

converting suitable buildings and rural exception sites). There 

are no housing designations in the Villages. 

 Policy MAN 4 and Policy MAN 5 - Protecting shops and pubs in 

villages and facilitate greater provision. 

 Policy TWR 1 and Policy TWR 2 - Ancillary tourism 

developments, including serviced accommodation and self-

catering, and visitor attractions / facilities. 

 Policies ISA 1 - 2 and Policies ISA 4 - 5 - Community services 

and facilities. 

 Policy CYF 6 - New business or industrial enterprises on an 

appropriate scale and in an appropriate location or in a 

suitable building. 
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Settlement 

category 

% housing 

growth 

(Policy PS 

17) 

Type of Development 

Clusters  Policy TAI 6 - a mixture of different types of affordable housing 

only, on small windfall sites (including converting suitable 

buildings). There are no housing designations in the Clusters. 

 Policies ISA 1 - 2 and Policies ISA 4 - 5 - Community services 

and facilities. 

 Policy CYF 6 - New business or industrial enterprises on an 

appropriate scale and in an appropriate location or in a 

suitable building. 

 

The Countryside  Policies PCYFF 1 - PCYFF 2 and Policies TAI 7 - new houses that 

enable rural enterprise workers (e.g. farms) to live close to 

their workplace, and affordable housing through converting 

suitable buildings if the building's use is not economically 

viable. 

 Policy TWR 1 and Policy TWR 2 - Ancillary tourism 

developments, including serviced accommodation and self-

catering, and visitor attractions / facilities. 

 Policy TWR 3 and Policy TWR 5 - Caravan, chalet and 

alternative camping accommodation sites for visitors 

 Policy CYF 6 - New business or industrial enterprises on an 

appropriate scale and in an appropriate location or in a 

suitable building. 

 

 

D.5 Table 5 overleaf summarises the relevant information requirements in relation to the wider 

context. Following the requirements of the Policy and the requirements noted in this Guidance will 

avoid unnecessary delay during the decision-making process.  The lack of sufficient relevant 

information to be able to come to a conclusion about the impact of the development will be a reason 

to refuse a planning application.
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Table 5: summary of the relevant information requirements in relation to the wider context. 
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Here is a copy of Policy PS 1, Policy PS 5 and Policy PS 6 of the Local Development Plan adopted on 

31st July 2017 

STRATEGIC POLICY PS 1: WELSH LANGUAGE AND CULTURE 

The Councils will promote and support the use of the Welsh language in the Plan area. This 

will be achieved by:  

 

1. Requiring a Welsh Language Statement, which will protect, promote and enhance 

the Welsh language, where the proposed development falls within one of the 

following categories:   

a. Retail, industrial or commercial development employing more than 50 

employees and/or with an area of 1,000 sq. m. or more; or 

b. Residential development which will individually or cumulatively provide more 

than the indicative housing provision set out for the settlement in Policies TAI 

1 – TAI 6; or 

c. Residential development of 5 or more housing units on allocated or windfall 

sites within development boundaries that doesn’t address evidence of need 

and demand for housing recorded in a Housing Market Assessments and other 

relevant local sources of evidence. 

2.  Requiring a Welsh Language Impact Assessment, which will set out how the 

proposed development will protect, promote and enhance the Welsh Language, 

where the proposed development is on an unexpected windfall site for a large scale 

housing development or large scale employment development that would lead to a 

significant workforce flow;  

3.  Refusing proposals which would cause significant harm to the character and language 

balance of a community that cannot be avoided or suitably mitigated by appropriate 

planning mechanisms; 

4. Requiring a bilingual Signage Scheme to deal with all operational signage in the 

public domain that are proposed in a planning application by public bodies and by 

commercial and business companies; 

5. Expect that Welsh names are used for new developments, house and street names.  
 

Explanation: 

6.1.6 It is intended that all of the measures outlined in the paragraphs that precede this Policy will support 

communities and the Welsh language. The Plan's key objectives demonstrate a commitment to the 

promotion of balanced, sustainable and distinctive communities. This means that the Plan includes 

policy tools to allow local communities to change and grow sustainably and to address the needs of 

all members of society. There are a number of strategic and detailed policies that will provide an 

explanation about how development proposals will be managed. On the whole, the Sustainability 

Assessment (that was informed by the Language Impact Assessment) takes a positive view of the 

Plan's policies and proposals on the basis that the development takes place on an appropriate scale 

and in appropriate places, and includes measures to promote the positive impacts and measures to 

mitigate negative impacts.  
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6.1.7 As can be seen in criteria 1 and 2 in Policy PS 1, in order to make an informed judgment at a planning 

application stage, information will be sought in relation to applications where development, if 

permitted, would come forward at a rate or scale different to that envisaged at the Plan preparation 

stage. Policy PS 1 reinforces other relevant policies in the Plan, which provide details on the 

assumptions made, e.g. the level of housing growth per settlement (Policies TAI 1 – TAI 6); that 

housing development will provide an appropriate choice of market housing and affordable housing 

(Policy TAI 8). If there is uncertainty, pre-application planning advice should be sought from the Local 

Planning Authority as to whether a Statement or an Assessment should be provided. Having signs in 

Welsh and English, and Welsh place and property names are a clear indication of the character of the 

area, including its linguistic character. A ‘Maintaining and creating distinctive and sustainable 

communities’ Supplementary Planning Guidance and a ‘Type And Mix Of Housing’ Supplementary 

Planning Guidance will be published to provide further guidance on the matter.  They will explain the 

type and location of developments that are likely to be acceptable in the Plan area, and will explain 

the relevant planning considerations. The ‘Creating and Maintaining Distinctive and Sustainable 

Communities’ SPG will describe what is expected to be included in a Signage Plan to promote bilingual 

signs, e.g. public information signs, advertisements, display advertisements. The statement or report 

on the Assessment will allow the developer to explain the application in more detail and to consider 

the possible positive and negative effects on the community and its linguistic balance. The SPGs, for 

example, will look for evidence that the proposal has been discussed with Community, City and Town 

Councils and local community groups to obtain information and ask for their opinion, and that 

consideration has been given to surveys about the local housing market, and/ or the labour market. 

In addition, they will refer the applicant to such assistance as is available from the Office of Language 

Commissioner about designing bilingual signage and marketing material and the advice that is 

available to the private sector by the Welsh Government/Business Wales regarding bilingualism. 

 

STRATEGIC POLICY PS 5:  SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

Development will be supported where it is demonstrated that they are consistent with the 

principles of sustainable development. All proposals should: 

 

1. Alleviate the causes of climate change and adapting to those impacts that are 

unavoidable in accordance with Strategic Policy PS 6; 

2. Give priority to effective use of land and infrastructure, prioritizing wherever 

possible the reuse of previously developed land and buildings within the 

development boundaries of Sub Regional Centre, Urban and Local Service Centres, 

Villages or in the most appropriate places outside them in accordance with Strategic 

Policy PS 17, PS 13 and PS 14; 

3. Promote greater self-containment of Centres and Villages by contributing to 

balanced communities that are supported by sufficient services; cultural, arts, 

sporting and entertainment activities; a varied range of employment opportunities; 

physical and social infrastructure; and a choice of modes of travel; 

4. Protect, support and promote the use of the Welsh language in accordance with 

Strategic Policy PS 1; 

5. Preserve and enhance the quality of the built and historic environment assets 

(including their setting), improving the understanding, appreciation of their social 
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and economic contribution and sustainable use of them in accordance with Strategic 

Policy PS 20; 

6. Protect and improve the quality of the natural environment, its landscapes and 

biodiversity assets, including understanding and appreciating them for the social 

and economic contribution they make in accordance with Strategic Policy PS 19; 

7. Reduce the effect on local resources, avoiding pollution and incorporating 

sustainable building principles in order to contribute to energy conservation and 

efficiency; using renewable energy; reducing / recycling waste; using materials from 

sustainable sources; and protecting soil quality; 

8. Reduce the amount of water used and wasted; reducing the effect on water 

resources and quality; managing flood risk and maximizing use of sustainable 

drainage schemes; and progressing the objectives of the Western Wales River Basin 

Water Management Plan. 

 

Proposals should also where appropriate: 

 

9. Meet the needs of the local population throughout their lifetime in terms of their 

quality, types of tenure and affordability of housing units in accordance with 

Strategic Policy PS 16; 

10. Promote a varied and responsive local economy that encourages investment and 

that will support Centres, Villages and rural areas in accordance with Strategic Policy 

PS 13; 

11. Support the local economy and businesses by providing opportunities for lifelong 

learning and skills development in accordance with Strategic Policy PS 13; 

12. Reduce the need to travel by private transport and encourage the opportunities for 

all users to travel when required as often as possible by means of alternative modes, 

placing particular emphasis on walking, cycling and using public transport in 

accordance with Strategic Policy PS 4; 

13. Promote high standards of design that make a positive contribution to the local area, 

accessible places, that can respond to future requirements and that reduce crime, 

antisocial behaviour and the fear of crime in accordance with Policy PCYFF 3. 

 

STRATEGIC POLICY PS 6: ALLEVIATING AND ADAPTING TO THE EFFECTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE 

 

In order to alleviate the effects of climate change, proposals will only be permitted 

where it is demonstrated that they have fully taken account of and responded to the 

following: 

 

1. The energy hierarchy: 

i. Reducing energy demand; 
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ii. Energy efficiency; 

iii. Using low or zero carbon energy technologies wherever practical, viable and 

consistent with the need to engage and involve communities; protect visual 

amenities, the natural, built and historic environment and the landscape. 

2. Reducing greenhouse gas emissions, help to reduce waste and encourage travel 

other than by car. 

 

In order to adapt to the effects of climate change, proposals will only be permitted where 

it is demonstrated with appropriate evidence that they have fully taken account of and 

responded to the following: 

 

3. Implementing sustainable water management measures in line with the objectives 

in the Western  Wales River Basin Management Plan; 

4. Locating away from flood risk areas, and aim to reduce the overall risk of flooding 

within the Plan area and areas outside it, taking account of a 100 years and 75 years 

of flood risk in terms of the lifetime of residential and non-residential development, 

respectively, unless it can be clearly demonstrated that there is no risk or that the 

risk can be managed; 

5. Be able to withstand the effects of climate change as much as possible because of 

its high standards of sustainable design, location, layout and sustainable building 

methods (in line with Policy PCYFF 3); 

6. Safeguarding the best and most versatile agricultural land, promoting allotments, 

support opportunities for local food production and farming in order to reduce the 

area’s contribution to food miles;  

7. Ensuring that the ability of landscapes, environments and species to adapt to the 

harmful effects of climate change is not affected, and that compensatory 

environments are provided if necessary;  

8. Aim for the highest possible standard in terms of water efficiency and implement 

other measures to withstand drought, maintain the flow of water and maintain or 

improve the quality of water, including using sustainable drainage systems (in line 

with Policy PCYFF 6).  
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Here is a list of recognised sources of data and information that will give a picture of communities, 
and in particular the Welsh language. These are the recognised sources at the time of preparing the 
Guidance. Applicants will be expected to use the information in the latest editions of the sources as 
well as any other relevant recognised sources available at the time of preparing the planning 
application. 

1) The Census of the Population is the key source of information about the number of people 
who can speak Welsh.  The Census includes everyone in Wales.  Census estimates describe 
the features of areas down to very small geographical units, and they are used to understand 
similar characteristics and the differences in the population locally, regionally and nationally.  

o http://llyw.cymru/statistics-and-research/census-population-welsh-
language/?skip=1&lang=en  

 
The Census also provides information about Welsh language ability among three- and four-
year old children.  This measure has been used, together with data on Welsh speaking adults 
in the households where those children reside, to infer rates of intergenerational transmission 
of Welsh (where one or more of the adults responsible for rearing the child/ children are able 
to speak Welsh).  The Census data shows that there is a strong relationship between children’s 
ability to speak Welsh in early years (i.e. three to four years of age) and their parents’/ carers’ 
ability to speak Welsh.  Transmission data is available at a level below local authority level (the 
level of combined wards and wider middle layer output areas).  Although it is not possible to 
identify individuals from the data, the numbers in some areas are very small so care should be 
taken when analysing any differences between areas based on those small numbers. 
 

Data analysis of the 2011 Census is avilable on the Welsh language Commissioner's website 
http://www.comisiynyddygymraeg.cymru/Cymraeg/Polisi,%20ymchwil%20a%20data/Pages/Dadans
oddiad-Cyfrifiad%202011.aspx. Research sources and research reports are available in the official 
statistics section of the Welsh language Commissioner on the Commissioner's website that may be of 
use in gathering evidence for the use of Welsh in communities: 
http://www.comisiynyddygymraeg.cymru/Cymraeg/Polisi,%20ymchwil%20a%20data/Ystadegau%20
Swyddogol%20Comisiynydd%20y%20Gymraeg/Pages/Ystadegau-Swyddogol-Comisiynydd-y-
Gymraeg-.aspx 
Applicants should also check the Statiaith.com website, which is a comprehensive source of data on 
the language. It provides census data along with data from other sources. The website includes a 
number of interactive maps that will enable you to look at data for different geographic levels. There 
are additional data on patterns of language transfer in different parts of Wales: 
https://statiaith.com/blog/cyfrifiad-2011/trosglwyddor-gymraeg/dadansoddi-trosglwyddo-2011/. 
There is also alternative analysis of the census data such as maps of the distribution of speakers of the 
Welsh language during work hours: https://statiaith.com/blog/cyfrifiad-2011/mapiau-am-y-gymraeg-
o-gyfrifiad-2011/cyfrifiad-2011-poblogaeth-diwrnod-gwaith/ 

 
The next Census will be held in 2021.  The Office for National Statistics is currently investigating 
the possibility of moving to a census based on administrative data after 2021.  

o https://www.ons.gov.uk/census/censustransformationprogramme/administrativ
edatacensusproject  
 

2) Information about the number of Welsh speakers can also be found from the National 
Survey for Wales.  The National Survey for Wales is a survey of households, of about 
12,000 people per year across the whole of Wales.  The results are used by the Welsh 
Government to help make Wales a better place to live.  Information is gathered about the 
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population’s Welsh language abilities, as well as their fluency and frequency of use of 
Welsh.  Data from the National Survey for Wales is used for national indicators for the Well-
being of Future Generations Act.  

o http://gov.wales/statistics-and-research/national-survey/?skip=1&lang=en  
 

The Welsh Government's strategy 2050: million Welsh speakers includes useful data and 
information at national level. 
 
See in particular: technical report: Projection and trajectory in the number of Welsh 
speakers aged three and over, 2011-2050 
 
https://gov.wales/docs/dcells/publications/170725-technical-report-projection-and-
trajectory-for-the-number-of-welsh-speakers-cy.pdf 
 

3) The Annual Population Survey also gathers information about respondents’ ability to 
speak Welsh and how often they speak it.  

o https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Welsh-Language  
Historically, estimates of household surveys about Welsh language ability were considered 
to be higher than those produced by the Census. The differences in the ways that these 
surveys and the Census have been conducted are likely to have affected the results.  The 
Census gave everyone a questionnaire to complete themselves, and the National Survey 
for Wales used face-to-face interviews with one individual aged 16 years or over.  The 
Annual Population Survey uses some face-to-face interviews and some telephone 
interviews with adults aged 16 years and over.  It may be that people are more willing to 
say that they speak Welsh in surveys led by an interviewer. 
 

4) More detailed information about fluency among Welsh speakers, and their use of the 
Welsh language in a variety of settings, is available in the Language Use Surveys of 2004–
06 and 2013–15.  This survey is not intended to provide new estimates of the number of 
people who speak Welsh in Wales.  Rather, it provides information about adults and young 
people who speak Welsh, how well they can speak it, how often, where, when, and with 
whom they use it.  

o http://llyw.cymru/statistics-and-research/Welsh-language-use-
survey/?skip=1&lang=en  
 

5) There is not much administrative data available about the Welsh language, apart from 
education data.  Data is available for children within the statutory education system via the 
Pupil Level Annual School Census (PLASC).  The PLASC gathers information about fluency 
in the Welsh language, speaking Welsh at home, studying Welsh and Welsh-medium 
education. 

o http://gov.wales/topics/educationandskills/schoolshome/schooldata/ims/dataco
llections/pupillevelannualschoolcensus/?skip=1&lang=en  
 

6) Data is also available about further education learners from Lifelong Learning Wales 
Record (LLWR).  The LLWR gathers information about fluency in the Welsh language, the 
highest qualification level in Welsh at the start of the learning programme, and learning 
activities in the medium of Welsh. 

o http://gov.wales/topics/educationandskills/learningproviders/datacollection/?ski
p=1&lang=en  
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7) Some Welsh for Adults data has also been published on the StatsCymru website.  The data 
shows numbers and registrations of Welsh for Adults learners by provider and academic 
year. 

https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Education-and-Skills/Post-16-Education-and-
Training/Further-Education-and-Work-Based-Learning/Learners/Further-
Education/welshforadults-learners-enrolments 

 

8) Anglesey Welsh Language Strategy – It was prepared under the name of the Anglesey 
Language Forum. For this first strategy, the forum agreed to focus on three themes, 
namely: children, young people and the family; the workforce, Welsh language services 
and infrastructure; and the community. It provides a picture of the situation in Anglesey 
and identifies a series of priority areas to work on during the strategy period (2016 – 2021) 

 
http://www.anglesey.gov.uk/Journals/b/t/r/Welsh-Language-Strategy-2016-2021.pdf  

 

9) Gwynedd Welsh Language Strategy – provides a clear picture of the linguistic position in 
Gwynedd based on a detailed analysis of the results of the 2011 Census. Thorough research 
was also carried out into the good work that has been happening in the county’s communities, 
schools and workplaces, along with the work undertaken with partners and various sectors 
since the publication of the 2010-2013 Gwynedd Language Strategy. It identifies a number of 
strategic priorities to work on during the strategy period (2014 – 2018).  

https://www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/en/Council/Documents---Council/Strategies-and-
policies/Gwynedd-language-strategy.pdf  

 
10) The Welsh Language Commissioner’s Office – support and advice to organisations wishing 

to make use of the Welsh language on a voluntary basis, using Cynllun Hybu'r Gymraeg - 
the Welsh Language Promotion Plan - for the benefit of businesses and organisations, and 
their customers and clients. The website is full of information about the advantages, 
examples of good practice, and the experiences of businesses and charities of using the 
Welsh language. There is practical advice in our various guidelines, and evidence and 
research showing the value of the Welsh language, as well as a calendar of events and 
sessions where you can learn more. 
 http://www.comisiynyddygymraeg.cymru/hybu/en/home/Pages/home.aspx  
 

11) The Welsh Language Commissioner’s Office – Bilingual Design Guide 
http://www.comisiynyddygymraeg.cymru/English/Publications%20List/CYG1754%20Canl
law%20Dylunio%20ENGLISH.pdf  

12) Language profile – areas and population – Gwynedd – statistical information from the 
2011 Census https://www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/en/Council/Key-statistics-and-
data/Language-area-profiles.aspx 

13) Anglesey Language Profile - statistical information from the 2011 Census and other 
sources https://www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/en/Council/Documents---Council/Strategies-
and-policies/Environment-and-planning/Planning-policy/Supporting-documents/PT.021-
Topic-Paper-10B-Anglesey-Language-Profile.pdf  
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Here is a list of useful documents. The list is not comprehensive. Applicants will be expected to refer to the most recent editions of the documents as well 

as any other relevant recognised sources available at the time of preparing the planning application. 

Gwynedd Welsh Language Strategy: 
https://www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/en/Council/Documents---
Council/Strategies-and-policies/Gwynedd-language-
strategy.pdf   
 

Anglesey Welsh Language Strategy: 
http://www.anglesey.gov.uk/Journals/b/t/r/Welsh-
Language-Strategy-2016-2021.pdf  

Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 
 
http://gov.wales/topics/people-and-communities/people/future-generations-act/?lang=en  
 

Planning Act (Wales) 2015 
 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/anaw/2015/4/contents/enacted  
 

Welsh Language (Wales) Measure 2011 
 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/mwa/2011/1/contents/enacted  
 

Welsh 2050: a million speakers 
 
https://gov.wales/docs/dcells/publications/170711-welsh-language-strategy-cy.pdf  
 
 
Cymraeg 2050: miliwn o siaradwyr Rhaglen Waith 2017 - 21 
 
https://gov.wales/docs/dcells/publications/170711-cymraeg-2050-work-programme-cym-v2.pdf  
 
 
Adroddiad technegol: Amcanestyniad a thaflwybr nifer y siaradwyr Cymraeg tair oed a throsodd, 2011-2050 
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https://gov.wales/docs/dcells/publications/170725-technical-report-projection-and-trajectory-for-the-number-of-welsh-
speakers-cy.pdf 
 

Planning Policy Wales (2016) – Chapter 4 
 
http://gov.wales/docs/desh/publications/161117ppw-chapter-4-en.pdf  
 

Technical Advice Note 20 Planning and the Welsh language 
 
http://gov.wales/docs/desh/publications/171012-technical-advice-note-20-planning-and-the-welsh-language-en.pdf  
 

Technical Advice Note 6 
 
http://gov.wales/topics/planning/policy/tans/tan6/?lang=en   
 

Llyn AONB Management Plan 
 
http://www.ahne-llyn-aonb.org/1/en-GB/Home  

Anglesey AONB Management Plan 
http://www.anglesey.gov.uk/planning-and-
waste/countryside/areas-of-outstanding-natural-beauty-
aonbs/  

Statement of Value – Landscape Conservation Areas – Anglesey and Gwynedd Local Planning Authority area 
 
https://www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/en/Council/Documents---Council/Strategies-and-policies/Environment-and-
planning/Planning-policy/Supporting-documents/Review-of-SLAs-in-Gwynedd-and-Anglesey-(DC.008).pdf  
 

Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Study – Anglesey and Gwynedd Local Planning Authority area & Snowdonia National 
Park 
 
https://www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/en/Council/Documents---Council/Strategies-and-policies/Environment-and-
planning/Planning-policy/Supporting-documents/Landscape-Sensitivity-and-Capacity-Assessment-(DC.020).pdf   
 

Gwynedd Landscape Strategy 
https://www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/en/Council/Documents---
Council/Strategies-and-policies/Environment-and-

Anglesey Landscape Strategy 
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planning/Planning-policy/Supporting-documents/Gwynedd-
Landscape-Strategy-Update-2012-(DC.010).pdf  

https://www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/en/Council/Documents--
-Council/Strategies-and-policies/Environment-and-
planning/Planning-policy/Supporting-documents/Angesey-
Landscape-Strategy---Update-2011-(DC.011).pdf   
 

Gwynedd Biodiversity Action Plan 
 
https://www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/cy/Cyngor/Strategaethau-
a-pholis%C3%AFau/Cynllunio-ac-amgylchedd/Natur-
Gwynedd---Cynllun-Gweithredu-Bioamrywiaeth.aspx  
 

Anglesey Biodiversity Action Plan 
 
http://www.ynysmon.gov.uk/cynllunio-a-gwastraff/cefn-
gwlad/bioamrywiaeth-a-chadwraeth/bywyd-gwyllt-ynys-
mn?redirect=false  

King Edward 1 Castle and Town Walls World Heritage Management Plan  
 
http://cadw.gov.wales/historicenvironment/protection/worldheritage/cstlsedward1/?lang=en  
 

Construction Excellence Wales 
 
http://www.cewales.org.uk/   
 

Historic Heritage Gwynedd 
 
https://www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/en/Residents/Planning-
and-building-control/Conservation-Areas.aspx  
 

Anglesey Historic Heritage  
 
http://www.anglesey.gov.uk/planning-and-waste/built-
environment-coastal-and-landscape/   
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Contact details: 
 
Development Management 
[First point of contact for all planning applications and for advice before submitting a planning 

application] 

Anglesey: 

Planning Service 

Anglesey County Council  

Council Offices  

Llangefni 

Ynys Môn 

LL77 7TW 

planning@anglesey.gov.uk   

Gwynedd: 

Planning Service, 

Council Offices, 

Embankment Road, 

Pwllheli,  

Gwynedd, 

LL53 5AA  

planning@gwynedd.llyw.cymru  

 

Planning policy  
[for inquiries about the local development plan, supplementary planning guidance and other matters 
associated with planning policy] 
 
Anglesey and Gwynedd Joint Planning Policy Unit, 
Council Offices 
Ffordd Castell 
Caernarfon 
LL55 2LX 
planningpolicy@gwynedd.llyw.cymru 
 
Welsh Language 
 
Welsh language services 
Corporate Support Department 
Gwynedd Council 
Swyddfa'r Cyngor 
Stryd y Jêl 
Caernarfon 
Gwynedd 
LL55 1SH 
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Policy and Strategy Unit 
Cyngor Sir Ynys Môn 
Swyddfeydd y Cyngor 
Llangefni 
Ynys Môn 
LL77 7TW 
 
Hunaniaith 
Gwynedd Council Headquarters  
Stryd y Jêl, 
Caernarfon, 
Gwynedd, 
LL54 5LL 
hunaniaith@gwynedd.llyw.cymru 
 
Menter Iaith Môn 
Menter Môn Cyf,  

Llangefni Town Hall,  

Bulkeley Square,  

Llangefni,  

Ynys Môn  

LL77 7LR 

iaith@mentermon.com  

 
Welsh Language Commissioner  
Siambrau'r Farchnad  
5–7 Heol Eglwys Fair  
Caerdydd  
CF10 1AT 
 
post@comisiynyddygymraeg.cymru  
 
Community Councils (Gwynedd Council area) 
 
https://www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/cy/Cyngor/Cynghorwyr-a-phwyllgorau/Cynghorau-
Cymuned/Etholiadau-Cynghorau-Tref-Cymuned-Gwynedd-2017.aspx  
 
Community Councils (Anglesey area) 
 
http://www.ynysmon.gov.uk/cyngor-a-democratiaeth/cynghorautref-a-chymuned/  
 
Yr Urdd 
 
eryl@urdd.cymru 
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Mudiad Meithrin 
Movement of national Welsh-medium childcare with nurseries across Wales. 
 
post@meithrin.co.uk 
 
Merched y Wawr 
Society for women to socialise in Welsh in the local community 
 
To view information about contact details of branches in Anglesey and Gwynedd you look at: 
 
http://merchedywawr.cymru/  
 
Main office: swyddfa@merchedywawr.cymru 
 
 
Young Farmers’ Club 
 
An opportunity for young people in rural communities to socialise with each other and with others 
throughout Wales and beyond. 
 
Anglesey Branch 
ynys.mon@yfc-wales.org.uk 
 

Eryri Branch 

eryri@yfc-wales.org.uk 

Meirionnydd Branch 

meirionnydd@yfc-wales.org.uk 
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A) What type of development? 

A1) Is the development for retail, Commercial or 
industrial use  (e.g. Use Class A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, 
B8, C1, C2, D1, D2, sui generis) 
 

Yes (go to B below) No (go to A2 below) 

A2) Does the development add to the existing 
housing stock (Use Class C3, C4) 
 

Yes (go to C below) No (go to A3 below) 

A3) Does the development involve the loss of 
a community facility, e.g. village hall, school, 
place of worship, pub  

 

Yes (go to Dd below) No (no further 
assessment of the 

Welsh language 
required) 

   

B) Retail, Commercial or Industrial Use 
 

B1) Would the floor area of a building that is the 
subject of the planning application exceed 
1,000sq.m and/or will the proposal  mean that 
there will be a need to employ more than 50  
additional workers ? 

 

Yes (go to diagram 6 in 
part C and Appendix 7 
of the SPG to see how 

to prepare a Welsh 
Language Statement 
and Appendix 6 for a 
schedule of potential 

mitigation/ 
improvement 

measures). 
 

No (go to Ch below) 

C) Housing development 

C1) Criterion 1b Policy PS 1 – will the development 
solely or in combination mean that the total 
number of housing units exceeds the indicative 
figure provided in Appendix 5 of the Plan1? 
 

Yes (go to diagram 6 in 
part C and Appendix 7 
of the SPG to see how 

to prepare a Welsh 
Language Statement 
and Appendix 6 for a 
schedule of potential 

mitigation/ 
improvement 

measures). 

No (go to C 2 below) 
 
 

C2) Criterion 1c Policy PS 1 – if the development is 
for 5 or more housing units, does the development 
address the need for specific types of dwellings 
(e.g. in terms of number of bedrooms) set out in a 
Housing Local Needs Assessment (County), in a 
local housing needs study (community/ town 
council or other relevant area) Housing Register, 
Tai Teg Register (look at Appendix 3 of the SPG for 
information about these sources)   
   

Yes (go to D below) 
 

No (go to diagram 6 
in part C and 

Appendix 7 of the 
SPG to see how to 
prepare a Welsh 

Language Statement 
and Appendix 6 for a 

schedule of 
potential 

mitigation/ 
improvement 

measures). 

                                                           
1 Contact the Joint Planning Policy Unit to obtain information about the current situation 
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Ch) Retail, Commercial or industrial development that does not require a Welsh Language 
Statement (see B1 above) or a Welsh Language Impact Assessment (see criterion 2 Policy PS 1 and 
Diagrams 5 & 7 of this SPG). See also the advisory note at the end of this Appendix.  
Ch1) Will the Welsh language be visible on the 
development site? 
 
Poor practice 
Signs and advertisements in public places within 
the development subject of planning rules are not 
bilingual. 
 
Good practice 
The proposal includes signage scheme for signs 
and advertisements (subject to planning rules) in 
public places, which will mean they are bilingual - 
see Appendix 3 for a link to part of the Welsh 
language Commissioner Office website which 
provides guidance for bilingual design. 
 

Yes – present a 
Signage Plan in 

accordance with Policy 
PS 1 and therefore no 
further assessment is 
required in terms of 

this element of Policy 
PS 1 

 

No – state in an 
appropriate part of 

the Planning 
Statement or an 

additional part of 
the Design and 

Access Statement 
why the proposal 

departs from Policy 
PS 1. 

 

Ch2) Is there sufficient information with the 
planning application about the jobs available in 
the business or organisation to be able to consider 
its impact on the local area? 
 
Poor practice 
 
The application is speculative without any 
evidence to show how the business or 
organisation will have a positive effect on the local 
area.  
 
Good practice 
 
There is information in the planning statement 
which sets out the number of full-time and/or part 
time workers and what sort of skills needed, which 
compares well with information about the local 
labour market, or measures are proposed to 
maximise the positive impact to foster economic 
variability in the local area, e.g. supporting local 
skills training initiatives in order to ensure that 
relevant skills available locally in the future. 
 
Information is available in a Planning Statement 
which notes the number of full-time and part-time 
jobs (number and percentage) where bilingual 
skills will be essential, desirable or not needed at 
all 
 

Yes – present 
sufficient information 

in a Planning 
Statement (e.g. 

number and type of 
jobs, skills, 

comparison with the 
local market)  

No – state in an 
appropriate part of 

the Planning 
Statement why it 
isn’t possible to 

provide information 
about the number 
and types of jobs.  
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Ch3) If the proposed development involves an 
alternative use of a site/ plot safeguarded in Policy 
CYF 1, is the proposal consistent with Policy CYF 5? 
  

Yes – please provide 
relevant information 

with the planning 
application, e.g. as 

part of the planning 
statement (see the 

explanation to Policy 
CYF 5) 

 

No - state in 
relevant part of the 
planning statement 
why the proposal 
diverges from the 

Policy CYF 5. 

D) A housing development that does not require Language Statement (see B1 and B2 above) nor 
a Language Impact Assessment (see criterion 2 Policy PS 1 and Diagrams 5 & 7 of this SPG) 
D1) If the size of the development meets with the 
affordable housing thresholds set out in Policy TAI 
15, does it provide the required number of on site 
affordable housing site or make a financial 
contribution to the delivery of affordable housing 
on another site? 
 
Poor practice 
 
Development does not meet the affordable 
housing target and no viability evidence was 
provided to justify this shortfall. 
 
Good practice 
 
The development has reached the affordable 
housing target laid down, or, where they cannot 
reach the target, it has been supported by 
evidence detailed viability, either detailing how 
the proposal provides a maximum contribution of 
affordable housing, or detailing why it cannot 
provide any affordable housing. 
 

Yes – the 
development policy is 
consistent with Policy 
TAI 15 and does not 

therefore need further 
assessment in relation 
to the Welsh language 

No – the 
information in the 
affordable housing 

viability study 
justifies the 
alternative 

approach, including 
how the proposed 
development will 

maintain or create a 
distinctive and 

sustainable 
community. 

 

D2) If the development is for between 2 – 4 of 
housing units (which is less than the threshold in 
criterion 1 c of Policy PS 1) on a site within the 
development boundary of a Centre or Village, will 
the development provide homes for first time 
buyers (houses or flats), family homes, homes for 
older persons. 
 
Poor practice 
 
The housing (type, size and tenure) does not 
reflect the existing and proposed requirements in 
the area. 
 
Good practice 
 

Yes – the 
development is 

consistent with the 
Policy TAI 8 and does 
not therefore need 

further assessment in 
relation to the Welsh 

language. 

Yes – please provide 
information to 

demonstrate how 
the development is 

consistent with 
Policy TAI 8 in the 

plan 
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The housing (type, size and tenure) is appropriate 
for identified needs within the community that 
already exists in the area, but also addresses the 
anticipated demographic trends in the area. 
 

D3) If applicable, does the development provide 
support to provide additional school places and/or 
additional resources in language immersion unit? 
 
Poor practice 
 
No evidence to show how he would expected 
increase in the number of children is addressed. 
 
Good practice 
 
Evidence was presented to show agreement with 
the education authority that there is sufficient 
capacity in the relevant school (s) and/or the 
relevant language immersion unit to cope with the 
expected increase in the number of children in the 
light of the development or impact can be suitably 
mitigated by on site provision and/or 
contributions. 
 

Yes - please provide 
relevant information 

with the planning 
application (look at 

Planning Obligations 
SPG and the 
Educational 

Contributions SPG to 
see the relevant 

formula). 

No – please provide 
information to 

demonstrate how 
the development is 

consistent with 
Policy ISA 1 

 

D4) Does the rate of development consider and 
respond well to the availability of social and 
physical infrastructure in order to ensure the 
capacity of the local community to cope with the 
change (Policy ISA 1). 
 
Poor practice 
 
No evidence to show what consideration has been 
given to the impact of the proposed building rate 
on the social fabric. 
 
Good practice 
 
Evidence is presented to show a commitment, 
where applicable, to develop gradually to ensure 
that not all development occurs at the same time 
to assist in the assimilation of new residents in the 
existing community and facilitate the coherence 
of the community.  
 

Yes – please provide 
relevant information 

with the planning 
application, e.g. a 

phased development 
programme (if 

applicable). 

No – please provide 
information to 
support your 

method of achieving 
the proposed 
development. 

D5) If applicable, does the design of the proposal 
take account of the views of each relevant part of 
the local community, and this can be adequately 
demonstrated through the development of the 
design? 

Yes – please provide 
relevant information 

with the planning 
application, e.g. as 

part of the planning 

No – please provide 
information to 
support your 

method of achieving 
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Poor practice 
 
The design does not consider the views of the local 
community and has not met with any of the 
expectations of the local authority in terms of 
engagement. 
 
Good practice 
 
The development’s design has taken into account 
the views of the local community. The 
engagement undertaken is in compliance with the 
expectations of the local authority. 
 

statement, part of a 
design and access 

statement, part of the 
statement about 

engagement. 

the proposed 
development. 

Dd Development that involves the loss of a community facility, e.g. village hall, school, place of 
worship, pub 

Dd1) Does the community facility play a role to 
maintain identity and sustainability of the 
community? 
 
Poor practice 
 
There is no other similar community facility in the 
settlement or in another reasonably accessible 
settlement. 
 
Good practice 
 
There is a similar community facility in the 
settlement or in another reasonably accessible 
settlement or the proposed development includes 
appropriate mitigation measures. 
 

Yes – please provide 
relevant information 

with the planning 
application, e.g. as 

part of the planning 
statement, part of a 
design and access 

statement, part of the 
statement about 

engagement. 

No – no further 
assessment required 

in terms of the 
Welsh language. 

 

Advisory note to businesses: 

The Welsh language Commissioner's Office has information on its website about the benefits of the 

Welsh language, examples of good practice and experiences of businesses and charities to use the 

Welsh language. Reference is also made to the practical assistance that is available in the form of 

various guidelines on how to use evidence and research about the Welsh language to demonstrate 

the value of the language. Through the Commissioner’s Office on line calendar, you can also find out 

about useful events and training sessions. There is a questionnaire as part of the package information 

to do a self- assessment of the business from the perspective of the Welsh in the business. 

http://www.comisiynyddygymraeg.cymru/hybu/en/home/Pages/home.aspx  
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1) The purpose of the screening process during the pre-application stage is to see if the proposed 

development reaches the thresholds in the criteria 1 and 2 in Policy PS 1 Policy, and to motivate 
an applicant with a development that doesn’t reach those thresholds to consider measures which 
could be embedded in the development. 
 

2) The role of the Welsh language statement (see diagram 6 and Appendix 7) is to provide 
information about a proposed development that meets criterion 1 a-c in Policy PS 1. Depending 
on the conclusions of the Statement it may be necessary to identify measures to be put in place 
to ensure that the development meets the requirements of relevant policies in the Plan, including 
Policy PS 1.  

 

3) If a proposed development reaches criterion 2 of Policy PS 1, a report about the Welsh Language 
Impact Assessment will be required to present the context and clarify what safeguards will be put 
in place to help protect, promote and improve the situation of the language, giving consideration 
to the proposed development and the local community (see diagram 7 and Appendix 8). 

 

4) When a Statement or an Assessment is required, undertaking the assessment as soon as possible 
whilst preparing the planning application, engaging with stakeholders whilst doing so, will help 
to identify the opportunities to reduce risk or maximise benefits via possible mitigation actions. 

 
Schedule of possible activities 
 
5) The next schedule contains examples of possible activities to mitigate the effects of linguistic 

development as well as enhancement measures to ensure wider benefits of development that 
could be included in planning applications. This list is not exhaustive, and should therefore be 
used as a guide rather than a complete, comprehensive list of requirements. It should be noted 
that mitigation or enhancement measures can be applied to proposed developments on sites 
which have been allocated in the Plan as well as those that have not been allocated (namely, (i) 
some windfall sites where consideration was given to their contribution at the time of preparing 
the Plan, and (ii) those windfall sites described as unexpected – see diagram 7 and Appendix 8 in 
part D of the SPG). 

 
6) It will be essential that there is a direct link between what is being sought in the measure and 

the planning permission. It will be important to ensure that what is being requested is 
reasonable in relation to the size and nature of the proposal, it does not make the development 
unviable, and does not relate to the identity or personal characteristics of the land user. Some 
proposals, such as development comprising of an adequate affordable housing supply, will 
include embedded mitigation planted and so there would be no need for further measures. 

 

7) Applicants are expected to liaise with competent officers within the Authorities ( e.g. planning 

officers, language development officers, housing officers and education officers) and/or with the 

Mentrau Iaith as soon as possible during the process of preparing a planning application to discuss 

mitigation and enhancement measures. 
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Table A: Schedule of examples of possible activities 

 

HOUSING 

i.  That the number of houses to be provided are built a little at a time, by considering 
the Plan’s housing trajectory in Appendix 10 of the Plan; 
 

ii.  Provides the type of housing (including affordable housing) which accords with the 
conclusions of local housing needs studies, housing register, Tai Teg register, the 
Welsh Government's latest household projections, or other appropriate source of 
information about local housing market needs (see Policy TAI 8 and supplementary 
planning guidance: a mix of housing and Policy Tai 15 and supplementary planning 
guidance: affordable housing); 
 

iii.  Provide affordable housing for local needs which are compatible with the Plan’s 
requirements (see Policy TAI 15 and policy TAI 16 and supplementary planning 
guidance: affordable housing); 
 

iv.  Provide local market housing which are compatible with the Plan’s requirements 
(Polisi TAI 5) and Supplementary Planning Guidance Local Market Housing; 
 

v.  Agreements with registered local landlords to provide for those on the local housing 
register (see supplementary planning guidance: affordable housing); 
 

vi.  Name street /developments by taking into account local linguistic heritage (see Policy 
PS1 and part D.?? of the supplementary planning guidance: maintaining and creating 
a distinctive and sustainable communities); 
 

vii.  Support and fund activities where parents can have the opportunity to hear the 
language with their children, e.g. Cylch Ti a Fi and Welsh for Children provision (see 
Policy ISA 1 and Supplementary Planning Guidance: Planning Obligations); 
 

viii.  Support and fund school places or immersion centre (see Policy ISA 1 and 
Supplementary Planning Guidance: Planning Obligations); 
 

ix.  Support and fund informal activities where small children (pre- school) and school 
children have the opportunity to use the Welsh language (including as learners), e.g. 
football training, youth clubs, school holiday clubs (see Policy ISA 1 and 
Supplementary Planning Guidance: Planning Obligations); 
 

 

EMPLOYMENT 
 

x.  Name developments by taking into account local linguistic heritage (see Policy PS1 
and part D.16 of the supplementary planning guidance: maintaining and creating a 
distinctive and sustainable communities); 
 
 

xi.  Provide bilingual signage in public places (see Policy PS1 and part D.15 of the 
supplementary planning guidance: maintaining and creating a distinctive and 
sustainable communities); 
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xii.  Supporting and funding employment initiatives and local skills training (see Policy ISA 
1 and Supplementary Planning Guidance: Planning Obligations); 
 

xiii.  Supporting and funding community facilities/ groups and cultural and language 
initiatives/projects in the local area to encourage employees to use the language 
(including as learners) within their communities (see Policy ISA 1 and Supplementary 
Planning Guidance: Planning Obligations); 
 

xiv.  Support and fund courses that introduce the language and language lessons to 
members of staff, e.g. short courses targeted to the needs of the employer and the 
workers (see Policy ISA 1 and Supplementary Planning Guidance: Planning 
Obligations). 

xv.  Support and fund language awareness training courses for staff in order to raise 
awareness of the context of the language and nature of a bilingual society in 
Gwynedd and Anglesey (see ISA Policy 1 and supplementary planning guidance: 
planning obligations); 

xvi.  Provision of information to raise a prospective employee’s awareness of the Welsh, 
the bilingual nature of communities in Gwynedd and Anglesey Council and education 
policy in the recruitment and induction of new staff (see ISA Policy 1 and 
supplementary planning guidance: planning obligations); 

xvii.  Adopting a voluntary or statutory language policy/plan that explains how the 
employer will ensure that the Welsh language is treated less favourably than the 
English (see ISA Policy 1 and supplementary planning guidance: planning obligations) 

 

COMMUNITY FACILITIES AND SERVICES 
 

i.  Name developments by taking into account local linguistic heritage (see Policy PS1 
and part D.16 of the supplementary planning guidance: maintaining and creating a 
distinctive and sustainable communities); 
 

ii.  Provide bilingual signage in public places (see Policy PS1 and part D.15 of the 
supplementary planning guidance: maintaining and creating a distinctive and 
sustainable communities); 
 

iii.  Supporting and funding employment initiatives and local skills training (see Policy ISA 
1 and Supplementary Planning Guidance: Planning Obligations); 
 
 

iv.  Supporting and funding community facilities/ groups and cultural and language 
initiatives/projects in the local area to encourage employees to use the language 
(including as learners) within their communities (see Policy ISA 1 and Supplementary 
Planning Guidance: Planning Obligations); 
 

v.  Support and fund courses that introduce the language and language lessons to 
members of staff, e.g. short courses targeted to the needs of the employer and the 
workers (see Policy ISA 1 and Supplementary Planning Guidance: Planning 
Obligations). 

vi.  Support and fund language awareness training courses for staff in order to raise 
awareness of the context of the language and nature of a bilingual society in 
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Gwynedd and Anglesey (see ISA Policy 1 and supplementary planning guidance: 
planning obligations); 

vii.  Provision of information to raise a prospective employee’s awareness of the Welsh, 
the bilingual nature of communities in Gwynedd and Anglesey Council and education 
policy in the recruitment and induction of new staff (see ISA Policy 1 and 
supplementary planning guidance: planning obligations); 

viii.  Adopting a voluntary or statutory language policy/plan that explains how the 
employer will ensure that the Welsh language is treated less favourably than the 
English (see ISA Policy 1 and supplementary planning guidance: planning obligations); 

 

COMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE 
 

i.  Name developments by taking into account local linguistic heritage (see Policy PS1 
and part D.16 of the supplementary planning guidance: maintaining and creating a 
distinctive and sustainable communities); 
 

ii.  Provide bilingual signage in public places (see Policy PS1 and part D.15 of the 
supplementary planning guidance: maintaining and creating a distinctive and 
sustainable communities); 
 

iii.  Supporting and funding community facilities/ groups and cultural and language 
initiatives/projects in the local area to encourage employees to use the language 
(including as learners) within their communities (see Policy ISA 1 and Supplementary 
Planning Guidance: Planning Obligations); 
 

iv.  Adopting a voluntary or statutory language policy/plan that explains how the 
employer will ensure that the Welsh language is treated less favourably than the 
English (see ISA Policy 1 and supplementary planning guidance: planning obligations); 
 

 

RENEWABLE ENERGY 
 

i.  Name developments by taking into account local linguistic heritage (see Policy PS1 
and part D.16 of the supplementary planning guidance: maintaining and creating a 
distinctive and sustainable communities); 
 

ii.  Provide bilingual signage in public places (see Policy PS1 and part D.15 of the 
supplementary planning guidance: maintaining and creating a distinctive and 
sustainable communities); 
 

iii.  Supporting and funding employment initiatives and local skills training (see Policy ISA 
1 and Supplementary Planning Guidance: Planning Obligations 
 

iv.  Supporting and funding community facilities/ groups and cultural and language 
initiatives/projects in the local area to encourage employees to use the language 
(including as learners) within their communities (see Policy ISA 1 and Supplementary 
Planning Guidance: Planning Obligations); 
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v.  Adopting a voluntary or statutory language policy/plan that explains how the 
employer will ensure that the Welsh language is treated less favourably than the 
English (see ISA Policy 1 and supplementary planning guidance: planning obligations); 
 

 
8) The consent must include the measures either through planning conditions or by Section 106 

obligations. Like all other conditions or commitment they will have to be necessary to make 
the development acceptable from the perspective of planning and be directly related to the 
development in order to comply with the regulations/law relating to the subject (see 
Appendix 3 which provides references to relevant documents). It is important to note that 
commuted sums cannot be ensured through a planning condition and would need to be 
ensured through a Section 106 agreement. 
 

9) Based on the conclusions of the Language Statement and the report on the Welsh language 
Impact Assessment and the type of development, and bearing in mind the planning 
requirements described in paragraph 7 above, the following example of a planning condition 
could be used: 

 Any development should not start until a scheme to mitigate the effects of the 
development on the Welsh language has been submitted and approved in writing by the 
local planning authority. The mitigation scheme includes a, b, c, etc., and includes a 
timetable for the implementation of the mitigation measures. Mitigation measures 
should be implemented as approved within the timeframe (-s) set out in the mitigation 
scheme. 

 
10) Please also note the Authorities may raise a Community Infrastructure Levy on new 

developments in order to pay for the infrastructure that is necessary for growth, such as 
improving roads and parks/open space or provide new health services. The rates would be 
charged on new developments and it depends on the size and nature of the new development. 
The Authorities will prepare research regarding the matter and explore links between community 
infrastructure and the Welsh language and how new developments could contribute to this. 
Gwynedd and Anglesey’s Language Strategies along with the Local Well-being Plans will be 
relevant in order to take account of any relevant projects that can be funded. 
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When will a Language Statement be required? 

1 Diagrams 5 and 6 have concisely described when a Welsh Language Statement will be 

required. 

2. As a reminder, applicants will be required to complete a Welsh Language Statement to cover 
certain types of development in line with Policy PS 1 – the Welsh language and culture. A copy 
of the complete Policy is included in Appendix 1 to this Supplementary Planning Guidance. For 
ease of reference, here are the criteria that provide the threshold to prepare a Welsh 
Language Statement: 

 

Requiring a Welsh Language Statement, which will protect, promote and enhance the 

Welsh language, where the proposed development falls within one of the following 

categories:   

a. Retail, industrial or commercial development employing  more than 50 

employees and/or with an area of 1,000 sq. m. or more; or 

b. Residential development which will individually or cumulatively provide more 

than the indicative housing provision set out for the settlement in Policies TAI 

1 – TAI 6; or 

c. Residential development of 5 or more housing units on allocated or windfall 

sites within development boundaries that doesn’t address evidence of need 

and demand for housing recorded in a Housing Market Assessments and other 

relevant local sources of evidence. 
 
3. Preparing a Welsh Language Statement to accompany an application presents a number of 

benefits, particularly as a tool for demonstrating and communicating that sufficient 

consideration has been given to the language during the process of formulating the proposal. It 

is required to show if development is going to contribute to create social climate and conditions 

that facilitate the use of the Welsh language in the local community. It allows the Authority to 

see whether the proposal meets the Plan’s objectives and policies. It will assist the applicant, 

then the Authority, to determine what measures are required (embedded and/or managed by 

a planning condition or 106 Agreement) to eliminate or reduce the negative effects or to 

enhance a positive impact. It will also allow the Authority to decide whether the development 

would have such a negative impact on the language and the community that would justify a 

refusal of the application.   

 

4. If the development is ‘large’ under category a. above (i.e. a business development with a 

floorspsace of 1,000 sq m or more) or under category b or c above (i.e. providing 10 or more 

houses), in terms of the Town and Country Planning Regulations (Development Management 

Order) (Wales) (Amended) 2016 (see diagram 4 in the Supplementary Planning Guidance), you 

will be required to undertake a statutory Pre- Application Consultation. You will be required to 

submit a Statement of Public Consultation with the planning application, which will include 

information about the engagement, the views of those who did respond and changes you have 

made to the development, if it is relevant to do so, following consideration of the views 

received. When a Pre- Application Consultation, the applicant will be expected to prepare the 
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Welsh Language Statement as part of the draft proposal for pre- application consultation and 

the Welsh Language Statement should be referred as part of the Statement of Public 

Consultation.  

 

5. If the development is a residential development where category b applies, the applicant is asked 

to contact the Planning Authority for further guidance regarding what type of Welsh Language 

Statement is required.  

 

The purpose of the Welsh Language Statement 

 

6. The purpose of the Statement is to establish the likely impact of the proposed development on 

communities in general, and on the language more specifically and, if appropriate, to identify 

measures that will either mitigate negative impacts or protect/improve/disseminate positive 

effects. It will help to ensure that the linguistic implications of relevant proposed development 

are fully understood before making a decision on the planning application. The scale and 

duration of the effects (positive and negative) depends on the nature and type of development 

and the relationship between it and the community. The Statement is a structured process that 

allows the language to be taken into account in the consideration of proposals for change. They 

should include the information, the analysis and the results of the Language Statement in 

structured report 

 

7. The methodology described in this Appendix follows three steps. This is the methodology that 

will have be followed for undertaking the Statement. It is a process where information about 

the likely effects of proposed development are collected, collated, assessed and taken into 

account by the applicant, as part of the work to draw up the proposal. The results of applying 

the methodology will also be checked by qualified officers within the Authority prior to the 

decision maker makes a decision whether to give permission or not. 

 

8. The level of detail required should be commensurate with the scale of development. The 

applicant should consider employing a competent person to assist him to carry out the work. 

See Diagram 8 in the Supplementary Planning Guidance for help regarding what is considered 

to be a competent person. The need for assistance from a competent person will depend on 

the size and type of development. 

 
Who should prepare the assessment for the Welsh Language Statement? 
 

9. Applicants will be expected to employ a competent person or a group of consultants, which will 
include an eligible individual to undertake the work. Doing so will ensure completeness and 
quality of the Statement and the report about it. The Statement is expected to outline the 
relevant expertise of the competent person, his or her experience and qualifications, of 
sufficient detail to show that this is true. Diagram 9 in section 2 of the Supplementary Planning 
Guidance describes a ' competent person ' from the perspective of the language, which includes 
individuals with accredited language planning qualification, or a qualification, experience or 
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training in research related to linguistic planning matters, and town and country planning 
qualification. The applicant is responsible for paying for the work associated with the 
preparation of the Statement. 

 
The methodology – process and assessment 
 

10. The following flowchart summarises the methodology to be used to undertake work associated 
with preparing a Language Statement. A detailed description of the methodology is provided in 
the paragraphs and tables that follow the flowchart. 

 

 

 
Figure 7.1: the methodology to be used to prepare a Welsh Language Statement 
 

11. The Language Statement must be completed by including the information for steps 1 – 
2 below and then discuss the key issues listed in step 3 onwards (as appropriate), giving 
as much written evidence as possible.  
 

12. The issues that are relevant to land-use planning considerations relating to zones that 
are important to be able to transfer the Language at home and zones that are important 
to create and maintain social opportunities to use and learn Welsh. It can also contain 
information about any other matter you believe is necessary. 

 
  

• What is the community's poulation, household and housing 
profile?

• What is the local infrastructure (facilities and services)?

• Engage with the local community and others

STEP 1: COLLECT, 
RECORD AND ANALYSE 
INFORMATION ABOUT 

THE COMMUNITY

• What is the relevant policy context?

STEP 2: COLLECT, 
RECORD AND ANALYSE 
POLICY REQUIREMENTS

• What are the proposed development's characteristics?

• Consider and discuss the key matters, referring to evidence in 
Step 1 and 2, as appropriate

STEP 3: APPLY THE 
INFORMATION IN STEP 

1 AND 2
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The Methodology to prepare a Welsh Language Statement 
 
13. It will be necessary to follow this Methodology in order to consider and demonstrate how the 

proposed development can have a positive or positive impact on the local community and the 
local area. 

 
 
STEP 1: COLLECT, RECORD AND ANALYSE INFORMATION ABOUT THE COMMUNITY 
 
Population, household and housing profile  

 
14. Local demographic nature (e.g. birth, death, migration patterns and percentages, age, income, 

deprivation) of the settlement and Community Council/city/town area where the application 
site is located must be considered in order to understand how the proposed development could 
affect the community, including changes over time and cumulative effects. The number and 
ages of Welsh speakers at the planning application stage and in the past are critical factors. We 
must not only look at the number and percentage of speakers in the area generally, but also, 
for example, the age profile of speakers, in order to understand what type of impact the 
development might have on the linguistic composition of the area. You should also analyse data 
about language transfer patterns in the home within the local community. Depending on the 
type of development being considered, an understanding of the nature of the labour market 
and the nature of the local housing market may be required. How will your development affect 
these markets? Will it, for example, offer employment opportunities that have not been 
available in the area before? The population, household and housing profile will help to show 
why the development is required and who is likely to be negatively affected by/ benefit from 
the development. Appendix 2 & 3 of the Supplementary Planning Guidance provide links to 
various sources of data/ information. The data and information is available for different spatial 
areas, e.g. ward, Community Council, Local Authority and the whole of Wales 

 
15. You must provide a brief statement about your understanding of these issues in the Welsh 

Language Statement. 
 

Local infrastructure profile (facilities and services) 
 
16. The availability of facilities available locally to the public, - shops, surgeries and other public 

services, community centres, halls, schools, etc. must be considered. Which of these facilities 
offer services or activities in Welsh and how will your development enhance the provision in 
these facilities? Please give a brief summary of the situation in your Language Statement. Topic 
Paper 5, which was prepared to support the preparation of the Local Development Plan is one 
source of information about the availability of facilities and services per settlement. This can be 
viewed online in the Local Development Plan Examination library. Your local information about 
the settlement will provide the most current information about the settlement or you should 
get in touch with the Community or Town Council, who will have information that is only 
available locally. 

 
17. You must provide a brief statement about your understanding of these issues in the Welsh 

Language Statement. 
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Engagement with the local community and others  

 
18. Show how you have consulted and engaged with the relevant local stakeholders about your 

proposal.  These local stakeholders may include  neighbours, community and voluntary groups, 
specific groups  (which could include Mentrau Iaith), the Community Council,  the Local Member 
or services within the Council with relevant information about the settlement where the 
development is located. Appendix 4 of this Guidance provides useful contact details.  The Welsh 
language is an important attribute across all communities in Anglesey and Gwynedd.  The 
applicant is expected to provide information bilingually, and give priority to the Welsh language.  
The applicant should always be prepared to receive responses to engagement and consultation 
work in the medium of Welsh.  The nature and scale of the engagement / consultation will 
depend on the type and scale of development in mind. The legislative requirements note the 
minimum consultation required for a major development and how to present information 
about the consultation. The Welsh Government has published a good practice guide about 
consulting with communities before submitting a major application. Planning Aid Wales (on 
behalf of the Welsh Government) has published a booklet for community and town councils, 
community groups and individuals who want to understand and respond to pre application 
consultations. 

 
19. If the development is not classed as being ‘large’ according to the Order referred to above, you 

should include a short statement about the steps and methods of engagement as part of the 
Welsh Language Statement. Every development, regardless of size, can benefit from effective 
engagement and guidance issued by the Welsh Government/ Planning Aid Wales described 
above will be just as relevant to smaller developments. Consulting and engaging provides you 
with an opportunity to share your initial proposal with the local stakeholders and explain it to 
them before submitting a formal application and obtaining support from the community, if 
possible. The success of the planning application is not solely reliant on support from the local 
community 

 
 

 
STEP 2: COLLECT, RECORD AND ANALYSE POLICY REQUIREMENTS 
 
The policy background 

 
20. The day -to -day context of daily lives in communities is influenced by public policies, whether 

at a county, regional, national or International level. When drawing up proposed development 
it is essential to be aware of which land use planning policies in the local development plan and 
which supplementary planning guidance are relevant to the development. In addition, it would 
be useful to be aware of what other public policies promote positive intentions in favour of the 
Welsh language. Appendix 3 contains examples of useful policy documents available when the 
guidance was prepared. You will need to verify if there are more recent policy developments 
when the statement is prepared. 

 
21. You must provide a brief statement about your understanding of these issues in the Welsh 

Language Statement. 
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STEP 3: APPLYING THE INFORMATION COLLECTED IN STEP 1 & 2 

 
Characteristics of the proposed development  

 
22. Please describe the application and why you think it is consistent with national and local policies 

and impacts positively on the Welsh language in the community/local area. If there are any 
negative impacts likely, these should be stated. The starting point will be to clearly demonstrate 
that the application is consistent with the local development plan. You should do this not only 
by listing relevant objectives and policies in the Plan but also by including full justification for 
the proposal and how it will contribute positively to the implementation of the Plan, by 
reference to the key issues below. If any likely negative effects are identified, these should be 
set out and mitigation or compensatory measures should be suggested. 

 
Key issues to be considered 

23. The rest of the Language Statement should tackle the key issues shown in the table below, 
whilst referring to your interpretation of the information gathered about the community and 
local area (referred to above) and your information about the planning application. The key 
issues are linked to the places that are important to be able to transfer the Language at home 
and places that are important to maintain and create social opportunities to use and learn 
Welsh. 

 

LANGUAGE AND POPULATION MOVEMENT (this matter is relevant to Housing developments 
and Employment developments) 
 

Explain, with full evidence, how the development is likely to affect the population in contributing 
or affecting the linguistic composition. You should cover the following: 
 

 How will the development ensure opportunities for local people to stay in their communities? 

 Is it likely that the development will attract people to the community? If there is, how many are 
expected? How many and what percentage are likely to be Welsh speakers? 

 Is there a likelihood that local people will migrate from the community as a result of the 
development? 

 Balance between Welsh speakers (including learners) and individuals that do not have any 
Welsh language skills 

 Is the development likely to lead to a change in the age structure within the population: more 
or less children, young people, middle- age people, elderly? 

 Is the change likely to be a permanent one or a temporary one? 

 

VISUAL ELEMENTS (this matter is relevant to Housing developments and Employment 
developments) 
 

Explain, with full evidence, how the development is likely to affect the Language visibility in the 
area, in terms of promoting the area’s distinctive culture. You should cover the following: 
 

 Whether the development will increase the visibility of the language? 
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 Corporate image and branding - signs and advertisements on the site that are within the 
planning remit, e.g. advertising/marketing sign for a new housing site, signs and advertisements 
to customers in public places on employment sites 

 The name of the site or development –will it retain an old Welsh name or will any new name be 
derived from historic, geographical or local ties to the area, if practical 

 

QUALITY OF LIFE INCLUDING COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE (you should tackle the following 
where applicable according to size and type of development) 
 

Explain, with full evidence, how the development affects Infrastructure in the community 
(facilities and services). You should cover the following: 
 

 Is there a sufficient supply of child care and pre- school places in the locality? 

 Is there sufficient capacity in schools in the locality? Is the development likely to require more 
school places or is the provision already sufficient? Is there sufficient resources to ensure that 
the schools are able to carry on to accomplish their role of producing fluent Welsh speakers?  

 The balance between non-Welsh speakers and Welsh speaking pupils in the school 

 Will the development increase the demand for Welsh immersion support for newcomers? 

 Will the development increase the demand on local facilities and services? 

 The extent to which the development will have a positive or negative impact on existing 
facilities or services? 

 To what degree will the development create new opportunities to promote the Welsh 
language in local facilities and services such as halls, shops, and so on? 

 

NEW HOUSING 
 

Explain, with full evidence, how the development is likely to affect the Housing market. You 
should tackle the following: 
 

 Expected market price for the houses and how this compares with the income of local 
households and average house prices in the area 

 Affordable housing provision and how that compares with policy requirements 

 Expected or proposed development rate of development 

 Housing mix and how that compares with policy requirements, county or local surveys, or other 
sources of information 

 Number of houses and how that compares with the demand for housing and the supply of 
housing set out in the Plan and granted consent since the Plan’s adoption 

 The possible cumulative impact that the development could have, taking account of any other 
relevant recent development in the local area 

 

EMPLOYMENT 
 

Explain, with full evidence, how the development is likely to affect the Economy in the local 
area. You should tackle the following: 
 

 How will the development contribute to current employment opportunities in the area, e.g. will 
it foster economic variability in the local area or not? 
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 Number of full and/ or part time jobs 

 Skills which are necessary for the business or organisation and how that compares with the 
labour skills of local people (within the travel to work area) 

 Salaries that will be offered and how that compares with average wages in the area 

 The labour skills of local people (within the travel to work area) and how likely it is according to 
the above assessment the posts will be filled from among the local population 

 Is it likely that you will need to search outside the local area for employees, e.g. to obtain 
specialist skills 

 What type of Welsh language skills are essential and desirable for the jobs that will be created 
by the development? These will need to be defined as part of the development’s Welsh language 
Plan (voluntary or statutory). 

 Welsh Language skills that will be necessary for the workers and their dependants to integrate 
into the local community 

 The possible cumulative impact that the development could have, taking account of any other 
relevant recent development in the local area 

 

SUMMARISE YOUR FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 

Summarise your findings including the likely significant effects (positive and/ or negative)  

Record your conclusions, including discussions with the Mentrau Iaith or others regarding possible 
mitigation or enhancement measures 

 

MITIGATION AND ENHANCEMENT MEASURES 
 

What activities are necessary to eliminate or reduce any adverse effects caused by the development 
or facilitate dissemination of any benefits.  
 
Take a look at Appendix 6 in the Supplementary Planning Guidance for potential activities. You will 
need to prepare a Welsh language Mitigation and a Benefits Enhancement Strategy, including an 
action plan that notes how and when the activities be delivered, i.e. that the measures can be 
realised. A plan to monitor the various actions set out in the Strategy will also be required. 
 
Record your conclusions, including discussion with the Mentrau Iaith or others about the possible 
activities. 
  

  
24. In accordance with good practice relating to balancing the effects of development, use a Risk 

Matrix – see example on Figure 7.2 – to identify possible effects and the probability of those 
effects on the vitality of the Welsh language in the community and locality. 

 
Figure 7.2: example Risk Matrix 
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What happens after the Statement is submitted? 
 
25. See Diagram 9 in this Supplementary Planning Guidance. The Planning Officer dealing with the 

planning application will consider the evidence presented. In doing so he/ she will consult with 

a competent officer (-s) within the Council who will look to see:  

(i) were all methodology questions answered in full, and   
(ii) whether or not the analysis and conclusions based on the cumulative information 

submitted are reasonable 
 

26. Before coming to a conclusion and make a recommendation about the planning application the 
Planning Officer will consider the evidence of the competent officer (-s) and relevant evidence 
obtained from external parties, e.g. community and town councils. The Planning Officer may 
ask the applicant for clarification or for more details to ensure that the Statement is correct and 
complete before making a recommendation on the application for planning permission. The 
Planning Officer will discuss any additional evidence received from the applicant with 
competent officer (-s) within the Council. 

 
27. Where there is dispute between the Planning Officer and the applicant about the evidence in 

the Language Statement, the Officer will appoint a qualified external consultant to consider the 
evidence that is the subject of the dispute. The applicant will be notified of the intention to 
employ an external consultant before appointing one. The applicant will be responsible for costs 
associated with employing a consultant. 
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When will a Welsh Language Impact Assessment be required? 
 

1. An applicant will be required to assess the likely impact of a proposed development and produce 
a Welsh Language Impact Assessment report if the development meets criterion 2 in Policy PS 1 
- Welsh Language and Culture. For convenience, this is the criterion that gives the threshold for 
the need to prepare a report on the Welsh Language Impact Assessment: 

 
Requiring a Welsh Language Impact Assessment, which will set out how the proposed 
development will protect, promote and enhance the Welsh Language, where the proposed 
development is on an unexpected windfall site for a large- scale housing development or large 
scale employment development that would lead to a significant workforce flow 
 

2. Diagram 8 in Section 2 of the Supplementary Planning Guidance describes what is meant by the 
terms ‘unexpected windfall site’, ‘large-scale housing development’ and ‘large-scale employment 
development which would mean a significant flow of workforce’. For convenience, table 8.1 re-
iterates these descriptions: 

 
Table 8.1: Definition of key terms 

 
unexpected windfall site – this is assessed by looking at the Plan's strategy and policies and the 
evidence to support the strategy and policies, e.g. its location compared to the development 
boundary, the status of the site in the Plan's policies, Urban Capacity Assessment considerations, 
when the site became available, compliance or not with relevant policies. 
 
 
large scale housing development - a development that would involve having 10 or more housing 
units at the Sub-Regional Centre and the Urban Service Centres, and having 5 or more housing 
units in Local Service Centres, Service Villages, Local/ Rural / Coastal Villages. The site’s capacity 
will be considered to determine if the threshold has been exceeded, e.g. would it be possible to 
build more than the intended number of houses that would then exceed the threshold; and/ or 
does the site form part of a site, which when taken in its entirety, would exceed the threshold. 

 
Large scale employment development which would mean a significant flow of workforce 

 
(i) needs more than 10 or more employees1, and  
(ii) That the jobs must be marketed beyond the following travel to work area in order to 

attract the workforce that have the relevant skills for the new jobs: Bangor and Holyhead; 

Pwllheli and Porthmadog; and Tywyn and Dolgellau. Please get in touch with the 

Department responsible for the development of the area's economy for information — 

see contact details in Appendix 4 

 
 
 

                                                           
1 Only about 11% of businesses in the Plan area employ more than 10 employees 
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3. So, put simply, the site’s development was not foreseen at the Local Development Plan 

formulation stage, and that the development is large-scale. As a result, the proposal was not 

subject to a Sustainability Assessment (which includes a Strategic Environmental Assessment), 

that was influenced by a Welsh Language Impact Assessment. On this premise, Policy PS 1 of the 

Plan requires a Welsh Language Impact Assessment of the proposed development. This approach 

is consistent with national planning policy and guidance (see paragraph 3.2.2). Applicants should 

liaise with the Development Management Unit in the pre-application period stage if there is 

uncertainty about the need for a Welsh Language Impact Assessment. 

 

Purpose of the Assessment 

4. The purpose of the Assessment is to establish the likely impact of the proposed development on 

communities in general, and on the Welsh language more specifically and, if appropriate, identify 

measures that will either mitigate negative effects, or protect/enhance/spread positive effects. 

It will help ensure the linguistic implications of a relevant proposed development are fully 

explored before planning decisions are made. The scale and period of effects (positive and 

negative) will depend on the nature and type of the development, and its relationship with the 

community. The Assessment is a structured process that enables the Welsh language to be taken 

into account when considering proposals for change. The results of the Welsh language Impact 

Assessment should be set out in a structured report. 

 

5. The Methodology given in this Appendix is in three parts. This is the methodology that must be 

followed for undertaking the Assessment. It is a process where information about the likely 

effects of a proposed development is collected, collated, assessed and taken into account by the 

applicant, as part of the work of formulating the proposal. The methodology will also be checked 

by competent officers within the Authority before the decision maker decides whether or not to 

grant consent.  

 

Who should prepare the Assessment? 

 

6. Due to the location and scale of the proposed development, an applicant is expected to employ 

a qualified person or group of consultants who will include a qualified person to carry out the 

work. Doing so will ensure the completeness and quality of the Assessment and its report. The 

report on the Assessment is expected to include a statement outlining their relevant expertise, 

qualifications or experience, sufficiently to show that this is true. Diagram 9 in Section 2 of the 

Supplementary Planning Guidance describes a 'competent person' from the Welsh language 

perspective. 

 

7. As referred to in Section 2 of the SPG engagement and undertaking a series of activities before 

submitting a planning application is a key part of preparing applications that require a Language 

Impact Assessment Report. It is expected that key stakeholders will play a full part in steps A – C 

described below.  
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The methodology – process and assessment 

 

8. As noted in paragraph 4 above, the preparation of the Local Development Plan was subject to 

Sustainability Assessment processes, which included a Strategic Environmental Assessment. 

From the Welsh language’s perspective, the Sustainability Assessment was influenced by the 

Welsh Language Impact Assessment. Similar to work associated with undertaking a Sustainability 

Assessment, Strategic Environmental Assessment, Environmental Impact Assessment of 

individual projects, there are 3 main stages to follow in the process of undertaking a Welsh 

Language Impact Assessment of the relevant proposed development (diagram 8.1): 

 

 

9. Engagement and consultation is a key part of the process described above. 

 

STAGE A1) SCOPING PERIOD (IDENTIFYING THE CONTEXT) - IDENTIFYING RELEVANT 

BASELINE INFORMATION 

 

10. It is important that the Welsh Language Impact Assessment process, like any other 

assessment, starts early to enable the applicant and his/her advisers to identify the 

appropriate issues and analyse them as they prepare the details of the proposed 

development. Broadly speaking, the scoping work will include the following, and these should 

be recorded: 

 

A) Scoping period -
identify context, 

including identifying 
and assessing the 
relevant baseline 

information

B) carry out the assessment, 
including an assessment of the 

effects by the correlated subject 
to try and foresee the effects of 
the proposed development after 

it has been implemented

C) where appropriate, 
identify 

mitigation/protection/
improvement/  

dssimenate measures 
and prepare a strategy 

with an action plan.
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 Description of the proposed development; 

 Definition of the area that the large development on an unexpected windfall site could 

influence directly or indirectly. The extent of the area will depend on its type of 

development, its scale and location; 

 Document the current 'state' of the specified communities/area, and in particular the 

Welsh language, which forms part of the baseline to base an assessment upon it; 

 Document assumptions/projections for the specified communities/area, in order to 

seek a picture of the direction of change (rather than definite figures) predicted in this 

identified area based on trends, without the intervention of the development; 

 Document the objectives of the Local Development Plan and the relevant policies, and 

document the objectives of the Language Strategy, Local Wellbeing Plan, and the 

Council's Plan. 

Data sources for the scoping work 

11. Appendix 2 of this Supplementary Planning Guidance contains information on a number of 

current recognised relevant data sources for the Welsh language. Data/information will be 

updated fairly regularly and there is a possibility that additional sources will emerge. 

Therefore, when gathering information about the area of influence at the time of preparation 

for the development, there should be a thorough inquiry into the existence of latest data as 

well as additional data that may only be available at a local level about the Welsh language 

and the wider communities. Local stakeholders, such as Community and Town Councils, have 

data and information that will only be available locally, especially information on 

infrastructure (facilities and services) within settlements and their role in promoting the 

Welsh language.  

 

Identifying the area of influence 

 

12. Identifying the area that the unforeseen proposed development might influence is important. 

The area of influence is unlikely to respect the development boundaries of settlements, or 

perhaps individual wards. Depending on the scale and type of development, the area of 

influence can include the Travel to Work Area and/or the Housing Market Area. Early 

discussions with the Planning Authority and other stakeholders, such as other services within 

the Councils and Mentrau Iaith, will be beneficial to the task of establishing and analysing the 

evidence and conducting the assessment. As, for example, in the case of retail impact studies 

or employment studies, a map will be required in the report together with a record of the 

reasons for choosing the area of influence. A record of discussion with appropriate 

stakeholders should be included. The map should record the number and percentage of all 

Welsh language speakers at a community and ward level. 

Profile of the population now and in the future 

13. When considering the information that should be collected in the context of the Welsh 

language, it is recommended that the numbers and percentage of the Welsh speaking 
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population (including learners) are used, dividing those speakers by age group, in order to 

understand what the impact of development might be on the linguistic composition of the 

area over a period of time. The language of children younger than three years old is not 

recorded in the Census. Other sources can provide the information to establish a baseline and 

complete assumptions, namely Mudiad Meithrin data and Flying Start data. Data about 

language transmission in the home within the locality should also be analysed. Understanding 

the situation of the language in the different age groups gives a picture of the viability of the 

language now, and also offers a picture of the language in the area over the next decades if 

current trends continue and if the development did not happen. How does the proposed 

development contribute to or impacts on projections of change necessary to maintain or 

increase the number and percentages of Welsh speakers in the area affected. This stage offers 

an opportunity to identify future issues in the area, and by carrying out the assessment, how 

the proposed development can affect them (positive or negative). 

14. The impact of a proposed development in area of influence where the use of Welsh is not such 

a prominent feature in the community can be different from the effect in an area where there 

is a higher percentage of Welsh speakers, and where the daily use of Welsh is more prominent. 

This analysis must be recorded. 

Profile of the infrastructure in the influence area (facilities and services for public use) 

15. When considering the information that should be gathered in the context of the wider 

communities, the availability of local facilities for public use must be understood - shops, 

surgeries and other public services, and community centres, halls, schools, etc. When engaging 

with relevant stakeholders, a picture can be obtained of which of these facilities offer services 

or activities in Welsh. If the information is not available, an applicant is expected to take steps 

to fill the gap. Appendix 3 includes a reference to the 'Local Action' tool that can help identify 

relevant facilities and services and a method of collecting the information. 

Engagement at the scoping stage 

16. Every development, regardless of size, can benefit from effective engagement / consultation. 

Firstly, it conforms to one of the ISO 31000 principles which is "activities to communicate and 

consult with stakeholders throughout the process2  Secondly, identifying the characteristics of 

the community and the factors that influence the places (domains) that are important to the 

viability of the language at an early stage offers the best opportunity to ensure that Welsh is a 

consideration in the development of the proposal. Diagram 5 in the Guidance sets out the 

expectations of the Councils in terms of engagement and consultation during the pre-

application period. Development that needs to be the subject of a Welsh Language Impact 

Assessment will be a 'major' development under Article 2 of the Town and Country Planning 

(Development Management Procedure) (Wales) Order 2012 (DMPWO).   Under the Planning 

Act 2015, applicants for 'major developments' will need to carry out a pre-application statutory 

consultation. The number of consultation activities that the applicant needs to carry out before 

                                                           
2 See  C.10, page 13  
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submitting the planning application will be set.   They include consulting with three groups of 

people, namely:   

 People who occupy or own property near the application site;  
• Community consultees, including Community Councils and Councillors (Local 

Member); and  
• Specialist consultees.  Details on the identity of these and when they should be 

consulted with are provided in  Schedule 4 of the DMPWO.  The identity of the 
specialist consultees listed in Schedule 4 which are relevant to the proposed 
development, will be determined by carrying out tests on the description of the 
development.  Appendix 2 of the handbook Pre-application Community Consultation:  
Best Practice Guidance for Developers (2017) published by Welsh Government, 
provides those tests.  

 

17. Welsh Government notes that the applicant may identify additional, valuable consultees not 

listed in Schedule 4 of the DMPWO.  The applicant will be expected to consult with the relevant 

language initiative.  Creating a timetable of consultation activities at the beginning of the project 

will assist to achieve the non-statutory, and statutory, engagement activities, at the correct 

time. It can also assist to ensure that the statutory requirements are met.  

 

18. Both Planning Authorities offer a pre-application advice service (link to the websites to be 

included here).  Appendix 4 of the Supplementary Planning Guidance includes the addresses of 

key stakeholders.  The timing of such informal discussions is at the discretion of the applicant; 

but, in general, it will be extremely beneficial for these to happen as soon as the applicant is in 

a position to provide enough information to form the basis for discussion.  It will be an 

opportunity for planning specific officers to draw the applicant’s attention (and/or those who 

will advise him/her) regarding any gaps in information he/she has collected.  The Planning 

Officer will ask for information from relevant officers within the Council.  The applicant may 

request that any preliminary information currently provided be treated confidentially by the 

Planning authority.  

19. Table 8.2 below provides a template to record the required information 

Table 8.2: Template to record discussion with stakeholders 

Consult and engage in the activities required to address the identified benefits and risks 
 

Which local groups/ 
organisations/ 
officers were 
consulted 

Details of feedback received 
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STAGE A2) SCOPING PERIOD (IDENTIFYING THE CONTEXT) –  ANALYSING THE INFORMATION 

20. The purpose of this part of the scoping period is to analyse the information gathered during 

Stage A1 in order to identify key issues about the community and the Welsh language. This 

will help to obtain an initial picture of the potential impacts associated with the development. 

The conclusions must be recorded in the Report on the Welsh Language Impact Assessment. 

 

STAGE B) CARRY OUT OR MAKE THE ASSESSMENT 

21. As with the Environmental Impact Assessment process, the process of carrying out the Welsh 

Language Impact Assessment needs to consider and record the following, referring to the 

background information and analysis above (i.e. Stage A1 & Stage A2): 

 

i. who (e.g. a particular age group)/ what (e.g. local school) is likely to be affected; 

ii. type of effect (i.e. positive, negative, neutral, direct, indirect); 

iii. likelihood of the effect occurring (i.e. firm, uncertain, can be reversed, cannot be 

reversed); 

iv. potential cumulative effects. 

 

22. This part of the methodology is in two parts: 
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Part 1: complete the Welsh Language Impact Assessment 

 

23. In order to assess the proposed development against the Sustainability Assessment Objective 

relevant to the Welsh language, the relevant parts of the Welsh Language Impact Assessment 

matrix shown in table 8.3 below should be completed. You will need to consider the inter- 

relationship between the factors, e.g. the Welsh language population and the housing market 

and the area’s economy. The template must be used in your report on the Assessment. If a 

positive or negative impact is identified, it will be necessary to consider if any positive effect 

can be improved, or how you will control negative effects. Those activities must be recorded 

in Stage C below. 

 

24. The sample risk/ benefits matrix in Figure 8.1 can be used to identify the risk and the likelihood 

of the effects. 

Part 1 - complete 
the Welsh 
language impact 
assessment matrix 
(table 8.3 below) 
to inform question 
3 of the 
sustainability 
matrix

Part 2 - complete 
the sustainability 
matrix - table 8.4 
below
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Figure 8.1: Sample Risk/ Benefits Matrix 
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EFFAITH 20 MLYNEDD

TE
B

YG
O

LR
W

YD
D
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Table 8.3: Welsh language impact assessment Matrix  

 

LANGUAGE AND MOBILITY OF POPULATION (this issue is 
common to Housing development and Employment 
development) 
 

Score Comments 

Explain, with full evidence, whether the development is 
likely to result in a change in the composition of the 
population in the area now and in the future, and in 
particular in terms of contributing or affecting the 
linguistic constitution. 
 

Effect (E) 
 
 
1, 2, 3 or 4 

Likelihood 
(T) 
 
1, 2, 3 or 4 

Composite 
score  
 
0 - -8 to +8 

 

 How is the development going to ensure 
opportunities for people to stay in their 
community? 

    

 Is there a likelihood that the development will 
attract additional people to the community? If it 
will, how many are expected? Where will they 
come from? How many and what percentage are 
likely to be Welsh speakers? 

    

 Is there a likelihood that local people will migrate 
from the community as a result of the 
development? 

    

 Is the development likely to result in a change in 
the age structure of the community: more or 
fewer children, young people, middle-aged 
people, older people? 

    

 Is there a likelihood that there will be a change in 
the balance between Welsh speakers (including 
learners) and individuals with no ability in Welsh? 
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 Is the change likely to be permanent or 
temporary? 

    

Record your analysis with evidence, noting who will be 
affected (e.g. a specific age group); what kind of effect; 
likelihood of the effect to occur; and potential cumulative 
effect. You can use the sample risk matrix in Figure 8.1 to 
record the effect and the likelihood of the effect. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Use a separate page if more space is needed.......... 

    

Composite score     

What is the benefit? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What is the risk? 
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Please go to Step C to show 
how you will ensure the 
benefit, and if possible, 
spread the benefit 

 
Please go to Step C to show 
how you will manage the 
risk (get rid of it or reduce it 
to an acceptable level) 

     

VISUAL ELEMENTS (this issue is common to Housing 
development and Employment development) 
 

Score Comments 

Explain, with evidence, how the development will affect 
the Language Visibility in the area, in terms of promoting 
the unique culture of the area.  
 

Effect (E) 
 
 
1, 2, 3 or 4 

Likelihood 
(T) 
 
1, 2, 3 or 4 

Composite 
score  
 
0 - -8 to +8 

 

 Will the development increase visibility of the 
language?  

    

 Corporate image and branding - signs and 
advertisements on the site that are under the 
control of planning, e.g. advertising signs/ 
marketing of new housing site, signs and 
advertisements to customers in public places on an 
employment site 

    

 Site name or development – will it keep an old 
Welsh name or will any new name be derived from 
historical, geographical or local links to the area, if 
practicable 

    

Record your analysis with evidence, noting who will be 
affected (e.g. a specific age group); what kind of effect; 
likelihood of the effect to occur; and potential cumulative 
effect. The sample risk matrix in Figure 8.1 could be used 
for the identification of the impact and probability of the 
effect. 
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Use a separate page if more space is needed.......... 

Composite score     

What is the benefit? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please go to Step C to show 
how you will ensure the 
benefit, and if possible, 
spread the benefit 

What is the risk? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please go to Step C to show 
how you will manage the 
risk (get rid of it or reduce it 
to an acceptable level) 
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QUALITY OF LIFE INCLUDING COMMUNITY 
INFRASTRUCTURE (discuss the following by type of 
development) 
 

Score Comments 

Explain, with full evidence, how the development affects 
the community's quality of life (public amenities and 
community facilities and services).  
 

Effect (E) 
 
 
1, 2, 3 or 4 

Likelihood 
(T) 
 
1, 2, 3 or 4 

Composite 
score  
 
0 - -8 to +8 

 

 To what extent does the development affect 
public amenity/ the environment in the area? Will 
the area be more/ less desirable to live in? 

    

 How adequate is the availability of childcare and 
pre-school places in the locality  

    

 How adequate are the number of school places in 
the local area? Would the development be likely 
to call for more places or is there enough space in 
the schools? Are there enough resources so that 
schools can continue to fulfil their role in 
producing fluent Welsh speakers? 

    

 How would the development be likely to affect the 
balance between non-Welsh speaking pupils and 
Welsh speaking pupils at school? Would more 
places be needed in the immersion unit? Are there 
enough resources to provide facilities and 
opportunities so that children from non-Welsh 
speaking homes and those who have learned 
Welsh as a second language can use and improve 
their Welsh and become part of the Welsh 
community?  

    

 Would the development increase demand for local 
facilities and services?  
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 To what extent does the development have a 
positive or negative impact on existing facilities or 
services? 

    

 How will the development maintain or create new 
opportunities to promote the Welsh language in 
local facilities and services such as halls, shops, 
and so on? 

    

 Does the development have the potential to have 
a positive or negative impact on the activities of 
different groups that are active in the community 
which were identified in the profiling work, e.g. 
nursery organizations, the Urdd, voluntary 
groups? What is the capacity of local providers to 
cope with the change? 

    

 How could the Welsh community and its 
institutions integrate the development? 

    

Record your analysis with evidence, noting who will be 
affected (e.g. a specific age group); what kind of effect; 
likelihood of the effect to occur; and potential cumulative 
effect. The sample risk matrix in Figure 8.1 could be used 
for the identification of the impact and probability of the 
effect. 
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Use a separate page if more space is needed.......... 

Composite score     

What is the benefit? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please go to Step C to show 
how you will ensure the 
benefit, and if possible, 
spread the benefit 

What is the risk? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Please go to Step C to show 
how you will manage the 
risk (get rid of it or reduce it 
to an acceptable level) 

    

     

THE HOUSING MARKET 
 

Score Comments 

Explain, with evidence, how the development is likely to 
affect the housing market in the area now and in the 
future, and in particular in terms of contributing or 
affecting the linguistic constitution.  

Effect (E) 
 
 
1, 2, 3 or 4 

Likelihood 
(T) 
 
1, 2, 3 or 4 

Composite 
score  
 
0 - -8 to +8 

 

 Expected market price for the houses, and how 
this compares with household income locally. 

    

 Would the development be likely to have a 
positive or negative impact on the average house 
price in the area affected? 
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 Affordable housing contribution and how this 
compares with policy requirements 

    

 Expected or proposed rate of development. Would 
it happen slowly? 

    

 Housing mix and how it compares with policy 
requirements, County or local surveys, or other 
sources of information 

    

 Housing numbers and how this compares with the 
demand for housing and the supply of housing 
given in the Plan, and those granted since the 
adoption of the Plan  

    

 Increased potential impact the development could 
have, taking into account any other relevant 
recent developments in the local area 

    

 Would the development increase the demand for 
private rented housing, which would mean less 
stock available to local households? 

    

Record your analysis with evidence, noting who will be 
affected (e.g. a specific age group); what kind of effect; 
likelihood of the effect to occur; and potential cumulative 
effect. The sample risk matrix in Figure 8.1 could be used 
for the identification of the impact and probability of the 
effect. 
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Use a separate page if more space is needed.......... 

Composite score     

What is the benefit? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Go to Stage C to show how 
you will ensure the benefit, 
and if possible, spread the 
benefit 

What is the risk? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Go to Stage C to show how 
you will manage the risk 
(get rid of it or reduce it to 
an acceptable level) 

    

     

ECONOMIC FACTORS 
 

Score Comments 

Explain, with evidence, how the development affects the 
economics of the local area.  
 

Effect (E) 
 
 
1, 2, 3 or 4 

Likelihood 
(T) 
 
1, 2, 3 or 4 

Composite 
score  
 
0 - -8 to +8 

 

 How does the development contribute to existing 
employment opportunities in the area? 
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 Does it promote economic diversity in the local 
area, i.e. creating jobs that are not available 
locally? 

    

 Number of full and/or part-time jobs     

 Skills that are necessary for the business or 
organization and how this compares with local 
people's labour skills (within the Travel to Work 
area) 

    

 Salaries that will be offered and how these 
compare with average salaries in the area  

    

 Labour skills of local people (within the Travel to 
Work area) and the likelihood according to the 
above assessment that the jobs will be filled from 
among the local population 

    

 Is it likely to have to search outside the local area 
for employees, e.g. for specialist skills 

    

 Will a front-line service be provided to the public?     

 Which language skills are essential and desirable 
for the jobs created by the development. These 
will need to be defined as part of the 
development’s Welsh language plan (voluntary or 
statutory)  

    

 Language skills that will be necessary to integrate 
into the local community, i.e. what language 
would be necessary for different types of jobs 

    

 Increased potential impact the development could 
have, taking into account any other relevant 
recent developments in the local area 

    

 Is the development likely to have a positive impact 
on current local businesses, e.g. by offering 
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business opportunities to supply the requirements 
of the new business for goods? 

Record your analysis with evidence, noting who will be 
affected (e.g. a specific age group); what kind of effect; 
likelihood of the effect to occur; and potential 
cumulative effect. The sample risk matrix in Figure 8.1 
could be used for the identification of the impact and 
probability of the effect. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Use a separate page if more space is needed.......... 

    

Composite score     

What is the benefit? 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Please go to Step C to 
show how you will 
ensure the benefit, and if 
possible, spread the 
benefit 

What is the risk? 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Please go to Step C to show 
how you will manage the 
risk (get rid of it or reduce it 
to an acceptable level) 
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25. The next list provides a matrix of questions to assess the likely impact of the proposed development in terms of the site. You may have answered some 

of the questions already as part of an Environmental Assessment when one is required to support your application. If you haven’t undertaken an 

environmental assessment, use the matrix in table 8.4 below to record the general assessment of the proposed development on the area of influence. 

Use the symbols in the key (see below) in the 'Assessment' column. The symbols in this column indicate whether the proposed development contributes 

positively towards meeting the Sustainability Assessment Objective: 

 whether it fits with the Sustainability Assessment Objective;  

 whether the proposed development has a neutral effect on the Sustainability Assessment Objective: 

 whether the proposed development is a barrier to achieving the Sustainability Assessment Objective.  

 

26. In the 'Summary' column explain, with evidence, how you reach your conclusion.  

 

27. The response to relevant parts of the Welsh Language Impact Assessment matrix in table 8.2 will have assessed the proposed development against 

the section of the Sustainability Appraisal relevant to the Welsh language. 

 

28. If a positive or negative effect is identified after undertaking a Sustainability Assessment of the site you will need to consider whether any positive 

effect can be enhanced or how you can manage negative effects. The actions should be recorded in Step C below. 
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Site name: 

Area of Influence (map)  

Type of development: 

Sustainability Assessment Objective Assessment Summary 

1. Maintain and enhance biodiversity benefits and connectivity 
(SEA topics: biodiversity, fauna, flora, soil) 
Will the proposed development... 

 Protect the integrity of designated sites (international, 
national and local), and avoid habitats/ fragmented 
species 

 Protect and enhance wildlife habitats on land and at sea 
(including the significant woodland asset found in the 
plan area), and wider biodiversity in rural and urban 
areas 

 Maintain and improve the provision of green 
infrastructure 

 Protect and enhance the designated geological sites and 
the wider diversity ground 

 Maintain and enhance the role of ecological connectivity 
  

e.g.  

++ 

The proposed development will contribute to this Sustainability 

Assessment Objective because .................................... 

2.  Promoting viability, cohesion, and community health and well-
being (SEA topics: human health, population)  
Will the proposed development... 

 Meet the needs of an ageing population 

 Reduce the number of work-age people who are out-
migrating, in order to support communities that are 
balanced in terms of age of the population 

 Improve the provision and access to facilities and services 
to disadvantaged communities and rural areas. 
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Sustainability Assessment Objective Assessment Summary 

 Promote community interaction and social inclusion 

 Get rid of barriers and create opportunities for people to 
lead healthier lives, e.g. promoting exercise (walking, 
cycling) 

 Reduce health inequalities between areas and social 
groups 

 

3.  Preserve, promote and strengthen the Welsh language 
(SEA topic:  cultural heritage) 
Will the proposed development... 

 Protect and enhance the opportunities to promote and 
develop the Welsh language - in order to respond to this 
question, the Welsh language Impact Assessment matrix 
in table 8.3 above should be completed  
 

  

4. Preserve, promote and enhance cultural resources and historic 
heritage assets (SEA topic: cultural heritage) 
Will the proposed development… 

 Ensure that local, historic and archaeological and 
cultural assets (including protection from new 
developments) are protected, and are maximized for 
the benefit of residents and visitors 

 Promote access to the historic environment for 
education and tourism purposes/ economic 
development 
 

  

5. Support economic growth and facilitate a vibrant, diverse 
economy that provides local employment opportunities (SEA 
topic: Population) 
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Sustainability Assessment Objective Assessment Summary 

Will the proposed development... 

 Promote and facilitate investment to local businesses 
across a variety of economic sectors 

 Improve and maximise employment opportunities, 
including in rural areas 

 Support the tourism industry by making environmental 
improvements and improving the infrastructure, and 
helping to improve existing resources and infrastructure 

 Provide access to opportunities for training, education 
and skills development for all sectors in the community 

 Treat the Welsh language less favourably than the 
English language in providing services to the public 

 Create opportunities for workers to use the Welsh 
language in the workplace 

 

6. Provide good quality housing, including affordable housing that 
meets local need (SEA topic: population, human health)  
Will the proposed development... 

 Improve the quality and availability of existing housing 
stock for deprived communities 

 Deliver more affordable and sustainable housing with the 
least possible environmental impact in rural and urban 
areas 

 Introduce adapted housing that addresses the individual 
needs of the communities 

 

  

7. Appreciate, conserve and enhance the rural landscapes and 
townscapes of the plan area (SEA topic: landscape)  
Will the proposed development... 
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Sustainability Assessment Objective Assessment Summary 

 Protect and enhance the special features of the 
landscape in the plan area, including Areas of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty, the coastal/ marine 
landscape and townscape 

 Protect and improve the quality of open spaces that are 
accessible to the public in a rural and built environment 

 Ensure that new developments are appropriately 
integrated and sensitive to the landscape and townscape 
character of the plan area 

 

8. Support and enhance good transport links to support the 
community and the economy (SEA topic: population, human 
health) 
Will the proposed development... 

 Improve accessibility in local areas, by linking transport 
networks (public and non-vehicular transport) with 
service centres 

 Reduce the need for private car travel, by improving the 
public transport infrastructure 

 Prioritise accessibility by having sustainable transport 
options for new developments 
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Key 

++ 

Strong encouragement for the development, 
as it would solve current sustainability 
problem 

+/- 

Potential sustainability issues; mitigation 
and/or negotiation may be possible 

+ 

No sustainability barriers and the 
development is acceptable 

- 

Problematic and unlikely due to known 
sustainability issues; mitigating or negotiating 
difficult and/or expensive 

0 
 

-- 
Absolute restrictions in terms of sustainability 

? 
Neutral   

 

STAGE C) – IDENTIFYING MITIGATION/ PROTECTION/ IMPROVEMENT/ SPREAD MEASURES 

 

29. Every good decision will depend on an effective analysis of options.  Option appraisal is the 

process of identification and selection of the most appropriate risk management strategy within 

the limitations of the situation. Normally, this requires following a process of scoring or 

weighting options on how to reduce the risk to an acceptable level.  As a result, of evaluating 

the options and drawing conclusions you can then proceed to select the ‘preferred strategy’, 

which is the ' best ' strategy for the situation and the one who receives the approval of the 

developer, the stakeholders and partners.  

30. Evaluation requires you to follow some, if not all, of the follow-up action:  

 establish clearly what is the outcome you are trying to achieve;  

 Identify the possible options to achieve that outcome;  

 Clearly established what are the criteria used to evaluate;  

 Select the most appropriate tool to implement each option;  

 Identify the impact of each option;  

 Compare the advantages and disadvantages of each option and reach a conclusion. 

 

31. Usually, the risk management options are one of the following: 

 TERMINATE – get rid of a proportion of the risk where possible; 

 TOLORATE – accept the risk by choosing not to intervene;  

 TRANSFER – sharing or moving elements of the risk by sharing with stakeholders or other 

partners or use technology, new processes or new investment;  

 MITIGATE - modification of the effects of the development by putting developing plans in 

place 

32. You will also need to consider how to TAKE ADVANTAGE of OPPORTUNITIES arising from the 

risk to initiate new opportunities. 
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33. If a positive or negative impact is identified in Stage B above, it will be necessary to consider if 

any positive effect can be improved upon or show how you will control negative effects. If 

significant negative effects are not acceptable, consideration must be given to whether it is 

possible to take steps to reduce the risk to an acceptable level.  It should be borne in mind that 

there is a strong possibility a planning application can be refused by the local planning authority 

in accordance with criterion 3 of Policy PS 1 if the assessment identifies a significant negative 

impact is likely. Therefore, consideration should be given to determine if there is an alternative 

option that would be likely to reduce the risk to an acceptable level. It should be recognised that 

it is not possible, in practice, to eliminate risk entirely.  This will help to choose what options are 

available to be included in a Strategy and an Action Plan. 

34. Figure 8.2 generally sets out what kind of response to consider depending on the composite 

score. 

 

Figure 8.2  Response options 

 

 
 

 

35. Appendix 6 includes a list of possible activities that can be used to ensure positive effects and 

to manage risks of negative effects. Those activities should be recorded in the Assessment 

Report, indicating how and when the activities will be carried out. This is essential to show that 

the measures can be realised. Possible measures should be discussed with the Mentrau Iaith 

and the Planning Officer, who will discuss with relevant officers within the Councils, e.g. 

education officers, economic development officers. 

 

36. Table 8.5 below provides a template to record the necessary information. 

Positif Opsiynau Ymateb Negyddol Opsiynau Ymateb

Sylweddol Tebygol UCHAFU TERFYNU

Sylweddol Annhebygol UCHAFU LLINIARU

Bychan Tebygol UCHAFU LLINIARU

Bychan Annhebygol UCHAFU GODDEF
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What is the Benefit or 
Risk identified in Stage B 
above? 

Possible activity to control 
the benefit or risk 

What does the 
activity achieve? 

How will the benefit/ 
mitigation be 
achieved?  

What is the timetable 
for delivery?  

Monitoring method 
and frequency – 
where appropriate 

      

      

Table 8.5: recording protection/ improvement/ promotion/ mitigation activities 
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1.0            BACKGROUND 
 

Purpose of Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) 
 
1.1 The Purpose of SPGs are to:  

 assist the applicants and their agents in preparing planning applications and in guiding 
them in discussions with officers about how to apply relevant policies in the Joint 
Local Development Plan before submitting planning applications,  

 assist officers to assess planning applications, and officers and councillors to make 
decisions about planning applications 

 help Planning Inspectors make decisions on appeals. 
 
1.2 The general aim is to improve the quality of new developments and facilitate a consistent 

and transparent way of making decisions that align with relevant policies in the Joint Local 
Development Plan. 

 

The Policy Context 
 
Local Development Plan 

 
1.3 Under planning legislation, the planning policies for every area are contained within the 

'development plan'. The Gwynedd and Anglesey Joint Local Development Plan (JLDP) was 
adopted on 31 July 2017. It relates to the Gwynedd and Anglesey Planning Authority 
areas. 

 
1.4 The Plan provides wide-ranging policies along with allocations for the main land uses, such 

as housing, employment and retail; it will help shape the future of the Plan area physically 
and environmentally, and will also influence it economically, socially and culturally. The 
Plan, therefore:  
• enables the Local Planning Authorities to make rational and consistent decisions on 

planning applications by providing a policy framework that is consistent with national 

policy; and 

• guides developments to suitable areas during the period up to 2026. 

The need for Supplementary Planning Guidance 
 
1.5 Although the Plan contains policies that enable the Local Planning Authority to make 

consistent and transparent decisions on development applications, it cannot provide all 
the detailed advice required by officers and prospective applicants to steer proposals 
locally. In order to provide this detailed advice, the Councils are preparing a range of SPGs 
to support the Plan that will provide more detailed guidance on a variety of topics and 
matters to help interpret and implement the Plan's policies and proposals. 

 

The Status of Supplementary Planning Guidance 
 
1.6 Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) will be material planning considerations during 

the process of assessing and determining planning applications. Welsh Government and 
the Planning Inspectorate will place considerable weight on supplementary planning 
guidance that stem from, and are consistent with, a development plan. The SPGs cannot 
introduce any new planning policies or amend existing policies.  
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1.7 Once they have been adopted SPGs should, therefore, be given substantial weight as a 
material planning consideration.  

2.0 SPG MAINTAINING AND CREATING DISTINCTIVE AND SUSTAINABLE 
COMMUNITIES 

 
2.1 The main aim of this Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) (as well as other SPG) is the 

help applicants for planning consent to understand a series of relevant policies that will 
integrate ‘sustainable development’ into the development process, in order to maintain 
and sustain sustainable communities.  It will ensure that legislative and policy 
requirements are satisfied and best practice is achieved. It provides a standard approach 
that all applicants should follow. The Guidance advises on the main principles set out in 
the relevant policies in the Local Development Plan. It should be used with specialist 
assessments of each specific case (when assessments are required). 

 
2.2 The SPG published for public consultation is divided into three sections and it includes a 

series of 8 appendices. Section 1 and Section 3 deals in general with developing 
sustainable development. Section 2, as well as Appendix 2 – 3 and 5 – 8 focus on providing 
advice about the requirements of criterion 4 of Policy PS 5 ‘Sustainable Development’ and 
the requirements of Policy PS 1 ‘The Welsh language and Welsh culture’.   

 

Public Consultation 
 
2.3 A draft version of this Guidance was prepared in consultation with officers from the 

Development Management Sections of both Councils and both Councils’ language 
development officers. Having considered recommendations made by the Communities 
Scrutiny Committee (Gwynedd Council), the Joint Planning Policy Committee in its 
meeting on the 26 April 2018 decided to commission external companies to undertake a 
critical evaluation of the preliminary consultation draft version of the SPG. Cwmni Iaith 
and Gwasanaethau Ymgynghorol Burum were appointed  to work together to undertake 
this work. A consultation draft of this SPG (which incorporated amendments proposed by 
Cwmni Iaith and Gwasanaethau Ymgynghorol Burum) was approved for public 
consultation by the Joint Planning Policy Committee on the 16th November, 2018.  

 
2.4 The SPG was the subject of a public consultation exercise between the 13th December, 

2018 and the 31st January, 2019.   
 
2.5 Details of the public consultation were placed on both Council’s websites and emails/ 

letters were sent to all Councillors, Community Councils, planning agents, statutory 
consultees, environmental bodies, neighbouring authorities as well as a number of 
individuals, companies and organisations that are involved in promoting the Welsh 
language and culture and those who had expressed a specific interest in the development 
of guidance about how to apply Policy PS 1 Welsh language and Welsh culture. These 
include Welsh language Commissioner, members of the Anglesey Welsh Language Forum, 
Pwyllgor Ymgyrch Tai a Chynllunio Gwynedd a Mon, the Urdd, Bangor University, Hanfod, 
Arad, Trywydd (this isn’t an exhaustive list).   Hard copies of the SPG were also available 
to inspect in all public libraries, Anglesey County Council’s main office in Llangefni, and in 
Siop Gwynedd (Caernarfon, Dolgellau and Pwllheli). 

 
2.6 A number of platforms were available for interested parties to respond to the 

consultation which were: 
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 Online word and pdf response form - available on both websites and paper copies 
were made available in all libraries and Siop Gwynedd.  Paper copies of the response 
form were also available on request from the JPPU  

 Email 

 Letter 
 
2.7 9 specific questions were asked and 1 general question on a representation form – see 

Appendix 1A. 8 commentators submitted representations during the public consultation 
period. A total of 88 representations were received. Some used the representation form 
to submit their comments (i.e. they replied to the set questions), whilst the rest submitted 
comments in a letter format.   

 
2.8 Detailed consideration was given to all the comments. Planning officers as well as the 

companies that undertook the critical evaluation were consulted before completing the 
recommendations included in the report. Appendix 1B records the representations 
received. It also records the response to them and where appropriate, recommends any 
changes required to the SPG in lieu of the comment. Since responding to one of the 
comments involves re-arranging some paragraphs those amendments can be seen in 
Appendix 1C. Any proposed change to the wording of the SPG is noted in a bold font or 
text that has been deleted.   
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Defnydd swyddfa yn unig/ Office use only 
 
Rhif Cyn./Rep No.: 
 
Derbyniwyd/Received: 
 
Cydnabod/Acknowledged 

 
Cynllun Datblygu Lleol ar y Cyd Adnau Ynys Môn a Gwynedd 2011-2026 

FFURFLEN SYLWADAU CANLLAW CYNLLUNIO ATODOL / 
Anglesey and Gwynedd Deposit Joint Local Development Plan 2011-2026 

SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING GUIDANCE COMMENTS FORM 
13/12/18. 

 
Yn dilyn mabwysiadu’r Cynllun Datblygu Lleol ar y Cyd, 
mae Awdurdodau Cynllunio Gwynedd a Môn yn paratoi 
cyfres o Ganllawiau Cynllunio Atodol. Mae Canllawiau 
Cynllunio Atodol yn rhoi arweiniad a rhagor o fanylion 
angenrheidiol am bolisïau penodol yn y Cynllun Datblygu 
Lleol. Dylai'r Canllawiau hyn, felly, roi mwy o sicrwydd i 
ymgeiswyr, a'u helpu nhw i baratoi ceisiadau cynllunio 
addas i'w cyflwyno i'r Awdurdod Cynllunio. Nid oes gan y 
Canllawiau Cynllunio Atodol yr un statws â’r Polisïau sy'n 
rhan o'r Cynllun Datblygu Lleol, ond, maent yn ystyriaeth 
berthnasol wrth benderfynu ar geisiadau cynllunio. 

Hoffem glywed eich barn ar y CANLLAW CYNLLUNIO 
ATODOL: CYNNAL A CHREU CYMUNEDAU NODEDIG A 
CHYNALIADWY (DRAFFT YMGYNGHOROL) 

Mae’n rhaid derbyn eich sylwadau ddim hwyrach na 
4.30yh ar y 31 Ionawr 2019. NI FYDD SYLWADAU A 
DDERBYNNIR WEDI’R DYDDIAD YMA YN CAEL EU 
HYSTYRIED 

Sylwer bod RHAID i sylwadau fod yn ymwneud â’r 
Canllaw Cynllunio Atodol yn unig, ac nid am bolisïau’r 
Cynllun Datblygu Lleol ar y Cyd. Ni fydd sylwadau eraill 
yn derbyn sylw. 

Trwy’r post: Uned Polisi Cynllunio ar y Cyd, Swyddfa’r  
Cyngor, Stryd y Castell, Caernarfon, Gwynedd, LL55 1SH 

Neu trwy e-bost: polisicynllunio@gwynedd.llyw.cymru 
(gellir cael fersiwn gellir ei olygu mewn pdf a Word i’w 
lawrlwytho yn www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru neu 
www.ynysmon.gov.uk )  

    

 

 

 

Following adoption of the Anglesey and Gwynedd Joint 
Local Development Plan, Anglesey and Gwynedd Local 
Planning Authorities are preparing a series of 
Supplementary Planning Guidance. Supplementary 
Planning Guidance provide advice and additional 
required information about specific policies in the Local 
Development Plan. The Supplementary Planning 
Guidance does not have the same status as Policies 
included in the Local Development Plan, but they are 
material planning consideration in the decision making 
process. 

We would like your views about SUPPLEMENTARY 
PLANNING GUIDANCE: MAINTAINING AND CREATING 
DISTINCTIVE AND SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES 
(CONSULTATION DRAFT) 

Your views must be submitted no later than 4.30 pm on 
31 January 2019. REPRESENTATIONS RECEIVED AFTER 
THE DEADLINE WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED 

Please note that representations MUST relate only to 
the Supplementary Planning Guidance, not to policies 
in the Joint Local Development Plan. Other 
representations will be disregarded.  

By post to: Joint Planning Policy Unit, Council Offices, 
Stryd y Castell, Caernarfon, Gwynedd, LL55 1SH  

Or by e-mail: planningpolicy@gwynedd.llyw.cymru (an 
editable pdf or Word version is available to download at 
www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru or www.anglesey.gov.uk )  
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Bydd yr adborth a ddarperir gennych yn galluogi'r 
Awdurdodau i gwblhau’r Canllawiau Cynllunio Atodol 
yma. Bydd eich enw llawn a'ch sylwadau chi yn cael eu 
cyhoeddi mewn copi caled ac ar-lein fel rhan o'r 
Datganiad Ymgynghoriad, a fydd yn nodi pwy yr 
ymgynghorwyd â hwy, y prif faterion a godwyd a sut 
ymatebwyd i’r sylw. Drwy lenwi'r ffurflen hon a’u 
cyflwyno i’r Awdurdodau ‘rydych yn rhoi eich caniatâd i’r 
Awdurdodau wneud hynny. Byddwn ond yn defnyddio 
eich manylion cyswllt personol i gysylltu gyda chi os fydd 
gennym gwestiwn am eich sylwadau ac i roi gwybod i chi 
pan gaiff y Canllawiau Cynllunio Atodol ei fabwysiadu. 
Byddwn yn cadw eich manylion cyswllt personol dim ond 
am hyd at ddeuddeg mis o ddiwedd yr ymgynghoriad. 

 

The feedback you provide will enable the Authorities to 
finalise this Supplementary Planning Guidance. Your full 
name and comments you provide will be published 
online and in hard copy as part of a Consultation 
Statement setting out who was consulted, the main 
issues raised and how they were addressed. By 
completing this form and submitting it to the Authorities 
you are giving your consent for the Authorities to include 
your full name in the Consultation Statement. We’ll only 
use your personal contact details to contact you if we 
have any queries about your comments and to notify you 
of the Supplementary Planning Guidance’s adoption. 
Your personal contact details will only be retained for up 
to twelve months from the close of the consultation. 
 

RHAN A/PART  A:  
Manylion cyswllt (Ni fydd y hwn ar gael yn gyhoeddus) - ni allwn dderbyn sylwadau dienw:  
Contact details (This will not be made publically available) – we cannot accept anonymous representations:  

 Eich manylion neu manylion eich 
cleient  
Your details or  your client’s details 

Manylion yr Asiant (os yn berthnasol) 
Agent’s details (If relevant) 

Enw 
Name 

            

Sefydliad (os yn berthnasol 
Organisation (If relevant) 

            

Cyfeiriad 
Address 
 
 

            

Côd Post 
Postcode 

            

E-bost 
Email: 

            

Dyddiad 
Date 

       

 
Os yw grŵp yn rhannu barn gyffredin ynglŷn â’r 
Canllaw Cynllunio Atodol drafft, byddai'n ddefnyddiol 
pe fyddai’r grŵp hwnnw yn anfon ffurflen sengl gyda’u 
sylwadau, yn hytrach na bod nifer fawr o unigolion yn 
anfon ffurflenni ar wahân sy’n ailadrodd yr un pwynt. 
Mewn achosion o'r fath, dylai'r ffurflen ddangos yn glir 
faint o bobl sy’n cael eu cynrychioli a sut cafodd y 
gynrychiolaeth ei awdurdodi (gan gynnwys un pwynt 
cyswllt ar gyfer gohebiaeth yn y dyfodol). 
 

 

 
Where a group shares a common view about the draft 
Supplementary Planning Guidance, it would be helpful 
for that group to send a single form with their 
comments, rather than for a large number of individuals 
to send in separate forms repeating the same point. In 
such cases, the form should clearly indicate how many 
people are being represented and how the 
representation has been authorised (including a single 
point of contact for future correspondence). 
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Defnydd swyddfa yn unig/ Office use only 
 
Rhif Cyn./Rep No.: 
 
Derbyniwyd/Received: 
 
Cydnabod/Acknowledged 

 
Cynllun Datblygu Lleol ar y Cyd Adnau Ynys Môn a Gwynedd 2011-2026 

FFURFLEN SYLWADAU CANLLAW CYNLLUNIO ATODOL / 
Anglesey and Gwynedd Deposit Joint Local Development Plan 2011-2026 

SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING GUIDANCE COMMENTS FORM 
13/12/18. 

 

RHAN B: Eich Sylwadau a Newidiadau a Awgrymir 
PART B: Your Comments and Suggested Changes 

Eich enw/Sefydliad:                         
Your name/Organisation: 

 

1. Ar ba Ganllaw Cynllunio Atodol yr ydych chi’n gwneud sylwadau? (Cofiwch defnyddio ffurflen ar 
wahân ar gyfer pob Canllaw Cynllunio Atodol)  
1. Which Supplementary Planning Guidance are you commenting? (Remember to use a separate 
form for each Supplementary Planning Guidance) 

Enw’r Canllaw Cynllunio Atodol/ 
Name of Supplementary 
Planning Guidance 

CYNNAL A CHREU CYMUNEDAU NODEDIG A CHYNALIADWY 
(DRAFFT YMGYNGHOROL / MAINTAINING AND CREATING 
DISTINCTIVE AND SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES (CONSULTATION 
DRAFT) 

Nodwch isod eich cefnogaeth neu bryderon 
ynghylch y Canllawiau Cynllunio Atodol drafft, 
gan gynnwys unrhyw newid sy’n angenrheidiol i 
fynd i'r afael â’ch pryder. Bydd angen i chi 
ddweud sut y bydd newid yn ymdrin â'ch pryder, 
darparu geiriad diwygiedig i’r testun ac unrhyw 
dystiolaeth i gefnogi'r newid. 
 

Please set out below your support or concerns 
about the draft Supplementary Planning 
Guidance, including any change you consider 
necessary to address a concern. You will need to 
say how a change will address your concern, 
provide any suggested revised wording to the 
text, and any evidence to support the change. 
 

2. Adran 1 Rhan A.1 - Ydi’r Canllaw Cynllunio Atodol yn rhoi disgrifiad cadarn o ‘gymuned nodedig a 
chynaliadwy’ yn y cyd-destun lleol?/ Section 1 Part A.1 – Does the Supplementary Planning Guidance 
provide a sound description of a ‘distinctive and sustainable community’ within a local context? 

 

Ydi/ Yes 
 

 Nac ydi/ No  

Rhowch resymau am eich barn/ Provide reasons for your view 

 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
defnyddiwch daflen ychwanegol fel bo angen/ use an additional sheet as necessary 
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3. Adran 1 Rhan B.1, Tabl 1: Ydi’r Canllaw Cynllunio Atodol yn adnabod y ‘teulu’ llawn o bolisïau sy’n mynd i 
hyrwyddo datblygiad a fydd yn cyfrannu i gynnal neu greu cymunedau nodedig a chynaliadwy?/ Section 1 
Part B.1, Table 1: Does the Supplementary Planning Guidance identify the full ‘family’ of policies thatw ill 
promote development which will contribute to maintaining or creating distinctive and sustainable 
communities? 

 

Ydi/ Yes  Nac ydi/ No 
 

 

Rhowch resymau am eich barn/ Provide reasons for your view 

 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

defnyddiwch daflen ychwanegol fel bo angen/ use an additional sheet as necessary 

4. Adran 3: Ydi’r Canllaw Cynllunio Atodol yn rhoi arweiniad digonol am wybodaeth a fyddai ei angen i 
gefnogi ceisiadau cynllunio perthnasol?/ Section 3: does the Supplementary Planning Guidance provide 
strong guidance about the information that would be needed to support planning applications? 
 

 

Ydi/ Yes  Nac ydi/ No 
 

 

Rhowch resymau am eich barn/ Provide reasons for your view 
 
      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

defnyddiwch daflen ychwanegol fel bo angen/ use an additional sheet as necessary 
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5. Adran 2: Ydi’r Canllaw Cynllunio Atodol yn cynnwys eglurhad cadarn o ystyriaethau allweddol ym Mholisi 
PS 1, e.e. beth olygir gyda safle ar hap annisgwyl, niwed o sylwedd, ayb./ Section 2: Does the Supplementary 
Planning Guidance provide clarification of key policy considerations included in Policy PS 1, e.g. what is 
meant by unexpected windfall site, significant harm, etc; 

 

Ydi/ Yes  Nac ydi/ No 
 

 

Rhowch resymau am eich barn/ Provide reasons for your view 
 
      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

defnyddiwch daflen ychwanegol fel bo angen/ use an additional sheet as necessary 
 

6. Adran 2 Diagram 9, Atodiad 7 ac Atodiad 8: Ydi’r Canllaw Cynllunio Atodol yn rhoi disgrifiad clir o 
‘unigolyn cymwys’ a rȏl yr unigolyn?/ Section 2 Diagram 9, Appendix 7 and Appendix 8: Does the 
Supplementary Planning Guidance provide a clear description of a ‘competent person’ and the person's 
role? 

 

Ydi/ Yes  Nac ydi/ No 
 

 

Rhowch resymau am eich barn/ Provide reasons for your view 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

defnyddiwch daflen ychwanegol fel bo angen/ use an additional sheet as necessary 
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7. Atodiad 2: A oes yna ffynhonnell gydnabyddedig arall o wybodaeth ddylwn gyfeirio ato?/  Appendix 2: is 
there another recognised source of information that should be referred to? 

  

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

defnyddiwch daflen ychwanegol fel bo angen/ use an additional sheet as necessary 

 
8. Atodiad 5: A oes gennych sylwadau am y broses sgrinio?/ Appendix 5: Do you have any comments about 
the screening process? 

 

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

defnyddiwch daflen ychwanegol fel bo angen/ use an additional sheet as necessary 
9. Atodiad 7: Ydi’r fethodoleg ar gyfer ystyried effaith datblygiad ar y Gymraeg a chyflwyno’r dystiolaeth 
angenrheidiol mewn Datganiad Iaith Gymraeg yn glir?/ Appendix 7: Is the methodology  to consider the 
impact of development on the Welsh language and submit the necessary evidence in a Language Statement 
clear? 
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defnyddiwch daflen ychwanegol fel bo angen/ use an additional sheet as necessary 
10. Atodiad 8: Ydi’r fethodoleg ar gyfer ystyried effaith datblygiad ar y Gymraeg a chyflwyno’r dystiolaeth 
angenrheidiol mewn adroddiad Asesiad Effaith Iaith Gymraeg yn glir? Appendix 8: Is the methodology  to 
consider the impact of development on the Welsh language and submit the necessary evidence in a Welsh 
Language Impact Assessment report clear? 
 

 

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

defnyddiwch daflen ychwanegol fel bo angen/ use an additional sheet as necessary 
11. Rydym wedi gofyn cwestiynau penodol i chi. A oes gennych sylwadau am rannau eraill o’r Canllaw? Os 
oes gennych sylwadau ychwanegol, rhowch nhw yn y rhan yma o’r ffurflen. Cofiwch ddweud wrthym ba ran 
o’r Canllaw rydych yn cyfeirio ato:/ We have asked you specific questions. Do you have any comments about 
other parts of the Guidance? If you have additional comments, please record them in this part of the form. 
Remember to tell us which part of the Guideance you refer to: 

 
Pa ran o’r Canllaw – 
paragraff/ tabl/ 
diagram 
Which part of the 
Guidance – 
paragraph/ table/ 
diagram 

 

Eich sylwadau, a’r newidiadau hoffech weld a rhesymau/ thystiolaeth i gefnogi’ch barn. 

Your comments, and the amendments you would like to see and reasons/ evidence for 
your views 
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defnyddiwch daflen ychwanegol fel bo angen/ use an additional sheet as necessary 
 

DIOLCH AM EICH SYLWADAU AM Y CANLLAW CYNLLUNIO ATODOL / THANK YOU FOR YOUR COMMENTS 
ON THE SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING GUIDANCE 

 
Bydd y sylwadau a dderbyniwyd ar y Canllaw Cynllunio Atodol drafft yn cael eu hystyried wrth baratoi'r fersiwn drafft 
terfynol, a fydd yn cael ei gyflwyno i’r Pwyllgor Polisi Cynllunio ar y Cyd i’w fabwysiadu/ The comments received on 
the draft Supplementary Planning Guidance will be taken into account in preparing the final draft, which will be 
submitted to the Joint Planning Policy Committee for adoption  
 

Gadewch i ni wybod a ydych yn dymuno cael gwybod drwy'r cyfeiriad / cyfeiriad e-bost a ddarparwyd am y 
penderfyniad i fabwysiadu’r Canllawiau Cynllunio Atodol / Please let us know whether you wish to be notified 
via the address/ email address provided of the adoption of the Supplementary Planning Guidance  
 

Oes/ Yes    Na/ No            
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APPENDIX B - OBSERVATIONS RECEIVED AND OFFICERS' OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
 

Observation 
ID No.   

Type  
of  
observation 

Commentator Part Observations Observations of officers and the recommendations  

1  Objection Gwynedd and 
Anglesey Housing 
and Planning 
Campaign 
Committee  

General In the first place, we would wish to note what we believe that the new 
Supplementary Planning Guidance should emphasise at the beginning, 
namely:  
 
1) The key importance of Gwynedd as the Welsh language's strongest 

heartland and the need for specific policies to protect its unique 
characteristics and to ensure a sustainable future for the language;   

2) The objectives of relevant strategies to strengthen the language, including  
 

o Welsh Language Promotion Plan - Gwynedd Council language 
strategy.  

o The Gwynedd and Anglesey Joint Local Development Plan - which 
aims to increase the number of communities where over 70% of their 
population are able to speak Welsh.   

o Welsh Government Language Strategy - which aims to increase the 
number of Welsh speakers to one million by 2050.  

o Technical Advice Note 20: Planning and the Welsh Language 
o Language provisions of the Planning (Wales) Act 2015. 

3) The need for every proposed development to be evaluated according to 
how in keeping it is with the above objectives. Therefore, it must be 
ensured that every development in question either makes a positive 
contribution towards achieving the objectives or, at least, that it would 
not on any account hinder the efforts to achieve them. 

 

1) & 2) Parts of the Guidance already make reference to what is noted in the 
objection, e.g.  Table 2, paragraphs C.2, C.19 - C.21.  However, it is agreed that 
the order of some paragraphs can be changed and to include a cross-reference 
to paragraphs 5.12-5.15 in Chapter 5 of the Plan's Strategy in order to improve 
clarity.  The proposed amendment can be seen in Appendix 2A, which also 
includes amendments to address relevant observations made by Lichfields and 
Menter Iaith Bangor 
 
3) The Plan's Policies, including Policy PS 5 and Policy PS 1, and material planning 
considerations provide the foundation for making decisions on planning 
applications. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - include the amendments set out in Appendix 2A 

2  Objection Gwynedd and 
Anglesey Housing 
and Planning 
Campaign 
Committee  

General Stop using the Community and Linguistic Statement, and make it mandatory 
for developers to prepare a Linguistic Impact Assessment in the cases where 
a Statement is mandatory at present.  The evidence shows that the Statement 
is insufficient and that it does not achieve its work appropriately.  
 

Policy PS 1 decides what type of impact assessment is necessary.  Developments 
that meet criteria 1 a - c in Policy PS 1 need to undertake an assessment and for 
it to be submitted in the form of a Welsh Language Statement.  Guidance cannot 
change a Policy or introduce a new Policy.  
 
In addition, the proposed new Guidance will introduce a new methodology for 
undertaking an impact assessment that would need to be submitted in the form 
of a Welsh Language Statement.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - There is no statutory basis to make the change and it is 
considered that there is no need to amend the Guidance because Appendix 7 
provides new details for undertaking an impact assessment that would need to 
be recorded in a Language Statement. 
 

3  Objection Gwynedd and 
Anglesey Housing 
and Planning 
Campaign 
Committee  

General Improve the Linguistic Impact Assessment methodology so that analysis and 
interpretation of evidence is more robust. Discuss with the Welsh Language 
Commissioner, local Mentrau Iaith, Mentrau Iaith Cymru, Welsh language 
campaigners regarding the best way of developing a more robust 
methodology, and review the methodology regularly to ensure that it is fit for 
purpose.  Discuss with these bodies also regarding the need to define and 

The commentator has not submitted evidence to support the viewpoint that 
there is a need to 'improve the methodology'.  The process of preparing the 
methodology has included discussions with language development officers in the 
Councils, an officer representing Hunaniaith. A team of independent consultants, 
namely Cwmni Iaith and Burum, evaluated the draft methodology.  A 
consultation was held with the Welsh Language Commissioner, the Anglesey 
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Observation 
ID No.   

Type  
of  
observation 

Commentator Part Observations Observations of officers and the recommendations  

develop a recognised understanding of the Language Planning/Language 
Sociology field. 
 

Language Forum (including Anglesey Language Initiative), and a number of 
individuals, groups and organisations regarding the Supplementary Planning 
Guidance in order to obtain views on the methodology that the commentator is 
referring to.  
 
Holding discussions to define and develop acknowledged understanding of the 
Language Planning/Language Sociology field is not a matter for the Guidance.   
 
RECOMMENDATION - there is no need to make a change to the Guidance 
because its development has been informed by various experts. 
 

4  Objection Gwynedd and 
Anglesey Housing 
and Planning 
Campaign 
Committee  
 

General To make it mandatory for Linguistic Impact Assessments to be produced by 
persons with an understanding of the Language Planning/Language Sociology 
field. 
 

Diagram 7 and paragraph 6 in Appendix 8 in the Guidance places an expectation 
on the applicant to employ a competent individual to undertake an impact 
assessment that will lead to a Welsh Language Impact Assessment report.  
Diagram 8 describes a 'competent person'.  
 
RECOMMENDATION – there is no need to make an amendment as the Guidance 
already addresses the commentator’s expectations. 
 

5  Objection Gwynedd and 
Anglesey Housing 
and Planning 
Campaign 
Committee  

General That the Local Planning Authority provides a Linguistic Impact Assessment by 
commissioning persons with an understanding of the Language 
Planning/Language Sociology field, at the cost of the developer.  
 

In accordance the requirements of Policy PS 1, it will be the applicant's 
responsibility to commission an assessment of the impact of their development 
on the Welsh language, not the Local Planning Authority, and they must present 
the conclusions of the assessment as a part of the information pack with the 
planning application.  This is what happens in relation to, e.g. biodiversity, 
archaeological, transportation assessments.  Diagram 11, Step 6 describes the 
circumstances when the Planning Authority employs an external competent 
person, and the applicant will pay for this work.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - there is no need to make changes because the Guidance 
already records the Authorities’ approach to the topic and that the approach is 
consistent with the approach to other types of impact assessments. 
 

6  Objection Gwynedd and 
Anglesey Housing 
and Planning 
Campaign 
Committee  

General That it is required for the Local Planning Authority to ensure that the Linguistic 
Impact Assessment is appraised by persons who have knowledge and 
understanding of the Language Planning/Language Sociology field.  
 

Diagram 11, Step 6 confirms that competent officers and/or an external 
competent officer will appraise the evidence submitted by the applicant (when 
there is a dispute between the applicant and the Planning Officer).  
 
RECOMMENDATION - there is no need to make changes because the Guidance 
already records that the impact assessments will be appraised by competent 
assessors. 
 

7  Objection Gwynedd and 
Anglesey Housing 
and Planning 
Campaign 
Committee  

General That those commissioned to undertake a Linguistic Impact Assessment 
consult with community councils, local Mentrau Iaith, Mentrau Iaith Cymru, 
local schools and language organisations as part of the work.  

 

Figure 7.1 and paragraph 18 in Appendix 7 already express the value of engaging 
with the local community and reference is made to a number of examples of 
relevant stakeholders.  Paragraphs 9 and 16 in Appendix 8 express the 
importance of engaging and consulting with relevant stakeholders.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - there is no need to make changes because the Guidance 
already records the importance of engagement and consultation with relevant 
local stakeholders. 
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Observation 
ID No.   

Type  
of  
observation 

Commentator Part Observations Observations of officers and the recommendations  

 
 

8  Support Ffestiniog Town 
Council 

General Ffestiniog Town Council support this documentation.  
 

Note the comment of support. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change. 
 

9  Support Lichfield on behalf 
of Bourne Leisure 
Ltd   
 

General Bourne Leisure supports in principle the need to maintain and create 
distinctive communities and it is believed that the current distinctive 
communities in Gwynedd is one of the reasons why tourists wish to visit the 
local area.     
 

Note the comment of support. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change. 
 

10  Object Lichfield on behalf 
of Bourne Leisure 
Ltd   
 

General TAN 20 states that impact assessments may be conducted for any type of 
windfall development proposals but LPAs should carefully consider what 
benefit is expected from assessing proposed employment, retail or 
commercial development (Para 3.3.1). This suggests that the focus of impact 
assessments should be on residential development and not these alternatives. 
Whilst it is recognised that Policy PS1 sets out the criteria that would give rise 
to a statement or impact assessment, it highlights the need for any such 
documents to be proportionate to the development proposed, particularly 
where it relates to non-residential development. The principle of 
proportionality does not filter through the draft SPG. We consider that the 
requirements set out are reviewed and proportionality is recognised explicitly 
and implicitly throughout.  
 

TAN 20 does not prevent planning authorities from considering the impact of 
employment, retail and commercial development on the Welsh language.  Policy 
PS 1 notes the circumstances when the applicant will need to submit a Welsh 
Language Statement and a report on the Welsh Language Impact Assessment 
with the planning application.   
 
In addition, since the publication of the Consultative Draft SPG, Planning Policy 
Wales Edition 10 was published: 
 
Para 3.28 states: 
 
“Considerations relating to the use of the Welsh language may be taken into 
account by decision makers so far as they are material to applications for 
planning permission.” 
 
Para. 3.29  states: 
 
“If required, language impact assessments may be carried out in respect of large 
developments not allocated in a development plan which are proposed in areas 
of particular sensitivity or importance for the language. Any such areas should be 
defined clearly in the development plan.” 
 
The Plan recognises that the Welsh language is part of the fabric of all the area 
and that it is necessary to give appropriate consideration to the possible effect 
of every unexpected large development. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change. 
 

11  Object Lichfield on behalf 
of Bourne Leisure 
Ltd   

C.1 Paragraph C.1 states that information must be gathered about developments 
in order to reach a conclusion about the impact. This includes setting out 
whether there are benefits to the language. We consider that developments 
that provide no benefits, but equally no impact, should not then have to 
generate benefits. This is because the development would be acceptable in its 
current form and that any further obligations would not be necessary to make 
the development acceptable.  

The SPG in this regard is incompatible with Policy PS1 and PS5 of the LDP as 
these policies require proposals to “protect, promote and enhance” the 

Paragraph C.1 includes examples of questions asked when considering the 
evidence and before reaching a conclusion about the impact on the Welsh 
language, albeit positive, negative or neutral.  In accordance with the Policies and 
the assessment methodology, when a planning application is prepared, it is 
essential that time is spent on making sure that the advantages are maximised 
as much as possible, whilst any harm is reduced as much as possible.  It is agreed 
that a development that has a neutral impact could contribute towards 
maintaining/protecting the Welsh language. When this is demonstrated with 
evidence, it is agreed that a development that has a neutral effect can contribute 
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language. A planning application does not need to generate “benefits” in 
order to meet the policy requirement to “protect” the language.  
 
 

to maintaining/ safeguarding the Welsh language. It is recommended that 
amendments are made to paragraphs C.8 – C.10 in order to improve clarity.  
 
RECOMMENDATION – amend paragraphs C.8 – C.10 as set out below: 
 
C.8 When the Welsh language is a material planning consideration, determining 
whether a development has a positive, neutral or negative impact and 
determining the scale of the impact on the linguistic character of an area is highly 
complex. The linguistic character of an area depends on a number of influences 
beyond the use and development of land and one specific proposed 
development – or a combination of development. Even with all the information, 
it would not be easy to measure it as the planning system cannot anticipate or 
manage personal attributes (such as the ability to speak Welsh in the future or 
the dynamics of its use). The system also cannot discriminate against a planning 
application on the grounds of an applicant's linguistic ability and the linguistic 
ability of the individuals who will occupy or use a property or land. 
 
C.9 Assessing the likely impact on the Welsh language shares similar principles, 
frameworks and processes to those seen in other areas where there is a need to 
assess and address likely impacts. They attempt to identify, understand and 
measure the future and the uncertainty of forecasting the harm (or benefit) 
that would arise from a current action. For example, in planning terms 
environmental impact assessments and sustainability assessments are well- 
established. 
 
C.10 The International Organization for Standardisation – ISO has published the 
International Standard 31000 on Risk Management.1 Although in terms of risk 
(or likely detrimental or negative impact) described in the Standard, the same 
framework, principles and processes are appropriate to maximise benefits as 
well. Therefore, they are appropriate for assessments similar to Welsh language 
impact assessments. ISO 31000 provides principles and guidelines for generic use 
across all institutions and identify the following features of risk 
management/maximise opportunities effectively 
 

12  Object Lichfield on behalf 
of Bourne Leisure 
Ltd   
 

C.8 There is an error in the wording of the final sentence. It should be amended 
to say:  
“The system also cannot discriminate against a planning application on the 
grounds of an applicant's linguistic ability and the linguistic ability of the 
individuals who will occupy or use a property.” 
 

Agree that the word 'cannot' is missing from the sentence in the English version 
of paragraph C.8.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - amend paragraph C.8 in the English version as follows:  
 
The system also cannot discriminate against a planning application on the 
grounds of an applicant's linguistic ability and the linguistic ability of the 
individuals who will occupy or use a property. 
 

13  Object Lichfield on behalf 
of Bourne Leisure 
Ltd   
 

Diagram 4  Whilst useful for complex projects, we disagree that the pre-application 
service ‘should’ be used before submitting all planning applications. There are 
numerous occasions where an applicant is capable of submitting an 
application without having to go through the pre-application advice process, 
which can be lengthy, costly and unnecessary for both the applicant and the 

1) Agree with the commentator that the text in the first box in Diagram 4 is too 
prescriptive.   
 
RECOMMENDATION - amend the text in Diagram 4 to refer to the service before 
submitting a planning application, rather than say it should be used, see below:   
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local planning authority. This is especially true for smaller schemes where 
applying for pre-application advice would be disproportionate.  

The diagram also explains that where the application is not subject to the 
statutory PAC process that applicants are expected to engage with relevant 
stakeholders. We consider that the need to engage with stakeholders in this 
context is onerous, especially given that applications not subject to PAC will 
be minor applications. The applicant in this regard should be able to come to 
its own conclusion about the impact, if any, of the development by means of 
a desktop study. The need to carry out stakeholder consultation should be 
proportionate to the nature and scale of the development.  

Notwithstanding this point, the document is not clear as to who might be 
considered a relevant stakeholder and whether or not they have the resources 
committed to responding to engagement by applicants. Without having 
suitable and formal processes in place, an applicant might be hindered at the 
pre-application stage due to circumstances beyond its control.  
 
 
Finally, the diagram explains that when there is no need to submit a Language 
Statement or Language Impact Assessment that the applicant is expected to 
record how the development will contribute positively to the viability of the 
Welsh language. Again, we reiterate that developments that provide no 
benefits, but equally no impact should not then have to generate benefits. 
This is because the development would be acceptable in its current form and 
that any further obligations would not be necessary to make the development 
acceptable.  

Overall, the requirements of the pre-application period need to be 
reconsidered and be made proportionate and relevant to the development 
proposed and reflect the statutory provisions that provide flexibility in terms 
of how applications are prepared and submitted.  
 
 

 
Both Planning Authorities offer a pre-application advice service. When an 
applicant requires advice about the need for an assessment in the form of a 
Welsh Language Statement/ Impact Assessment the applicant is encouraged to 
use the pre-application service offered by the Planning Service should be used 
before submitting a planning application   - see Appendix 4 - useful contact 
details.  
 
2) The text refers to engaging with relevant stakeholders, which is different to a 
public consultation.  Although developments that are smaller than 'major' 
developments (as defined in Article 2 of the Town and Country Planning Order 
(Development Control Procedure) (Wales) 2012 (DMPWO).) are referred to, 
discussing the proposal with stakeholders such as community councils, local 
councillors, rural housing enablers, could be beneficial, e.g. proposals to build 
five houses within or on the outskirts of a local village.  It is agreed that the need 
for engagement should be commensurate to the nature and size of the proposed 
development.  To improve clarity, it is believed that the text needs to be 
amended to note the approach that is fit-for-purpose.  
 
Appendix 7 and Appendix 8 suggest types of organisations and groups that would 
be beneficial to contact.  Nevertheless, it is believed that it would be beneficial 
to refer to examples in this part of the Guidance as well.  The capacity of the 
stakeholders to respond to enquiries and consultations from applicants or their 
representative is not a matter for the Guidance.  The applicant can record his/her 
efforts, along with any response or lack thereof in a document accompanying the 
planning application, e.g. a letter, planning statement, design and access 
statement.  
 
3) Section 70(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 explains that impacts 
on the use of the Welsh language can be considered, provided that this is 
relevant to the application, when making decisions on planning applications.  
This can happen with any application in any part of Wales.  The intention of this 
gap in Diagram 4 was to encourage applicants for developments that fall outside 
the thresholds of criteria 1 and 2 of Policy PS 1 to show, in an appropriate 
method, that their developments are likely to benefit the Welsh language (even 
if it only leads to a neutral impact).   
 
It is agreed that clarity can be improved by amending the text in the gap to refer 
to 'encourage' rather than an expectation and the need for the method of 
presenting the information to be fit-for-purpose.  
 
It is recommended that we take advantage of an opportunity to also amend 
paragraph C.13 to emphasise the benefit of engaging with others before 
submitting a planning application even when there is no statutory requirement 
to do so and to consider going a step further (in a manner that is proportionate 
with the scale and type of development). There is also an opportunity, in order 
to improve the flow of the document to move paragraphs C.14 – C.16 so that 
they are read before Diagram 4 and Diagram 5. 
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RECOMMENDATION - amend paragraph C.13, move C.14 to be before Diagram 4 
and move paragraphs C.15 and C.16 to be read under Stage 1 heading, not Stage 
2. Amend the text in box in Diagram 4 in accordance with the following:  
 
C.13 Diagram 4 explains the process of screening proposed development and 
initial judgements. In accordance with the principle of communication and 
consultation with stakeholders throughout the process, it emphasises the 
benefit need to engage and consult with the planning service and other 
stakeholders during the pre- planning application stage in a manner that is 
proportionate to the scale and type of proposed development. If it is a ‘major’ 
development the Diagram raises awareness of the statutory requirement to 
undertake public consultation before submitting a planning application. 
 
When there is no need to hold a statutory public consultation before submitting 
a planning application, the applicant is expected encouraged to to  engage with 
local relevant stakeholders   and record the and record the  information in 
documents accompanying the planning application.  The pre-application 
engagement method will need to be tailored for the nature of the proposed 
development and the matters that will need to be addressed.  Examples of 
relevant local stakeholders can be seen in paragraph 18 in Appendix 7 and 
paragraph 16 in Appendix 8.  
 
When there is no need to submit a Welsh Language Statement or report about 
the Welsh Language Impact Assessment, it is expected for and when the Welsh 
language will be relevant to the development, the applicant will be encouraged 
to record how the development consideration was given makes a positive 
contribution to the viability of the Welsh language in a Planning and/or Design 
and Access Statement- see Appendix 5 for good practice ideas.  The method of 
recording the information needs to be tailored to the nature of the proposed 
development and the matters requiring attention.  The methods could include 
a letter accompanying the planning application, a Planning Statement, a Design 
and Access Statement.  
 

14  Object Lichfield on behalf 
of Bourne Leisure 
Ltd   
 

Diagram 5 Diagram 5 is at odds with Policy PS1. Diagram 5 introduces a flow chart that 
determines whether a Welsh Language Statement or Impact Assessment will 
be needed to accompany a planning application. There are two points of 
comment:  
 
The first stage of the chart requires consideration of whether the proposed 
development is for retail, industrial or commercial uses and then whether or 
not that development would create more than 1000 sq. m of floor space 
and/or whether the proposal will employ more than 50 employees. The SPG 
should clarify that for extensions to existing operations, such as at Bourne 
Leisure’s parks, this threshold would apply to only the net increase in 
operational employees created by the proposal and would not be the gross 
number of employees when combined with the existing operations. This 
would ensure that the SPG is consistent with the wording of Policy PS1;  

The intention of Diagram 5 is to provide a visual snapshot to explain the 
requirements of criteria 1 and 2 of Policy PS 1.  
 
It is agreed that there is a need to explain that the net increase in area or the 
number of workers is what is referred to in criterion 1a of Policy PS 1. It is not 
reasonable to control the effect of existing development that already has the 
benefit of planning consent. In order to ensure consistency the same 
amendment needs to be made to part B1 in Appendix 5. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - amend the text in accordance with the following:  
 
Criterion 1a) -  Would does the floor area of a building that is the subject of the 
planning application  exceed 1,000sq.m and/or will the proposal  mean that 
there will be a need to employ more than 50  additional workers ? 
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15  Object Lichfield on behalf 
of Bourne Leisure 
Ltd  
 

Diagram 6 If the answer to the first question in the flow chart is no, the next question is 
whether the development is for a large-scale employment use on an 
unexpected windfall site which would lead to a significant flow of workers. If 
so, a Welsh Language Impact Assessment would be required. Policy PS1 
requires that such an assessment will be needed where there is large-scale 
employment development that would lead to a significant workforce flow (our 
emphasis). Employment development is not explicitly defined in the adopted 
LDP but is used in the monitoring indicators. For this, the reference to 
employment development specifically relates to development on 
‘employment land’ under policies CYF 1, CYF 3, and CYF5. These solely relate 
to the ‘traditional’ employment industries under use classes B1, B2 and B8 
rather than all employment-generating uses. As such, the tests are at odds 
with one another and the former should be amended to the latter in order for 
the SPG to be consistent with the adopted Local Plan. In order to avoid any 
confusion in the future, this should be made clear within the SPG along with 
clarification that tourism related uses would not fall under this categorisation 
and therefore it would not give rise to the need to prepare a Welsh Language 
Impact Assessment.  
 

Agree with the need to ensure that the Guidance includes the same terms used 
in criterion 2 of Policy PS 1.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - amend the text to ensure consistency between the Welsh 
and English terminology:  
 
 
Maen prawf 2 - Ydi’r datblygiad yn un cyflogaeth ar raddfa fawr a fyddai’n golygu 
llif arwyddocaol o weithlu arwain at lif arwyddocaol o weithwyr ar safle ar hap 
annisgwyl? Edrychwch ar Diagram 7. 
 
Criterion 2 - is the development for a large-scale employment development use 
on an unexpected windfall site, which would lead to a significant workforce flow 
of workers? Look at Diagram 7. 
  
 
In terms of defining what is meant by economic development and the 
commentator's reference to the monitoring framework as a means of 
accomplishing that.  It is not expected for the monitoring framework for the local 
development plan to deal with each policy individually.  Therefore, this is not 
what provides the definition.  Chapter 6.3 of the Plan includes a range of policies 
for developments that contribute to the economy and regenerate the area of the 
Plan.  The policies include those involved in the tourism sector.  Excluding a major 
tourism development on an unexpected windfall site that would involve a 
significant workforce flow would not be consistent with the requirements of 
Policy PS 1 and other relevant policies of the Plan, which have been assessed 
against the Plan's Sustainability Assessment.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change. 
 

16  Object Lichfield on behalf 
of Bourne Leisure 
Ltd   
 

Diagram 7 The threshold for a ‘large scale employment development’ set out in the SPG 
is extremely low. Such an approach is introducing policy thresholds not tested 
through an examination and, in any case, would be onerous.  

The document explains that the threshold has been identified because only 
11% of businesses in the area employ more than 10 members of staff. 
However, we question the appropriateness of this metric and its justification 
in determining the threshold. A blanket threshold is not always helpful and 
instead the decision on whether an impact assessment would be needed 
should be based on the likely impact of the development on the Welsh 
language and therefore we consider the threshold should be removed  
 
 

The role of the Guidance is to present guidance on specific Policies in the Plan.  
Therefore, it is reasonable for this Guidance to provide a definition of a large-
scale employment development.  The Guidance explains why 10 was selected as 
a threshold, i.e. an employer who offers work to 10 or more employees in the 
Plan area is comparatively uncommon in the Plan area.  It provides a definition 
of one part of the threshold given in criterion 2 of Policy PS 1.   A lack of definition 
could mean that the policy would be applied inconsistently and the Guidance 
would not provide the assurance that applicants need.   
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change. 

17  Object Lichfield on behalf 
of Bourne Leisure 
Ltd  

Diagram 7 In terms of the second criterion, there are three main travel to work areas that 
apply to Gwynedd and Anglesey. These are Tywyn and Dolgellau to the south, 
Pwllheli and Porthmadog in the central and western area and Bangor and 

The role of the Guidance is to present guidance on specific Policies in the Plan.  
Therefore, it is reasonable for this Guidance to provide a definition of what is 
meant by 'significant workforce flow'.  The reference to the travel to work areas 
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 Holyhead to the north. Both Greenacres and Garreg Wen are located near 
Porthmadog, meaning that they are on the periphery of two travel to work 
areas. It would be entirely reasonable for a person in Harlech for example to 
travel to work at these two parks even though they are within different travel 
to work areas. Such an approach could result in the requirement to undertake 
unnecessary assessments and the criteria should be deleted.  
 
 

is one part of the definition.  Note that the proposed development would need 
to meet with a combination of factors in order for a Welsh language impact 
assessment to be required, namely that the development site is a windfall site 
from the perspective of the strategy and relevant policies of the Plan + that it is 
a major new development + the necessary skills are not available within the 
travel to work area.   
 
The text in the box refers to ‘recognised Travel to Work areas’ In order to improve 
consistency it is considered that it would be beneficial to name the areas. 
 
RECOMMENDATION – amend the text to name the Areas as set out below: 
 
That the jobs must be marketed beyond the recognised following travel to work 
area in order to attract the workforce that have the relevant skills for the new 
jobs: Bangor and Holyhead; Pwllheli and Porthmadog; and Tywyn and 
Dolgellau. Please get in touch with the Department responsible for the 
development of the area's economy for information — see contact details in 
Appendix 4 
 

18  Object Lichfield on behalf 
of Bourne Leisure 
Ltd 
 

C.28 The criteria used to identify a competent person to carry out a Welsh 
Language Statement or a Welsh Language Impact Assessment should be 
revised. The aspects that need revision/clarification are as follows:  
 
See Appendix 2B 
 
The SPG should be amended to state that the competencies are not a 
requirement but a potential method of identifying appropriate consultants.  
 

In accordance with the expectations associated with assessments in other fields, 
e.g. archaeology, retail, biodiversity, it is reasonable to expect that a competent 
individual carries out Welsh language impact assessments.   This improves the 
credibility of the assessment.  Diagram 9 already offers guidance to the applicant 
to assist him to select the competent individual(s).  
 
In terms of the individual observations, it is believed that the commentator has 
raised valid matters:  
 
i. Amend the text to refer to examples:  For example, RTPI,  

ii. Amend the text to refer to specialist professional courses: Planning and the 
Welsh language, IAITH: The language planning centre; Postgraduate 
Certificate in Policy and Language Planning, University of Wales Trinity; MA 
Policy and Language Planning, Bangor University  

iii. The Guidance suggests that only some types of applications are likely to need 
more than one type of expert. 

iv. The Guidance does not state that the competent person needs to have 
carried out an assessment previously.  It is common practice when an 
individual is looking for someone to carry out work on their behalf to make 
enquiries about the person's experience, before deciding whether to appoint 
them or not.  

v. The Guidance does not state that the competent person must be local.  The 
Guidance offers advice.  Nevertheless, it is agreed that the text could suggest 
that only a local person can provide the service for the applicant.  It is 
believed that there are grounds to amend the text to improve consistency. 
 

RECOMMENDATION - amend the boxes describing a competent person in 
accordance with the above and below.  
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Information about the local area -  the ability and experience to undertake the 
research required regarding the local area  Individuals in possession of local 
knowledge will be better placed  to assess the implications of a proposed 
development is essential. 
 

19  Object Lichfield on behalf 
of Bourne Leisure 
Ltd   
 

Diagram 
10 

It is unjustified (and unjustifiable) why a proposal resulting in positive impacts 
to the local area would need to ensure further wider benefits of the 
development. If a proposal has a neutral impact or positive impact there 
would be no need to demonstrate further benefits as the application would 
be acceptable in planning terms. Firstly, Policy PS1 states that the authorities 
will refuse proposals that would cause significant harm to the character and 
language balance of a community that cannot be avoided or suitably mitigated 
by appropriate planning mechanisms. The approach taken by the SPG is 
considerably more onerous than the policy requires. Further Policy PS 5 
(Sustainable Development) and PS 1 do not state that every development 
needs to provide positive impacts. For example, criterion 4 of Strategic Policy 
PS5 states that all proposals should “protect, support and promote the use of 
the Welsh Language in accordance with Policy PS1.” As long as the language 
is protected and not harmed, we consider that a development would be 
acceptable and would not have to demonstrate further benefits. We object to 
criterion i) of the section on ‘presenting a planning application’ for the same 
reason. As such, the SPG needs to be revised to remove this requirement.  
 
 

Even in cases where it is considered that mitigation is unnecessary, Policy PS 5 
states that a new development needs to safeguard, support and promote the use 
of the Welsh language.  The methodology in Appendix 8 makes it a requirement 
for the applicant and their advisers to select the most appropriate strategy, 
including how to take advantage of opportunities arising and whether any 
positive impacts can be improved.  This method should be appropriate to the 
size, type and location of the development.  This approach is consistent with the 
other methods to assess and manage risks.   
 
It is agreed that the text in Diagram 10 is not clear enough and an amendment 
can be made to improve clarity.  
 
In terms of the text of bullet point i, the response to the previous observation 
has identified the need to amend the text regarding the methods for providing 
information about how attention was given to the Welsh language when drawing 
up a development when there will be no need for a Welsh Language Statement 
and a report on the Welsh Language Impact Assessment.  In order to ensure the 
internal consistency of the Guidance, Diagram 10 should be amended in 
accordance with that.   
 
RECOMMENDATION - amend the text in Diagram 10 in accordance with the 
following:  
 
If potential positive impacts are identified, when possible, the applicant is 
encouraged to consider if it is possible to take advantage / maximise those 
impacts  steps should be taken to ensure wider benefits of the development . 
 
i. When there is no need for a Welsh Language Statement or a Welsh Language 
Impact Assessment Report, a record of how consideration was given to the 
Welsh language when drawing up the planning application.  The method of 
recording the information needs to be tailored to the nature of the proposed 
development and the matters requiring attention.  The methods could include 
a letter accompanying the planning application, a Planning Statement, a Design 
and Access Statement.  information about how the development is beneficial for 
the community and the Welsh language is a part of the Planning Statement or in 
an additional part of the Design and Access Statement; or   
 

20  Object Lichfield on behalf 
of Bourne Leisure 
Ltd   
 

Diagram 
11 

As TAN20 (2017) highlights, Section 70(2) TCPA does not give any additional 
weight to the Welsh language above any other material consideration and 
decisions on all applications for planning permission must be based on 
planning grounds only and be reasonable. The officer should come to an 
overall planning balance in terms of the acceptability of the proposal, 
apportioning weight appropriately to different considerations i.e. following 

The intention of including a scale symbol in Diagram 11 was to present the role 
of the Planning Officer and Planning Committee in considering the relevant 
matters before coming to a conclusion on the planning application, namely to 
approve or refuse the application.  One of those considerations is its impact on 
the Welsh language. To improve clarity, the text could be amended to better 
reflect this.  
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the usual course of action when determining a planning application. Diagram 
11 should be amended to reflect this approach.  
 
 

 
RECOMMENDATION - amend the text in accordance with the following:  
 
Under the legislation, the Planning Committee or the Chief Planning Officer 
must make a decision on an application in accordance with the Local 
Development Plan, unless other matters note that this is inappropriate.  The 
applicant in submitting the planning application also has a responsibility to 
provide sufficient information to enable the decision maker to make an 
informed decision about the development’s sustainability (i.e. contribute to 
the social, economic, environmental and cultural well-being). The role of the 
decision maker is to note the advantages, note the harm, consider all matters, 
and balance them all in order to make a robust decision:  
 

i. Conformity with policies in the Local Development Plan, unless material 
planning considerations indicate otherwise;;   

ii.            Planning considerations can include the views of the public. Local 
opposition or support in itself is not a basis to refuse or give planning consent, 
unless it is based on planning reasons; 
iii.          Which planning conditions and/ or Section 106 Agreement obligations 
(i.e. suitable planning mechanisms) - see Appendix 6;   
iv.          Would it cause substantial harm to the character and language balance 
in the community, which cannot be avoided or mitigated in a satisfactory manner 
through the use of appropriate planning mechanisms. The determination of 
whether there is a risk of significant harm is a matter of fact and degree and this 
will be decided on the merits of individual cases based on the analysis of 
compelling evidence.  
 

21   
 

Support Llanengan 
Community 
Council 
 

A.1 What is described is robustly reiterated in the local context.  
 

Note the comment of support. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change needed to address this observation.  
 

22  Support Llanengan 
Community 
Council 

B.1 In response to the question:  Does the Supplementary Planning Guidance  
identify the full 'family' of policies that will promote development that will 
contribute to maintaining or creating distinctive and sustainable 
communities?  A positive response was received from the commentator.  
 

Note the comment of support. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change needed to address this observation.  

23  Support Llanengan 
Community 
Council 

Section 3 In response to the question:  Section 3:  Does the Supplementary Planning 
Guidance  give sufficient guidance regarding information that would be 
needed to support relevant planning applications?  A positive response was 
received from the commentator.  
 

Note the comment of support. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change needed to address this observation.  

24  Support Llanengan 
Community 
Council 

Section 2  In response to the question:  Does the Supplementary Planning Guidance  
include a robust explanation of key considerations in Policy PS 1, e.g. what is 
meant by an unexpected windfall site, significant harm, etc.  A positive 
response was received from the commentator.  
 

Note the comment of support. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change needed to address this observation.  
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25  Support  Llanengan 
Community 
Council  

Diagram 9, 
Appendix 7 
and 
Appendix 
8:  

In response to the question:  Does the Supplementary Planning Guidance 
provide a clear description of a 'competent individual' and the role of the 
individual?  A positive response was received from the commentator.  
 

Note the comment of support. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change needed to address this observation.  

26  Object Llanengan 
Community 
Council 

Appendix 7  In response to the question:  Is the methodology for considering the impact 
of a development on the Welsh language and submitting necessary evidence 
in a Welsh Language Statement clear?  The commentator stated as follows:  
Yes, but it should be strengthened further, as a few applicants are somewhat 
careless when completing this section, in our experience as a Council.  
 
 

Note the comment. The commentator has not provided details regarding what 
aspects of the methodology can be strengthened.  The Council's views regarding 
the quality of a statement or report for an assessment they have seen in the past 
are noted.  It is believed that Appendix 7 offers more detailed guidance regarding 
the expectations of Planning Authorities regarding the scope of the assessment 
for a Welsh Language Statement.  After the Guidance is adopted, there will be a 
need to monitor its effectiveness by the time of reviewing and amending the 
Plan.  Subject to the conclusions of the monitoring work, the Guidance can be 
amended.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change. 
 

27  Object Llanengan 
Community 
Council 

Appendix 8  In response to the question:  Is the methodology for considering the impact 
of a development on the Welsh language and submitting necessary evidence 
in a Welsh Language Statement clear?  Yes, but it should be strengthened 
further, as a few applicants are slightly careless when completing this section, 
in our experience as a Council.  
 

Note the comment. The commentator has not provided details regarding what 
aspects of the methodology can be strengthened.  The Council's views regarding 
the quality of a statement or report for an assessment they have seen in the past 
are noted.  It is believed that Appendix 8 offers more detailed guidance regarding 
the expectations of Planning Authorities regarding the scope of the assessment 
for a Welsh Language Impact Assessment.  After the Guidance was adopted, 
there will be a need to monitor its effectiveness by the time of reviewing and 
amending the Plan.  Subject to the conclusions of the monitoring work, the 
Guidance can be amended.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change. 
 

28  Observation Angela Gliddon  General In reference to discussion of housing in Clusters, I think it is a good idea to 
stop large individual housing units in Cluster areas. Our Island is becoming full 
of enormous houses but needs more affordable accommodation. 
 

Note the observation.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change needed in response to this observation.  

29  Object Penrhyndeudraeth 
Town Council  

General There are shortcomings between pages 89 and 106 of the Supplementary 
Planning Guidance Consultation Draft - Maintaining and Creating Unique 
Communities, December 2018, where advice is given to developers on what 
to avoid in their plans so that they do not harm the Welsh language.  The work 
'risk' and the word 'mitigation' is used numerous times.  
 
'Mitigation' means that something needs to be improved / that harm is 
possible.  
 
If there is any degree of 'risk' in relation to a development or that there is a 
need for any degree of 'mitigation' for it, it should be refused.  The Welsh 
language is too valuable to endanger.  
 

Using risk assessment principles is a common part of dealing with planning 
applications.   
 
Generally, it is linked to the significance of change, and its effect on the use of 
land and buildings. Determining whether there is substantial harm will be a 
matter of fact and degree and this will be determined on a case by case basis. 
 
Risk assessment principles are used: the nature and scale of the harm; the size 
or outcome of the change; how likely is the change or how often will it happen; 
how vulnerable to harm is the recipient; the time-scale and when the harm could 
happen.   
 
Referring to, or using, mitigation measures is a common part of preparing 
planning policies and when dealing with planning applications.   
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Diagram 10 presents the hierarchy of responses to negative and positive effects 
where the applicant is encouraged to try to avoid or reduce possible detrimental 
effects and to try to secure wider benefits linked to positive effects. 
 
National planning policy, including Technical Advice Note 20, notes when to 
consider mitigation measures and provides examples of them.  The type of 
measures can differ from application to application, subject to the nature of the 
proposed development and associated circumstances.  In general, their purpose 
is to manage risks of harm.  They can be ones that lead to avoiding harm, reducing 
harm to an acceptable level in land use planning terms, and improving the 
positive effects of the development.  
 
Where mitigation measures are necessary to make a specific development 
acceptable in planning terms, the development cannot be approved unless it is 
possible to ensure the measures required by appropriate conditions or Section 
106 agreements (namely the appropriate planning mechanisms).   
 
If the development does not comply with the various policies of the Plan from 
the outset and if it cannot be changed through using mitigating measures, as 
described above, the harm is likely to be substantial and the planning application 
can be refused.   
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change. 
 

30  Observation Penrhyndeudraeth 
Town Council 

General Who will assess development plans in terms of their impact on the Welsh 
language?  Experts in the language fields, or the developers themselves?  
 

First and foremost, the applicant's role is to plan his/her development carefully 
in order to ensure that the proposed development is based on a thorough 
understanding of the situation.  Subject to the location and nature of the 
development, the applicant will need to appoint people who are competent in 
specific fields to provide guidance to them.  In the case of considering how their 
development will affect the Welsh language, the Guidance highlights the benefit 
of appointing a competent person to undertake work to assess the impact of a 
development on the Welsh language.  Diagram 9 in the Guidance provides 
guidance on how to identify a competent person.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change. 
 

31  Object Llanystumdwy 
Community 
Council 

A.1 In response to the question:  Does the Supplementary Planning Guidance  
provide a robust description of a 'distinctive and sustainable community' in 
the local context, the commentator stated as follows:  Reference is made to 
"distinctive and sustainable urban and rural communities".  There is no right 
to do anything in the countryside, therefore, there will be nothing distinctive 
or sustainable about the countryside.  Every "rural" should be changed to 
"village".  
 

Many policies in the Joint Local Development Plan promote various 
developments in the countryside.  Table 1 in Section 1 of the Guidance identifies 
some of them.  When revisiting this table, it was seen that it does not refer to 
opportunities to have new homes in the countryside. Doing so would improve 
clarity.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - amend Table 1 to refer to Policies that promote housing 
developments in specific circumstances in the countryside.  
 

 Supported: affordable housing for local need in Clusters in the countryside 
(Policy TAI 6), housing for rural enterprises (Policy PCYFF 2 and Technical 
Advice Note 6), living and working units in buildings in the countryside 
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(Policy TAI 7), and converting buildings in the countryside into affordable 
housing for local need when the economic use is not viable (Policy TAI 7) 

 

32  Object Llanystumdwy 
Community 
Council 

Part B.1, 
Table 1  

In response to the question:  Does the Supplementary Planning Guidance  
identify the full 'family' of policies that will promote development that will 
contribute to maintaining or creating distinctive and sustainable 
communities, the commentator stated as follows:   It is not possible to create 
a rural community under the current Policies.  
 

See response to Observation 31 above. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - amend Table 1 to refer to Policies that promote housing 
developments in specific circumstances in the countryside.  

33  Object Llanystumdwy 
Community 
Council 
 

Section 3 In response to the question:  Does the Supplementary Planning Guidance  give 
sufficient guidance regarding information that would be needed to support 
relevant planning applications,  the commentator stated:  The Guidance is 
much too complex, repetitive and clumsy.   
 
Considering that a vast part of the Guidance refers to the Welsh language, we 
feel that there are too many linguistic errors in the Welsh language.  
 

The commentator has not provided details to support this view, e.g. which parts 
are being repeated unnecessarily.  The Guidance has been divided into three 
specific Sections, and use diagrams and tables as much as possible in order to 
avoid long paragraphs.  Nevertheless, the Joint Planning Policy Unit will look into 
how the content of the document can be laid out in a more convenient way for 
the reader and make more use of hyper-links to link sections together.  
 
The commentator has not provided examples of any linguistic errors.  Cysill and 
proof reading tools were used to spell-check before publishing the guidance for 
public consultation.  We will make arrangements for the final document to be 
proof-read again before it is published in its final form.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change to the content of the Guidance but to look into 
obtaining assistance from a printer and proof reader before the final Guidance is 
published.  
 

34  Object Llanystumdwy 
Community 
Council 
 

Section 2  In response to the question:  Section 2: Does the Supplementary Planning 
Guidance  include a robust explanation of key considerations in Policy PS 1, 
e.g. what is meant by an unexpected windfall site, significant harm, etc., the 
commentator stated:  See the answer to question 4. 
 
Policy PS1 is a key part of the Guidance and again, it is not quoted until page 
47.  
 
Including the page number where the Appendix/Policy/Diagram/Table is 
located immediately after referring to it would make reading the document 
slightly easier.  
 

It is believed that an appendix is the most appropriate place to include the whole 
text of the Policies.  
 
Note the comment regarding including a page number and agree to do so 
throughout the entire document.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - include a page number where the 
Appendix/Policy/Diagram/Table can be read and include hyper-links.   

35  Object Llanystumdwy 
Community 
Council 

Diagram 9, 
Appendix 7 
and 
Appendix 
8:  

In response to the question:  Does the Supplementary Planning Guidance 
provide a clear description of a 'competent individual' and the role of the 
individual, the commentator said:  Why is a Town and Country Planning 
qualification required to carry out a Language Assessment?  
 

A Town and Country Planning qualification is identified as one of the types of 
possible qualifications for a competent person as chartered planners have 
experience in investigating evidence about various fields and possess skills to 
balance detailed and technical information before making a decision.   
 
A person also needs to understand and evaluate development and its likely 
impact in addition to linguistic characteristics or characteristics of a cohort of 
people. Planners understand the legislative context, policy and land use planning 
regulations. We also need someone with good engagement methodologies. 
These are part of a set of skills learned in obtaining the town and country 
planning qualification. 
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To avoid any misunderstanding, the clarity of the text can be improved in the box 
to confirm that there is no expectation for the competent person to be a town 
and country planner and  possess one of the other qualifications.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - amend the text in accordance with the following:  
 
...research in linguistic planning, and/ or a Town and Country Planning 
qualification.  
 

36  Object Llanystumdwy 
Community 
Council 

Appendix 2 In response to the question:  Is there another acknowledged source of 
information that I should refer to, the commentator said:  It is ironic that the 
Young Farmers Organisation is included in the Appendix and yet they are not 
funded by the Council.  
 

Appendix 4, not Appendix 2, refers to the Young Farmers Organisation.  Appendix 
4 is not intended to include Council-funded groups.  Its intention is to identify 
local stakeholders that could be useful to the applicant.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change. 
 

37  Object Llanystumdwy 
Community 
Council 

Appendix 5 In response to the question:  Do you have any observations on the screening 
process, the commentator said; This is the clearest part of the entire 
document.  
 

Note the comment of support. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change needed in response to this observation.  

38  Object Llanystumdwy 
Community 
Council 

Appendix 7  In response to the question:  Is the methodology for considering the impact 
of a development on the Welsh language and submitting necessary evidence 
in a Welsh Language Statement clear, the commentator said:   
 
1) The difference between a Welsh Language Statement and Welsh 

Language Impact Assessment is unclear.  Paragraphs 6 and 7 on page 73 
are identical to paragraphs 4 and 5 on page 82, save changing 
"Statement" into "Assessment".  

2) p 77. Visual Elements - bullet point 3 and p 92 - bullet point 2.  The words 
"if practical" should be omitted at the end, as practicality is a matter of 
opinion.   Any developer who would not be eager to use the Welsh 
language could use this as an excuse not to do so.   

3) p 78. Quality of Life - bullet point 4.  If the development increases the 
demand for using the language immersion Centres, it is essential that 
these Centres remain as effective as ever.  
 

1) Appendix 7 and Appendix 8 provide methodology details for two types of 
assessments.  As both aim to achieve the same, it is inevitable that the 
paragraphs describing their purpose are very similar.  The grounds for 
making an assessment for a Language Statement and Impact Assessment 
are different.  In simple terms, the first is for a development that is likely to 
have been considered already when preparing the Plan but that some 
information is required on it, and the second is for windfall developments 
on a scale where the applicant needs to undertake a statutory consultation 
before submitting a planning application and detailed information is 
needed about it.   
 
When the reader reaches Appendix 7 or Appendix 8 it is expected that the 
applicant has already come to a conclusion about what type of impact 
assessment is required for the development in question. 
 
Nonetheless, paragraph C.25 can be amended to support the message in 
paragraph C.16 and in Diagram 5 and include a cross reference in paragraph 
1 in Appendix 7 to refer to paragraph C.16. 

 
RECOMMENDATION – amend as follows: 
 
C.25 Paragraph C.16 and Diagram 5 above explain the circumstances when a 
Welsh Language Statement will be required with an application. 
 
Appendix 7 
 
Diagrams 5 and 6 have concisely described set out the requirements in relation 
to when a Welsh Language Statement will be required. 
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2) It will not be possible to give a new Welsh name on a property based on 

historical, geographical or local link to the area when the links do not exist.  
The Guidance must be realistic and must not set expectations that are 
beyond the regulations that relate to naming of streets.  Nevertheless, it is 
agreed to change the text as suggested by the commentator as well as include 
links to webpages that deal with naming streets and estates in paragraph 
C.30.  
 
The opportunity is also taken to amend paragraph C.29 which refers to signs 
and advertisements. It is believed that there is an opportunity to mention 
more about signs and advertisements which provides information on issues 
such as opening hours, goods or services offered by the business. 
 

RECOMMENDATION - change in accordance with the following:  
 
C.30 Place names – criterion 6 of Policy PS 1 encourages developers to use 
Welsh place names for developments, new house and street names in order to 
strengthen the linguistic character of communities. Both Councils encourage 
developers to retain old Welsh place names – Gwynedd Council’s requirements 
and Anglesey Council’s requirements. Using a new name that derives from 
historical, geographical or local links to the area would be a good idea. If the 
existing name is an original one or has been the name of the property for a 
number of years, particularly if it is a Welsh one, the Council will ask the 
applicant for the new name to reconsider, even if the proposed new name is a 
Welsh one. However, the final decision lies with the owner. The Welsh language 
Commissioner’s Office has published “Guidance to standardise Welsh place 
names” (see Appendix 3). 
 
C. 29  Signs and advertisements - Signs have a clear visible effect on the 
character of the area, including its linguistic character. They also provide an 
opportunity to promote the area’s unique culture, which is significant in terms 
of the identity of different communities and the tourism industry.     In the case 
of signs and advertisements that are subject to planning control, criterion 5 of 
Policy PS 1 promotes the provision of bilingual signage in public places that are 
part of the development. The Authorities recognise that some organisations and 
companies have strong brands and images already in use outside of Wales. If that 
brand and/or logo is one that depends on words (rather than an image) and it is 
not part of the identity of the organisation or company, the Authorities are keen 
to discuss the possibility of adjusting the brand to reflect its location in the Plan 
area. All organisations and companies will be able to ensure that all other signs 
and advertisements are bilingual. In circumstances where the signs/ 
advertisements (which could be, e.g. on an awning, window, door) it is an 
expectation within the Plan area for the wording on the signs/ advertisements 
to be bilingual, in Welsh and English. The Welsh language Commissioner's Office 
has published a "Guide to bilingual design", which contains references to the 
design of bilingual signs (see Appendix 3). 
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3) Note the observation about the language immersion centres.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change needed in response to this observation.  
 

39  Object Llanystumdwy 
Community 
Council 

Appendix 8  In response to the question:  Is the methodology for considering the impact 
of a development on the Welsh language and submitting necessary evidence 
in a Welsh Language Statement clear, the commentator said:  
1) See comments for Question 9.   
2) p 92 Language and Population Movement - bullet point 5.  Change the 

words "nad oes gan" to "heb" in the Welsh version.   
3) p 98 Economic Factors - bullet point 2.  Change "Ydi o'n o feithrin..." to 

"Ydi o'n meithrin..." in the Welsh version.  
 

1) See response to Observation 38  
2) Agree to change "nad oes gan" to "heb" in the Welsh version.  
3) Agree to change "Ydi o'n o feithrin..." to "Ydi o'n meithrin..." in the Welsh 
version.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - amend the text in accordance with the following:  
 
Is it likely that there will be a change in the balance between Welsh speakers 
(including learners) and individuals  that do not have without  any Welsh 
language ability.  
 
Ydi o’n o meithrin amrywioldeb economaidd yn yr ardal leol, h.y. creu swyddi 
sydd ddim ar gael yn lleol? 
 

40  Object Llanystumdwy 
Community 
Council 

Diagram 3   
 

1) Step 4 is missing in the English version and the Welsh version is noted as 
Cam 1 to 8 and the English version is noted as A to E.  There is a need to 
reconcile this.  

2) Monitoring Who will be doing this?  Does the Authority have the 
resources/will to do this?  

 

1) To agree to make the changes to reconcile the documents  
2) Paragraphs C.33 - C.37 (page 32) provide information about the monitoring 
stage  
 
RECOMMENDATION - amend the text in accordance with the following:  
 
Include Stage 4 and change the numbering in the English version to refer to 1-8 
instead of A-E.  
 

41  Object Llanystumdwy 
Community 
Council 

Table 2 Reference is made in the first paragraph to the 70% figure in order for the 
Welsh language to be the day-to-day language of the community.  No other 
reference is made to this in the rest of the document or the steps to reach 
this.  
 

Part of the SPG’s purpose is to provide more detailed advice to help interpret and 
implement policies and proposals in the Joint Local Development Plan. As 
explained in the “General Information” section, the SPG’s purpose isn’t to 
introduce new planning policy and it isn’t part of the local development plan. 
Policy PS 5 and Policy PS 1 were included in the Plan to address one of the Plan's 
aims, which has been influenced by the sustainability objective.  The policy target 
is to have new developments that contribute to maintaining or strengthening the 
Welsh language.  The Guidance provides guidance on how to apply the Policies 
that can achieve that.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change. 
 

42  Object Llanystumdwy 
Community 
Council 

Diagram 5 There is no reference here or in many other places about the possibility of 
being able to refuse a planning application.  
 

Criterion 3 explains when planning applications can be refused on the basis of its 
effect on the character and Welsh language balance in a community. Part of the 
Guidance’s purpose is to provide advice about how to undertake a language 
impact assessment and to describe the arrangements to deal with a planning 
application, not to make a decision. 
 
It is noted in paragraph C.14 that the purpose of Diagram 5 is to explain when an 
assessment will need to be undertaken for a Welsh Language Statement and an 
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assessment in the form of a Welsh Language Impact Assessment.  It is not 
appropriate, therefore, to refer to the possibility of refusing a planning 
application after undertaking an assessment, considering the conclusions of the 
assessment, checking it, and balancing other material planning considerations.  
 
Many parts of Section 2 in the Plan describe the planning process to consider a 
planning application and the appendices focus on providing necessary 
information to enhance the assessments.  Step 7 in the process (on pages 30-31) 
refers to balancing the information that could lead to a decision to refuse a 
planning application.   
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change. 
 

43  Object Llanystumdwy 
Community 
Council 

Diagram 6  What counts as a "Local Community" and how much weight is given to this 
opinion?  
 

It is agreed that 'local community' in the first box is too vague.  It is recommended 
that the text is changed to refer to area of influence. In doing so, there will be 
consistency with the first box in Diagram 7.  The second box refers to engaging 
and consulting with the local community. It is considered that this part to refer 
to the relevant paragraph in Appendix 7 in order to provide more advice about 
what is considered by ‘local community’. That paragraph will define 'local 
stakeholders' by referring to, e.g. community council.  As a result of other 
observations, an additional amendment will be needed to ensure that the 
approach is commensurate to the nature, size and location of the proposed 
development.  
 
RECOMMENDATION amend the text in Diagram 6 to refer to the area of influence 
and include a cross-reference to the relevant paragraph in Appendix 7.   
 
Preparing a Welsh Language Statement to accompany an application presents a 
number of benefits, particularly as a tool for demonstrating and communicating 
that sufficient consideration has been given to the language during the process 
of formulating the proposal. It is a process where information about likely effects 
of a proposed development is collected, collated and assessed by a competent 
person. The applicant will consider the information as part of the work to prepare 
the application. It is required to show if development is going to contribute to 
create social climate and conditions that facilitate the use of the Welsh language 
in the local area of influence community. It allows the Authority to see whether 
the proposal meets the Plan’s objectives and policies. It will assist the applicant, 
then the Authority, to determine what measures are required (embedded and/or 
managed by a planning condition or 106 Agreement) to eliminate or reduce the 
effects or to enhance a positive impact. It will also allow the Authority to decide 
whether the development would have such a negative impact on the language 
and the community that would justify a refusal of the application 
 
It is important to engage Engaging and consulting consult with the local 
community stakeholders is important even if there is no statutory requirement 
to do so as local stakeholders can offer essential local information and help 
note contentious issues early on in the process.  This enables the applicant and 
their advisor to consider the matters and address them or provide 
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explanations.  Paragraph 18 in Appendix 7 provides examples of local 
stakeholders.  
 
 

44  Object Llanystumdwy 
Community 
Council 

Step 8  We welcome paragraphs C36 and 37.  How often is the research done?   The 
Plan has existed since 2011, has any such research been done already?  If so, 
how many times?  
 

Note the comment of support. The Plan has not existed since 2011.  It did not 
become operational until it was adopted on 31 July 2017.  The Joint Planning 
Policy Unit will discuss monitoring methods with Gwynedd Council's Research 
and Information Unit, the Councils' language development officers, Hunaniaith 
and Menter Iaith Môn.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change. 
 

45  Object Llanystumdwy 
Community 
Council 

Diagram 
11 

If the applicant is allowed to select someone to carry out a Language 
Statement on his/her behalf, he/she is very likely to find someone who 
supports his/her plans.  A person who is independent of the Council and the 
Applicant should assess the Language Statement.  
 

The advice given to applicants when selecting someone to advise them on 
linguistic and community matters is similar to the advice given in association with 
other fields, i.e. the applicant chooses someone to carry out a biodiversity, 
transportation, archaeological assessment, etc. for his/her planning application.  
The Planning Officer, in consultation with a competent person within the Council, 
will consider the information presented by the applicant, unless there is a dispute 
and an independent competent person needs to be appointed.   
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change. 
 

46  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

A1 In response to the question, the commentator said:  We believe that Section 
1, Part A.1 does not provide a robust description of a 'distinctive and 
sustainable community' in the local context and we offer an explanation 
below.  Diagram 2:  Essential elements for a unique and sustainable 
community, refers to:   
“Housing - different types to support a variety of local households (size, age 
and income) where the Welsh language is passed on" and,   
“Work - a thriving and varied local economy that creates situations to protect, 
promote and strengthen the Welsh 
language"  
 
We believe that the most important dimension regarding housing has been 
omitted above, namely the [lack of] economic power possessed by a 
substantial proportion of local people to be able to purchase a house in the 
locality as the scale and size of the holiday home sector has increased the 
average house price in the county far beyond the reach of the majority of local 
residents.  In addition, no reference is made to the fact that the highest 
number/percentage of holiday homes in any of Britain's counties are to be 
found in Gwynedd.  These are key factors that affect the lives of a large 
number of Gwynedd residents and hinder their ability to buy a property on 
the open market, leading to an over-dependency/higher dependency on 
affordable housing.  Therefore, this needs to be reflected in this text.   
 

Diagram 2 provides a snapshot of the elements that are essential in order to have 
distinctive and sustainable communities.  Table 1 refers to a range of Policies in 
the Plan in order to have those elements in communities.  The commentator 
refers to holiday homes.  No planning permission is required to use houses as 
holiday homes.  Therefore, it is not possible to include a policy to tackle this type 
of use.  Attention was given to the existence of this use when identifying the 
Plan's housing requirement.   
 
In Table 1, reference is made to Policies that will promote the types of houses 
that are necessary to tackle the matters that the commentator refers to, namely 
houses that meet the needs of communities in the Plan area (be that open 
market housing or houses for those who are unable to purchase and rent a house 
on the open market.  The Table also refers to Policies that promote economic 
development and that would offer various jobs. It is agreed that a minor 
amendment to the text about homes in Diagram 2 to refer to affordable housing 
in order to confirm the role of this type of housing in a community. 
 
RECOMMENDATION – amend Diagram 2 as set out below: 
 
Homes – different types (including affordable housing) to support a variety of 
local households (size, age, income) where the Welsh language is transferred. 

47  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

A3 We refer to point A.3.  (page 11) "With respect to the Welsh language, a 
sustainable development involves the promotion of 
situations in communities that are important cornerstones of linguistic 

Agree with the observation. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - amend the paragraph in accordance with the following:  
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planning,” Whilst we support the statement, we do not believe that it is 
comprehensive enough or goes far enough as it does not make specific 
reference to 'protecting and strengthening' circumstances within 
communities that are important to the cornerstones of linguistic planning.  In 
itself, promotion is merely a process and does not guarantee success, be that 
in terms of strengthening, maintaining or reinforcing a linguistic situation.  
Therefore, in terms of ensuring actual linguistic planning, the statement 
'promote, protect and strengthen' needs to be added to the text.  In other 
words, a development can promote, but not necessarily lead to the adoption 
or strengthening of circumstances within communities.  This would also be 
consistent with the references made to 'protect and strengthen' in diagram 2, 
part A of the SPG (and referred to in point C.18).   
 

 
"With respect to the Welsh language, a sustainable development involves the 
promotion, protection and strengthening the situations in communities that are 
important to the cornerstones of linguistic planning...” 
 
 

48  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

B1 Table 1 In response to the question, the commentator said:   
Overall, we agree that the context in relation to the family of policies seems 
complete, but we are concerned about one of the statements, as noted below.   
The first bullet point of Table 1 (Section 1, page 11), notes:  

 communities need residents from different backgrounds, ages, and who live 
in different types of houses, if they are to be places where people desire to 
live in the long-term. On the contrary, not doing so could lead to a community 
in which the population declines in the long-term, and one that could lose its 
unique local nature and its connections to cultural heritage;  
 
We presume that the definition of 'different backgrounds' also encompasses 
residents from different linguistic backgrounds; and numbers, if 
incommensurable and inappropriate in terms of numbers to that community, 
could lead to the loss of the local distinctive nature and its connections to 
cultural heritage.  The statistics of many Censuses for a number of wards, such 
as those in Bangor (Arfon), coastal wards in Meirionnydd and Abersoch and 
Aberdaron in Dwyfor, confirm this.  In such wards, the number and percentage 
of Welsh speakers have seen a huge decline because of inward migration and 
the Anglicization of people from a different linguistic and cultural background.   
 

Agree with the observation, within a context whereby it is not possible to control 
the occupancy of houses in the current stock and that the Plan's policies or 
guidance thereof cannot discriminate on the grounds of individuals' linguistic 
ability.  In order to improve clarity refer to Tabl 1 in paragraph B.1 and improve 
the clarity of this section of the Table, reference can be added to the fact that 
the point should be read collectively and to add 'commensurate mix' when 
referring to the background and ages of resident in the first bullet point.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - amend the text in accordance with the following:  
 
Diagram 2 above (paragraph A.1) shows that a number of different 
developments are needed to provide different opportunities that will help 
maintain and create distinctive and sustainable communities. Table 1 below This 
part succinctly describes how different types of developments can contribute to 
this. In so doing, it identifies the main planning policies that are relevant to the 
developments. Individual policies in the Local Development Plan’s Written 
Statement are available to read on both Authority’s websites 
(www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/ldp & www.anglesey.gov.uk ) 
 
Table 1 
 
The way the development helps maintain or create unique and sustainable 
communities (the points have not been listed in any particular order and the 
table should be read as a whole:  
 

 communities need  a commensurate mix of residents from different 
backgrounds, ages, and who live in different types of houses, if they are to be 
places where people desire to live in the long-term. On the contrary, not 
doing so could lead to a community in which the population declines in the 
long-term, and one that could lose its unique local nature and its connections 
to cultural heritage; 

  

49  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Section 3 In response to question 4, the commentator said:   Note the comment. Table 3 identifies the type of evidence that could be 
necessary for an applicant to submit with his/her planning application, subject to 
the location, nature and scale of the proposed development.   
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To a large extent, we believe that it provides sufficient guidance about 
information that would be required to support relevant planning applications, 
however, we propose the following further RECOMMENDATION:  
In terms of Table 3, Affordable housing Statement, under the further 
information heading (Section 3, page 38), we believe, as a starting point, that 
it would be valuable to hold a county-wide survey to establish the nature of 
the relationship between affordable housing and the Welsh language and to 
what extent the policy (TAI 15), contributes to the linguistic sustainability of 
the county in its current form and to a greater understanding of the 
description of 'local need'.   It would also be an advantage to enhance good 
practice in terms of meeting the affordable housing target determined and 
reflect the current and proposed needs of the area.  This would increase 
understanding and would be valid grounds for applying an even more 
appropriate weighting to the affordable housing dimension within open 
market housing developments. It would also contribute towards giving more 
validity to Appendix 6 Activities to mitigate and improve the linguistic impacts 
of a development, point 6 'Some 
proposals, such as development comprising of an adequate affordable 
housing supply, will include embedded mitigation planted and so there would 
be no need for further measures.' It would also be able to contribute more 
scientifically to points ii and iii under Table A:   A list of examples of potential 
activities to mitigate the linguistic impacts of a development.  In a county in 
which over 5,000 holiday homes are located, the importance of affordable 
housing is acute and therefore, it is important to identify and understand the 
contribution made by the affordable housing stock in terms of maintaining, 
strengthening and reinforcing the Welsh language in Gwynedd's communities.  
Research has been scant to date, but along with Housing Associations, there 
is a need to develop research and expertise.   
 

 
The Supplementary Planning Guidance – Affordable Housing gives details on the 
expectations of the Plan's affordable housing policies.   
 
Bearing in mind that it is not possible to discriminate on the grounds of the 
linguistic ability of occupants of the house (including affordable housing), it is 
agreed that such research as described would be useful.  This will be considered 
when monitoring housing developments that have been built once they have 
received planning permission under the Plan's housing policies.  This will be done 
in consultation with Gwynedd Council's Research and Information Unit and 
Housing Associations, and input will be sought from a competent person (in line 
with the description in Diagram 9 of the Guidance).  
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change. 

50  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Section 2  In response to question 5, the commentator said:   
Yes to a degree, but we have a number of observations and concerns as noted 
below.   
SECTION 2 (Part C) - The first Section of the SPG highlights the relevance of 
the Welsh language to many types of development that are essential to 
maintain and create distinctive and sustainable communities.  The second 
Section of the SPG elaborates on the Local Planning Authorities detailed 
requirements about how Policy PS 1 of the Local Development Plan will be 
implemented. It shows how Welsh language considerations are expected to 
be incorporated into every relevant development. It includes requirements 
about how to record how the relevant development would benefit the Welsh 
language, in the form of a Welsh Language Statement or report on the Welsh 
Language Impact Assessment.    
Since the introduction of the Language Impact Statement and Assessment, 
their basic purpose is to assess the development's likely impact on the Welsh 
language, be that positive, negative or neutral.  The different weightings in 
relation to the benefits to the Welsh language influences that objectivity and 
without this, how possibly can one establish whether or not the development 
is beneficial to the Welsh language.  Even more concerning is the expectation, 

Note the comment. It is agreed that the purpose of an assessment is to gather 
evidence about the proposed development and its impacts on the area of 
influence, whether they are negative impacts, positive or neutral. The aim of 
course is to promote development that is beneficial to the language. We agree 
to look through the Guidance by its final draft form to ensure that assessment of 
effects is referred to in each case and not refer directly to the beneficial effect.  
 
RECOMMENDATION – proof read the Guidance to ensure that assessment of 
effects is referred to in each case and not refer directly to the beneficial effect.  
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therefore, if the developer introduces a series of measures to support 
linguistic benefit, that all shall be well.  The truth about it with many types of 
development is that it is not possible to mitigate some negative impacts on 
the Welsh language and therefore, the weight given to benefit does not 
encompass the fullest possible context.  
 

51  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Section 2  On the grounds of previous points regarding holiday home (second home) 
proportionality in Gwynedd and population movement patterns from outside 
Gwynedd and Wales to the county, we welcome bullet points 4 and 5 (Table 
1, page 11):   

 housing developments that add to the existing housing stock in Centres and 
Villages identified in Policy TAI 5 must be local market housing and affordable 
housing, if Policy TAI 15 is a material consideration;  

 having a sufficient number of local houses for a mix of households is more 
likely to mean a viable use of facilities and services in the settlement or in a 
nearby settlement, which can be important places for the Welsh language.  
 

Note this comment of support. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change needed in response to this observation.  

52  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

C.8 Point C.8 (page 15) refers to, "When the Welsh language is a material planning 
consideration, determining whether a development has a positive or negative 
impact and determining the scale of the impact on the linguistic character of 
an area is highly complex. Even with all the information, it would not be easy 
to measure it as the planning system cannot anticipate or manage personal 
attributes (such as the ability to speak Welsh in the future or the dynamics of 
its use)."  
 
We agree that it is a complex process but we disagree with the second 
sentence because anticipating the cumulative personal attributes of 
individuals/families/residents/households who are likely to purchase houses 
in a development is the whole aim and purpose of carrying out an impact 
assessment or linguistic statement.  Projections can be maximised and 
minimised in an attempt to identify the likely scale of the impact on linguistic 
character and based on this, reach an objective  
and the most likely conclusion regarding the cumulative impact on the Welsh 
language.    
 
Of course, it is possible for the planning process to revisit a permitted 
development in order to establish, in reality, the cumulative impact on the 
character of the Welsh language and compare this with the scales of the 
projections in order to develop an understanding and record case studies to 
contribute towards refining and developing the process for the future.   
Therefore, we believe that the statement in its current form is incorrect and 
to an extent undermines the credibility and purpose of carrying out an impact 
assessment or language statements by omitting the value and importance of 
monitoring post-planning consent.  In order to develop an understanding and 
expertise over time, it is essential that the overview extends beyond the 
process of submitting a planning application only and there is a need to revisit 
the development over this period of time to establish the actual linguistic 
impacts.  We also believe that this is the only way to develop and increase 

Overall, change in the housing stock or employment stock will change gradually 
from year to year.  On average that change happens on a scale of less than 2% 
net per annum.  So trying to predict linguistic composition of new development 
is highly problematic, - the households can be derived from the existing stock 
either within the area or from the creation of new households.  In addition, the 
linguistic composition of household can change over time as new speakers is 
produced or there is loss of current speakers.  The model attempts to predict 
based on the experience of similar developments in areas of similar linguistic 
minorities. 
 
We agree that research of the type described would be useful.  This will be 
considered when monitoring housing developments that have been built after 
they receive planning permission under the Plan's housing policies.  This will be 
done in consultation with Gwynedd Council's Research and Information Unit, 
Housing Associations and input will be sought from a competent person 
(according to the description in Diagram 9 of the Guidance).  Paragraph C.36 
refers to monitoring the effect of schemes permitted under the Plan’s policies. 
Paragraph C.8’s clarity can be improved by removing the word ‘anticipate’. Its 
inclusion implies that it is possible to produce population projections based 
solely on the act of building houses.    
 
RECOMMENDATION – amend as set out below. 
 
Even with all the information, it would not be easy to measure it as the planning 
system cannot anticipate or manage personal attributes (such as the ability to 
speak Welsh in the future or the dynamics of its use). 
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linguistic understanding within a more holistic planning process.  Indeed, this 
was the conclusion of a Welsh language affordable housing impact 
assessment methodology drawn up on behalf of the Welsh Language Board, 
Hunaniaith, Cymdeithas Tai Eryri in 2010 (Drawing up a methodology to assess 
the linguistic and community impact of affordable housing projects, the 
impact of such projects on the housing sector and rental market, methodology 
trialled at Congl Meinciau, Botwnnog).    The methodology was subsequently 
piloted in similar developments at Waunfawr and Llanfrothen by the 
Gwynedd Rural Housing Enabler.   
 

53  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Diagram 3 Diagram 3, Step 1 (page 17), refers to "formulating initial views", however, in 
reality, should it read "formulate an objective assessment of the cumulative 
impact on language"?   
 

We do not agree with the notion, because the purpose of the first step is to 
screen developments in order to reach a conclusion as to whether an assessment 
in the form of a statement or impact assessment is required, and reach a 
conclusion about the actions required.  To improve the clarity of diagram 3, the 
text "formulate initial views" should be removed.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - amend the text for Step 1 and amend the heading of 
Diagram 4 so that it does not refer to 'formulate initial views'.  
 

54  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Diagram 4 Diagram 4, third box (and green circle) (page 18), refers to the following, "to 
gain an understanding of how the proposed development will contribute 
positively to the viability of the language". We believe that this phrasing is 
misleading as the core function is to assess the cumulative impact on the 
Welsh language, be it positive, negative or neutral.  As a result, one must 
establish WHETHER the development makes a positive contribution to the 
viability of the Welsh language, whilst accepting that this will not be possible 
in a number of cases.    The phrasing also, therefore, presumes this to be the 
case, without grounds, and skews the fundamental duty.   
 
We also believe, although ascertaining public opinion is important, that this in 
itself does not equate to ascertaining the views of a body or organisation with 
linguistic expertise.  For example, compare this to the necessity for a 
developer to respond to the views of bodies such as Natural Resources Wales 
regarding environmental or conservational matters.  Also, who in all honesty 
will establish whether or not a statement or assessment is objective and offers 
the most likely conclusions as the public views are likely to deal increasingly 
with support or objection to the development on linguistic grounds?  As this 
function has not been designated to any specialist organisation, we propose 
that the views of Mentrau Iaith Cymru, Hunaniaith (Gwynedd Language 
Initiative), Menter Iaith Bangor, Menter Iaith Môn and similar bodies such as 
Cyfeillion Llŷn and Menter Iaith Ogwen, should be sought.  We believe that 
the instructions in terms of holding a public consultation should direct the 
applicant to the necessity to consult with these types of organisations.   
 

It is agreed that the text in the third box needs to be amended so that it does not 
refer to " will contribute positively to the viability of the language" and include 
alternative text, namely a reference to using the period to familiarise themselves 
with information about the influential community / area in order to be best 
placed to carry out an assessment.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - amend the text in the third box in accordance with the 
following:  
 
“The pre-application period should be used to familiarise oneself with 
information about the influential community / area in order to gain an 
understanding of the range of matters requiring attention when drawing up the 
development and to be in the best position to carry out an assessment. how 
the proposed development will contribute positively to the viability of the 
language. See Appendix 2 - data sources and useful information about the Welsh 
language.  The nature and level of engagement and consultation will be 
commensurate to the proposed development ” 
 
 
The regulations regarding pre-application statutory public consultation for major 
developments determine who must be consulted.  They include nearby property 
owners, community consultees (Community Councils and Local Councillors) and 
specialist consultees.  Consulting with Community Councils and Local Councillors 
provide a rich source of local information and they can advise the applicant on 
the best way of engaging with the local community.  Therefore, the applicant is 
expected to seek public opinion.  It is believed that this is relevant for 
developments that are not major developments.   
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Details on the identity of the statutory specialist consultees and when they 
should be consulted with, are provided in   Schedule 4 of the DMPWO. The 
developer can identify additional, valuable consultees that are not listed in 
Schedule 4.  Developers are encouraged to consult extensively and there is no 
restriction on the number of people that the developer may consult.  In order to 
improve clarity, relevant stakeholders can be described in Appendix 7 and 
Appendix 8 and cross-referenced to Diagram 4.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - amend the relevant boxes in Diagram 4 to include a cross-
reference to paragraph 18 in Appendix 7 and paragraph 16 of Appendix 8 and 
amend those paragraphs to include a reference to the Mentrau Iaith and other 
relevant groups (listed in Appendix 4).  
 
“Statutory pre-application public consultation must take place if the 
development reaches the statutory threshold given in the Act.  Take a look at the 
Government's manual to see what type of development need to be subject to 
this statutory consultation. When Policy PS 1 asks for a Language Statement or 
report for a Language Impact Assessment the applicant is expected to publish the 
first draft of the work during the statutory pre-application public consultation 
period for the relevant stakeholders’ attention  (see paragraph 18 in Appendix 7 
and paragraph 16 in Appendix 8) so that they are able to make representations 
to the applicant." 
 
“When there is no need to hold a statutory public consultation before submitting 
a planning application,  the applicant is encouraged expected to engage with 
local relevant stakeholders   and record the and record the  information in 
documents accompanying the planning application.  The pre-application 
engagement method will need to be tailored to the nature of the proposed 
development and the matters that will need to be addressed.  Examples of 
relevant local stakeholders can be seen in paragraph 18 in Appendix 7 and 
paragraph 16 in Appendix 8."  
 
 

55  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

C.25 Point C.15 (page 20) notes that when there is no need for a Welsh Language 
Statement or Welsh Language Impact Assessment Report, the evidence will 
be placed in a Planning Statement or additional part to the Design and   
Access Statement, following the requirements of the Policy and the 
requirements noted in this Guidance will avoid unnecessary delay during the 
decision-making process.  Lack of sufficient relevant information in order to 
come to a conclusion about whether the impact of the development is 
grounds for refusing the planning application." We question how any 
information in a design and access statement would be able to satisfy 
linguistic requirements and more importantly, without a specific definition of 
what is meant by 'sufficient information; here, there is an actual risk of 
misinterpretation and inconsistent action between different planning officers, 
with potentially far-reaching implications to the fate of an application and 
thus, the Welsh language as a result.    
 

It is agreed that the information in paragraph C.15 is not clear enough.  The need 
to follow the policy requirements and the guidance given in the Guidance is a 
valid message.  However, it is believed that Section 3 of this Guidance is the 
correct location to introduce the message, but the text needs to be amended so 
it does not make a specific reference to a Welsh language Statement and a Welsh 
Language Impact Assessment Report.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - remove paragraph C.15 and include an additional 
paragraph at the end of Section 3 of the Guidance to convey the message about 
the importance of considering relevant evidence when drawing up a 
development and submit the evidence with the planning application.    
 
“When a Language Statement or report about a Language Impact Assessment 
isn’t required, and by including evidence in a Planning Statement or an additional 
part of a Design and Access Statement, following Policy requirements and 
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requirements set out in this Guidance will avoid unnecessary delays during the 
decision making process.  The lack of sufficient relevant information to be able 
to come to a conclusion about the impact of the development will be a reason to 
refuse a planning application." 
 
"D.5 Table 5 overleaf summarises the relevant information requirements in 
relation to the wider context. 
 Following the requirements of the Policy and the requirements noted in this 
Guidance will avoid unnecessary delay during the decision-making process.  
The lack of sufficient relevant information to be able to come to a conclusion 
about the impact of the development will be a reason to refuse a planning 
application." 
 
 

56  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

C.16 We believe that point C.16 (page 20) omits a dimension that is of key 
importance, namely placing an expectation on the developer to ensure that 
an impact assessment is completed by experienced linguistic assessors 
(approved individuals or companies).  In the absence of this, nothing prevents 
the developer from drawing up his/her own assessment which could 
undermine the entire process, including the need for objectivity when 
considering the cumulative impact on the Welsh language.    We are aware of 
a major housing development case where the Planning Authority itself drew 
up the language assessment, which concluded that it would have a positive 
impact on the Welsh language.  In such a climate, what prevents a developer 
from following the same pattern?  Whilst reference is made to this 
expectation later in the document, we believe that this expectation needs to 
be repeated.    
 
 

It is agreed that it would be beneficial to refer to obtaining guidance from a 
competent person in paragraph C.16 and cross-reference to Diagram 9 when 
doing so.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - amend paragraph C.16 in accordance with the following:  
 
Policy PS 1 (1) a (2) refers to the circumstances where there will be a need for a 
“Welsh Language Statement (WLS)” and a “Welsh Language Impact Assessment 
Report” (WLIA).   Given the above-mentioned context, the two tools or 
methodology follow similar processes. Diagram 9 in this Guidance provides 
guidance to applicants on the matters to consider when selecting a competent 
person to advise him/her and applying the methodology described in 
Appendices 7 and 8.   The main difference is that WLIA is to be carried out "when 
the proposed development is on an unexpected windfall site for large-scale 
housing development or the development of large scale employment which 
would see a significant flow of workforce.”11   The main characteristic of this 
category of developments is that they must follow the statutory pre-application 
consultation process. In accordance with ISO guidelines on managing 
risk/opportunities effectively (see C.10 – C.11 above) applicants for such 
developments are expected to 
"undertake activities to communicate and consult with stakeholders throughout 
the process". There will be a difference also in the level of evidence of 
consideration given to the likely impacts associated with a Language Statement 
compared a Language Assessment.   Appendix 7 and 8 highlight the differences 
further. 
 

57  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

C.17 C.17 (page 20) notes as follows: "Applicants that do not have to undertake a 
statutory pre-application consultation are encouraged to ask for advice before 
submitting a planning application to commence early discussions with the 
Development Management Units within the relevant planning authority to 
discuss what policies are relevant to their proposal and the need or not for a 
statement language or Language 

The organisations referred to by the commentator will not be in a position to 
provide guidance to the applicant regarding which policies are relevant and it is 
not within the organisations' role to decide what type of assessment is necessary.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change.  

                                                 

1 Policy PS 1 (2)  
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Impact Assessment." In the short and medium term, in order to develop and 
share expertise and general understanding in the field of planning and 
linguistic planning, we believe that Planning officers should seek the views of 
organisations such as Hunaniaith, Menter Iaith Bangor and Menter Iaith Môn 
in this respect.   
 

58  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

C.22 In terms of C.22 (page 21) "The easiest way to avoid negative effects or 
promote positive effects is to prepare thorough evidence to support the 
planning application for a particular development.  Identifying the 
characteristics of the community and the factors that influence the places that 
are important to the viability of the language early on, offer the best 
opportunity for ensuring that the Welsh language is a consideration when 
developing the proposal.  It is crucial that applicants ensure they have all the 
necessary information about the community, and information about planning 
policy." Whilst we agree with the importance of preparing evidence 
thoroughly, the most important dimension is that the conclusions are based 
on this, are objective and anticipate the most likely cumulative impact as a 
consequence of maximising and minimising linguistic projections.  Historically, 
this was the weakness of language assessments and statements, coupled with 
the fact that subjective or incomplete assessments were not challenged.  
Without doing so, there is a genuine risk for the entire process to be 
undermined and undervalued.   
 

Agree with the addition of a reference to the need to ensure that the conclusions 
of the work influences the work of drawing up the proposed development.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - amend paragraph C.22 so that reference is made to the 
need to use the conclusions of the research to draw up the proposed 
development.  
 
“The easiest way to avoid negative effects or promote positive effects is to 
prepare thorough evidence to support the planning application for a particular 
development.  Identifying the characteristics of the community and the factors 
that influence the places that are important to the viability of the language early 
on, offer the best opportunity for ensuring that the Welsh language is a 
consideration when developing the proposal.  It is crucial that applicants ensure 
they have all the necessary information about the community, and information 
about planning policy and the conclusions of the assessment of the information 
is used objectively to anticipate the most likely cumulative impact on the Welsh 
language.” 
 

59  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

C.24 In terms of the credibility of the process, we believe that a duty, rather than 
encouragement, should be imposed on developers to follow Appendix 2 
which identifies recognised sources regarding the Welsh language in the Plan 
area, at the time of preparing the Supplementary Planning Guidance?  (Point 
C.24).  Unless this is done, there is a risk of undermining the process, the 
requirements and create unnecessary delay.   
 

It is agreed that an expectation should be imposed for an applicant to consider 
the information sources listed in Appendix 2, but there is also a need to say that 
the need to do so will depend upon the nature, scale and location of the 
proposed development, i.e. utilise a commensurate method.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - amend paragraph C.24 by deleting 'encouraged' and 
include 'expected' in its place and include a reference to the fact that the scale 
of the research needs to be fit for purpose.  
 
“Table 2 sets out the main factors to be considered and the additional 
information required to assess the sustainability credentials of a development 
from a Welsh language perspective.  Appendix 2 identifies acknowledged sources 
about the Welsh language in communities in the Plan's area at the time of 
preparing the Supplementary Planning Guidance. 
 The applicant is encouraged Applicants are expected to become familiar with 
the information about the community / area of influence, ensuring that they look 
for the most up-to-date acknowledged information available when they prepare 
their planning application. The level of information required needs to be 
tailored to the nature of the proposed development and the matters requiring 
attention. ” 
 

60  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Table 2 Table 2 (page 22), when discussing "matters to be considered" in the second 
column, makes no reference at all to the numbers of Welsh speakers, and 
focuses completely on the percentages.  In order to fully understand the 

Agree with the observation. In some circumstances where the Welsh language’s 
well- being as a social medium is likely to be under threat the number of existing 
speakers could also be a matter to be considered. 
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linguistic demographic, there is a need to include numbers as well, as 
percentages, in themselves, do not paint a complete picture.   
 

 
RECOMMENDATION - amend Table 2 to include the numbers of Welsh speakers.  
 
 

61  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Diagram 6  Diagram 6 'Purpose' (Section 2, page 24) refers to: "It is required to show if 
development is going to contribute to create social climate and conditions 
that facilitate the use of the Welsh language in the local community." Surely 
it is as important for the statement to show also if the development is not 
going to contribute to creating a social climate and conditions that will not 
facilitate the use of the Welsh language in the local community?  In other 
words, that the statement gives an assessment of the cumulative impact on 
the Welsh language, be that positive, negative or neutral?    This is noted 
under 'Purpose' following point C.26.  Here it is also noted, “Carrying out an 
Assessment will be a way of ensuring a development that will contribute 
towards ensuring distinctive and sustainable communities, and specifically 
contribute towards ensuring a prosperous Welsh language in communities.” 
We disagree with this statement as there is no guarantee in every case that 
every development and every Welsh language impact assessment will provide 
this dowry, even with mitigation methods.  Yes, some assessments will assert 
this, but in reality, the linguistic impacts can only be ascertained during the 
subsequent monitoring period.   
 

References to "contribute to create social climate...that facilitate the use of the 
Welsh language..." and so forth in the box following C.26, sets out the objective 
of the Policies.   If this cannot be achieved with the measures incorporated in the 
development and / or through mitigation methods, then it is agreed that the 
development will not have a positive impact.  In accordance with criterion 3 of 
Policy PS 1, the decision-maker will need to determine whether or not the 
negative impact is significant.  Nevertheless, it is believed that there is 
justification to note more clearly the purpose of the assessment in Diagram 6 and 
Diagram 7, namely that the Statement and Impact Assessment Report record 
appropriate information and present an assessment of the cumulative impact on 
the Welsh language, be that positive, negative or neutral. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - amend the "Purpose" box in Diagram 6 and Diagram 7 in 
accordance with the following:  
 
“Preparing a Welsh Language Statement to accompany an application presents a 
number of benefits, particularly as a tool for demonstrating and communicating 
that sufficient consideration has been given to the language during the process 
of formulating the proposal.  It is a process where information about likely effects 
of a proposed development is collected, collated and assessed by a competent 
assesor person who will advise the applicant. It is required to provide an 
assessment of the cumulative impact on the Welsh language, be that positive, 
negative or neutral. The applicant will consider the information as part of the 
work to prepare the development.  It is required to show if development is going 
to contribute to create social climate and conditions that facilitate the use of the 
Welsh language in the local community. It allows the Authority to see whether 
the proposal meets the Plan’s objectives and policies.  It will assist the applicant, 
then the Authority, to determine what measures are required (embedded and/or 
managed by a planning condition or 106 Agreement) to eliminate or reduce the 
effects or to enhance a positive impact." 
 
"The purpose of the Assessment is to establish the likely impact of a large-scale 
housing or employment development on an unexpected windfall site, on the 
area of influence in general, and on the Welsh language more specifically. 
 If necessary, it will identify measures that will either mitigate negative impacts 
or safeguard / enhance / spread positive impacts.  Carrying out the Assessment 
will be a way of identifying the cumulative impact on the Welsh language, be 
that positive, negative or neutral. ensure a development that will contribute 
towards ensuring distinctive and sustainable communities, and specifically 
contribute towards ensuring a prosperous Welsh language in communities.    It 
is a process where information about likely effects of a proposed development is 
collected, collated and assessed by a competent person who will advise the 
applicant. The applicant will consider the information as part of the work to 
prepare the development."  
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62  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Diagram 
10 

Based on the previous observation, we believe that the blue box following 
Diagram 10 (Section 2, page 28) should also refer to neutral impacts, as well 
as positive and negative impacts.  Also, should the sentence "The Welsh 
Language Statement and the report about the Welsh Language Impact 
Assessment will record the considerations and steps taken to address them", 
be re-written to reflect the fact that no practical steps will have been taken at 
that time. We believe that "steps taken" should be amended to read "steps to 
be taken"?  For consistency of terminology and meaning, should 'detrimental 
impacts' and 'substantial detrimental impacts' be amended to read 'negative 
impacts' unless worse impacts than the negatives where there is no way of 
mitigating their impacts are referred to?  These are the first references made 
to these terms in the document.  The same is true regarding the use of 
'effeithiau cadarnhaol' and ‘effeithiau positif' in the Welsh version.   
 

Diagram 10 describes the situation when an applicant (with advice from the 
assessor appointed by the applicant) has made an assessment of the impact of 
the proposed development and has come to a conclusion about what kind of 
effect the development could have. This stage will mean that the applicant 
describes the steps that have been taken to mitigate risk or to maximise the 
benefit, i.e. has taken steps to change the original plans prior to the submission 
of the planning application. Agree that there is a need to amend the sentence to 
improve clarity. 
 
The Guidance uses the terminology used in the Plan's Policies.  On those grounds, 
and to ensure consistency, the text in the first blue box in Diagram 10 needs to 
be amended by replacing 'negatif' with 'andwyol' and 'cadarnhaol' with ‘positif’ 
in the Welsh version.   
 
RECOMMENDATION - amend Diagram 10 in accordance with the following:  
 
“Proposals should demonstrate how early consideration has been given to 
potential impacts on communities and the Welsh language. Careful 
consideration should be given to the negative and positive impacts of the 
development on places that are important to be able to transfer the Language 
and places that are important to create opportunities to use and learn 
Welsh. The Welsh Language Statement and the report about the Welsh Language 
Impact Assessment will record the considerations and steps taken to adapt the 
proposed development in order to address them.” 
 

63  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Diagram 
10 

The sentence, "If significant adverse effects cannot be adequately mitigated, 
the Language Statement and the report about the Welsh Language Impact 
Assessment will have to present persuasive justification to the Authority for 
moving forward with the planning application", is very important and we 
believe that there is a need to elaborate here by offering examples of the 
types of clear and persuasive justification that would be likely and of course, 
acceptable?  In the absence of this, a very important dimension is ambiguous 
and vague.  It also takes the decision in terms of individual planning 
applications to a new direction, and subsequent monitoring is key in order to 
develop a further understanding and expertise, on the grounds of specific case 
studies.   
 

It is agreed that guidance is needed regarding the type of presentation expected 
by an applicant in the circumstances described at the end of the orange box. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - amend the text in the orange box in Diagram 10 in 
accordance with the following:  
 
“If significant adverse effects cannot be adequately mitigated, 
the Language Statement and the report about the Welsh Language Impact 
Assessment will have to present persuasive justification to the Authority  to 
explain why the applicant chooses  for moving forward with the planning 
application.  It is expected for the evidence to explain why the attributes of the 
development (which are material planning considerations) outweigh the 
requirements of Policy PS 5 and criterion 3 of Policy PS 1.  
 

64  Comment Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

C.35 Whilst welcoming the reference to the Mentrau Iaith in terms of point C.35 
(Section 2, page 32), in the case of Hunaniaith, there would be a need to 
ensure sufficient additional resources in order to deliver the function 
appropriately.  At present, Hunaniaith and Menter Iaith Bangor's work focuses 
on increasing community use and therefore, this would need to be considered 
in the future in light of the nature and scale of this additional function.  Would 
it  be worth considering a secondment function to take specific responsibility 
for the collaboration to assess the use made of Statements and/or 

Note the comment. The issue of capacity within the Mentrau Iaith is not a specific 
matter to be included in the Guidance.   
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change needed in response to this observation.  
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Assessments when assessing the suitability of the information requested and 
to identify any challenges in delivering the policies.     
 

65  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Stage 8 When discussing Step 8 Monitoring (Section 2, page 32), we refer you to 
specific observations submitted on this critically important dimension, 
particularly scrutinising developments within a year and beyond to compare 
the projections against the actual situations.  We also believe that there is a 
need to scrutinise a specific development area in detail and seek the views of 
local residents regarding the actual linguistic impacts (including linguistic 
cohorts) and social/cultural impacts.   
 

Note the observations and we agree with the ideas on how to develop the 
evidence base about communities in order to enrich future assessments.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change needed in response to this observation.  

66  Support Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

 In response to question 6, the commentator said:   
We believe that it is in the current circumstances.   
 

Note the comment of support. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change needed in response to this observation.  
 

67  Support Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Appendix 2 In response to question 7, the commentator said:   
From what we gather, these references are comprehensive and appropriate.   
 

Note the comment of support. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change needed in response to this observation.  
 

68  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Appendix 5 In response to question 8, the commentator said:   
We do not believe that there is another source, but we are of the opinion that 
the dimension noted below needs to be added.   
In relation to Appendix 5:  The Screening Process (under point Ch2) Good 
practice, we believe that the wording of this should be strengthened to 
include confirmation about the number and percentage of all full-time and 
part-time posts earmarked as ones where bilingual skills are essential, 
desirable and not needed at all.  We accept that it is not always possible to 
appoint based on the linguistic requirements of job descriptions, but adding 
such information would strengthen the value of a linguistic impact statement 
or assessment and would provide a clearer picture of the scale of the 
relationship of new jobs with the linguistic profile and local labour market in 
the area.   
 

Note the comment. The part referred to is not relevant to a Welsh Language 
Statement or Welsh Language Impact Report.  The text refers to evidence that 
an applicant can submit to the Planning Authority regarding how the Welsh 
language was considered when drawing up the development.  On this basis, it is 
agreed that adding a reference to information about the linguistic skills of 
workers would improve the guidance provided on good practice.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - add the following text under the heading 'good practice' 
in Ch2:  
 
“Information is available in a Planning Statement which notes the number of 
full-time and part-time jobs (number and percentage) where bilingual skills will 
be essential, desirable or not needed at all.” 
 
 

69  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Appendix 7  In response to question 9, the commentator said:  To a great extent, we 
believe it is but we propose some further improvements below.   
We agree with the reporting fields in Appendix 7 Methodology for preparing 
a Welsh Language Statement (page 72). They are purposeful and useful and 
strike twelve in terms of the obvious priority fields.  However, in relation to 
'New Houses', we believe that a further criterion needs to be added, namely, 
'Is the development likely to contribute to the average house price in the 
area?' as this is one of the greatest barriers for local people when it comes to 
purchasing property.  This would also be in line with the question asked when 
drawing up a language impact assessment.   
 
In relation to point 18 "Engagement with the local community and others" 
(Appendix 7, page 76), we believe that there is a need to note the importance 
of consulting with the local community bilingually, but that priority is given to 

It is agreed that it would be beneficial to refer to 'average house prices in the 
area' under the heading 'New Houses'.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - amend the text in the final bullet point under the heading 
'New Houses' in accordance with the following:  
 
Expected market price for the houses and how this compares with the income of 
local households and average house prices in the area'  
 
 
We agree that the importance of consulting with the local community bilingually, 
but that priority is given to the Welsh language, should be noted, as a percentage 
of the population will have Welsh language skills.   
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the Welsh language, bearing in mind that this is the subject of the 
consultation.   Whilst this is common sense to use, this is not necessarily the 
case for larger companies or companies from outside the area/county/Wales.  
Omission or maladministration of this could create an impression and reaction 
that is less than desirable amongst the members of the local community, 
particularly when considering the success of the application.   
 

RECOMMENDATION - amend the text in paragraph 18 in Appendix 7 in 
accordance with the following:  
 
"Show how you have engaged/ consulted and engaged with the relevant local 
stakeholders local community about your proposal.  These local stakeholders 
may include  consulting with neighbours, community and voluntary groups, 
specific groups  (which could include Mentrau Iaith), the Community Council,  
the Local Member or services within the Council with relevant information about 
the settlement where the development is located. Appendix 4 of this Guidance 
provides useful contact details.  The Welsh language is an important attribute 
across all communities in Anglesey and Gwynedd.  The applicant is expected to 
provide information bilingually, and give priority to the Welsh language.  The 
applicant should always be prepared to receive responses to engagement and 
consultation work in the medium of Welsh.  The nature and  scale of the 
engagement / consultation will depend on the type and scale of development in 
mind. The legislative requirements note the minimum consultation required for 
a major development and how to present information about the consultation. 
The Welsh Government has published a good practice guide about consulting 
with communities before submitting a major application. Planning Aid Wales 
(on behalf of the Welsh Government) has published a booklet for community 
and town councils, community groups and individuals who want to understand 
and respond to pre application consultations. 
 
 
If the development is not classed as being ‘large’ according to the Order referred 
to above, you should include a short statement about the steps and methods of 
engagement as part of the Welsh Language Statement. Every development, 
regardless of size, can benefit from effective engagement and guidance issued 
by the Welsh Government/ Planning Aid Wales described above will be just as 
relevant to smaller developments. Consulting and engaging provides you with 
an opportunity to share your initial proposal with the local stakeholders  local 
community and explain it to them before submitting a formal application and 
obtaining  approval support from the community, if possible. The success of the 
planning application is not solely reliant on support from the local community." 
 

70  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Appendix 8  In response to question 10, the commentator said:   
In general, we support the methodology but we have some concerns and 
further suggestions as noted below.   
The following sentence in point 16, Appendix 8 concerns us:  "There is no 
obligation on the applicant to consult anyone regarding the information to be 
included in a Linguistic Impact Assessment report." We conclude that the 
reasons for that is beyond the control of the Planning Authority, but is it 
possible to rephrase so that this is more vague?  Similarly, "The timing of such 
informal discussions is at the discretion of the applicant".  We propose this 
because, otherwise, is there a risk for this to undermine the credibility of the 
process of considering the Welsh language within planning or at least convey 
the impression that it is secondary to other matters such as the environment 
and conservation?  We believe that the pre-application advice service should 

It is agreed that the first sentence could create the wrong impression and 
undermine the expectations of the Councils. Addressing what is noted by the 
commentator gives us an opportunity to amend paragraph 16 in Appendix 8, e.g. 
by removing the first sentence, placing more emphasis on the pre-application 
statutory public consultation, emphasis on the procedure for seeking views prior 
to submitting a planning application, and re-arranging the text to improve the 
flow of the paragraph.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - amend paragraph 16 in accordance with the following:  
 
“There is no obligation on the applicant to consult anyone regarding the 
information to be included in a Linguistic Impact Assessment report. However, 
there are good practical reasons to do so. Every development, regardless of size, 
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ensure, to the best of their ability, that this impression is not conveyed in any 
way, be that verbally or in writing.   On the contrary in Gwynedd and Anglesey, 
they would be of great importance, bearing in mind the special linguistic 
context of Gwynedd and Anglesey.   
 

can benefit from effective engagement / consultation. Firstly, it conforms to 
one of the ISO 31000 principles which is "activities to communicate and consult 
with stakeholders throughout the process2  Secondly, identifying the 
characteristics of the community and the factors that influence the places 
(domains) that are important to the viability of the language at an early stage 
offers the best opportunity to ensure that Welsh is a consideration in the 
development of the proposal. Diagram 5 in the Guidance sets out the 
expectations of the Councils in terms of engagement and consultation during the 
pre-application period. Development that needs to be the subject of a Welsh 
Language Impact Assessment will be a 'major' development under Article 2 of 
the Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) 
(Wales) Order 2012 (DMPWO).   Under the Planning Act 2015, applicants for 
'major developments' will need to carry out a pre-application statutory 
consultation. The number of consultation activities that the applicant needs to 
carry out before submitting the planning application will be set.   They include 
consulting with three groups of people, namely   
 

 People who occupy or own property near the application site;  
• Community consultees, including Community Councils and Councillors 

(Local Member); and  
• Specialist consultees.  Details on the identity of these and when they 

should be consulted with are provided in  Schedule 4 of the DMPWO.  The 
identity of the specialist consultees listed in Schedule 4 which are relevant 
to the proposed development, will be determined by carrying out tests 
on the description of the development.  Appendix 2 of the handbook Pre-
application Community Consultation:  Best Practice Guidance for 
Developers (2017) published by Welsh Government, provides those tests.  

 
Welsh Government notes that the applicant may identify additional, valuable 
consultees not listed in Schedule 4 of the DMPWO.  The applicant will be 
expected to consult with the relevant language initiative.  Creating a timetable 
of consultation activities at the beginning of the project will assist to achieve 
the non-statutory, and statutory, engagement activities, at the correct time. It 
can also assist to ensure that the statutory requirements are met.  
 
 
Engagement and consultation includes neighbours, community and voluntary 
groups, specific groups and community councils. The Planning 
Authority/Councils will often have useful local and specialist information and will 
be able to provide preliminary advice about the area of influence and those 
aspects of the proposal that are likely to be of particular concern to the Planning 
Authority.  Both Planning Authorities offer a pre-application advice service (link 
to the websites to be included here).  Appendix 4 of the Supplementary 
Planning Guidance includes the addresses of key stakeholders.  The timing of 
such informal discussions is at the discretion of the applicant; but, in general, it 
will be extremely beneficial for these to happen as soon as the applicant is in a 

                                                 

2 See  C.10, page 13  
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position to provide enough information to form the basis for discussion.  It will 
be an opportunity for planning specific officers to draw the applicant’s attention 
(and/or those who will advise him/her) regarding any gaps in information he/she 
has collected.  The Planning Officer will ask for information from relevant 
officers within the Council.  The applicant may request that any preliminary 
information currently provided be treated confidentially by the planning 
authority. Both Planning Authorities offer a pre-application advice service (link 
to the websites to be included here).   Appendix 4 of the Supplementary Planning 
Guidance includes the addresses of key stakeholders.  ” 
 

71  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Appendix 8  Whilst welcoming the effort and intent, we have a number of concerns about 
the risk matrix that could undermine and de-value it.  In relation to Figure 8.1 
Sample Risk / Benefits Matrix and the heading 'Amledd' (Frequency) under 
'Tebygolrwydd' (Probability), the key question is, is information for a 10 to 20 
year period available by the planning authority or publicly?  If not, the 
scientific grounds for using it are shaky and possibly invalid.  To that end also, 
the definitions are debatable and open to challenge, e.g. a reduction of 2.5% 
and over equating to 'sylweddol negyddol' (significant negative) and the leap 
between 'lleiafrif' (minimum) straight to 'mwyafrif' (maximum) under 'Siawns' 
(Chance) has no option in between under the heading 'Effaith 20 mlynedd' (20 
year impact).  Once again, this underlines the importance of monitoring and 
reporting on developments after they have been completed and that this is 
recorded in a central place for the purposes of future research and cross-
referencing.  
 

It is agreed that there isn’t a sound scientific basis for the definitions of 
"frequency" and "change in speakers of the Selected Area". Paragraph 22 makes 
it clear that the matrix is an option. The emphasis is on trying to get a consensual 
view between different stakeholders on the probability of the impact. It is a 
Visual method of recording how the consideration was given to the evidence 
gathered to respond to the issues listed in table 8.3. The matrix should follow 
table 8.3. 
 
It is agreed that the methodology will improve as a result of continuous 
monitoring and improved understanding between development and the well-
being of the Welsh language. 
 
In order to improve clarity it is agreed not to refer to ‘robust’ in the third column 
in the matrix. 
 
RECOMMENDATION – amend the text in the third column (under the ‘Frequency’ 
heading) as follows: “robust evidence that it has occurred at least …..” 
 

72  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Appendix 8  We support Appendix 8 of the framework and the series of questions therein.  
These derive from the methodology drawn up in 2005 and which have 
basically been used since then, in the main, in language impact assessments.   
 

Note the comment of support. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change needed in response to this observation.  

73  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Appendix 8  Would it possibly be beneficial to provide an electronic on-line version of the 
impact assessment framework (and language statement) and the sustainable 
matrix in order to ensure that applicants complete them in full?  It could also 
include specific columns under relevant questions to record the supporting 
evidence.   
 

It is agreed that it would be very useful to publish an electronic (Word) version 
that can be downloaded and filled in.  This can be done after the Guidance is 
adopted.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change to the Guidance needed in response to this 
observation, but agree to draw up an electronic version that can be edited.    
 

74  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

29 In terms of the reference to "TOLERATE - accept the risk by choosing not to 
intervene;" in point 29, we accept that there will be circumstances when this 
will have to be done but what is key is that the risk is known and that the 
decision not to intervene is based on an informed viewpoint.  
 

Note the comment. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change 

75  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

31 In point 31, it is noted, "If significant negative effects are not acceptable, 
consideration must be given to whether it is possible to take steps to reduce 
the risk to an acceptable level. It should be recognised that it is not possible, 
in practice, to eliminate risk entirely. This will help to choose what options are 

It is agreed that the wording could be clearer. 
 
RECOMMENDATION – add an additional sentence as follows: 
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available to be included in a Strategy and an Action Plan." We are 
uncomfortable with the current phrasing because if the outcome of a 
development leads to significant negative impacts then in reality, the 
application should be refused on those grounds.  The sentence, as it stands, 
suggests to us that it will be possible to proceed regardless of the significant 
negative impacts by means of a Strategy and Action Plan.  This may be a 
matter of scrutinising the phrasing again, but undoubtedly, there is a need to 
note in the body of the document that planning developments with significant 
negative impacts on the Welsh language are very likely to be refused.    
 

If a positive or negative impact is identified in Stage B above, it will be necessary 
to consider if any positive effect can be improved upon or show how you will 
control negative effects. If significant negative effects are not acceptable, 
consideration must be given to whether it is possible to take steps to reduce the 
risk to an acceptable level.  It should be borne in mind that there is a strong 
possibility a planning application can be refused by the local planning authority 
in accordance with criterion 3 of Policy PS 1 if the assessment identifies a 
significant negative impact is likely. Therefore, consideration should be given 
to determine if there is an alternative option that would be likely to reduce the 
risk to an acceptable level. It should be recognised that it is not possible, in 
practice, to eliminate risk entirely. This will help to choose what options are 
available to be included in a Strategy and an Action Plan. 

76  Support Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

33 We welcome the proposal in point 33, namely, "Possible measures should be 
discussed with the Mentrau Iaith and the Planning Officer, who will discuss 
with relevant officers within the Councils, e.g. education officers, economic 
development officers."  
 

Note the comment of support. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change to the Guidance needed in response to this 
observation.  

77  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Table 8.5 Whilst welcoming Table 8.5:  Action Plan Template, to record activities to 
safeguard / enhance / promote / mitigate, we believe that the Action Plan 
needs to be completed by adding an additional two columns 'Monitoring 
Method' and 'Monitoring Conclusions' as this dimension is so critical to 
developing an understanding and expertise.  After all.  These are key 
dimensions of the Action Plan as a whole.    
 
 

These activities to safeguard / enhance / promote / mitigate will be ensured by 
imposing a planning condition and / or planning obligation (106 Agreement).   In 
cases where the employer must draw up a Welsh language promotion plan and 
that this is a requirement in a 106 Agreement, the Agreement can ensure that a 
report on the Welsh language promotion plan is published at specific times in 
order to aid monitoring.   It will not be the role of the competent person carrying 
out the assessment to identify methods to monitor the implementation of the 
conditions and / or 106 Agreement.  As noted in response to other observations, 
the implementation of Policy PS 1 (and related Policies) will be monitored 
annually following the adoption of the Plan. In order to improve clarity an 
additional column could be added to refer to ‘monitoring method and frequency 
– where appropriate’ in order to reflect monitoring will not be required for each 
and every activity. 
 
RECOMMENDATION – amend Table 8.5 by adding an additional column with the 
following heading ‘monitoring method and frequency – where appropriate’. 
 

78  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

A.1 "The various policies within the Local Development Plan have an important 
role to play in maintaining and creating distinctive and sustainable urban and 
rural communities. They help ensure that appropriate developments take 
place in the right place at the right time.  They do so by making sufficient land 
available to provide homes and employment opportunities for local people; 
thus, helping to sustain urban and rural services. " 
Is the methodology adopted to determine the number of new housing stock 
to be approved / built over the period of the UDP based on the needs of local 
people only?  If it is based on any pattern of population movement into the 
county, it is not in line with the above statement.  For example, we know that 
40% of all houses sold in Gwynedd in the last 12 months were sold as holiday 
homes (second homes).   
 

The methodology used for identifying the Plan’s housing requirement is based 
on the consideration of social and economic factors and how that could have an 
influence on the population of the plan area. Some of the factors include creating 
opportunities for working-age people to live and work in the plan area, likely 
change in the composition of the population if past trends continue, support the 
objectives of economic development and regeneration of the two Councils and 
providing more affordable housing. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change 
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79  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Appendix 1  In terms of Strategic Policy PS 1 THE WELSH LANGUAGE AND CULTURE, point 
2 (Appendix 1, page 48), "Requiring a Welsh Language Statement, which will 
protect, promote and enhance the Welsh language", we note again that the 
initial function is to assess the likely impacts on the Welsh language.  It is on 
those grounds one proceeds to protect, promote or enhance the language, as 
a second step in the process.   
Then, in point 3, reference is made to 'significant harm'.  We strongly suggest 
that there is a need to draw up and add a specific operational definition of 
what is meant by this.  Otherwise, it is too open-ended and therefore open to 
different interpretations and to potential legal challenges / appeals.  A clear 
operational definition would therefore overcome any ambiguity and would be 
a way of highlighting the baseline in terms of significant harm that would be 
deemed unacceptable by the planning authority.   
 

The Guidance cannot change Policy PS 1.  Diagram 11 describes the process of 
assessing the planning application and decision-making and it describes what is 
meant by the term 'significant harm'.    
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change. 

80  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Appendix 3 Page 54 (Appendix 3) refers to a list of useful documents.  In addition, should 
Gwynedd and Anglesey Councils keep electronic copies of all language 
statements and language impact assessments associated with specific 
planning applications as a source of information and grounds for future case 
study and research work?  This is one of the historical weaknesses where 
nowhere specific exists to enable the retention of, and access to, specific 
linguistic information.  Also, in terms of monitoring actual situations against 
projections, establishing one specific library would be sensible and a way of 
contributing towards facilitating the development of understanding and 
expertise.   
 

Both Councils keep an electronic copy of all documents submitted with planning 
applications.  Unless those documents include sensitive data (e.g. financial 
information), they are available for the public to view. Planning application 
documents can be viewed on Gwynedd Council’s website via the Track and Trace 
portal. At the moment, the public can view planning application documents via a 
computer in the Anglesey County Council’s office. The Councils is in the process 
of completing arrangements to open a portal whereby the public can view the 
documents on line. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change to the Guidance needed in response to this 
observation.  
 

81  Comment Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

- In relation to the above, and specifically the document,  Growth distribution 
in the Bangor area  please be aware that Menter Iaith Bangor has already 
expressed its fundamental concern regarding the text and analysis in its 
current form.  In a letter from Menna Baines addressed to Gareth Jones and 
Nia Haf Jones, dated 20/12/2016, it was noted "In our opinion, the picture of 
the linguistic demography is incomplete, overly negative and possibly includes 
incorrect data and presents an incorrect interpretation and conclusions about 
the Welsh language under  Key points  and Conclusions. Consequently, we 
believe that there is a genuine risk that the current analysis could open the 
floodgates so that planning permission is granted to any housing development 
as the material value of the language is being excessively undervalued.  If 
there is an opportunity, we believe that the text and the analysis need to be 
revisited, and that you aim to amend it in order to create a more balanced 
document that also provides the context to protect the language.  If possible, 
we would welcome the opportunity to discuss this further with you." At a 
subsequent meeting (23/1/17), a letter (13/3/17) was received from Nia Haf 
Davies confirming:   
"In the future, the Councils intend to publish Supplementary Planning 
Guidance to support the policies of the Joint Local Development Plan, 
including Policy PS 1.  This will replace the current ones held by both Councils 
regarding development and the Welsh language.  The Joint Planning Policy 
Unit, which is responsible for preparing these Guidances, intends to 

Comment noted. 
 
RECOMMENDATION – no change  
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collaborate with Welsh Language Development Officers from both Councils, 
Hunaniaith and Menter Iaith Môn.  A draft version of the Guidance will be 
published for a public consultation, when anyone will have an opportunity to 
present observations about the Guidance before the Councils adopt them.  
Currently, we are aiming to be in a position to submit the Guidance to the 
relevant Committees in both Councils for adoption within six months of the 
date of adopting the Joint Local Development Plan.   
 
In the meantime, when making observations on relevant planning 
applications, the Unit will suggest that applicants for planning permission for 
developments in the Bangor area contact Menter Iaith Bangor.  In the case of 
a planning application for development that needs to be the subject of a 
linguistic impact assessment, the Unit's officers will contact Gwynedd 
Council's Language Services Manager to discuss the proposed development in 
order to ensure that the best information is presented to the Case Officer.  As 
no developer has contacted Menter Iaith Bangor and as it is only "suggested 
that developers...contact Menter Iaith Bangor", our genuine concerns remain 
unanswered.  Therefore, we are eager to hear more from Gwynedd's Planning 
Authority about how the document  Growth distribution in the Bangor area 
can be corrected / rectified  and avoid such situations as outlined above.   
 

82  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Appendix 6 In relation to "Appendix 6 [Activities to mitigate or enhance linguistic effects 
of development) (page 67), lists examples of activities that can be used to 
avoid, reduce or mitigate adverse effects or strengthen / spread the positive 
effects or benefits of any eligible development." We believe that there is also 
a need to add examples of activities to tackle neutral effects so that they 
become positive effects.   This in turn would shift the balance to be more in 
favour of the Welsh language.  Otherwise, in some individual planning 
applications, a cluster of neutral effect conclusions in themselves would not 
be assets to the Welsh language and therefore an attempt must be made to 
overcome this as well.  
 

Comment noted. Appendix 6 refers to activities that could mitigate and improve 
linguistic effects. In this respect it provides a ‘menu’ of activities/ actions that 
could inspire the applicant to make changes to the development that could lead 
to a positive effect as opposed to a neutral effect. 
 
RECOMMENDATION  - no change 

83  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Appendix 6 In point 7 (page 67), we welcome the reference to "Applicants are expected 
to liaise with competent officers within the Authorities ( e.g. planning 
officers, language development officers, housing officers and education 
officers) and/or with the Mentrau Iaith as soon as possible during the process 
of preparing a planning application to discuss mitigation and enhancement 
measures", but we are concerned that no previous (or subsequent) 
consultation, e.g. when holding a public consultation or if the developer does 
not decide to commission a competent individual to carry out the statement 
or impact assessment.  This could mean that the Menter Iaith's involvement 
in the process would be (more) restricted - in the context of measures to avoid 
/ mitigate and mitigation strategy only, rather than the full statement / 
assessment and possibly more general measures including some to 
strengthen a neutral impact, such as "If potentially positive effects are 
identified, when possible, steps should be taken to ensure broader benefits 
from the development." Surely, the Menter Iaith would have valuable 
experience and opinion regarding these as well?   

The definition is incomplete – the sentence finishes as follows: “as soon as 
possible in the process of preparing a planning application to discuss mitigation 
an enhancement measures”. 
 
RECOMMENDATION  - no change 
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84  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Appendix 6 We welcome the detail of Appendix 6 Activities to mitigate or enhance 
linguistic effects of development, albeit repetitive.   With some larger 
developments, is there a need to set an expectation / threshold that they will 
commit to adopt a series of these measures, as an expected minimum, if they 
have negative impacts on the Welsh language?  Otherwise, is there a risk that 
some developers would decide to attempt to pick and choose on a whim?  
Also, in terms of the measures that refer to supporting and funding, is there a 
need to explain that this could be in the medium / long term and that it would 
not be a one-off payment, subject to the nature, scale and size of the 
development?   
 

Do not agree that it is appropriate to include a threshold in Appendix 6.  As 
described above this is not the intention of the Appendix.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change. 

85  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Appendix 6 In terms of reflecting the current situation in line with the Welsh Language 
Measure 2011, should point xvii. under EMPLOYMENT (and many others 
under subsequent headings) where reference is made to a 'language 
policy/plan', be changed to 'language standards'?  However, if this is bound to 
policy ISA 1, we understand that this will not necessarily be possible.  
 

The reference to ' voluntary policy/ statutory language scheme ' is correct. 
Businesses and charities adopt voluntary language policy/plan. There are a 
number of organisations that will continue to implement Language Plans in 
accordance with the requirements of the Welsh Language Act 1993 (e.g. housing 
associations, town and community councils and UK Government departments). 
There are a few bodies (e.g. a UK Government Department) have adopted the 
language standards voluntarily. Otherwise, the bodies which are named by the 
Welsh language (Wales) Measure 2011 and receive a notice of compliance 
pursuant to section 44 of the Bill are the only ones who will have to implement 
the language standard'. 
 
Policy PS 1 – proposals from applicants that are not required to adopt ‘language 
standards’ and therefore it isn’t relevant within the Policy’s context. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change. 
 

86  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Appendix 6 Under Appendix 6, point 7, it is noted that the applicant is expected to contact 
competent officers (e.g. planning officers, Welsh language development 
officers, housing officers and education officers) within the Authorities and/or 
with the Mentrau Iaith as soon as possible in the process of preparing a 
planning application to discuss mitigation and improvement measures.  What 
mechanism, if any, is in place to facilitate this?  If no link is made, what are the 
subsequent steps?  We believe that it would be more sensible for the planning 
authority to note that the applicant is expected to contact within x days or a 
specific period (and define it) in standard documentation for each prospective 
applicant.   
 

The text refers to the period before the applicant submits a planning application.  
No timetable can be set for the applicant to engage with relevant stakeholders.  
Paragraph 18 in Appendix 7 and Table 8.2 in Appendix 8 refer to recording the 
engagement work, bearing in mind that the engagement work must be 
commensurate to the proposed development.  Excluding 'major developments', 
there is no necessity for an applicant to engage or consult before he/she submits 
a planning application.   It is a statutory requirement for applicants for 'major 
developments' to prepare a Pre-application Consultation Report. 
 
 This report is mandatory in order to validate planning applications and it will be 
included in the final application submitted.  
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change. 
 
 

87  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

Appendix 7  Under Point 7, it is noted "The results of applying the methodology will also 
be checked by qualified officers within the Authority prior to the decision 
maker makes a decision whether to give permission or not." Experience 
strongly suggests that an internal process or procedure will need to be 
adopted to carry out this check, including a procedure where one officer will 

Note the comment. It is agreed that robust internal arrangements will be needed 
to record and make decisions on the assessments submitted.  However, these 
arrangements are not a matter for the Guidance.  Nevertheless, it is believed that 
it would be beneficial to provide an overview of the considerations in paragraph 
24 of Appendix 7 as suggested by the commentator.   
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check the application and fill in the standard form, either approving, refusing 
or referring the application back to include more information or a different 
analysis, and then the line manager either approving or refusing the officer's 
RECOMMENDATION.  Such a procedure could also, in some circumstances, 
include referring the individual application to the Council's Welsh Language 
Services Manager / Hunaniaith /MIB and indeed, in more extreme 
circumstances, the Planning Authority's planning Committee.  We believe that 
the standard form should respond to two specific requirements also, namely:   
(i) were all methodology questions answered in full, and   
(ii) whether or not the analysis and conclusions based on the cumulative 
information submitted, are reasonable. We accept that this is a dimension 
that reflects a subjective opinion, but history process that you need a measure 
of sensible reasonability.  Understanding of that will develop over time, but 
this is why we are of the view that more than one officer is needed to verify 
individual applications.   
 
This would reinforce points 24 and 25 and provide more valid grounds for 
dealing with the process.  Also, by formalising this, it highlights the genuine 
efforts made to seek a consensus in a field which, in essence, is open to 
interpretation.  It would also satisfy the Elected Members that a thorough and 
inclusive internal process is in place.  Also, by achieving this, the Planning 
Authority increasingly defends itself from challenges and appeals on linguistic 
grounds lodged by developers.    
 

 
RECOMMENDATION - amend paragraph 24 in accordance with the following:  
 
“The Planning Officer dealing with the planning application will consider the 

evidence presented.  In doing so he/ she will consult with a competent officer (-

s) within the Council,  who will look to see:  

(i) were all methodology questions answered in full, and   
(ii) whether or not the analysis and conclusions based on the cumulative 

information submitted are reasonable. 

Before coming to a conclusion and make a RECOMMENDATION about the 

planning application, the Planning Officer will consider the evidence of the 

competent officer (-s) and relevant evidence obtained from external parties, e.g. 

community and town councils. The Planning Officer may ask the applicant for 

clarification or for more details to ensure that the Statement is correct and 

complete before making a RECOMMENDATION on the application for planning 

permission. The Planning Officer will discuss any additional evidence received 

from the applicant with competent officer (-s) within the Council." 

 

88  Objection Menter Iaith 
Bangor 

General We believe that this Supplementary Planning Guidance is comprehensive and 
that substantial emphasis should be placed on it as a material planning 
consideration.  However, as past experiences have highlighted, the 
operational and monitoring elements are key to ensure the sustainability of 
the Welsh language within the planning process.  This will involve airing and 
evaluating language statements and impact assessments thoroughly, 
objectively, consistently and comprehensively including (from time to time), 
refusing initial draft versions and asking for improvements and additions to 
language statements and impact assessments.  Unavoidably, this will also 
mean that some planning applications will be refused where it is presumed 
that there will be substantial negative impacts to the Welsh language (that 
cannot be mitigated or reduced).  Also, without exception, a core element to 
deliver will be the monitoring of linguistic impact after planning developments 
are approved. There will be a need to ensure sufficient resources and a 
purposeful internal structure to enable that.  It will be mostly at that time 
when the interrelationship between the language and the Planning process 
can be understood in full, along with the value of the Welsh language 
mitigation / strengthening measures as a part of the fabric of communities in 
the counties of Gwynedd and Anglesey, the two counties in Wales where the 
Welsh language is most spoken.   
 
The requirements and expectations are therefore huge, and other Planning 
authorities will be looking to the direction of the north-west for guidance and 
good practice to adopt in the future.   

Note the comment. 
 
RECOMMENDATION - no change needed in response to this observation.  
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We wish the Gwynedd and Anglesey Authorities all the best whilst delivering 
this critically important function.   
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ITEM 5 – APPENDIX 2A 

The number of the 
Comment and 
commentator 

1 Pwyllgor Ymgyrch Tai a Chynllunio Gwynedd a 
Môn 

 Proposed change: Re- arrange paragraphs c.1 – c.7, amend the text to refer to Planning Policy 
Wales Edition 10 and move text that was in paragraphs C.19 – C.21 to this part of the Guidance 
and re-number the paragraphs accordingly. 
 

C.1 Policy PS 1: The Welsh Language and Culture, promotes and supports the use of the 
language. It is underpinned by Policy PS 5 Sustainable Development (criterion 4). A copy of these 
Policies is found in Appendix 1 of this SPG. In accordance with Policy PS 1 of the Plan, information 
must be gathered and received about certain types of developments in order to reach a conclusion 
about the impact of the proposed development, e.g. are there any benefits to the language, does 
the proposal need to be amended, is there a risk to the well-being of the Welsh language and can 
the impact be mitigated in a way that mitigates risk, and how can the situation in the community 
be monitored. The Welsh Government's ambition is to "see a million people being be able to enjoy 
talking and using Welsh by 2050.  The Government acknowledges that "there is no doubt that 
this is a challenging ambition" "if we are to realise the situation where Welsh is an integral 
element of all aspects of everyday life ... the whole nation needs to be part of the journey.  
Everyone has a role to play, and we want everyone to contribute to achieving our ambition. "   It 
is important for applicants to understand therefore that there is an expectation for developments 
over the Plan period to contribute positively towards the sustainability and viability of the Welsh 
language and not only avoid contributing to a reduction in the proportion of the population that 
can speak the Welsh language.   
 
C.2 The Priority of Gwynedd’s Promotion Plan (2018 – 2023) for the first part of the Plan 
period, leading to the next Census in 2021, will be “to increase the opportunities for using the 
Welsh Language, to increase the confidence of those who don’t consider themselves Welsh 
speakers, and also to look at opportunities that will help us keep young people in their 
communities” In doing so, one aim is to see the Welsh language given prominence in economic, 
housing and planning schemes locally in order to ensure that any schemes and developments 
contribute in a positive way towards the efforts to safeguard the Welsh language in our 
communities.” 
 
C.3 The Isle of Anglesey County Council Welsh Language Strategy (2016 - 2012) sets a vision to 
restore the percentage of Welsh speakers to the 2001 Census level. It includes three Priority 
Themes – Education, the Workplace, Welsh services and infrastructure and the community. In 
terms of communities it sets a target to “maintain the wards where 70% of the population speak 
Welsh and to increase the percentage in the other wards.” 
 
C.4 From a land use planning perspective Section 31 of the Planning (Wales) Act 2015 revises 
section 70 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 by adding the following clause: “any 
considerations relating to the use of the Welsh language, so far as material to the application.” This 
means that there is a duty, when determining a planning application, to include considerations in 
relation to the Welsh language, where relevant to that application.  
 
C.5 Paragraphs 3.25 – 3.29 of Planning Policy Wales (Edition 10, 2018) deals with 'the Welsh 
language and creating Places ' from the perspective of the preparation of local development plans 
and making decisions on planning applications. Paragraph 4.13.5  3.28 Planning Policy Wales 

(Edition 9, 2016) states “Considerations relating to the use of the Welsh language may be taken 
into account by decision makers so far as they are material to applications for planning 
permission. Policies and decisions must not introduce any element of discrimination between 
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individuals on the basis of their linguistic ability, and should not seek to control housing 
occupancy on linguistic grounds”. "Considerations relating to the use of the Welsh language may 
be taken into account by decision makers so far as they are material to applications for planning 
permission." 
 
C.6 The Joint Local Development Plan Sustainability Assessment (influenced by information 
from the iterative Language Impact Assessment) has considered the impacts of the plan's strategy 
and policies on the viability of the Welsh language. The Joint Local Development Plan's strategy and 
policies are based on a rational understanding of the possible implications for the Welsh language. 
They contribute to the creation of a social climate and conditions that facilitate the use of the Welsh 

Language. The Plan’s Strategy, in paragraphs 5.12-5.15, includes a statement about how the 
two Planning Authorities have considered the needs and interests of the Welsh language in 
the preparation of the Local Development Plan and how the policies relating to the Welsh 
language interact with other policies. 
 
C.7 Different types of developments necessary to maintain and create distinctive and 
sustainable communities take place to varying degrees. Matters requiring attention and, as such, 
the information necessary to reach a logical decision, will also vary 
 
C.8         Policy PS 1: The Welsh Language and Culture, safeguards, promotes and supports the use 
of the language. It is underpinned by Policy PS 5 Sustainable Development (criterion 4). A copy 
of these Policies is found in Appendix 1 of this SPG. By applying these Polices the Planning 
Services will consider the Welsh language, when it is appropriate to do so, within the legislative 
and relevant national planning policy requirements referred to above in paragraphs C.4 and C.5.  
 
C.9 The Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (Wales) Order 
2012 (the DMPWO) provides a Standardised Application Form for planning applications in Wales 
and defines a 'valid' application. In order to register applications as 'valid', applicants must provide 
all information noted in the Standardised Application Form, e.g. plans, diagrams and certificates 
and any additional supplementary assessments. A local planning authority can refuse an application 
if the appropriate information is not provided.  
  
C.10 In addition to the information required to validate applications, the Gwynedd and Anglesey 
County Council Planning Authority, as with every Local Planning Authority in Wales, will require 
additional supplementary assessments and reports in accordance with the policy requirements of 
the Local Development Plan. In accordance with Policy PS 1 of the Plan, information must be 
gathered and received about certain types of developments in order to reach a conclusion about 
the impact of the proposed development,and how the proposed development safeguards, 
promotes and supports the Welsh Language, e.g. are there any benefits to the language, does the 
proposal need to be amended, is there a risk to the well-being of the Welsh language and can the 
impact be mitigated in a way that mitigates risk, can the benefits be maximised, and how can the 
situation in the community be monitored. 
 
 

C.11       When decisons are made about on a planning application the emphasis will be on avoiding 
developments that would cause substantial harm to the character and balance language within a 
community.  Planning authorities will take into account proposals which seek to maximise the 
benefits where those considerations are relevant to the application. 
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NAME OF SCRUTINY 
COMMITTEE  
 

COMMUNITIES SCRUTINY COMMITTEE  

DATE OF MEETING  4 APRIL 2019 
TITLE PLANNING MATTERS AND THE DELEGATION SCHEME 

AUTHOR DAFYDD WILLIAMS, HEAD OF ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT 
AND IWAN EVANS, HEAD OF LEGAL SERVICES 

CABINET MEMBER COUNCILLOR DAFYDD MEURIG 
PURPOSE TO EXPLAIN THE REQUIREMENTS WITH PLANNING 

APPLICATIONS TO VARY CONDITIONS AND THE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DELEGATION SCHEME 

 

1. BACKGROUND 

1.1  An initial discussion on this matter was held at the Scrutiny Committee meeting held on 13 

December 2018, where a report was submitted by the Head of Environment Department 

regarding the implementation of the Planning Delegation Scheme in the context of Plas Pistyll, 

Pistyll, Pwllheli. The Committee resolved to defer the matter and to receive a further report 

which would address the proposal accepted by the Chair, namely: 

“The Chair accepted the proposal which was seconded to request a further report on the 

Delegation Scheme which would consider the basic matters, the thresholds for receiving an 

application to vary conditions, the thresholds of the delegation scheme, to be submitted before 

the next Committee. It was suggested that the Head of Environment Department, the Cabinet 

Member for the Environment and the Head of Legal Services provide a joint report which would 

respond to the Members' observations as well as consider the information and evidence 

submitted to the Committee." 

1.2  More recently, a joint report by the Head of Environment Department and the Head of Legal 

Services / Monitoring Officer was submitted to a Scrutiny Committee meeting held on 7 

February 2019, in order to try to address the above decision made by the Scrutiny Committee 

at the meeting on 13 December 2018. The Committee’s decision was to: 

 to defer the matter to the next meeting 

 that an informal meeting is held between the Chairman, Councillor Seimon Glyn, 
Councillor Aled Wyn Jones, Councillor Gruffydd Williams, Councillor Dafydd Meurig 
(Cabinet Member - Environment) and the relevant officers to agree on the matters 
that need addressing in the report that will be submitted to the meeting on 4 April 
2019. 
 

1.3  The informal meeting was held on 20 February 2019 between the above Members and the 

relevant officers which included Dafydd Wyn Williams (Head of Environment Department),  

Gareth Jones (Senior Planning and Environment Manager), Iwan Evans (Head of Legal Services 

/ Monitoring Officer) and Rhun ap Gareth (Senior Solicitor) Gareth James (Member Support 

and Scrutiny Manager) and Lowri Haf Evans (Member Support Officer). 
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1.4  Therefore, this report is submitted in an attempt to address the matters discussed at the 

informal meeting on 20 February 2019, and also to address the two main matters stemming 

from the decision made at the meeting on 13 December 2018, as these were not discussed at 

the meeting on 7 February 2019. The two matters are: 

 The thresholds for receiving an application to vary conditions 

 The thresholds in the planning delegation scheme 

2.  MATTERS ARISING FROM THE INFORMAL MEETING OF 20 FEBRUARY 2019 

2.1 Very constructive discussions were held at the meeting on 20 February 2019 with an 

opportunity to consider the evidence and opinions of members on the matter together with 

the evidence and opinions of officers (namely the information submitted in reports to the 

Scrutiny Committees held on 13 December 2018 and 7 February 2019). The discussion 

focussed mainly on the following matters: 

 consider whether there were opportunities to investigate potential options in terms of 

how the Planning Service held public consultations on planning applications, particularly 

on applications to vary conditions, although noting that the Service already went above 

and beyond the statutory requirement. 

 consider the consultation arrangements on planning applications in or near the Area of 

Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) in terms of the AONB Service and the AONB Joint-

committee, where this is reasonable and appropriate and having regard to the statutory 

requirements for consultation and for making decisions on planning applications. 

 with reference to the Training held for all Members on 20 February 2019 which mainly 

focused on the role of every Member in the planning process, and following positive 

feedback from the Members who attended, it was agreed that it is important to continue 

to hold regular training sessions for every Member and that every Member should give 

priority to attending the sessions. 

2.2  In addition to the above, it is noted that there was a discussion regarding including further 

information in this report regarding how a decision was reached on planning applications 

involving Plas Pistyll. The officers' opinion on this was that the relevant information had been 

included in the report to the Scrutiny Committee held on 13 December 2018. 

2.3 A draft version of this report was shared with the Members after the meeting to ensure that 

it provided the necessary explanation of the discussions.  No request was received to amend 

the report. 

3. APPLICATION TO VARY PLANNING CONDITIONS 

3.1  The planning legislation refers to different types of planning applications which may be 

submitted in order to apply for planning permission, which include a full application, an 

outline application and an application to vary or delete a condition/conditions on existing 

planning permissions. 
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3.2  With a development which has been granted planning permission which is still a live 

permission, if a developer needs to change parts of the development, there are various 

options available which depend on what is in question. It is possible to make minor non-

material alterations through a simple procedure under section 96A of the Town and Country 

Planning Act 1990. Other alterations may be made through a procedure under section 73 of 

the act, to vary or delete planning conditions, or an application may be made for an entirely 

new permission of course. 

3.3  The procedure under section 73 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 has been created 

to facilitate processes and avoid a stringent procedure under applications for full permission, 

where it is considered that fundamental alterations are not made. The procedure allows 

developers to make applications to modify conditions (including specific plans) on a specific 

permission. 

3.4  The planning authority is required to consider the propriety of such an application in every 

case, but specifically consideration needs to be given to whether the modification involves a 

fundamental alteration to the original plan. These legal grounds can be found in the case of R 

v Coventry City Council (ex parte Arrowsmith Group plc) (2001). A fundamental alteration 

means transforming the effects of the development in its entirety. However, it is possible to 

use this process in order to reduce the scale of a development. 

3.5  If it is considered that the alteration to a permission is fundamental, the applicant will be 

required to submit a new full application. 

3.6  A recent High Court case has made things a little clearer in terms of what is possible under 

section 73. In the case of R (Vue Entertainment Limited) v City of York Council (2017), the 

national cinema company, Vue, made an application for a judicial review of York Council's 

decision to approve a modification to a permission under section 73. The application increased 

(amongst other things) the number of cinema screens from 12 to 13, and increased the seating 

capacity within the cinema from 2000 to 2400. This was a 20% increase in numbers. The Vue 

company argued that this was a fundamental alteration to the original permission. However, 

the Court decided in this case that this was not a fundamental alteration, and that the 

permission in its entirety needed to be looked at when considering the question. The 

alteration to the condition did not involve altering the permission in its entirety. The 

permission description referred to a "multi-screen cinema" and the alteration in question 

would still mean that the description on the permission remained the same.  

3.7  The case gives strong support to the argument that developers may use section 73 to vary 

conditions which are beyond minor alterations. It is a matter for the planning authority, 

through its officers, to consider the propriety of the type of applications in every individual 

case. However, the planning authority may not insist upon a full application when an applicant 

makes an appropriate application under section 73. It is noted that planning officers have to 

make decisions which involve the need to assess the type of application that is appropriate, 

as an integral part of their everyday work.  
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3.8  In terms of the planning history of the Plas Pistyll site specifically, the concern regarding the 

propriety of the type of application submitted is raised in the context of a planning application 

to vary conditions, namely application no. C16/0976/43/LL which was for: 

"Vary conditions 2 (in accordance with plans) and 7 (number of units) on planning permission 

C11/0661/43/LL in order to amend the development design and reduce the number of holiday 

units to 19, together with the deletion of conditions 8, 9, 10 (Code for Sustainable Homes)"  

3.9  It is noted that the above application remains an application which involved providing holiday 

units in accordance with the original planning application, but that the application reduced 

the number of holiday units.  Therefore, varying the conditions did not alter the permission in 

its entirety. The effect of altering the conditions was changing the design which was a material 

alteration which required planning permission, and an application to vary conditions was 

submitted to this end.  It is also noted that that all the changes were within the same red line 

shown for the original application. Therefore, considering this application from a legal 

perspective, it is believed that submitting an application to vary conditions was appropriate in 

this case. 

4. PLANNING DELEGATION SCHEME 

4.1  In accordance with the provision of the Local Government Act 1972, Section 101, the Council 

is permitted to delegate its functions to Committees, Joint-Committees, Sub-Committees and 

Officers. There are also provisions for delegation functions by the Cabinet. However, 

determining planning applications is not a Cabinet matter and, therefore, the delegation 

procedure comes via the Full Council. 

4.2  Clarity regarding who has the right to determine applications is crucial in order to give 

assurance to applicants and objectors regarding the decision. Consequently, there is a specific 

and detailed delegation scheme regarding planning applications. 

4.3  The delegation scheme was revised in May 2018 after a scrutiny investigation and the Scrutiny 

report submitted for approval by the Full Council is appended. The objective of the report was 

to adapt the procedure in order to strike an appropriate balance regarding the matters which 

had to be submitted before the Committee. One of the main changes from this respect, was 

to shift the emphasis from referring to the Committee as a result of a comparatively low and 

quantitative number of objections, which increased the work of the Committee despite the 

nature of the applications being comparatively straight-forward. Therefore, specific emphasis 

was placed on the role of local members and wider as the barometer of local opinion and to 

use their right to call in if there was genuine local concern. 

4.4  In relation to Plas Pistyll, Scrutiny Committee Members have questioned why application no. 

C16/0976/43/LL to vary planning conditions (see paragraph 10) was not reported to the 

Planning Committee. This application for Plas Pistyll was determined in accordance with the 

previous procedure.  However, in the absence of a request to call in by a member and the fact 

that there were no objections, none of the thresholds for determining an application to vary 

conditions was crossed. Given the response to the public consultations and the history of 

planning permissions for holiday units on the site, there were reasonable grounds for the Head 

of Department to decide not to use his right to refer the application to the Planning 

Committee. 
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4.5  To support this procedure in its current and past forms, the following steps were taken to 

draw attention to the application: 

 

 Consultee Method of consulting on a 
planning application  

When? 

1 Neighbours Letter by post -  
 
Appendix 2 (which includes a 
link to the application) 

In circumstances where there is an adjoining 
owner or occupier (this happens in the 
majority of applications and based on the 
nature and circumstances of the 
development/site). 

2 Site Site notice - Appendix 3 Always 

3 The press 
 

In the local press (depending 
on the area - Caernarfon & 
Denbigh / Bangor Mail / 
Cambrian News) - 
 
Appendix 4 

e.g. Conservation Area applications, Listed 
Buildings applications, major applications, 
applications which are subject to an 
Environmental Assessment etc. where the 
Order insists upon an advert in the press. 
 

4 Local Member 
 

Via e-mail - Appendix 5 
(which includes a link to the 
application) 

Always 

5 Community Council 
 

Via e-mail - Appendix 6 
(which includes a link to the 
application) 

Always 

6 Statutory Consultees Via e-mail - Appendix 6 
(which includes a link to the 
application) 

When relevant to the development 

7 Others Via e-mail or letter When relevant to the development 

 

4.6  Publicity for applications for planning permission (with the exception of some applications 

which come in under Section 73) must be given in accordance with schedule 12 of the Town 

and Country Planning Order (General Development Procedure) (Wales) (Amendment) 2012. 

The Order provides for four basic types of publicity: 

i. The display of a site notice on or near the land to which the application relates 

ii. Publishing an advert in a newspaper circulated in the neighbourhood 

iii. Serving a notice on any adjoining owner or occupier 

iv. Publishing information on the website of the Local Planning Authority (LPA) 

4.7  With the majority of planning applications received by the LPA, there is a statutory 

requirement to publicise applications for planning permission by: 

i. displaying a site notice in at least one place on or near the land to which the 

application relates for no fewer than 21days; 

 or 

ii. by serving the notice on any adjoining owner or occupier. 
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4.8  In some circumstances, there may also be a requirement to advertise the application in the 

local press (see the above table). Following the discussions between Members and Officers at 

the meeting of 20 February 2019, potential options in terms of including the Local Member, 

Community / Town Councils, neighbours etc. in consultation letters may be examined.  This 

could first of all be looked at in the context of an application to vary or delete a condition but 

consideration could also be given to looking at this for all types of planning applications. Whilst 

it is noted that the discussions were around consultation, it is possible to consider where 

relevant, The National Principles for Engagement in Wales (2011), when looking at options in 

relation to the content of consultation letters. Of course, this will all need to be considered in 

the context of the statutory requirements in relation to consulting on planning applications 

and on what is practical. 

4.9  The current consultation procedure was stressed when submitting the report about the new 

Delegation Scheme to the Full Council, namely that there would be a reliance on local 

members to be alive to planning matters in their areas and to keep in touch with the Planning 

Service. This procedure has been operational for some time with experienced and new 

members referring matters to the Committee. Statistics show that approximately 11% of the 

applications reported to the Committee under the old delegation scheme had been referred 

by Local Members, with seven applications referred by Local Members since the 

implementation of the new Delegation Scheme.  This is in addition to the procedure for 

notifying neighbours and Community Councils, which is not only a way of seeking feedback 

but is also a part of the procedure of advertising and raising awareness about applications. 

4.10 Therefore, according to the delegation scheme, permission is given to the Head of 

Environment Department, operating via his planning officers, to determine every planning 

application with the exception of those which fall within the categories which have to be 

submitted before the Committee.  There is discretion to send applications that do not cross 

these thresholds to Committee in any case. But, this is a discretion and does not withdraw the 

core rights. Therefore, a decision which is in accordance with the Delegation Scheme is a valid 

planning decision.  This is required in order to give assurances regarding such decisions and 

that it does not open the door to a challenge. 

4.11  If a question arises regarding adapting the Delegation Scheme, the Scrutiny report stresses 

that changes to the Delegation Scheme have an effect on determining applications and the 

Committee's workload.  Any system needs to address the need for: 

i. Clarity and Propriety  

ii. The effect of any change on workflow 

iii. The effect on the Committee's workload 

4.12  Though planning applications follow comparatively similar processes whatever their size and 

significance, there is a substantial difference in their nature.  A comparatively small change to 

the wording of the scheme could mean that a disproportionate number of applications would 

have to be referred to committee. There are already general requirements in the Council's 

delegated rights, which are relevant to all officers when deciding to give consideration to 

whether the matters should be referred to Committee: 
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"2.4 Before exercising a delegated power, each chief officer must consider whether the 

decision is one that should be referred to the Cabinet, or appropriate committee or 

sub-committee for a decision." 

4.13  Therefore, not only does the Chief Officer have the right, it is a specific consideration and 

there is no argument that this consideration was used in the Plas Pistyll case.  However, from 

the perspective of the delegation scheme, there are clear messages regarding the 

implementation of the procedure for each stakeholder. 

5. RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 It is recommended that the Head of Environment Department: 

1. Considers potential options as methods of consulting with the Local Member, Community 

/ Town Councils, neighbours etc. on planning applications to vary conditions and on other 

types of planning applications. 

2. Considers the consultation arrangements on applications in or near the Area of 

Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) in terms of the AONB Service and the AONB Joint-

committee, where this is reasonable and appropriate and having regard to the statutory 

requirements for consultation and for making decisions on planning applications. 

3. Continues to hold regular training sessions for all Members and that all Members give 

priority to attending those sessions. This could include individual sessions for a Member 

if necessary. 

4. Completes the 12-month monitoring on the implementation of the new Delegation 

Scheme and report back to the Scrutiny Committee afterwards on the Delegation Scheme 

and on recommendations 1, 2 and 3. 

 

6. APPENDICES 

 Appendix 1 - Report to the Full Council 3 May 2018 

 Appendix 2 - Consultation with neighbours 

 Appendix 3 - Site notice 

 Appendix 4 - Press notice 

 Appendix 5 - Consultation with Local Member 

 Appendix 6 - Consultation with Community Council and statutory consultees 
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COMMITTEE COUNCIL 

 

DATE  3rd May 2018 

 

TITLE  Amendments to the Constitution 

 

PRESENTED BY 

 

Councillor Simon Glyn Chairman of the Communities Scrutiny 

Committee. 

CABINET MEMBER Councillor Dafydd Meurig , Environment Portfolio Holder. 

 

PURPOSE 

 

To implement the recommendations of the Communities Scrutiny 

Committee to adapt the Planning Delegation Scheme.   

RECOMMENDATION To adopt the adaptations to the Planning Delegation Scheme, 

Section 13 Appendix 3 Part 11 Head of the Regulatory 

Department, in accordance with what is noted in Appendix 1 of 

the report. 

 

AUTHOR Iwan Evans, Monitoring Officer 

 

 

Background 

1. This report includes recommendations to amend a specific element of the Constitution, 

namely the Planning Delegation Scheme. The specific adaptations can be seen in 

Appendix 1. 

 

2. In March 2017, a Communities Scrutiny investigation was completed into the Planning 

field.  One of the areas under consideration was the number of planning applications 

that come before the Planning Committee.  The investigation's findings were that the 

number of applications that came before the Committee were high and therefore 

consideration needed to be given to adapting the Delegated Planning Scheme.  This was 

the formal recommendation of the Communities Scrutiny Committee.  Informal 

consultation was also conducted with members of the Planning Committee in 

November on the prospective adaptations.   There was support in principle for the 

suggestions.  

 

3. Further consultation was conducted with the Communities Scrutiny Committee on 22nd 

February 2018 regarding the wording of the new delegated scheme and it was resolved 

to accept the adaptations.   The Scrutiny Committee report can be seen in Appendix 2, 

and this gives all of the background. The advantages and benefits of adapting the 

Delegation Scheme that were considered are noted in  part 7.2 of the Scrutiny report. 

These are the applications which must be brought before the Planning Committee for 

consideration. 

 
https://democratiaeth.cyngor.gwynedd.gov.uk/documents/s16060/Planning%20Delegation%20

Plan.pdf?LLL=1~ 
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Section 13 Appendix  3 Part 11 Head of Environment 

4. The proposed amendments can be seen specifically in Appendix 1. A number of the 

amendments deal with ensuring consistency and tidying up technical issues.  The 

amendments can be summarised as follows: 

 

4.1  Number 2 deals with planning applications and objections from Elected Members o 

 Planning Service staff. This creates an assurance in order to deal with matters in a  

           transparent way, and that any such applications are dealt with in public by the 

Committee. Number 3 deals with a similar situation with close relatives.  

 

4.2 Number 5 - has been deleted as other parts of the scheme can deal with applications of 

this type.  

 

4.3 Number 6 - Currently the threshold of three objections to a planning application 

contrary to the officer's recommendation means that the matter will go before the 

Planning Committee.  This entails that the receipt of  any three items of 

correspondence places the item on the Committee's agenda without any context.  

Based on the information submitted to the Scrutiny Committee during the 

investigation in 2017, the Scrutiny Committee was supportive of not having a 

threshold for the number of items of correspondence. The Local Member's discretion 

to refer an application to the Planning Committee remains (Number 1) and also the 

Head has the discretion to refer applications to Committee as is considered 

appropriate (Number 7).   

 

4.4 Number 9 - It is not considered necessary to differentiate between commercial, 

industrial or retail development that exceeds 500 square metres and developments 

for a building or buildings that are more than 1000 square metres. It is considered that 

the adaptation addresses these in one relevant point setting a threshold of 1000 

square metres be they commercial buildings, retail or any development of another 

type. This reflects the statutory definition of Major Development. 

 

4.5 Number 10 - this is included in order to address land developments that are in excess 

of 0.5 hectares.  It is considered that this point addresses a number of substantial 

caravan applications (number 11) and any other development that may be substantial. 

 

4.6 Numbers 11 and 12 have been deleted on the grounds that either one of the other 

headings now address these( Number10) , and that the Local Member's discretion still 

exists to call-in a matter to Committee if it is considered a matter of local planning 

importance.  

 

4.7 It should be noted that number 8 (developments of 5 houses or more) has been 

retained in the scheme.  

RECOMMENDATION: 

To adopt the adaptations to the Planning Delegation Scheme, Section 13 Appendix 3 Part 

11 Head of the Regulatory Department, in accordance with what is noted in Appendix 1 of 

the report. 
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APPENDIX 1 

 

Gwynedd Council Planning Delegation Scheme 

 

1. Planning applications where the Councillor in whose ward a proposed development is located, 

or any other two members, submit(s) a written request to the Planning Manager within the 

established timescale so that the matter is referred for a decision by the Planning Committee. 

The written request should include clear planning reasons why a request is made for the 

application to be referred to Committee. A notification letter should be sent to all local 

members. The prescribed period for advertising shall be 16 calendar days from the date of the 

notification letter. A local member may discuss an application with officers before referring it 

to Committee. 

 

2. Planning applications and/or objections/support for a planning application submitted by 

Elected Members or current staff of the Planning Service.  

 

3. Planning applications and/or objections/support for a planning application submitted by a close 

relative of an Elected Member or current staff of the Planning Service. To this end, a "close 

relative" is defined as a mother or father, husband or wife, partner, child, brother or sister, 

grandmother or grandfather, grandson or granddaughter. 

 

4. Applications which include an Environmental Impact Assessment. 

 

5. An application for consent to erect power lines with a capacity of 32KV or more. 

 

6. Applications where three or more observations, which are contrary to the officers’ 

recommendation, have been received within the consultation period. 

 

7. Planning applications that should be referred to Committee according to the Head of 

Environment Department. 

 

8. Planning applications for housing where the number of houses provided is five or more 

 

9. Planning applications for a commercial, industrial or retail development that is larger than 500 

square metres the provision of a building or buildings where the floor space to be created by 

the development is 1000 square meters or more; or  

 

10. Planning applications for developments on a site which is 0.5 hectares or more in size  

 

11. Applications for more than five caravans. 

 

12. Full planning applications for telecommunication masts and equipment. 

 

          'Planning applications' are defined as: full applications, householder applications, outline 

applications, reserved matters applications, listed building applications, Conservation Area 

applications, display of advertisements applications, minerals and waste applications, 

applications to remove or vary condition(s), applications to remove or vary Planning 

Obligations, non-material amendments applications. 
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APPENDIX 2 

COMMITTEE Communities Scrutiny Committee 

DATE   

TITLE  To implement the recommendation to adapt the Planning Delegation 

Scheme following the Scrutiny Investigation into the Planning field. 

 

CABINET MEMBER  Councillor Dafydd Meurig 

 

PURPOSE  To submit the new (Draft) Planning Delegation Scheme to include the 

adaptations approved by the Scrutiny Committee prior to its 

submission to the Full Council. 

 

1.  Background: 

1.1  It is intended to request that the Full Council supports the recommendation of the 

Scrutiny Committee to amend the Planning Delegation Scheme. A Scrutiny 

Investigation into the planning field was carried out during 2016-17.  One of the fields 

which was investigated was the Planning Delegation Scheme, which is the Scheme that 

notes which applications are delegated to relevant officers to determine and which 

applications need to be reported to the Planning Committee for a decision.  

1.2  In March 2017, and as a result of the work and outcomes of the Scrutiny Investigation, 

a recommendation was made by the Scrutiny Committee to the Cabinet Member that 

the thresholds in the Delegation Scheme should be revised. Amending the Planning 

Delegation Scheme will require the approval of the Full Council on the 

recommendation of the Monitoring Officer as it is a constitutional matter. As part of 

this process, the support of the Scrutiny Committee is sought to amend the Planning 

Delegation Scheme in accordance with its original recommendations in order to 

secure the benefits already discussed and which are outlined below. It is felt that it is 

important that the Scrutiny Committee sees the output of the investigation's work, 

before it is reported to the Full Council, with the amendments already approved by 

the Committee, incorporated in an amended Delegation Scheme. 

 

2. Work of the Scrutiny Committee  

 

2.1  One of the work fields that the Scrutiny Committee wished to examine was the part 

of the Delegation Scheme that is relevant to planning applications. This probably arises 

from concerns raised regularly by members, the Chair and former Chair of the 

Planning Committee about the length of agendas, the duration of the Committees, the 

number and type of items which are submitted before the Planning Committee and 

why some items need to be submitted to Committee at all. General concern has been 

expressed that the existing procedure does not make the best use of the Committee's 

time and ensure that it deals with and focuses on applications which are of real 

interest to them without having to deal with matters which have little more than local 

interest. 
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1.  What are the priorities of the Planning Committee in terms of 

applications that are submitted before the Committee and the time 

and expertise that is available? 

2. Do existing arrangements enable the Planning Committee to deal with 

and focus on applications that are of real interest to the Committee 

without having to deal with matters which have little more than local 

interest? 

3. If the content/thresholds of the Delegation Scheme need to be 

changed, how can this be carried out? 

4. What would be the benefits to the Planning Committee ... and would 

there be a broader benefit than a benefit to the work of the Planning 

Committee itself? 

2.3  In order to do this, information was provided for the consideration of the Scrutiny 

Investigation which covered: 

3. The Planning Committee’s existing arrangements  

3.1  The Planning Committee meets every three weeks and on average approximately 10 

applications appear on every agenda and recently there were 16 applications on the 

agenda which meant that the Committee had to start in the morning rather than at 

1pm.  Given the work involved with preparing items for the Committee, as well as 

pressure on Members and a significant number of officers to prepare in advance (and 

the duration of the meetings), it is clear that having more than ten applications on 

every agenda is not ideal, especially if there are major and/or contentious 

applications. This mindset has been supported by the Chair and the former Chair of 

the Committee and the Deputy Monitoring Officer and in general, it is believed that 

the ideal number of items on the agenda is eight. 

3.2  Due to the requirements of the current Delegation Scheme, every draft agenda starts 

with a high number of applications (between 20 and 25) with the need to prioritise 

which applications will be included on the final agenda. One must prioritise based on 

a number of matters and risks such as: the ability to determine within the statutory 

period in order to meet national targets; determination within the statutory period as 

the applicant could request a refund of their fee if this is not achieved; a risk of appeal 

for not determining within the timescale; economic/grant implications (though not a 

planning matter, it is important for the developer and to achieve the development); 

work pressures for all officers involved with the process and Committee Members. 

From time to time, an additional Committee meeting has been required in order to 

catch up as occurred in December 2017 when an all-day Committee was held. 

3.3  In addition, work involved with preparing Committee reports has increased 

substantially in recent years due to the need for more detailed reports in order to 

reduce risks for the Council, to meet local and national policy requirements and to 

ensure that Committee Members receive all relevant information as they make their 

decision. It is acknowledged that a report in relation to delegated matters is needed 

also, but, clearly, the timescale restrictions do not exist which means that a timely 

decision is much more likely. 
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4.1  Currently, and in relation to planning matters only, the right to determine any matter 

requiring a decision under the relevant acts (which is noted in the "Delegation Scheme 

for Committees") is delegated to the Head of Regulatory Department (now called the 

Head of Environment Department), with the exception of the following, which will be 

the responsibility of the Planning Committee (a full copy of the current Planning 

Delegation Scheme is attached as Appendix 1): 

 Applications where the Councillor in whose ward a proposed development is 

located, or any other two members, submit(s) a written request to Planning 

Managers within the established timescale so that the matter is referred for a 

decision to the Planning Committee. The written request should include clear 

planning reasons why a request is made for the application to be referred to 

Committee. A notification letter should be sent to all local members. The 

prescribed period for advertising shall be 16 calendar days from the date of the 

notification letter. A local member may discuss an application with officers 

before referring it to Committee. 

 Applications submitted by Members and current staff of the Planning Service. 

 Applications which contain an Environmental Impact Assessment. 

 An application for consent to erect power lines with a capacity of 32KV or more. 

 Applications where three or more observations, which are contrary to the 

officers’ recommendation, have been received within the consultation period. 

 Applications which the Head of Regulatory Department considers should be 

referred to Committee. 

 Applications for residential developments for five dwellings or more. 

 Applications for a commercial, industrial or retail development that is larger 

than 500 square metres. 

 Applications for more than five caravans. 

 Full planning applications for telecommunication masts and equipment. 

NOTE: As a matter of good practice, the Head of Service will refer any application by a 

close relative of a current member of staff from the Planning Service to Committee for 

determination. To this end, a close relative is defined as a mother or father, husband 

or wife, partner, child or brother or sister. 

4.2 It should be noted that there is a responsibility on all chief officers to consider, prior 

to determining, if any delegated application should be referred to the Committee for 

determination, under the general rights of the Officers Delegation Scheme within the 

Constitution (Part 13, Appendix 3).  This responsibility will remain following any 

specific change to the Planning delegation scheme. 

4.3  A chart was provided to the Scrutiny Committee which showed the reasons for 

submitting applications to the Planning Committee and it was noted that the main 

reason was receiving 3+ observations contrary to the officers' recommendation. All 

these objections could come from the same postal address or e-mail and/or be 

anonymous and possibly irrelevant to the case or to planning.  This also means that 

small developments such as extensions to houses etc. have to be determined by the 

Committee. 

4.4  During the 2015/16 year, the main reasons for submitting applications to the 

Committee were as follows: 
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Note: it must be borne in mind that these (or current) thresholds do not apply 

individually - it is possible that an application before the Committee is on the agenda 

due to e.g. number of houses, objections and that it was referred by the Local 

Member. 

5.  The national position and the arrangements of a sample of other Local Planning 

Authorities in north Wales - 

5.1  During 2016/17 and 2015/16 9% of all Gwynedd Local Planning Authority planning 

applications came before the Planning Committee compared with the Welsh average 

of 6%. This is equivalent to 100 applications a year being submitted to the Committee 

at 15 different meetings (with a number of applications deferred and re-submitted). 

5.2  We looked at the delegation arrangements of other Local Planning Authorities in the 

North and it was seen that there are common criteria between each LPA but they 

aren't entirely consistent, such as: 

1. Circumstances where a Local Member may refer an application to the 

Committee 

2. Circumstances where a member of staff or Councillor has a personal interest 

in the application 

3. Applications which include an Environmental Impact Assessment 

4. Applications that should be referred to the Planning Committee for 

determination according to the Head of Department 

5. The application falls within the statutory definition of 'major' 

6. A specific number (which varies from LPA to LPA) of written objections 

received 

7. The application has been submitted by the Council or is on Council land. Page 298



5.3  Most LPAs which we looked at do not note the size/type of development or the 

number of units as a threshold as Gwynedd LPA does, but rather use the statutory 

definition of 'major' applications. Gwynedd Council thresholds are lower than this and 

are very prescriptive in terms of the number of observations, the number of houses 

and caravans and it is likely that their content is out of date and generally reflects the 

circumstances/interest that existed at the time of drawing it up. By now, the nature 

of the applications that are submitted to the LPA has changed considerably in terms 

of type, size and number. 

5.4  Given this, it was highlighted that it was possible to propose simple changes to the 

delegation thresholds that would either reduce the number of applications on every 

agenda and all the associated work and/or ensure that applications that require 

priority and the Committee's attention are not unnecessarily delayed, reducing risks 

and ensuring performance levels. It would also be a way of trying to reduce the 

number submitted to Committee in order to reflect the National average and facilitate 

speedier decisions. 

6. Scrutiny Committee Discussion: 

6.1  Based on the high percentage of applications that are submitted to the Planning 

Committee and the associated impact of doing this (as noted above), the need to 

ensure that the Planning Committee focuses on dealing with matters which are of 

genuine interest to them alone was supported and this would also ensure the best use 

of the time and expertise available whilst also avoiding the potential risks outlined 

above. 

6.2  In order to do so, the intention to change the Planning Delegation Scheme and basing 

it on the thresholds/definition of 'major' applications with local adaptations in relation 

to the number of houses (five rather than 10) and also development on a site of a 

specific size (0.5 hectare rather than 1 hectare) was supported. In relation to minerals 

and waste applications, it is not considered that these need to be noted individually 

as the other thresholds suggested will mean that the major applications or which are 

of interest will come before the Committee in any case. 

6.3  The Scrutiny Committee was supportive of not having a threshold for the number of 

items of correspondence contrary to the officers' recommendation required in order 

to submit an application to Committee, as this is shown to contribute substantially 

towards applications submitted to Committee, which had little more than local 

interest. It was acknowledged and supported that the right of the Local Member or 

two other members to refer an application to Committee under particular 

circumstances continued as the current situation and this was considered acceptable. 

In addition, it was accepted that all items of correspondence received on an 

application and which are relevant to planning will continue to have deserving and 

appropriate attention as part of the delegated assessment. 

 

7. Findings of the Scrutiny Investigation - 

7.1  Based on the evidence and the information submitted to the Scrutiny Committee, it 

was found that 'Gwynedd Planning Delegation Scheme thresholds seem low in 

comparison to other organisations and this is highlighted in the number of applications 
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referred to the Planning Committee.  ' This is evidenced by the comparative Welsh 

performance for 2015-16 (which is also true for 2016-17). On this basis, the Scrutiny 

Committee recommended that the thresholds of the Planning Delegation Scheme 

should be as discussed and supported by the Scrutiny Committee. A draft of the entire 

proposed Delegation Scheme has been included as Appendix 2 and this refers to the 

rights to call-in, referral of application by staff and members, good practice etc. 

7.2  It is anticipated that there would be clear and wide-ranging benefits of implementing 

the changes: 

 Fewer applications on the agenda and not have to prioritise as much 

 More timely decisions likely to: 

- Improve customer experience 

- Reduce the risks to the Council (appeal and refunding fees) 

 Less work pressure on Planning Committee Members and shorter meetings 

 Planning Committee can deal with and focus on applications that are of real 

interest to them 

 Less pressure on the Translation Unit, Support Unit, Planning Officers and all the 

other officers who support the process 

 Enable the Planning Service to maintain and improve performance 

 Free up Planning Officers' time to focus on other planning applications (namely 

91% of all applications) in order to improve the experience of all Planning Service 

customers 

8. Relevant Timetable: 

8.1  Submit the changes to the Full Council for its support on the recommendation of the 

Monitoring Officer at the annual meeting on 3 May 2018. 

8.2 Implement the change soon afterwards and before September 2018 and take 

advantage of the summer period to raise awareness and put the appropriate 

arrangements in place. 

9. Conclusions 

9.1  The Scrutiny Committee is asked to confirm and support the Full Draft of the 

proposed Planning Delegation Scheme in Appendix 2, which includes the adaptations 

which have already been approved, before the scheme is reported to the Full Council 

on the recommendation of the Monitoring Officer. 

10. Appendices: 

Appendix 1 – current Planning Delegation Scheme 

Appendix 2 - Full Draft of the proposed Planning Delegation Scheme 
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NAME OF SCRUTINY COMMITTEE Communities Scrutiny Committee

DATE OF MEETING 4th April 2019
TEITL The Service provided by the Trading Standards Unit (Public 

Protection)
AUTHOR Dafydd Wyn Williams, Head of Environment Department 
CABINET MEMBEFR Councillor Dafydd Meurig 
PURPOSE To raise awareness of the duties and responsibilities of the 

Trading Standards Unit and the outputs and challenges.

  1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 A report was presented at the last scrutiny committee outlining the activities undertaken by 
the Trading Standards Unit, which is part of the Public Protection Service within the 
Environment Department. A copy of the report is attached with the report. 

This report will summarise the main areas covered by the Unit and provide further detail in 
respect of the Unit’s performance data during the last reported period (April 2018-October 
2018) as requested by the Committee at the meeting in October 2018. 

1.2 The Trading Standards Unit consists of twelve officers split into two sub-teams with one team 
responsible for general Trading Standards matters and the other team responsible for activities 
relating to Animal Health and Welfare and Agriculture/Feed Law Enforcement.  Officers also 
contribute towards the work of the Wellbeing, Health & Safety Unit and Pollution Control & 
Licensing Unit.

1.3 The Unit has to decide on the best method to achieve its regulatory and statutory 
responsibilities and consider a balance between preventive activities and reactive activities 
in order to protect consumers and support businesses. The Unit provides core activities based 
on ‘intelligence’ and risk. 

Public Protection Manager 
– Trading Standards

Fair Trading, Product 
Safety, Weights and 
Measures, Petroleum, 
Explosives Team 

2 x Trading Standards 
Officers/Public 
Protection (1 trainee) 

4 x Enforcement Officer

Animal Health and 
Welfare, Agriculture 
& Feed Law 
Enforcement Team.

1 x Senior Enforcement 
Officer

2 x Enforcement 
Officers

3 x Technical Officers

3 x Swyddog Technegol
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2.   CORE FUNCTIONS

2.1 The Unit’s main purpose is to safeguard the health and wellbeing of the public from harmful 
business practices by ensuring that businesses adopt and maintain procedures and comply 
with the legal requirements which apply to their businesses. It aims to protect individuals, 
communities and businesses from harm and financial loss by maintaining a fair trading 
environment.

2.2 The Unit concentrates on providing resource towards tackling high risk activities and non-
compliant businesses. The Unit’s priorities correspond with regional and National priorities:-              

 Tackling fraudulent business practices 
 Supporting compliant businesses
 Protecting vulnerable consumers
 Health improvement

2.3   Core functions include the following:-

 Fair Trading 
 Scams 
 Doorstep Crime, Cold Calling and Illegal Money Lending 
 Educating and Advising Consumers 
 Controlling Illicit Tobacco
 Product Safety 
 Age Restricted Sales     
 Intellectual Property and counterfeiting 
 Weights and Measures 
 Petroleum and Explosives 
 Animal Health & Welfare
 Agriculture / Feed Law Enforcement and contributing towards a regional feed service.

2.4     The Unit uses a variety of methods to carry out their objectives:

 inspecting businesses to check for compliance,
 responding to service requests from members of the public,
 inspecting businesses to check for compliance,
 taking appropriate action when any non-compliances are detected,
 managing activities which have the potential to be problematic by Licensing,
 providing initial advice to new businesses in addition to updates on new legislation,
 sampling and testing products to ascertain the standard and safety, including the testing of 

weighing machines and petrol pumps to ensure accuracy and ensuring that age restricted 
goods are not sold illegally and

 raising awareness of consumer rights, particularly in respect of the vulnerable.

3.    PERFORMANCE REPORTS

3.1 The Public Protection Service produces regular Performance Reports which detail how the 
teams have performed in achieving their objectives. The last reporting period was April 2018-
October 2018 (see Appendix A for the relevant performance indicators which include Trading 
Standards activities).

3.2 Appendix A – G1: Customers and businesses who have previously had contact with the 
service are asked to provide feedback on the service provided. Any negative comments 
received are then scrutinised and relevant action taken where possible to improve future 
service.
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3.3 Appendix A – G2: The percentage of high risk inspections undertaken. This indicator shows the 
extent to which the Service’s programme of trading premises inspections was completed on 
time. The inspections check compliance with the relevant Trading Standards legislation. If any 
non-compliances are found, advice is provided to assist the business put things right.  

3.4 Appendix A – G4: Percentage of feed establishments received an inspection in line with the 
Regional programme.

3.5 Appendix A – G5: Percentage of breaches rectified through the Public Protection Service’s 
intervention. These include breaches of criminal legislation and serious breaches of 
consumer’s rights arising under civil law where intervention is required to ensure the breach is 
rectified.

4. ADDITIONAL PRIORITIES DATA  

4.1 Scams/Protecting the vulnerable – although not a performance indicator, tackling scams is 
a priority for the Unit. In partnership with the National Trading Standards Scams Team (NTSST) 
details of potential scam victims in Gwynedd are referred to us and officers visit or contact 
victims to provide advice and support. During the period April – October 2018, 16 scam victims 
were referred to us from NTSST and received intervention.

4.2 Call blockers – the Unit works in partnership with social services and arrange for vulnerable 
residents to receive a call blocking device to prevent nuisance calls where appropriate. 
During the period April - October 2018, 5 call blocking devices were fitted. Some of the 
feedback from residents after using the devices include the following:-

“It has changed my life, I’m no longer afraid to answer the phone”

“I can’t believe all those nuisance calls have stopped, I feel much happier at home now”.

4.3 Requests for business advice – the Unit provides advice and guidance to businesses. During 
the period April 2018 – October 2018 the Unit received 169 requests from businesses in 
Gwynedd.

4.4 Complaints – During the period April 2018 – October 2018 there were 699 complaints reported 
to the Unit which all required intervention (263 relating to the work of the Animal Health/Feed 
team and 436 relating to general Trading Standards matters). In addition to this the Unit 
received 741 notifications from the Citizens Advice Consumer Services.

4.5 Establishing contact with new businesses and inspecting businesses - Making contact with 
new businesses is an effective method of establishing a positive and open relationship with 
traders and to ensure that they are aware of their obligations at the outset. During the period 
April 2018 and October 2018 the Unit carried out 172 inspections in total which included 
making contact with 24 new businesses.
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NAME OF SCRUTINY COMMITTEE Communities Scrutiny Committee

DATE OF MEETING 11th October 2018
TEITL The Service provided by the Trading Standards Unit (Public 

Protection)
AUTHOR DAFYDD WILLIAMS, HEAD OF ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT 
CABINET MEMBEFR COUNCILLOR DAFYDD MEURIG
PURPOSE To raise awareness of the duties and responsibilities of the Trading 

Standards Unit and the outputs and challenges.

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The report outlines the activities undertaken by the Trading Standards Unit, which is 
part of the Public Protection Service within the Environment Department.

1.2 The report will explain the nature of the Unit’s work, outline the changes which have 
occurred over the last few years and the challenges facing the Unit. An information 
booklet has recently been circulated to Members providing information on Trading 
Standards, a copy of which is attached with the report.

2.0 THE PUBLIC PROTECTION SERVICE WITHIN THE ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT  

Senior Manager 
Planning and 

Public Protection 
Service  

Support
Rheolaeth 
Datblygu a 
Gorfodaeth

Uned Polisi 
Cynllunio ar y Cyd

Pollution Control, 
Licensing Trading Standards Wellbeing, Health 

& Safety

2.1 There are three Units in the service dealing specifically with Public Protection duties, 
including Trading Standards, Pollution Control and the Wellbeing & Health and Safety 
Unit. The Units’s duties are specifically relevant throughout the whole County, with 
the Units’s duties operating from all three area offices along with support from the 
Support Services Unit. 

3.0 THE TRADING STANDARDS UNIT 

3.1 Each local authority has a statutory responsibility to provide a Trading Standards 
Service and the Council had a statutory duty to enforce a wide variety of legislation 
which is deputized to the Head of the Environment Department. Although most 
Trading Standards duties are matters relating to UK Government, some matters are 
devolved to Welsh Government e.g. Food, Agriculture, Feed Law Enforcement.
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3.2 The Trading Standards Unit is split into two sub-teams with one team responsible for 
general Trading Standards matters and the other team responsible for activities 
relating to Animal Health and Welfare and Agriculture/Feed Law Enforcement. 

3.3 The Unit has to decide on the best method to achieve its regulatory responsibilities 
and consider a balance between preventive activities and reactive activities in order 
to protect consumers and support businesses. Not only are such decisions affected by 
local priorities but external stakeholders will have also have an influence e.g. Food 
Standards Agency (FSA), Office of Product Safety and Standards, Department of 
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs. The Unit provides core activities based on 
‘intelligence’ and risk.

4.0      CHANGES TO THE TRADING STANDARDS UNIT

4.1 Back in 2011-12 the activities of Trading Standards and the Animal Health and 
Welfare, Agriculture/Feed Law Enforcement were carried out by two separate Units, 
with two separate Managers. Along with these two Units, the Public Protection 
Service consisted of seven Units. The current situation is of course that all the 
activities sit under the same Unit, managed by a single Manager.   

4.2 There are twelve officers in the Unit, all reporting to a Line Manager. It should also be 
noted that, following changes to the structure of the Service, officers work across all 
three Units of the Public Protection Service as it is today, with officers from this 
particular Unit contributing towards the work of the Wellbeing, Health & Safety Unit 
and Pollution Control & Licensing Unit.

Public Protection Manager 
– Trading Standards

Fair Trading, Product 
Safety, Weights and 
Measures, Petroleum, 
Explosives Team 

2 x Trading Standards 
Officers/Public 
Protection (1 trainee) 

4 x Enforcement Officer

Animal Health and 
Welfare, Agriculture 
& Feed Law 
Enforcement Team.

1 x Senior Enforcement 
Officer

2 x Enforcement 
Officers

3 x Technical Officers

3 x Swyddog Technegol
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4.3 The considerable change to the Public Protection Service structure over the last six 
years has seen a number of posts being cut with expertise being lost as a result. Such 
posts have included Trading Standards posts. The figures below shows the changes in 
Public Protection staff numbers (including Support staff) over the last six years.

Year Number of staff

2011/12 63.10

2017/18 42.80

The above shows that 20 posts have been cut from the Service over the last six years 
which is equivalent to a 32% cut in Public Protection staff. 

5.0 THE TRADING STANDARDS TEAM

5.1 Nature of the work

5.1.1 The Service’s main purpose is to safeguard the health and wellbeing of the public from 
harmful business practices by ensuring that non-retail businesses adopt and maintain 
procedures and comply with the legal requirements which apply to their businesses.   

5.1.2 The Unit concentrates on providing resource towards tackling high risk activities and 
non-compliant businesses. The Unit’s priorities correspond with regional and National 
priorities:-

 Tackling fraudulent business practices 
 Supporting compliant businesses
 Protecting vulnerable consumers
 Health improvement

5.1.3 Trading Standards functions include the following:-

 Fair Trading – including pricing, descriptions of goods and Services, terms and 
conditions, purchases and repairs of cars, holidays, buying a new home and 
house improvements etc.
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 Scams – The National Trading Standards Scam hub hold a database of victims 
across the UK. The hub refers relevant data to the Trading Standards Unit so that 
officers can make contact with victims and offer support in an attempt to prevent 
further threat.

Officers from the Unit continue to work in partnership with Social Services / 
Community Safety and provide presentations and information to local voluntary 
and community groups, care staff, banks and building society staff etc. and can 
arrange for vulnerable consumers to receive a call blocking device to prevent 
nuisance calls where appropriate.

 Doorstep Crime, Cold Calling and Illegal Money Lending - Doorstep crime can 
affect anyone, but often elderly and vulnerable people are targeted by Rogue 
Traders. Data also shows that the number of incidents are related to Serious 
Organised Crime Groups. The Social Services and Well-being (Wales) Act 2014 
mentions having better systems in place to safeguard adults and vulnerable 
children. By working in partnership, it is the duty and responsibility of all public 
establishments to protect the vulnerable, including the field of financial abuse.

 Educating and Advising Consumers – Ensuring that consumers have the tools and 
relevant information to deal with the modern market environment. Educating 
consumers is essential in establishing and sustaining buyer and business 
confidence. The Unit also provides information talks to local 
community/vulnerable groups and work in partnership with other agencies to 
provide a range of important messages and advice to consumers. 

 Controlling Illicit Tobacco– illicit tobacco can be defined as follows:-

1. Smuggled Tobacco (bootleg) – imported without paying duty.
2. Counterfeit Cigarettes
3. ‘Illicit Whites’ – manufactured in Eastern Europe or Asia

 Product Safety – the law states that all products sold, new and second hand, must 
be safe. Officers offer advice and enforce a wide variety of legislation to ensure 
product safety and protect consumers.  
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 Age Restricted Sales - Following the Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 
2015 the Welsh Government has published a health and well-being measure for 
children within the National Indicators, examining the percentage of children who 
have fewer than two healthy lifestyles. The four healthy behaviours involve smoking; 
alcohol consumption; physical activity; and fruit and vegetable consumption. Trading 
Standards professionals have a significant role to play in relation to making illegal 
purchases from retail premises difficult for children. 

    
 Intellectual Property and counterfeiting - Intellectual property crime costs the UK 

economy hundreds of millions of pounds each year, with organised crime gangs 
causing significant damage to industries that produce legitimate, high quality, physical 
goods and online and digital content in an increasingly competitive climate. The main 
selling platforms these days are the internet / social media sites.

 Weights and Measures – all goods are sold by weight or measure. The Unit is 
responsible for enforcing a wide variety of complex regulations to ensure that the 
public receive the correct amount of any product purchased. Part of the work involves 
ensuring that consumers and businesses have confidence when purchasing goods and 
also ensuring fair competition by verifying the accuracy of weighing and measuring 
equipment, checking goods available in shops, responding to complaints concerning 
short measure, incorrect measures of fuel, building materials etc. The Unit also 
provides a calibration and verification service for which it charge for.

 Petroleum and Explosives - The Unit is also responsible for the licensing, and 
enforcing the licence conditions, of premises selling fireworks and petroleum.
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The Unit uses a variety of methods to carry out their objectives:

 responding to service requests from members of the public,
 inspecting businesses to check for compliance,
 taking appropriate action when any non-compliances are detected,
 managing activities which have the potential to be problematic by Licensing,
 providing initial advice to new businesses in addition to updates on new legislation,
 sampling and testing products to ascertain the standard and safety, including the 

testing of weighing machines and petrol pumps to ensure accuracy and ensuring that 
age restricted goods are not sold illegally and

 raising awareness of consumer rights, particularly in respect of the vulnerable.

5.2 Outputs and benefits for Gwynedd residents

5.2.1 The Unit is responsible for ensuring compliance with Trading Standards legislation in 
over 8000 businesses in Gwynedd. It is also responsible for on-line enforcement and 
for other contracts made by Gwynedd residents with businesses from outside 
Gwynedd. 

5.2.2 The Unit’s core activities are as follows:-

Dealing with Service Requests, Licensing Requests, Freedom of Information Requests 

Service Requests include consumer complaints, notifications and referrals from 
Citizens Advice Consumer Service, requests for business advice etc.

 2017/18  Number

Service Requests  1776
Registering Premises for the storage 
of explosives/fireworks

21

All year round licence to store 
Fireworks 

1

Petroleum Storage Licences 18
Freedom of Information requests 12

Investigations/Cases (identifying and resolving non-compliances) 

2017/18 Number of investigations/cases

Investigations/Cases 70

Establishing contact with new businesses and inspecting businesses

Making contact with new businesses is an effective method of establishing a positive 
and open relationship with traders and to ensure that they are aware of their 
obligations at the outset.
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2017/18 Number of inspections

Inspecting businesses  233
 

Calibrations/Verifications

In addition to verification and routine testing weighing and measuring Equipment in 
use for trade as part of its statutory metrology function, the Unit also undertakes the 
testing of weighing and measuring equipment upon request. A fee is charged for such 
testing. A supplementary fee is charged for the provision of a calibration certificate 
stating the results of the tests if requested.  

2017/18 Number of 
Calibrations/Verifications 

Requests for 
verification/calibration (for a fee)

8

Other activities

 Fraud / Scams – visits to all vulnerable victims which were classed a priority.

 The Unit continues to use a variety of methods to raise promote and circulate 
preventive messages in an attempt to empower consumers and communities. 
During the year, officers prepare Press Releases, undertake radio interviews 
and work closely with the Communication Department to use social media 
platforms in order to support consumers and businesses and raise awareness 
of consumer issues. 

5.3 Challenges

5.3.1 The Unit continues to prioritise work on the basis of risk, manage expectations, ensure 
quality and seek to achieve more with less resources. Over the years, we have seen a 
fall in the number of routine inspections/interventions to businesses as well as a fall 
in market surveillance and general awareness raising of Trading Standards work. 
Nationally, Trading Standards is moving towards a more reactive (intel-led) approach 
rather than a proactive one however the Unit continues to be proactive and deal with 
local complaints to the best of its ability.  

5.3.2 When considering how the Unit receives information/intel, it is important to note the 
role of the national Citizens Advice Consumer Service helpline. The intention behind 
such an arrangement was for the helpline to provide free and effective advice to 
consumers on civil matters only so as to allow Trading Standards to prioritise any 
criminal/enforcement issues arising from the complaint. 

5.3.3 The Unit does not want to see businesses failing to comply and we have to be realistic 
in respect of the needs of responsible businesses and to provide opportunities for 
businesses to rectify any issues. The Unit recognises the value of local businesses to 
the economy and wants to support economic prosperity and growth whilst also 
balancing this with the need to take formal action and enforcement where 
appropriate.  
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5.3.4 E-commerce i.e. the use of social media and general use of the internet, is increasing 
each year with more and more people using such platforms to sell products and 
services via these methods. Unfortunately, the internet is a perfect platform for 
fraudulent traders and they are taking advantage of the internet’s facilities and how 
quickly new tactics develop in order to defraud consumers.  

5.3.5 Serious and Organised Crime Groups - these groups are having an effect on all fields 
in Trading Standards. Criminals who were previously involved in ‘high risk’ offences 
are now moving to areas with less risk / sentences etc. Trading Standards officers are 
having to constantly adapt and adopt new methods and tactics to investigate such 
cases due to such criminals regularly changing their tactics to avoid detection.

5.3.6 Weights and Measures – a fall in the number of qualified Trading Standards Officers 
and a lack of trainees within the system. 

 

6.0 ANIMAL HEALTH AND WELFARE, AGRICULTURE AND FEED LAW ENFORCEMENT 
TEAM

6.1       Nature of work – Animal Health & Welfare 

6.1.1 Dealing with outbreaks and implementing measures to control animal disease 
outbreaks is a statutory function and can carry wide and costly consequences for 
public health, the economy and the environment. Also, the way animals are treated 
are an important reflection of the values of society. The Unit aims to ensure that 
animals in Gwynedd are treated well and that they do not suffer. This is carried out 
by a variety of methods:- 

 identifying cases of unsatisfactory husbandry,
 investigating cases concerning animal disease (noting previous consequences 

of foot and mouth in 2001),
 inspecting and monitoring markets and animal shows – providing an 

opportunity to make contact with farmers and learn about any issues, provide 
advice etc,

 inspecting vehicles used to transport animals,
 enforcing legislation concerning the disposal of animal by-products,
 inspecting businesses based on risk and
 Providing an emergency response at the start of any animal disease outbreak.
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6.1.2 The Local Authority has a statutory duty to enforce a range of legislation concerning 
Animal Health and has a duty to conduct inspections to monitor compliance, provide 
advice and investigate complaints.

 
6.1.3 Following a meeting between Welsh Government and Wales Heads of Trading 

Standards in 2015 to discuss new methods of partnership working, a new 
arrangement was established whereby local councils work together as a region to 
provide enforcement and offer advice in the field and a new national plan of action 
was agreed. 

6.2       Outputs

Responding to Service Requests

Service Requests include complaints from consumers, notifications and referrals from 
Citizens Advice Consumer Service, requests for business advice, information received 
on suspicious movement of animals etc.  

2017/18  Number of requests

Requests for advice  463

Investigations / Cases (identifying non-compliance and rectifying) 

2017/18 Total

Investigations/
Cases   

 213

Inspecting High Risk businesses

2017/18 Number of inspections

High Risk Business   22 (4 premises closed)

Establishing contact with new businesses and inspecting medium and low risk     
businesses

Making contact with new businesses is an effective way of establishing a positive 
relationship with farmers and to ensure they are aware of their obligations at the 
outset. Inspecting Medium Risk and Low Risk businesses follows the same model as 
the High Risk businesses the only difference being the frequency of the inspections 
(Medium Risk every three years, Low Risk every five years). 

2017/18 Number of inspections 

Inspections to 
New/Medium and 
Low risk businesses  

139
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6.3 Nature of work – Agriculture / Feed Law Enforcement and contributing towards a 
regional feed service.

6.3.1 Animal feed plays a vital part in the food chain and has implications for the 
composition and quality of the livestock products (milk, meat and eggs) that people 
consume. Feed enforcement is a statutory function and the European legislation 
covers feed for farm animals as well as horses, pets, farmed fish, circus animals etc. 

6.3.2 As part of the work, the Unit aims to ensure businesses adopt and maintain 
procedures and comply with the legal requirements which apply to their businesses 
e.g. by preventing and investigating complaints about:

 miss-labelling of animal feed by manufacturers,

 selling and using contaminated animal feed,

 inferior animal feed (i.e. not of the required composition or falsely described),

 sampling/testing animal feed to ensure quality,

 ensuring satisfactory management and hygiene and

 taking action in respect of feedstuffs that are recalled.

6.3.3 With respect to Feed Law Enforcement, the enforcement methods under the 
Agriculture Act 1970 and other UK and EU legislation are noted in the statutory Code 
of Practice. The Act states that Food/Feed Authorities consider the code when 
carrying out their duties. In effect, this means that Local Authorities must follow and 
implement the relevant provisions of the code.    

6.3.4 The Food Standards Agency (FSA) have adopted a unique arrangement in respect of 
Feed Law Enforcement in Wales. A regional plan exists and North Wales has a Lead 
Officer based in Wrexham Council who is responsible for allocating the inspections 
‘due’ to each of the six Local Authorities. Each Authority then receives a set fee for 
each inspection (depending on the amount of money available to the FSA for feed 
enforcement in Wales.) Due to the level of resources, the number of inspections due 
as part of the FSA’s plan is far lower than the total number of premises ‘due’ an 
inspection in Gwynedd. Gwynedd has approximately 2000 farms. Inspections are 
therefore prioritised based on their risk (Risk Score 1 = each year, Risk Score 2 = every 
two years etc.) and type of premises.

6.4    Outputs

In 2017/18 Gwynedd received £35k for completing the work allocated as part of 
regional plan.
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2017/18 Number

Inspections 194
Samples 7
Business Advice 39

6.5     Challenges

6.5.1 With a reduction in the resources available to the Unit, it is inevitable that the level 
and type of service provided previously cannot be sustained. There is therefore a 
greater emphasis on risk when deciding how and whether certain issues will be dealt 
with and this may cause risks in itself in respect of e.g.  

 managing expectations of external agencies, Gwynedd businesses and 
residents,

 meeting statutory obligations and
 allowing circumstances which may lead to a substantial negative economic 

effect.

6.5.2 Placing trust in earned recognition (‘Farm Assured /“Red Tractor/FAWL”) is on the rise 
and is set to continue. The aim is for the industry to manage itself so that inspections 
are less frequent. However, questions and concerns have been raised as to the 
effectiveness and robustness of such arrangements. The Code of Practice notes that 
any officers enforcing feed law has to hold relevant qualifications and concerns raised 
as to whether officers from such organisations will be qualified and sufficiently 
competent as well as truly independent. 

6.5.3 Potential for competent officers to be taken away from feed law enforcement due to 
a lack of resources/priorities elsewhere and thus would have an effect on the regional 
plan.  

6.5.4 Review of the Code of Practice – in order to concentrate on quality and impact of visits 
rather than the number of inspections.  

6.5.5 Maintaining an up to date, accurate feed register is essential.  

6.5.6 Uncertainty in respect of the amount of funding available to the FSA in the longer 
term.  

6.5.7 Uncertainty following ‘Brexit – in relation to the Agriculture sector there may be 
changes in the amount of farm payments/grants available and a possibility that the 
amount of funding will be reduced and therefore a risk that general farm management 
and standards will fall. The majority of farms in Gwynedd are livestock farms (beef / 
lamb) and with the potential of the UK leaving the EU without an agreement a risk 
that duty for export to the EU will be increased therefore having a negative effect on 
the market. 
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APPENDIX Ab

Trading Standards Performance Data (April 2018 – October 2018)

G1 Percentage of customers who responded to the survey stating that they are satisfied with the level of service provided.

P
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G2 Percentage of high risk businesses received an inspection in line with the programme

This indicator reports on the performance of the Food Hygiene, Food Standards and Animal Health teams in respect of completing 
inspections to High Risk premises on the programme.  
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G4 Percentage of feed establishments received an inspection in line with the programme 

P
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G5 Percentage of breaches rectified through the Public Protection Service’s intervention  

P
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